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The 1950s was the decade of the largest volume of immigration to Canada. Germans figured 

prominently in this great wave contributing 200,000 migrants in the peak years of 1951-57, a 

number only surpassed by British newcomers. in fact, more Germans came to Canada in this seven 

year span than during any comparable penod in Canadian history. This influx was made possible 

by the great interest in emigration in Germany and the generous immigration policy of the Canadian 

government. indeed, government immigration policies and programs were decisive and 

determining factors, shaping the size and character of the German influx. Policy makers in Ottawa 

could and, in fact, did exercise considerably more control over the intake of Germans than was 

possible for the movement of other immigrant groups. They saw in German migrants a means of 

meeting Canadian economic and manpower needs, a policy they carried out with mixed success, 

missing golden opportunities in the first half of the 1950s. This thesis is an analysis of the German 

immigration boom to Canada frorn the perspective of Ottawa's policies and programrning. 

This thesis is the first comprehensive study which addresses the influence of govemment policy on 

German immigration to Canada in the 1950s. It assesses Ottawa's policy within the complex 

context of key domestic and extemal forces. This study also explores new fields including the 

developments leading to the government's decision to admit German nationals, the history of the 

Canadian Christian Council for the Resettlement of Refugees in the 1950s and Canada's role in the 

Intergovernmental Cornmittee for European Migration. It is based primarily on records of the 

govemment of Canada but also draws on persona1 interviews, manuscnpt collections, newspapen 

and secondary sources, including recent German scholarship in the field. This study argues that 

Ottawa's German immigration policy was profoundly govemed by Canada's economic and political 

self interest. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

GERMAN IMMIGRATION IN NUMBERS 

From 195 1 to 1957 Canada expenenced a veritable boom in German immigration. This huge influx 

started as suddenly as it ended. The number of ~erman' immigrants entering Canada sky-rocketed 

from a low of 5,825 in 1950 to 32,395 the following year and peaked in 1953 with X,O5 1 

admissions. AAer a moderate decline in 1954-55 German numbes again climbed, reaching a 
b 

momentary high of 29,546 in 1957, the last year of the boom. From this time on Geman 

immigration fell precipitously, never again reaching previous levels. The estimated movement of 

200,000 Germans to Canada fiom 195 1 to 1957 greatly exceeded al1 earlier waves of German 

migrations to Canada, including the high-points in the 1890s, 19 10s and 1920s (see Figure No. 1).2 

Figure No. 1: Germm versus Total Immigration to Crinada by Decade, 1900-90 
1900-1909 1910-1919 192b1929 1930.1939 1950-1949 199-1959 1960-1969 1970-1979 1980-1989 Toh1 

Source: Department of Cit~cnship and 1mmil~r;ition. Slafisrics Ycar(s) 1896 to 1989 (Ottawa: 1896 to 1961 ). 

Germans were well represented amongst al1 immigrants entenng Canada between 1951 and 1957. 

In these years they were only outnumbered by British (360,012) and were closely followed by 

' In this study "Germans" are defined by their ethnic or "racial" origin, as opposai to nationality or place of last residence. Wsevolod 
Isajiw's definition of ethnicity is adopted here: "An involuntary group of people who share the s m e  culture or to descendants of such 
people who identify themselves andfor are identified by others as belonging to the same involuntary group." W. lsajiw "Definitions 
of Ethnicity," Ethnicity 1 (1974), 11-24. The advancages of adopting ethnic origin is that it iakes into account non-German nationals 
such as ethnic Gemms (Volkrdeutsche) as wetl as Gemans whose Iast place of residence was not Germany. Also, most of the 
dctailed govcrnment immigration statinics art based on ethnic (or "racial") origin data The shortcomings of Canadian immigration 
and census "ethnic origin" data are describcd in N.B. Ryder, "The lnterpretation of Origin Statistics," Canadion Journal of 
Economics and Political Science 21 (195S), 466-79. The chief problem with ethnic origin data is that it is baseci on self- 
identification and Gemans were at certain times prone to identify themselves as other nationalities. Generally, however, German 
othnic origin statistics after t 950, espccially after 1953, are reasonabty reliablc. See R. Vollmer, 'The Informative Value of 
M igntion S tatistics on Overserrs Migrations (1 945- 196 1). Exempiificd for Emigrafions frorn Germany." Hisrorical Social Research. 
Historische Sozia~orschung 17.2 ( 1  992), 65-73. In this study Mennonites have bctn classifieci as Germans, albeit with some 
hcsitation because this group can be considered a separate ethno-religious entity. Howevcr, most Mennonites who came to Canada 
from Europe after 1950 were former residents of the Fret Stace of Danzig and Poland who had strong German tics. 

Canada, Department of Citizenship and Immigration (DCI), Immigration Sfariclics, 1896-1959, (Ottawa). Al1 G e m  immimation 
statinics cited for the vears ur, to 1952 include Austrian nationals. No separate statistics for Austrian ethnic origin are available prior 
to this tirne. 
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What makes this large influx of Germans so remarkable is that it happened at all. In Gemany, 

prospective immigrants faced shortages of overseas transportation, nsing shipping costs and 

currency exchange restrictions. Many did not have sufficient funds for transportation and 

settlement in Canada. Even fewer had sponsors to assist them. The prospect of uncertain 

employment, starting a new life in a foreign environment as well as coping with language barriers 

and huge travel debts also deterred mûny fiom taking the big step of leaving Germany. Limiting 

factors were also found on the Canadian side. Canada imposed very stnct medical, security and 

civil admission cnteria which sharply curtailed the number of Germans who could enter Canada. In 

addition, various administrative measures were used to keep the Geman flow in check. The most 

effective bureaucratic obstacle was limiting the range of occupational categones for which Germans 

could qualify for admission to Canada. Furthemore, prospective migrants faced long delays in 

processing their applications, due to shortages of immigration staff in Germany. By the end of 

1953 the Canadian immigration office in Gemany was sitting on a backlog of some 270,000 cases.4 

Under these circumstances, it is surpnsing that the movement assurned the proportions it did. 

For the most part, the remarkable story of German immigration in the 1950s has escaped the 

attention of scholars. Interestingly, more work has been devoted to the period immediately 

preceding the Gerrnan immigration boom.' Studies which review immigration policy and history in 

the 1950s have either omitted or given scant notice of the German contrib~tion.~ Better coverage is 

provided in works which treat this topic as ancillary to their main themes.' This thesis is intended 

' National Archives of Canada (NAC), MG 28 V 18, North American Baptist Immigration and Colonization Society records, File 
1.14, "Rcpon on the CCCRR [Canadian Christian Council for the Resettlement of Refugees] delegation," l6.9.Ig5J. 
Excellent contributions here are Angelika Sauefs "A Matter oFDomestic Policy? Canadian Immigration Policy and the Admission 

of Germms, 1 945- 1950," Canadian Historical Review WCXIV, 2 ( 1  993), 226-263 and Gerhard Bassler's "Canadian Postwar 
Immigration Policy and the Admission of Geman Enemy Aliens, 1945-50," Yearbook of Gennan-Arnerican Studies (1987), 183- 197 
and idem., "Gerrnan Immigration to Canada 1945- 1950: Issues and Questions," Getman-C'anadian Studies Annafs 6 ( 1  988), 168- 179. 

Valerie Knowles, Strangers ai Our Gales: Canadian Immigration and Immigration Policy, 1 S4O-iWO (Toronto: Dundum Press, 
1992); Frcda Hawkins, Canada and Immigraiion. Public Policy and Pubtic Conceni (MontreaiKingston: McGiIl-Qucen's University 
Press, 1972); Ninette Kelley and Michael Trebilcock, The Makingof the Mmaic. A Hisrory of Canadian Immigration Policy 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1998); and Gedd Dirks, Canada's Refugee Policy, Indiference or Opporrunism 
(MontreaiKingston: McGili-Queen's University Press, 1977). 

Examplcs are JO hannes-Dieter S teinert's snidy of G e m  postwar emigration. Migration und Politik Westdeutschland - Europe - 
Übersee 1945-1961 (Osnabnlck: Secolo Verlag, 1995) and his concise vmion, "Drehscheibe Watdeutxhland: Wanderungspolitik 
im Nac h knegsjahrzehnt," in K. Bade ed., Deutsche im Auland - Fremde in Deutschland. Migration in Geschichte und Gegenwort 
(München: Verlag C.H.Beck, 1992), 386392. AIso set Andrea Koch Kraft's examination of German immigration and adaptation 
wiih regard to Edmonton, Alberta: Deutsche in Kanada: Einwanderung und Adapt[aC]ion: mit einer Untemchung zzir Situation der 
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to fil1 the gap by analysing this movernent. Its principal goal is to explain how the German 

immigration boom assumed the proportions it did, with particular emphasis on the role of the 

Canadian governrnent. 

Social scientists and historians have developed various theories and models to account for 

population movements between geographic areas and countries. Migrants' motives for emigrating 

are often multiple, complex, in a state of flux and Vary fiom individual to individual and by source 

region. The movement of Germans to Canada in the 1950s was no different and no one paradigm 

can fully explain this phenornenon. The "migrant social network" hypothesis, which posits that 

movements of peoples are facilitated by cornmon bonds of kinship, fiiendship and shared 

comrnunity origin which exist between old comrnunities in sending countries and new comrnunities 

in receiving countnes, holds true especially for "sponsored" German immigration. This web of 

contacts and sponsors was evident in the case of family members and relatives who followed 

breadwinners to Canada and in the postwar exodus of Mennonite refugees to Canada. Even for 

prospective immigrants in Gemany without sponsors, positive reports fiom fiends and distant 

relatives in Canada could decisively influence the big step of leaving one's homeland.' Yet the 

social network construct fails to account for the movement of Gennans who came to Canada on 

their own accord and outside of such contacts. Indeed the rather dispersed settlement of German 

newcomers throughout Canada, with the exception of Kitchener, Ontario, suggests that there was 

less chah migration arnongst Germans than was the case for 0 t h  immigrant groups? 

Nachkriegsimmigration in Edmonton, Alberta (Bochum: N.Brockmeyer, 1990). Wolfgang Friedmann gives a usefui snapshot of the 
early part of the Germm boom in his book German Immigrution into Canada (Toronto: Ryerçon Press, 1952). See aIso 
K. M.McLaughlin, The Germons in Canada (Ottawa: CH& 1985). 

Indeed, about 60% of the applicants at Candian immigration pom in G e m y  rwlted fiom refends and letters fiom hiends and 
te latives in Canada NAC, RG 76, Immigration Branch (TB) records, Vol. 821, File 552-1-55 1,  Pt. 1 ,  RobiIIard to AfChief Op. Div., 
29.6.1956. 

F m k  Innes, "Ethnic Settlements in Canada Some Preliminary Remarks with Reference to G e m  Canadians," in Peler Liddell, 
cd., German Canadian Studies: Critical Approaches (Vancouver: CAUTG, l983), 4 1 .  
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Governrnent officials interpreted German immigration in the 1950s very much along the lines of a 

continuum of "push and pull" forces. They saw "push" migration factors at work in Germany, 

especiall y dunng the desperate years of 1945-47, when most of Germany's economy, trade, housing 

and morale were in utter ruins. The twelve million Geman refugees who had fled or were expelled 

from Eastern Europe to West Germany by 1950 caused severe overpopulation and strained the 

Federal Republic's already thin resources. Many of the refugees who were not integrated into 

German society opted to emigrate. The economic recession and accompanying high unemplo yment 

in 1950-5 1 brought renewed interest in migration. The great attraction which Canada held out for 

many immigrants is confirmed by the flood of immigration applications, about 2,000-3,000 per day, 

received by Canadian missions in Germany in 1% 1. German opinion polls in the early-1950s also 

reveal a strong urge on the part of Gemans to emigrate. The most frequently cited motive for 

Ieaving was unemplo yment or the difficulty of earning a living. Fear of war and political 

instability, especiall y at the height of the Korean war, also led many to seek new homes far fiom 

~ u r o ~ e .  'O 

According to senior immigration officials, pull factors came more to the fore afier 1954 when the 

German Wirtschafiswunder (economic miracle) was well underway and the worst of the cold-war 

anxiety in Europe had passed. Of great importance to many Germans was that unemployment was 

falling and the standard of living was climbing after 195 1 ." By 1955, it appears that there were 

fewer negative reasons for Germans to leave their homeland. This is reflected in the decline in 

applications and enquiries received by Canadian missions in Gemany and in reports from overseas 

immigration officials. Cornrnenting on the poor recruitrnent in 1955, the chief of Canada's 

immigration mission in Karlsruhe, Germany concluded: " M a t  we need these days are selling 

points for migration as we have certainly moved from a buyer's to a seller's market in the whole 

- - - -- 

1 O IB, Vol. 822, File 552-1 -55 1 ,  Pt. 2, EMNID- Public Opinion results, October 1962; Friedmann, Germun Immigration, 18. 
' l  Alan Green's analysis of immigration data and unemployment figures found that Gmnan unemployment as a push factor e x d  
considerable influence on German immigration to Canada See Immigration and the Postwar Conadian Economy (Toronto: 
Macmillan, i976), 73. 
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field of migration."'* Accordingly, Canadian oficials responded to these changes in the late- 1950s 

by intensifying promotional campaigns which adroitly "sold" the material and economic advantages 

of relocating to Canada. 

While the push and pull model does encapsulate some of the more salient features of national 

German migration to Canada, it does not take into account the range and interplay of forces, 

especially at the local and regional levels, which may have influenced emigration. Furthemore, 

this theory falls short of explaining why millions of Germans decided to stay put in their homeland. 

Evidently, "push" forces were less efficacious than might have been expected. In sum, a hybnd 

model rnay best describe German immigration to Canada in the 1950s. Many Germans came to this 

country by way of sponsorship or information networks consisting of relatives and fn'ends. 

Generaily, it appears they were more attracted than pushed to Canada. Economic and employrnent 

intercsts were arnongst the most prominent motives for emigrating to Canada, although familial, 

social and/or political (i.e. cold-war fears) considerations also came into play for many German 

migrants.13 The social, economic and geographic dislocation expenenced by German evacuees, 

expellces and refugees in West Germany immediately afier the war undoubtedly made this group 

less settled and more prone to migrate. 

OTTAWA'S IMM~GRATION POLICY AND ITS IMPACT ON THE GERMAN BOOM 

During the course of the twentieth century, international movements of immigrants and refugees 

becarne increasingly subject to the control and regdation of sending and receiving nation states.I4 

This was especially evident after World War II, when many European and overseas countries 

became involved directly in the migration process, with receiving countries always calling the shots 

on who and how many they would admit. In the case of Geman immigration to Canada in the 

" IB, Vol. 840, File 553-50, Pt. 2, Robillard to K h i e f  Operations Division (Op. Div.), 6.8.1955. 
13 Structura1 thcories which see immigration as being gencratcd by econornic and political contacts and power asymmetries between 
scnding and receiving countries have not been treated here, ôecause they fail to account for the toraiity of the German movcment. 
14 In the context of refugce rnovements see, M. Marcus, The Unwanied, European Refugees in the Twenrieih Centus, (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1985), 5 1. 
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1950s, Ottawa undisputedly had the deciding voice. German authorities themselves placed virtuaily 

no obstacles in the way of their departing nationals. In fact, during the 1950s, Bonn encouraged 

certain groups and categories of migrants to move, offering transport subsidies, free processing 

facilities and other inducements. Furthemore, the German citizens' right to Freely emigrate was 

protected under the Federal Republic's constitution. Yet this did not mean that Germans could 

st ream into Canada unchecked and unregulated. Ottawa considered immigration a matter of 

domestic policy and its control a national prerogative and, accordingly, dictated the t ems  by which 

Gemans could enter Canada. Not surprisingly, it was Ottawa's immigration, not Bonn's 

ernigration, policy which controlled and shaped the German movement to Canada in the 1950s. 

K h g  's May 1 94 7 lm rnigratiun Srarement as a Blueprint 

The fundamental principles goveming Canada's immigration policy in the postwar period were laid 

d o m  in Prime Minister Mackenzie King's statement to parliament on May 1, 1947. Immigration 

was to: (1 ) foster population growth and promote economic development; (2) be selective and not 

alter "the fundamental character" of Canada; (3) be related to the country's absorptive capacity; and 

(4) be subject to the control of Canada alone." These pnnciples were fully supported by al1 circles 

within the federal govemment; after all, the text of King's statement was the product of the input of 

a broad range of departments. They dominated Ottawa's thinking and fomulation of immigration 

policy until the early- 1960s and they were repeatedly and publically endorsed by successive 

Immigration ministers.16 These basic tenets were often further elaborated and amplified by the 

bureaucracy and used as yardsticks by both officiais and the public alike in assessing the relative 

success or failure of Ottawa's programs. Their impact was widespread, affecting the volume, 

character and timing of immigration to Canada, including the intake of Germans in the 1950s. 

King's guidelines stimulated, yet also circumscribed, German migration. At the same time, they 

1s House of Comrnons, Debates, 1 S. 1947; Hawkins, Canada und Immigration, 9 1. 
16 In explaining the intent of Canada's immigration policy in 1957, Immigration's Deputy Minister provided an aimost verbatim 
rcpetition of King's principles. NAC, RG 26, Department of Citizcnship and Immigration @Ci) records, Vol. 90, File 3-1-1, Pt. 1, 
Fonier to Heeney, 4.10.1957. See also Minister of DCI's speech in Victoria in 1955 in DCI, VoI. 143, File 3-40-2 1, 
"Notes ...[ l8.ll.l9SS]." 
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ensured that overall control of the movement rested with Canada. Their broad effects on Gennan 

immigration are summarised as follows: 

Canada's immigration policy after 1947 was inextncably linked with its broader goal of building a 

larger population and stronger economy. Shortly after the war, Canadian politicians, govemment 

bureaucrats, business groups and the public were acutely aware of Canada's small demographic 

base - about 12.8 million in 1948 - and of the need to foster population growth in order to 

strengthen Canada's international position, safeguard its independence and security and promote 

economic development. Their views were reflected in the findings of the Senate Committee on 

Immigration and Labour and adopted by King and his govemment. They also were espoused by 

Prime Minister St. Laurent, a strong proponent of population growth through expanded immigration 

who advocated a goal of 40 million Canadians by the year 2000." Immigration, complemented by 

natural increase, was regarded as an important means of populating Canada. It had the potential of 

making an irnmediate contribution to Canada's population and, unlike natural increase, could be 

more effectively managed for long-term demographic growth. The goal of building a larger 

population via immigration was greatly advanced with the creation of the Department of 

Citizenship and Immigration @CI) in January 1950.'~ The new department consciously sought to 

add to Canada's inadequate demographic base, maximising the number of immigrants which the 

economy could absorb in a given year. It set high immigration targets which enabled greater 

numbers of Germans to enter Canada. 

Similarly, immigration was used by the govemment to m e r  industrial expansion. It did so in 

three ways. First, it created a bigger domestic market for Canadian industries, thereby permitting 

greater economies of scale for manufachiring firms and broadening the range of economically 

viable industries. A larger population also reduced the per capita costs of govemment, 

transporîation and communications, and stimulated the development of more specialised senices. 

" Flnonciol P m ,  18.10.1952. During cabinet sessions on immigration programs, St Laurent ofien emphasised the need for an 
cnergetic immigration program. 
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Second, immigration provided an infusion of entrepreneurs, capital, and techniques and 

technologies. According to the Minister of Immigration's submission to cabinet in 1 950, German 

immigration offered special advantages in this regard: "The effect [of the continuation of state of 

war with Germany] was to deprive Canada of substantial numbers of immigrants whose 

professional, technical, or industrial skills would be an asset to the national economy and who 

would be likely to become loyal citi~ens."'~ By the early-1950s, the DCI was giving special 

encouragement to business immigration through its "capital-cases" and "self-establishment" 

prograrns for which German immigrants were also eligible. 

Third, immigration filled the short-term manpower requirements of the Canadian economy. AAer 

1947, many of Canada's prirnary secton expenenced acute labour shortages, most notably in 

agriculture, as well as in service occupations such as domestic work and nuning. Demand for 

specialists and skilled workers also increased during the 1950s. Domestic supplies of manpower, 

reduced by the low birth rate during the Depression and the casualties expenenced dunng the war, 

were insufficient to rneet this growing demand. Consistent with its role of greater intervention in 

the national economy, the government sought to relieve these shortages by recruiting immigrant 

labour oversea~.*~ This policy was first pursued overseas with Polish veterans and displaced 

persons (DPS)" who were brought to Canada on special "bulk-labour" prograrns and was continued 

with Germans by 195 1. It had a great impact on German immigration because for most Germans 

their only means of entry to Canada was through labour-related immigration. As a result during the 

1950s, Germany becarne a major source of manpower for Canada, supplying more farm hands and 

domestic servants than any other country as well as a disproportionately high number of skilled 

workers. 

18 The rolc of immigration in demographic and economic growth are summarised cogently in an article by the Deputy Minister of 
Immigntion in NAC, RG 27, Department of Labour (DL) records, Vol. 3022, File Immigration Policy, Correspondence, P t  4. 
l9 NAC, RG 2, Privy Council Office (PCO) records, VoI. 2646, Cabinet Conclusions, 1.9.1950; IB, VOL 447, FiIe 675985, Pt. 6, 
Cabinet Document 203-50, 18.8.1950. 
ZL' R. Whitaker, Canodian Immigration Policy since Confederafion (Ottawa: CHA, 1 99 1 ), 1 S. 
'' Displaced pesons (or DPs) were non-Gennans who were forced to leave or had fled their homelands dunng and immediately after 
the war and whci rernained in western Europe, primarily in Gerrnany and Austria, after hostiIities ended. 
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While King's objective of population growth and economic development provided an impetus for 

immigration, his principle of "absorptive capacity" was intended to strictly regulate intake. 

Specifically this principle involved limiting Canada's receipt of immigrants in accordance with the 

economy's ability to absorb this manpower.22 It ruled out the possibility of a mass and unregulated 

movement of people to Canada and thereby assuaged the public's and, in particular, organised 

labour's concems about Ottawa's immigration policy. It invariably involved a "tap-on-and-off" 

approach. Immigration was restricted during downtums and boosted during uptums in the 

economy. This typically was achieved by lowenng or raising the number of unsponsored 

immigrants that Canada was prepared to accept in proportion to real or anticipated fluctuations in 

the Canadian economy. Because most Germans came forward as unsponsored immigrants, German 

immigration was strongly governed by the vicissitudes of the Canadian economy and domestic 

labour situation. When the Canadian economy boomed, Canada's intake of Gemans increased; 

when it faltered, German immigration was cut. 

By the late- 1940s, the system of absorptive capacity was being fine-tuned by the immigration 

bureaucracy. Canada not only regulated the number, but also the occupational categories of 

labourers coming fonvard as immigrants. At this tirne Canada was expenencing chronic labour 

shortages in certain fields, rnost notably in agriculture and domestic service, which could only be 

met through immigration. In recruiting these worken Ottawa was forced to rely on certain sources 

more than others, as not al1 countries had the types and volume of workers required in Canada. 

This pattern had obvious implications for the German movernent, considenng that Gerrnany in the 

1950s provided one of the largest and most diverse pools of readily accessible labour in Europe. 

Ano ther restrictive aspect of King's immigration policy was his principle of "careful selection" and 

his caution that immigration should not alter the "fhdarnental character of the Canadian people." 

'' House of Comrnons, Debates, 1 .S. 1947. Neither King nor the governrnent had fully clarifieci the meaning of the term "absorptive 
capacity." It did involve an annual review of Canada's economic activity and manpower situation. Hawkins, Canada and 
Immigration, 1 12; C.E.A. Passaris, "Absorptive Capacity and Canada's postwar Immigration Policy," International Migration XWI, 
314 (1979), 297. 
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"Careful selectiont' essentially rationalised an immigration policy based on an ethnic hierarchy of 

preferences and racial discrimination and justified Ottawa's practice of giving greater consideration 

of immigration fiom certain countries over others. Ottawa's ranking of immigrant groups was not 

solely based on racism (i.e. a "White-Canada" policy), but also on the criteria of character, 

adaptability, language skills, and special contributions, such as skills and capital, that some ethnic 

groups were felt to possess more than o t h e r ~ . ~ ~  Migrants from the United Kingdom, United States 

and, later, France were at the top of the list. These groups were not subject to quotas or restrictions, 

with the exception of basic medical and civil checks. They received a host of inducernents not 

afforded other groups.24 The primacy of Bntish immigration was an accepted canon for most 

anglophone Canadians and the govement. Ottawa, with the full support of the public, did 

everything possible to encourage this group's immigration, even at the expense of other movements. 

At the other extrerne were "non-preferred" immigrants, such as Asians, whose entry to Canada was 

tightly controlled by quotas. 

Germans were in the rniddle of Ottawa's hierarchy. They fell between citizens fiom northwestem 

Europe - Belgians, Dutch, Scandinavians, Swiss - and southem Europeans. Gerrnans' lower 

standing c m  be chiefly attributed to the fact that they were not British. There were also other 

strikes against them, most notably their former status as wartime enemies, the legacy of the record 

of brutality and bigotry of the National Socialist regime, their prolonged exposure to National 

Socialist ideology and the political consequences of the divided Germany. 

Ottawa's perception and ranking of Germans had considerable significance for German 

immigration. First, their comection with the wu, National-Socialism and the perceived 

Communist security threat posed by East Germany, rneant Germans were subject to more rigo 

security screening than other immigrants. Al1 prospective Gerrnan immigrants were subject to a 

" King's May 1947 speech containeci specific reference to the preference to be given British immigrants and the restrictions to be 
placcd on Asian immigration, Housc of Comrnons, Debates, 1.5.1947. See also Minister of DCI addrcss on May 8, 1955 in House of 
Commons, Debafes, 8.5.1955. 
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secunty interview and a myriad of paper checks which acted as a brake on the overall rn~vernent.~~ 

Second, and rnost importantly, Ottawa attempted to enforce the principle of maintaining the 

" fundamental character of Canada," defined by its own racial biases, by regulating the ethnic 

composition of immigration to Canada. In reply to an enquiry from the Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation (CBC), the Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration in 1950 assured that the 

entry of Germans, now admissible to Canada, "must not have the effect of altering the fùndamental 

character of the Canadian population."26 in a similar vein, the Director of Immigration cautioned his 

overseas officers in 195 1 that while German migrants were considered among the "best type of 

migrants . . . this does not mean that the whole movement of migrants in any given year will be 90% 

~ermans."" Although Germans were admissible to Canada on the same basis as other Europeans 

after September 1950, their movement could still be slowed by various administrative mesures and 

the DCI's broad discretionary powers. This practice was comrnonly carried out during periods of 

economic stagnation when immigration needed to be scaled back. It was the groups at the lower 

end of the ethnic hierarchy, typically Germans and Italians, who expenenced the brunt of such cuts, 

while British and French migration remained virtually untouched. 

'' British immigrants did not even need to set foot in a Canadian overseas visa oflice as applications and requireâ information could 
be processed through the mail. Their medicd examinations and processing expenses were covered fully by the Canadian 

ovemment. 
Upwxcis of 13 such checks were conduad on an individual applicant. 18, Vol. 882, File 552-1-551, Quinn to AlChiet Op. Div.. 

3.1.1958. 
z6 DCI, Vol. 127, FiIe 3-33-13, Fortier to Chance, 21.10.1950. 
" DCI, Vol. 95, FiIe 3-7-7, Pt. 1, Director CO Smith, 3.1 1.195 1. 
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The policy of regulating immigration on the bais  of racial priorities had its drawbacks. Too 

rigorous an application of this principle would restrict the much needed flow of labour to Canada. 

This was especially tme in the 1950s, when the so-called "preferred" countries alone were unable to 

provide the volume or type of immigrants required in Canada. As a result, selection of immigrants 

according to ethnic preferences took a back seai to econornic exigencies. This point was conceded 

by Immigration's Deputy Minister when, in 1953, during a meeting with Ontario oficials, he 

explained that the demand for labour in Canada did not permit selection abroad on a strict ratio 

basis of the Canadian population.28 Without doubt, the abiiity of German immigration to produce 

the numbers and types of workers required in Canada accounts for the high intake of Germans 

during the 1950s. As a proportion of total immigration, Geman newcomers greatly exceeded the 

German-Canadians' share of the Dominion's population during that time (see Figure No.3). Yet, 

there was still a ceiling on the total nurnber of Geman workers the government was prepared to 

accept. 

King's insistence that immigration was a matter of dornestic policy and subject to exclusive 

Canadian control was very much a response to the views held in some international circles that 

Canada was obliged to do more to resolve the DP problem.2g Until the 1960s, the concept of 

Canadian control found considerable support in the DCI and served as the guiding principle and 

bottom line of the department's dealings with other parties. The department's affinity for this 

principle may be explained by several factors: its nation-building ethos; its belief that this principle 

was an affirmation of the powen vested it by the Immigration Act; its suspicions of the ulterior 

motives of other migration agencies; and its fears that other agencies posed a threat to its exclusive 

role in regulating immigration. Most importantly, Canadian control permitted the department 

greater flexibility in adapting to changing domestic circumstances. 

- -- 

" DCI, Vol. 71, File Departmental Advisory Comminee on Immigration (DACI) 1951-57. Minutes of DAC1 meeting, 8.6.1953. 
" Sauer, "A Matter of Domestic Policfl" 226-7. 
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According to the Immigration Act, the authonty of the DCI extended to every aspect of the 

immigration process both overseas and in Canada. The department jealously guarded its 

jurisdiction over numbers and selection of immigrants admitted to Canada. Here it encountered the 

vested interests of outside agencies. The htergovernrnental Cornmittee for European Migration 

(ICEM), the German govenunent and various international and Canadian voluntary agencies had 

their own designs regarding German migration. The ICEM pushed Canada to accept more people 

from over-populated countnes in Europe, including Germany. Bonn sought further control over the 

emigration of its citizens, seeking to reduce the flow of single skilled labourers and encourage the 

ex port of surplus unproductive elements to Canada. Voluntary agencies lobbied to have admission 

cntena relaxed for their CO-religionists. in al1 these matters the department tenaciously and 

successfully guarded its prerogative to administer immigration and strictly followed the policy 

guidelines established by King in regulating the nurnbers and types of immigrants coming forward. 

It was willing to work with other agencies, provided it had final Say and that objectives coincided 

with its interests. Clearly, Canada's habit of having the final Say had important implications for 

Gcrman immigration. 

THE IMMIGRATION BUREAUCRACY'S IDIOSYNCRASIES 

In addition to King's five tenets, there were several other pnnciples, ground rules, considerations 

and characteristics particular to the immigration bureaucracy which influenced policy and either 

direc tly or indirectly affected the movement of Gemans. 

Natiori Bzrildiiig 

Nation building impacted postwar German immigration most profoundly. Broadly accepted within 

the federal government and bureaucracy in this period, this concept was the comerstone of the 

DCI's administration of immigration policy. The department viewed immigration as an integral part 

of the Iarger task of constmcting a more populous and prosperous Canada. Immigrants were seen 

as the essential building blocks to this end and, as a result, considerable weight was attached to 
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choosing suitable material. An ICEM officer touring the department's facilities in 1957 observed 

that: 

. . . it is the work of this Department which has a decisive influence on the demographic, 
economic and sociological development of Canada. The features Canada will have in 20-25 
years, are being shaped now by this Department. The majority of officers 1 have met are 
aware of this challenge in spite of the day-to-day routine which is more heavy this year than 
ever af'ter the war3* 

Not limited to the immigration bureaucrats, the nation-building ethos inspired al1 governent 

agencies involved in immigration, fiom cabinet ministers down to local of'fïcials. instructions 

issued by a Department of Labour (DL) overseas officia1 are revealing in this regard: "Finally keep 

in mind when selecting that the daughter of the DP whom you accept today may be the wife of your 

son in the future. As far as Our work is concemed THE BEST FOR  CANADA."'^' Such was also 

exemplified by the phrase comrnonly used by overseas immigration officials in selecting 

immigrants: "deciding in favour of Canada." indeed, King's May 1947 statement on immigration 

policy was itsel f very much a product of this nation-building mission. 

For immigration authorities, the first and most important stage in nation building began with the 

"careful selection" of immigrants. Six important cntena typically governed selection in addition to 

health requirements: the character, race, adaptability (or assimilible character), political 

background, occupational suitability and capital assets of the prospective immigrant. These criteria 

were applied most vigorously in the unsponsored movement where, in comparison to sponsored 

immigration, Canadian officials could exercise more discretion in determining the suitability of an 

applicant. 

The most important criterion was the "character" of the individual applicant which included certain 

persona1 qualities viewed as essential in making a good friture citizen. "Characterf' was the ultimate 

test in considering the suitability of an immigrant and was typically assessed by visa officers 

'O DCI, Vol. 97, File 3-1 1-5, Watzdoitreport, 25.9.l957. nie report was well received and widely circulated in the KI. 
" DL, Vol. 275, File 1-26- 1. Pt 4. 10.2.1949. Visa officers overseas enswed a caref~il selection of immigrants. Authofs intewiew 
with former immigration officia1 Joseph Aldard Walter Gunn, Ottawa, 29.9.1999. 
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overseas. The security screening stage, conducted by the RCMP, also involved an element of 

character appraisal. Collaborators, high-ranking Nazis, Communists and criminal elements were 

not only deemed to be security risks but also viewed as undesirable by the RCMP on "character" 

grounds. The racial or national ongin of an applicant was also an important indicator of an 

immigrant's suitability. Certain traits, ascribed to national groups, were considered more 

compatible than others for integration into Canada. For example, because political and social 

institutions of Britain, the United States and France were more akin to Canada's own, citizens from 

these countries were seen as more adaptable to Canadian life.32 Also important in Ottawa's 

estimation was the extent to which an immigrant could assimilate into or adapt to Canadian society. 

After all, in the Canada of the 1950s, an aggressive "melting-pot" policy still prevailed and the 

maintenance of cultural traits by newcomers was strongly opposed. The applicant's nationality or 

racial origin was oRen considered a determinant of his or her ability to a~sirnilate.'~ The political 

background or orientation of prospective immigrants was also evaluated. Affiliations for or 

leanings to eiiher extreme of the political spectnim were considered grounds for rejection, 

especially any signs of Communist leanings.3J Those harbouring anti-democratic views were 

considered undesirable future citizens. The comments of an expert consulted by the govenunent 

are revealing in this regard: "The task of tuming a young Nazi into a Canadian citizen would seem 

to me to be of the utmost d i f f i~ul t~ ." '~  Economic development went hand in hand with nation 

building and for this reason the occupational assessrnent was an important dimension in the 

selection of immigrants. The occupational skills and capital that an applicant could potentially 

bring to this task were given due consideration by immigration officials. Indeed, labour shortages 

in Canada had the effect of assigning greater weight to the occupational credentials of an applicant. 

'' DCI, Vol. 92. File 3-5-5, J.W.P. to LeBlanc, 9.6.1955; and Anthony Richmond, Postwar lmmigmnü in Canada (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, I967), 3. 
" A study to this effect prepared by the Citizenship Bmch  in 1947 placed Germans in last place. DL, Vol. 3028, File immigration 
Policy, Study Paper, "Assimilation as a factor," Feb 1947. 
34 R. Whitaker, Double Standard, The Secret History of Candian Immigrtztion (Toronto: Lcster & Orpen Dennys Limiteci, 1983, 
34. Whitdcer is correct in asserting that considerable emphasis was given to screening out communists. No evidence was found that 
this was done at the expense of adrnitting Nazis, which is the leitmotiv of A. Rodai's work "Nazi War Criminais in Canada: The 
Historical and Policy Sening from the 1940s to the Present," Onawa, report to the Deschênes Commission, 1987. See also Kelley, 
The Making, 3 14. 
" NAC, RG 25, D e p m e n t  of Extemal Affairs (DEA) records, Vol. 4164. File 939-40. Pr 1, England to Glassco, 19.1 1.1946. 
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German immigration was also subject to Ottawa's nation-building mission and the accompanying 

selection criteria. Unlike British and American applicants, Gemans did not score very high in 

many of these categories. Their prolonged exposure to National Socialism and separation nom 

western democratic influences for over a decade and a half made them unknown quantities in the 

earl y- 1 %Os. Nor could Ottawa draw on the experiences and observations of other receiving 

countries, as Canada was actually the fint overseas country to admit German nationals. Although 

prospective Geman migrants were considered "potential loyal citizens" and their compatriots 

already in Canada had assimilated well and proved to be industrious, no one was entirely sure 

whether the postwar generation of German immigrants would work out the ~ a m e . ' ~  Their politicai 

suitabiliiy was also highly questionable given the Nazi record and the Communist security threat 

posed by East Germany. Gemans' potential capital input to Canada was also limited. Few had 

funds to transfer and tight currency regulations in Germany limited the amounts which could be 

brought to Canada. Their contribution to nation-building was pnmarily in the labour and specific 

skills they could provide Canada. Judged on the basis of what they could offer Canada, Gemans 

clearly fell short of other groups. As a result, Ottawa's German immigration program, especially in 

the early- 1 %Os, was charactensed by restn.int and govemed mostly by economic necessity. 

Etlr ri ic Stereotypiirg 

Ottawa's immigration bureaucrats often engaged in sweeping generalisations about the desirability 

of prospective immigrants on the basis of their racial or national heritage, while the persona1 

qualities of an applicant were at times overlooked. Occasionally, these views found their way into 

immigration policy and programrning. Very often they were based on Ottawa's initial expenences 

with a given group and could be positive or negative. The short-lived Italian farm labour program 

is a case in point. When thousands of Italians brought to Canada to specifically engage in fami 

work in 1950-5 1 subsequently abandoned their placements for nearby urban centres, immigration 
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and provincial authorities asserted that Italians were not ainenable for work on Canadian famis and 

accordingly pulled the plug on the program." 

The Geman movement appears to have been more positively afFected by the stereotyping 

phenornenon. The legacy of National Socialism and its association with the German people did not 

quite have the negative impact that might have been expected. Ottawa declared itself willing to 

accept Germans on the same basis as other immigrants, however, on condition that al1 Germans 

would be carefùlly screened and that politically undesirable individuals would be exciuded. When 

Geman labour programs went awry, as in the case of the Geman fann labour movement in 1953, 

the govemment did not pin the blame for any shortcornings on the German people as a whole. In 

this instance, it carefully attributed the problern to the ulterior motives of individual immigrants, the 

exploitative conduct of certain famiers and the lax selection abroad. 

In fact the widespread view of Gemans as reliable workers who offered numerous skills appears to 

have influcnced the decision in 1950 to admit Germans. That September, Canada's federal cabinet 

agreed that continuing the ban against German immigrants would "deprive Canada of substantial 

numbers of immigrants whose professional, technical or industrial skills would be an asset to the 

economy." Similar references to the qualities and skills of German worken b y employers and 

govemment field staff alike gave further impetus to the establishment and growth of the Geman 

labour programs in 195 1. Notwithstanding the image of Germans as "model" workers, Ottawa 

sought to secure immigrants fiom the United Kingdom and northwestern Europe before 

approaching ~ e r m a n ~ . ' ~  

'6 Ottawa had to rely on the track record of the Gcm-Canadian community and its experiences with G e m w  POWs intemed 
during the war to mess  thc desirability of a postwar movernent of Gennans. 
J7 Intercstingly, this ncgative stereotype proved to be the G e m  farm labour program's gain; by 1952, Germans had replaced 
Italims in the group farm-labour program. Negative generalisations could scunle pmposed rnovements of ethnic groups altogether 
even before they had a trial run as was the case of the Lebanue f m  worken' plan. According to the Dimtor of Immigration: 
"Experience has shown that the Lebanese f m e r  by the very nature of his agriculture background is not adaptable to Canadian 
farming methods and invarîably he tums to some other rneans of eaming a livelihood, such as shop keeping and peddling-" KI, Vol. 
t 45, File 3-4 1 - 15, Pt. 2, Smith to Deputy Minister DCI, 24.4.1956. 
38 For example, the DCI's Deputy Minister L-Fortier emphasiscd recruiting in Scandinavian couneries first for lumber workers. DCI, 
Vol. 145, File 3 4  1 - 1 1, Pt. 1, Fortier to MacNam~o, t.S.195 1 .  A similar pattern was followed in the domestics' p m g r ~ n  Even by 
1955 the DCI considered the "bat sources of immigrants" as the U.K., France, Switzerland, the Low countries and Scandinavia 
DCI, Vol. 95, File 3-7-7, Pt. 1, Director to Fortier, 19.9.1955- 
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Ii>i rtl igration 's SeijVn terest versus Humanitarian Concerns 

Ottawa's immigration policy in the 1950s was also charactensed by a strong sense of self-interest 

ofien at the expense of humanitarian considerations. The DCI did not hide the fact that, with the 

closing of the International Refugee Organisation (IRO), it was free to pursue a regular immigration 

program, primarily intended to serve Canadian nation building inter est^.^^ This was especially 

noticeable in the department's dealings with international agencies, such as the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees and the ICEM, which gave great emphasis to the relief aspect of 

overseas resettlement work. Ottawa's participation in the ICEM was predicated chiefiy on the 

advantages it offered Canada's existing immigration program, such as the provision of sufficient 

shipping and enabling Canada to have a fiee hand in tapping northem European immigrants. The 

objective of relieving Europe's overpopulation problem was seen merely as a beneficial b y-product. 

The DCI displayed a similar attitude to German immigration in the 1950s. This was reflected in its 

relations with the Canadian Christian Council for the Resettlement of Refugees (CCCRR). 

Although the CCCRR was established with Ottawa's approval in 1947 to assist in the relief of the 

German refugee problem and to meet the often boisterous demands of immigrant sponsors in 

Canada, it fell into disfavour with the government by the mid-1950s in part due to its emphasis on 

moving "needy" cases. Voluntary agencies were quick to realise that the govemment's interests by 

195 1 were not compatible with their relief mission. As an agency worker in Germany pointed out: 

"Ii is becoming clear that the Immigration Regulations have no other aim in view but the recniiting 

of manpower which is urgent1 y needed in canada?' The immigration bureaucrac y's pnority on 

securing German worken at the expense of delaying the movement of their dependants is another 

rxample of the lower consideration given to humanitarian concern~.~' 

J9 In fact, somc Canadian officiais were relievcd that the DP pmgram had ended. An exceptional act of compassion was Canada's 
acceptmcc of some 37,500 Hungarian refugees who had fied to the West during the abortive uprking in Hungary in late-1956. 
'O NAC, MG 28 V 120, Canadian Lutheran World Relief (CLWR) records, Red H- 1390, File CLWR Executive Meetings, Minutes 
of CLWR ofticen meeting, 24.4.195 1.  
" This policy also found wide support in cabinet. See PCO, Vo1.2649, Cabinet Conclusions, 26.2.1952; DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, 
Pt. 2, Mcmo to cabinet. 2 1.2.1952. 
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Canada's assistance in the East German refugee problem after 1953 was guided more by self- 

interest than altruism. Not unlike its dealings with the ICEM, Canada attempted to link its 

assistance to its regular immigration prograrn; no special relief measures were offered. Immigration 

officiais saw in the refugees fint and foremost a fiesh supply of farmers and domestics for Canada. 

Their plight as rehigees was a secondary concem. A senior immigration official was reassured, in 

view of the improved German economic situation, "that Canada need feel no [humanitarian] 

concem in practising selective immigration in Germany in specific relation to the actual needs of 

the Canadian ~ o r n r n u n i t ~ . " ~ ~  

Sert sitiviq to Political and Public Ctiiicism 

Another salient characteristic of the immigration bureaucracy was its sensitivity to public and 

political criticism. Although the Immigration Acts of 19 10 and 1952 afforded the government 

considerable discretion and a degree of immunity in canying out its policies and programs, public 

opinion could not always be ignored. The "criticism-and-suggested-changes" files of the 

Immigration Branch disclose how sensitive the department was to expressed criticisms and 

complaints about its ~ o r k . ~ ~  In situations where there was widespread unfavourable comment, 

departmental programs, policies and procedures were subjected to thorough re-evaluation and 

sometimes corrective measures. This could often negatively affect a particular program. Such was 

the case in 1953 when the department faced complaints fiom the media, provincial govemments, 

the Canadian Federation of Agriculture and its own field workers about the quality and cornmitment 

of German workers who were brought over on f m  labour contracts. h e d i a t e  steps were taken 

to rectify the situation, including threats of deportation and stricter selection criteria. These reactive 

measures ultimately led to the collapse of the program by 1955 as there was little interest in 

applying for this scheme under such tenns. 

'"5, Vol. 840, File 553-50, Pt. 1, Chief Op. Div. to Fonier, 6.5-1954. 
*' IB, Vol. 244, File 165 172, Pis. t 1-12; IB, VOL 779, File 537-9, P t  1. 
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Expetise Conscious 

After the war, Ottawa also was concemed about keeping immigration expenses down. This 

emphasis originated in the Finance Department and was adopted by the DCI. It was very much a 

response to parliament's criticism of the government's alleged 'reckless comrnitments' in regard to 

immigration and the public's 'tax psychosis'." Throughout the 1950s, Ottawa's immigration 

budget, published in the Treasury Board estimates, was closely scmtinised and cntically assessed 

by the media and t a ~ ~ a ~ e r s . ~ '  Although immigration figured prominently on the goverment's 

agenda at this time, it was to be carried out as cost effectively as possible. 

The government's parsimony had obvious implications for immigration operations. Fewer dollars 

imposed constraints on recruitment abroad and reception and integration work in Canada. Canadian 

immigration facilities in Germany were consistently under-funded compared with operations in 

Britain (see Figure No. 1 1). Moreover, unlike in Britain, they received considerably less assistance 

from outside agencies, such as the railways and shipping companies. However, these potential 

constraints on the German movement were overcome by two important developments: (1) the 

additional resources forthcoming Born the German governrnent and the ICEM and, (2) most 

importantly, the great interest of Gemans to emigrate. Bonn and the ICEM furnished gants and 

loans to prospective German ernigrants to facilitate their movement overseas. Also, most office 

expenses of immigration posts in Germany, excluding staff, were initially met by Allied occupation 

authorities and, aRer 1955, by the German govemment. This enabled Canadian missions in 

Germany to do more with less. The great desire of Gemans to emigrate also meant that less money 

was required for recruitment and promotional schemes, a very expensive component of immigration 

work. When interest tapered off after 1957, the tables tumed and Canada had to pay more to get 

DEA, Vol. 3687, File 5475-T-40, Pt. 3, Clark to Wrong, 26.8.1946. 
Amherst New, 7.2.1956 cornplained that in recent yean estimates for the DCI had increased while the numbers of immigrants 

brought to Canada decreased. A former visa officer also confinneci that the DCI was very expense conscious in its operations. Gunn 
interview. 
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more. By 1964, Ottawa was spending more money to attract Gennans than on any other group of 

Although placement work in Canada had improved considerabiy since before the war, reception 

work still suffereci from hinding constraints and the cost-saving attitude of the depariment. This 

had negative effects on the overall immigration program. Poor integration increased the risk of re- 

migration to the United States and r e m  migration. It also resulted in critical reports about life in 

Canada circulated in the German media or in letters written home and thereby discouraged 

prospective migrants From coming to canadaO4' 

Reasserting Jurisdiciion and Standardising Procedures 

Dunng the 1950s, the DCI reasserted itself in the immigration field in which various non- 

governrnental organisations, such as railways and voluntary agencies, had previously played a 

major role and on which the provinces began to encroach. in considering a request from two 

provinces for wider consultation on immigration matters, cabinet agreed with the DCI that "[ilt did 

not appear to be desirable to have any general meetings that would give an impression that 

immigration policy did not continue to be entirely the responsibility of the Federal Government." 

The department also felt that the assistance of the few remaining voluntary agencies was no longer 

needed, especially since facilities both in Canada and oveneas could now handle Canada's entire 

intake of immigrants. During the 1950s senior Immigration officials attempted to eliminate, or at 

least reduce, these outside groupst role in immigration? 

Consistent with its "ideal of standardisation and simplification of prograrns and procedures," the 

DCI b y the close of 195 1 had succeeded in eliminating the legion of Canadian relief agencies and 

their prograrns which had cluttered immigration work. This meant that immigrants could 

16 R. Allen, "Untroublesome Canadians," Maclean's 77,s (7.3.1964), 21,523. Sce also "Survey of frnmigration," 28.6.1963 in DCI, 
Vol. 161, File 1-16-1. 
47 For shortcornings of placement work, see Hawkins, Canado and Immigration, 4, 1 10. 
48 CLNU, Reel H- t 393, File Negotiations - ovcncas and Ottawa Con. 1953-56, Summary of telephone conversation, 23.4-1954. 
See also Chapter 6. 
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increasingly corne to Canada through one door ~ n l ~ . ~ '  The department also attempted to impose 

this ideal on the DL's group labour schemes which ran parallel to its own programs. Indeed, its 

efforts in this regard may have retarded general immigration and the German movement in 

particular. B y shutting out other agencies and slashing programs, it was reducing the available 

resources active in immigration work and limiting the means of entry to Canada. The DL's sugar- 

beet workers', miners' and lumber workers' schemes which catered specifically to German 

immigrants fell victim to the DCl's ideal. 

Mssed ûpportunities: Absence of Long- Term and Strategic Planning 

Another conspicuous feature of Canadian immigration policy in the 1950s was its emphasis on 

short-terrn, rather than on long-term, manpower and economic planning. This is startling given 

Canada's express intention of using immigration as a tool for economic development. 

Ottawa's immigration planning rarely extended beyond the immediate or, at best, one year projected 

needs of Canada's economy and labour market. Little attention was paid to the types of immigrants, 

especially skilled workers and professionals, who could benefit Canada's economic future in the 

long run. The crux of the problem was that the department relied alrnost exclusively on 

emplo yrnent field surveys and "Opportunity Assessments" which identi fied Canada's current 

rnanpower requirements but disregarded future manpower trends altogether. Also, the DCI was 

pressed by various employer groups to assign top pnority to their labour requirements which left 

little time or need to develop a far-sighted recmitment program. This resulted in an immigration 

program which in the late- 1940s and early- 1950s sought wkil led or semi-skiiled labour and placed 

less emphasis on skilled workers, technicians, professionals and entrepreneurs. This policy 

contradicted economic developments in the l9SOs when Canada was becoming rapidly more 

industrialised and experienced a shortage of skilled labour. Only in 1958 was the situation revened 

when precedence was given to skilled worken. 

49 IB, Vol. 893, File 567-67, Pt. 1, Quinn to ChicfOp. Div., 10.8.1953. 
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The absence of strategic planning was plainly evident in the German immigration program. From 

195 1 to 1955, greater priority was assigned to the recruitment of farm workers and domestics. 

Unsponsored skilled workers were altogether eliminated fiom the 1952 program and strongly cut 

back from 1953 to 1955. So strong was their desire to come to Canada at this time that many 

trained workers misrepresented themselves as fanners to gain admission. German engineers and 

other professionals who were clamouring to come to Canada in the early-1950s soon found there 

was no interest for their services. When demand for these occupations picked up in Canada af'ter 

1955, Germans' interest in emigrating to Canada had declined."' 

A similar course of events transpired for the Gennan movement in general. Despite warnings fiom 

posts in Germany in 195 1-52 that the supply of migrants would soon dry up, Ottawa imposed 

further restrictions in 1952-55, limiting transportation loans and the types of unsponsored worken 

who could be admitted to Canada. By late-1955, when the economy's demand for labour again 

picked up, German immigrants were less willing to come foward. While Ottawa's short-term 

planning adequately satisfied immediate domestics needs, it failed to capitalise on fleeting 

immigrant manpower opportunities that would have benefited Canada's future. 

FORMULATING h l  ~~IGRATION POLICY: OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE GERMAN MOVEMENT 

Interests, forces and motives behind governent immigration policy are ofien varied, cornplex and 

in a constant state of flux. This appears to have been particularly tnie for the Canadian experience 

in the 1950s. In the case of Ottawa's German immigration program, various combinations of these 

influences were at work, frequently shif'ting to adjust to new circumstances. The hypotheses which 

best explain the formulation of Canadian immigration policy are Statism, Nation-Building, 

Bureaucratic Dominance and Business Dominance. Others - Populism, Pluralism, Cosrnopolitan 

' The DCI realised thts in 1963: "We know that the postwar situation, with sicilleci workm clamounng io n i e r  Canada, no longer 
exists." DCI, Vol. 16 1, File 1-1 6- 1, "Survey of Immigration," 28.6.1963. 
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Elitism and Responsible ~ o v e r n m e n t ~ ~  - appear to have played little or no role in the policy 

underlying German immigration. 

Statisrn and Nation-Buifdittg 

The "Statist" hypothesis contends that policies pursued by state institutions are best explained by 

the interests of these institutions and of their "state managers." The process of decision-making is 

confined within these institutions and is not affected much by a political process which links these 

institutions to societal pressures. A charactenstic interest of these state institutions and their 

managers is the goal of nation-building?* The Statist hypotheses perhaps best explains the 

formulation of immigration policy in the 1950s. It accurately describes the immigration 

bureaucracy's position vis-à-vis societal pressures and its embrace of the nation-building mission. 

DCI policy makers - essentially the Deputy Minister and his senior offcials - were relatively well- 

insulated from the political process, although shrill and persistent pressure from the public and 

political circles had to be heeded at tirnes. Only the numerical targets and timing of the annual 

program required cabinet's approval, while the DCI's implementation of the program and its policy 

decisions were not subject to legislative control. Furthemore, immigration policy was rarely the 

topic of serious debate in parliament and never becarne a big election issue.j3 Finally, proposals by 

outside agencies to establish official forums to ensure greater input on immigration matten were 

rejected by the government." The Statist model also accommodates the immigration authontiest 

charactenstic penchant for nation-building. As previously noted, the DCI had long-tenn goals to 

" "Cosmopolitan clitism," cssentially the influence of progressive values exerted by the ^new class" ovn  govcmment policies, 
appcars to have had little impact on immigration policies in the 1950s. The "pluralist model" regards the policy-making process as a 
product of the compromises which result fiorn the lobbying efforts of organiseci societai interests and the govemment's will to pursue 
its interests. Like cosmopolitan elitism, it was more of a force after the I95Os. The "populistn paradigrn which holds that that 
governmcnt policy is influenced by the need for widespread popular support had only a Iirnited impact on Canadian immigration 
policy. Canadians g e n e d y  did not consider immigration per se an important issue. The "responsible government" model appears to 
apply the les t  to the Canadian scenario in the 1950s. German immigration never became a political platform of the major political 
y t i e s ,  nor an election issue. 
- Leonie Hardcastle et al., "The Making of Immigration and Refugee Policy: Politicians, Bureaucrats and Citizens," in Howard 

Adcl man, er al. cds., Inimigraiion and Refugee Policy: Ausrraliu and Canadu Compared (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1994), 98. 
53 M. Dan ys, DP, Lithuanian Immigrarion ro Canada aJer rhe Second World Wur (Toronto: Multiculturat History Society of Ontario, 
1986), 77; and Kelley, The Muking, 3 14. 
'' PCO, Vol. 265 1, Cabinet Conclusions, 17.9.1952- 
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build a stronger, more prosperous and independent Canada which mirrored h g ' s  principles and 

the work of the immigration authorities at every level. 

Statism also influenced the formulation of German immigration policy. It was strongly guided by 

the nation-building mission which assigned German immigration a secondary role in the ultimate 

goals of the mission and which emphasised carefùl selection to identify good and usefùl future 

Canadian citizens. Ottawa's policy-making structure ensured that the German movement remained 

firmly in the hands of immigration authorities, immune from outside influences. 

Bureaucrntic Dont irt art ce 

Closely related to Statism is the "bureaucratie dominance" hypothesis which emphasises the 

tremendous authority of bureaucrats in determining immigration policy. That Canada's senior 

immigration officials wielded tremendous power and discretion is undeniable. They had complete 

control over implementing programs and applying administrative measures, and even had enormous 

say in shaping policy. Moreover, officials exercised considerable discretion in selecting applicants 

and in effecting arrests, detention and deportations.ss Their authority in these matters was conferred 

and sanctioned by the 1952 Immigration Act and its Regulations through the medium of the minister 

and federal cabinet. The new Act was essentially a codification of the executive practices which 

were undertaken under the old Act. Yet bureaucrats could not exercise this authority willy-nilly. 

The views and input of other interested parties - other departments, the provinces, labour 

organisations and non-govemment organisations - as well as larger government objectives also had 

to be considered. 

Most decisions affecting German immigration were made by the Director of b i g r a t i o n  and his 

senior officials, with the occasional reference to the Deputy Minister. Virtually al1 these decisions 

reflected the will and interests of the department. The input of outside parties was adopted when it 
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complemented the department's initiatives and interests but otherwise it was usually disregarded or 

dismissed. So al1 encompassing was this authority that outside parties were oAen compelled to go 

over the heads of senior officiais and appeal directly to the Deputy Minister or Minister to seek 

changes to immigration policy.56 

Busiri ess Dom in art ce 

Canadian business had a powerful and respected voice in Canada's postwar immigration policy. 

This was exemplified by its success in liberalising Canadian immigration policy in 1946 and 1947. 

Among the most vociferous pro-immigration sectors were the railways, various agriculture 

producers, primary industries and business representatives such as the Canadian Manufacturer's 

Association and Canadian Chambers of Commerce. Al1 felt they had a stake in immigration and its 

end resul t frorn which al1 stood to profit. They also had powerful supporters in Ottawa including 

the DCI, the Bank of Canada, External Affain, Public Works, Finance and the Pnvy Council Office 

and most important1 y the Departments of Reconstruction, Trade and Commerce and Defence 

Production, al1 of which recognised the economic advantages of an expanded immigration 

Immigration authorities took the wishes of Canadian employers to heart, especially when and where 

these interests corresponded with government goals. In line with Ottawa's greater intervention in 

the economy, every effort was made to fil1 labour gaps which might slow d o m  economic growth. 

Immigration was a key tool in this regard, satisfying both the immediate needs of business and the 

long-tenn nation-building plans of government. It therefore offered Ottawa a "win-win" situation. 

However business interests also had to be bdanced with the government's own pnonties and the 

public's interests. There were obvious limits as to how far the govemment would go on business's 

55 For the authority of the DCI see D. Reimers and H. Troper, "Canadian and Amcrican Immigration Policy since 1945," in B. 
Ch iswick, ed., Immigration. Language and Ethniciry: Canada and the United States (Washington, D.C.: AEI Press, 1 992), 19; Dirks, 
Canada's Refigee, 25 5 ;  Whitriker. Canadian Immigration, 1 8; and Hawkins, Canada and Immigration, 102 

This w a ~  a tactic regularly resortcd to by the CCCEIR when a negativc reaction was fonhcoming or anticipated Rom the 
Immigration Branch. See chapter six. 
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behalf. For example, pleas by companies and farmers in the late-1940s to admit German nationals, 

including intemed German Prisoners of War, were refused by Ottawa on technical foreign policy 

grounds and because it was felt that the public was not quite ready for such a step. 

The German movement benefited both indirectly and directly fkom business's campaign to boost 

immigration in the 1950s. Industries' orders for immigrant labour which could not be filled fiom 

"preferred" emigration countries were htuisferred to back-up sources such as Germany. in some 

instances, certain employers specifically requested German workers to fil1 specific labour 

requirements. In 1946 Canadian commercial firms were among the fint businesses to place orders 

for Germans, in this case, for scientists and technicians. By 195 1, other employen, such as mines, 

fanners and forestry operations, were pressing the government for even larger contingents of 

German workers. Labour and immigration authotities eagerly accommodated these demands by 

including Germans in their immigrant-worker programs. By 195 1, the DCI also permitted 

Canadian companies to sponsor individual European workers, including Germans, provided 

workers md their qualifications were known by the business concemed. Group orders for skilled 

workers placed by companies were also accepted by immigration authonties but were normally first 

reserved for British workers. Taken together, al1 these requests and special labour programs 

substantially added to the German boom. 

This thesis is organised along thematic and chronological lines. The following two chapters adâress 

the setting and important developments in the late-1940s and early-1950s which essentially 

unshackled German immigration and enabled it to get off to a running start. Specifically, chapter 

two reviews the antecedents which emerged in the late-1940s. Chapter three describes the 

important developments in 1950-5 1 which formed the basis of the 1950s German immigration 

boom. Both chapten trace the progress and influence of these early developments well into the 

late- 1950s. The influx of German worken, a d e f i n g  and dominant characteristic of Gennan 

As was evident dunng DAC1 meetings, these departments consistently argued for an expanded immigration program as the basis 
of cconomic growth. See DCI, Vol. 71, File [DACq 1951-57. 
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immigration to Canada in the 1 %Os, is the subject of chapter four. The next chapter examines the 

place of the German movement in Ottawa's annual immigration programming and assesses the 

DCI's successes and failurrs in implementing its program and meeting its targets in the years 195 1- 

57. Chapters six and seven examine the role and impact of external forces - voluntary agencies and 

the railways on the one hand and foreign governments and international agencies on the other - on 

Canada's German immigration policy and program. These outside organisations made important 

contributions in resettling Germans to Canada, in spite of Ottawa's ambivalent and often reluctant 

attitude towards them. The central theme of this thesis is Ottawa's use of Geman immigration to 

meet Canada's economic and manpower needs and how, on the bais of this objective, Ottawa 

missed numerous opportunities. 
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2. ANTECEDENTS TO THE BOOM 
The Gerrnan immigration boom profited from a number of key developments in Canada and 

Germany which occurred in the late-1940s, the effects of which were felt well beyond this time. 

Without these it is doubtful whether the movement would have assumed the magnitude and 

intensity that it did from 195 1 to 1957. In Canada there were significant changes in public opinion, 

the economy, the labour market, government pnonties, the immigration machinery and regulations. 

Al1 these factors had a bearing on Canadian immigration in the 1950s and directly or indirectly 

influenced the German program. In Germany, certain national, demographic, economic and labour 

market developments facilitated the mass emigration of Gemans abroad. 

ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL PM-CONDITIONS 

Historically, the scope and size of Canada's immigration programs have been contingent on the 

well-being of the economy as well as on national development pians. As the Great Depression 

demonstrated, a positive immigration policy was not viable politically during economic downturns 

as governrnents and the public believed that immigrants competed with native Canadians for scarce 

jobs and exacerbated local welfare b ~ r d e n s . ~ ~  Even proponents of increased immigration, such as 

the Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources, Hugh Keenleyside, realised this limitation: "If we are 

stmck by another depression, however, immigration will be almost the first national activity to be 

~ur ta i led ."~~ Prosperity, however, afforded the govemment greater latitude in carrying out an 

expanded program. The resilience and upward surge of the economy in 1946-47 facilitated the 

conversion from a war to a peacetime economy and the rapid reintegration of retuming senice 

personnel into Canadian civil and economic life, thereby removing two potential obstacles to 

greater immigration. By this time apprehension that the economy would expenence another 

" Arguably. the psychological effects of the depression could ail1 be seen in the January 1944 Gallup p l 1  which revealed that only 
13% of Canadians favourcd an opendoor and 50% a selective immigration policy. Cited in 1. Abella and H. Troper, None is roo 
Many, Canada and the Jews of Europe 1933-1948 (Toronto: Lester & Orpen Dennys Limiteci, 1983), 16 1 .  
'' H.Keenleyside, "Canada's immigration Policy." International h u m a 1  UI, 3 (1948)- 237. 
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postwar downturn were receding, enabling Ottawa to plan a more aggressive immigration policy to 

relieve emerging labour ~hor ta~es .~*  

Prospe~ity may have rendered Canadians more receptive to an expansive immigration policy. A 

Gallup poll taken in 1947, a year of record low unemployment (2.2%), reveaied that, for the first 

time, the majority of Canadians favoured increased imrnigrati~n.~' Although this level of consensus 

was not reached again, the public continued to show a relatively high level of support for 

immigration during the 1950s. Good economic times also may have prompted Canadians to be 

more tolerant about accepting non-British newcomers such as displaced persons (DPs) and later 

Canada's former enemies. 

AAer a slight slowdown in 1 949-50, the Canadian economy recovered, rernaining robust and 

expanding throughout the 1950ç, with the exception of two mild recessions in 1954-55 and 1958- 

60. The economic boom was fuelled largely by increased exports, massive pnvate and government 

capital investment, growing consumer demand and a defence build up accelerated by the Korean 

W u .  These were tnily good times as evidenced by the three major economic indicators which were 

closely monitored by Ottawa's immigration programmers (see Figures Nos. 4 to 6). Unemployment 

was at an all-time low, averaging 3.6% from 1951 to 1957. During this period, the gros national 

product increased an astounding $12 billion, with annual gains averaging almost $1.7 billion. 

Capital investment, perhaps the most cntical factor driving the immigration boom, was at an 

unprecedented high level. The ratio of Canadian fixed domestic investrnent to GNP between 1951 

and 1957 was higher than at any comparable period since the twn of the ~entury.~'  

60 National Archives of Canada (NAC), RG 27, Department of Labour (DL) records, Vol. 3029, File Interdepartmental Advisory 
Committcc on Irnmi gntian 1947-59, "The Effect of Immigration in Relieving Labour Shortage During 1947," 10.2.1948. Credit must 
also be given to Ottawa's adroit management of thc economy, avoiding such potential pitfiils as the US-Canada postwar dollar 
exchange crises and spiralling inflation which could have stalleci econornic growth and set back Canada's immigration program RD. 
Cuff and I. L. Granatstein, American Dollars - Canadian Pmperity, Cdh-Amr ican  Economic Reiationr 1955-1 950 (Toronto: 
Samuel-Stevens, 1978). 
b l  Coincidcntally, a poll taken in the foIlowing year disclosed the highest postwar level of support for a Iarger Canadian population. 
T i e n h a  Canadian views on immigration and population, An anaLjsis ofposrwar Gallup polls (Ottawa: Manpowcr and 
Immigration, 1974), 2,8, 18. 
62 Green, Inrmigrcrtion and the Postwar Canadian Economy (Toronto: Macmillan, 1 W6), 13 1. Al1 figures citeâ are derived fiom 
F. H. Lcacy, cd., Historical Statistics of Canada (Ottawa: Ministry of Supply and Services, 1983). 
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Figure No. 4: Canada's Unemployment Rate, t946-58 
1946 1941 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 

Unemployment 3.4% 2.2% 2.3% 2.8% 3.6% 2.4% 2.Yh 3.0% 4.6% 4.4% 3.4% 4.6% 7.P? 
Rate 

Figure No. 5: Canadian and Foreign lnvestment in Canada, 194648 (millions of dollors) 
1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1%2 1953 1955 1955 19% 1957 1958 

Direct fnvestrncnt $1.866 53,057 53.34 1 53,680 S4,200 S4.840 $5,578 56,453 57,189 58,173 59.5 18 5 10,674 5 I l  ,3 10 
in Canada 

Figure No. 6: Cross National Product in Canada, 194658 (millions of dollars) 
1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 

Gross National S 1 1,885 5 13,473 S 15,509 5 l6,8ûû S 18.49 1 521.640 524,588 $25.833 S 25,918 S28.528 532058 533.5 13 S 34.777 
Product 

Source for F i g w  Nos. 3-5: F.H. Leacy, cd. Hirrorical Sturirtiu ofCimu& (Omwr: Ministry of Supply and Services, 1983). Scies D491-497. G188-202,684-98. FI-13 

This period of sustained economic growth helped to allay feus about Canada's ability to absorb 

immigrants. It actually prompted Ottawa to pursue a more aggressive immigration policy with the 

goal of maximising the intake of immigrant labour. While increased exports of raw materials in the 

decade aAer the war spurred the expansion of Canada's primary sector, it simultaneously spawned a 

critical manpower shortage which could not be met by domestic supply which, in tum, had been 

severely thinned as a result of the low birth rate during the depression and wartime casualties. The 

decline in immigration from 1948 to 1950 was viewed with alarm by government and business, 

who feared that economic growth would be stalled. hspired by Keynesian economic theones and 

its long-term nation building goals, the federal govemment assumed a greater role in the economy. 

Control of immigration to meet Canada's economic objectives and manpower needs was regarded 

increasingly as a governrnent imperative. By early-1950, immigration itself was considered an 

economic stimulant by the governrnent, contributing capital and technology, creating jobs, and 

adding to dornestic consumption. 

The economic boom and labour deficits of the late-1940s carried over into the 1950s when Gennan 

immigration was unieashed. The recovery of the Canadian economy in 195 1 nom the 1949-50 
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slump coincided rather fortuitously with the easing of restrictions on Geman immigration. The 

massive demand for labour outstripped domestic, British and DP supplies of labour and forced 

Ottawa to rely increasingly on Germany which offered the nurnbers and types of immigrants 

Canada sought. Continued economic growth in Canada in the 1950s guaranteed Gemans a place in 

Ottawa's future immigration prograrns. From 195 1 on Germany essentially became Canada's 

"filler" siipply of labour, bridging rnanpower gaps which could not be filled by other countries. 

Invariably this meant that Geman immigration was very much govemed by fluctuations in the 

Canadian economy. 

The economic prosperity which irnmediately followed the war did not spark an automatic and 

instant shi R towards an active immigration policy. First, the govemment's longstanding restrictive 

attitude to immigration, which was essentially a product of the depression, had to be overcome. At 

this time more emphasis was placed on limiting immigration, not on encouraging it. This 

disposition lingered on in many parts of govemment in the fint years after the war. Its removal c m  

be attributed to a number of factors.63 

Advocates of expanded immigration such as Canadian business and ethnic organisations played an 

important role in the change. Canadian industry's interest in increasing immigration was motivated 

by the irnmediate need to fil1 actual and anticipated labour shortages and by the long-tenn goal of 

building a larger economic base and consumer markets for their products. As early as 1946, 

employers in Canada's booming pnmary sector, chiefly the mining and forestry industries together 

with farmers, lobbied the government hard, seeking approval to retain German POWs in their 

employ. Although unsuccessful on this &ont, their efforts were rewarded in 1946 when the 

government agreed to admit Polish veterans for fami labour and later DPs for bush, mine, fam, 

domestic and general labour work. Business interests were well-served by C.D.Howe, the Acting 

-- - -  

63 An excellent study of Canada's restrictive poiicy is found in Abella and Troper, None is roo Many, chapters 1-3,6-8. 
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Minister of Mines and Resources, who created and strearnlined the DP bulk-labour program to help 

Canadian industry meet its labour needs? Business organisations such as the railways, the Canada 

Manufacturers' Association (CMA) and the Canadian Chambers of Commerce called on the 

govemment to not only take immediate measures to resolve the labour crisis, but to develop a long- 

t e m  immigration strategy directed at consolidating economic and population growth. Their 

motives here were plain: to expand the base for the long-terni profitability of their respective 

industries. Their efforts were successful, as many of these arguments were accepted and adopted by 

immigration policy-makers by the 1950s .~~  

Ethnic groups in Canada and their spokespersons overseas also exerted considerable pressure on the 

govemment to liberalise its immigration policy. Their first interest was to have their close relatives 

adrnitted to Canada, especially those arnongst the hundreds of'thousands of distressed DPs in 

Europe. To this end they pressed Ottawa to broaden the very restrictive admission criteria for close 

relatives, making representations to key rninisters, senior officiais and even to the Prime Minister. 

Later they also urged the govemrnent to have their countrymen included in the bulk-labour 

schemes. Ukrainian, Baltic and Jewish groups were particularly active and, ultimately, very 

successful in lobbying the govemrnent.66 in the wake of their gains, lobbies representing Canada's 

German population and churches, including the Canadian Christian Council for the Resettlement of 

Refugees (CCCRR), sought concessions fiom Ottawa as well. Other Canadian agencies interested 

in the relief of the refugee problem in Europe, including the YMCA and YWCA, various Rotary 

a NAC, RG 2, Privy Council Office (PCO) records, Vol. 2639, Cabinet Conclusions, 29-1.1947. Howe's displriceci person (DP) 
progrm was clevly intended CO serve the interests of industry. See his speech in House of Commons, Debares, 9.6-1947. For the 
massive lobbying efforts of industry, see the woodsworkers, rniners and f m  labour files in RG 27 and RG 76 (Immigration Branch 
[IB] records) for the 1940s. See also Danys, DP, Lithuanian Immigration ro Canada af5er the Second World War (Toronto: 
Multicultunl History Society of Ontario, i 986) 83-85. 

On this score Deputy Minister Keenleyside sharcd the views of the business comrnunity. See his undated artide in DL, Vol. 3022, 
File Immigraiion Policy, Conespondence, P t  4. Departmenta1 Advisory Cornmittee on Immigration (DACI) meetings reved that 
these views had becorne influential in many departments, especially Trade and Commerce. 
bfï For thc lobbying efforts of these groups, see Abella and Troper, None is too Many, chapters 7-8. L.Luciuk "Searching for PIace: 
Ukrainian Refugee Migration to Canada aRer World War II." Ph.D. Thesis, University of Alberta, 1984, 174176,340-343. 
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Clubs, the Ecumenical Refugee Commission, the Canadian Council of Churches and the Canadian 

National Cornmittee on Refugees, also urged Ottawa to reconsider its immigration poli~y.67 

Another powerful voice which pushed the governent to relax its restrictive policy was the 

Canadian media. By mid-1946 the English-language press was almost al1 in favour of greater, yet 

selecrive, immigration.68 It also gave liberal coverage to the views of pro-immigration groups such 

as business, ethnic organisations and provincial agencies. 

In the face of such concerted attacks on the governrnent's restrictive immigration policy, the 

influence of the forces seeking to maintain the statu quo began to wane. Most important in this 

regard was public opinion which by 1947 showed a majority supporting increased immigration. 

Organised labour, traditionally opposed to immigration, was also changing its tune. At the national 

level it cautiously approved expanded immigration in keeping with Canada's absorptive capacity 

while seeking the excllision of fascists, Nazis and other such undesirables. Veterans' organisations 

also agreed to changes in immigration policy, provided that veterans were first reintegrated into 

Canadian life and that future immigration was selective, with preference given to people of British 

descerd9 

The tendency of some provinces to make greater use of their constitutional prerogative in 

immigration matters after the war undoubtedly jolted Ottawa into greater activity. In August 1947, 

Ontario jumped the gun on Ottawa's immigrant-labour program and, with little prior consultation, 

mounted an arnbitious scheme of flying in British workers to fil1 specific employment positions. 

While federal officiais cooperated in this program afier the fact, Ottawa's consternation was evident 

as it felt that its lead in immigration was being challenged. By 1948, Aiberta followed Ontario's 

67 The Canadian National Committee on Refugees (CNCR) was especially well connected with influential circles in Ottawa through 
its president Senator Cairine WiIson and Executive Sccretary Constance Hayward. AAer the war it sought to have immigration laws 
rclaxcd regwding DPs and to educate the Canadian public about the pIight of refugces and the need for Canada to acccpt more of 
thcrn. Sec the CNCR resolutions forwarded to King in January 1947 in NAC, MG 28 V 43, CNCR records, File 5.40, Hayward to 
King, 30.1.1947. Keenleyside acknowledged that the CNCR had helped bring about an improved situation in immigration policy. 
ibid., File 5.5, "notes of an interview," n.d. 
68 PCO, Vol. 82, File 1-50, Pt. 2, Press survey, 18.7.1946. 
69 DL, Vol. 895, File 8-9-63- 1, Pt. 1, A summary highlighting public opinion in 1946. 
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example and aggressively promoted the movement of skilled and unskilled British immigrants to 

the province. Newfoundland premier Joseph SmaIlwood's tour in Germany in 1950 to obtain 

business investment, businessmen and skilled workers was watched closely by Ottawa and may 

have prompted a closer look at the potential for German immigration to canada." 

Quebec's viev~s on immigration gave risc to completely different concems in Ottawa. Traditionally, 

Quebec opposed mass immigration directed by the federal government, viewing it as a ploy by 

English Canada to build its population and electoral base to the detriment of Quebec's influence in 

the Dominion. The intensity of the anti-immigrant sentiment was evident in 1944, when the 

Quebec Legislative Assembly passed a resolution threatening to boycott any postwar mass 

immigration prograrns. Yet by the late-1940s, Quebec's tone mellowed and criticisms of the more 

Iiberal immigration policies of the 1950s remained fa.int.'' 

An effective medium used by pro-immigration groups to reach govemment decision maken was 

through the various govemment cornmittees and commissions tasked to investigate and make 

recommendations on Canada's immigration policy. Virtually al1 of these bodies of enquiry came to 

the same conclusion: Canada's restrictive policy needed change, including irnmediate mesures for 

the introduction of an expanded short-term program. Most decisive in this regard was the Senate's 

Standing Committee on immigration and Labour which was called upon in May 1946 to assess the 

Ininrigralion Act, its operation and administration. Its highly publicised August 1946 preliminary 

report, which drew on input from a broad range of interest groups and experts, recomrnended that a 

policy of selective immigration of agricultural and industrial workers should be announced at once 

and that prionty should be assigned to the movement of relatives and niends of Canadian citizens. 

'O NAC, RG 76, Immigration B m c h  (18) records, Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt6, Extemal Affairs (DEA) Circulas No. 53 1, 1 1.10.1950. It 
rilso appcars to have bcen the subject of a DAC13 13th meeting, the minutes of which contain an extract from a German newspapcr 
on Smallwood's visit. Sec NAC, RG 26, Department of Citizenship and Immigration (DCI) records, Vol. 73, File DAC1 1951-57 and 
G. Bassler. "'Develop or Perish': Joseph R. Sinailwood and Newfoundland's Quest for G e m  hdustry, 1949- 1953," Acodiensis 15, 
2 (1986), 93-1 19. 
" A survey of the Quebcc press's views on immigration supports this fmding. See Regina Leader Post. 1 1.10.195 1. Regarding 
Qucbcc's hostility to immigration, see D.Corbett, Canada's Immigrarion Policy. A Critique (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1957). 20; F. Hawkins, Canada and Immigrarion. Public Policy and Public Concern (MontreaiKingston: McGill-Queen's University 
Press, 1972). 78. 
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It also recommended that the Immigration Act and regulations be amended to facilitate the flow of 

immigrants to Canada. Dunng the debate on the Cornmittee's report which ensued in the House of 

Cornmons, al1 parties agreed on the need for increased immigration based on absorptive capacity.'* 

As early as April 1946, the Interdepartmental Comrnittee on Immigration Policy, established by the 

government to evaluate the domestic implications of expanded immigration, supported an 

immediate program to admit more relatives and persons with sufficient capital to establish essential 

industry. 

In addition to domestic factors, Canadian immigration policy was strongly guided by international 

and foreign policy considerations. AAer the war, the Department of Extemal Affairs (DEA) guided 

Canada on a course of greater involvement in world affàirs. Canada was active in numerous 

international and Commonwealth organisations. In accordance with this role, Canada was also 

expected to assume certain responsibilities and duties. Its membership in the Intergovernmental 

Cornmittee for Refugees (IGCR), the United Nations and the United Nations Relief and 

Rehabilitation Administration, and later the international Refûgee Organisation (IRO), obliged 

Canada to give greater consideration to the refugee problem prevailing in Europe. For the DEA a 

policy of European relief, specificaHy through the medium of immigration, affirmed Canada's new 

standing in world affairs, especially among the western allies, and provided a direct benefit to 

postwar reconstruction. As the ascendant department in government affaia, the DEA used its 

presence in cabinet, the Cabinet Comrnittee on Immigration Policy and the Interdepartmental 

Cornmittee to liberalise immigration policy. Its influence in immigration matten was further 

consolidated with the appointment of the former DEA official, Hugh Keenleyside, as Deputy 

Minister of Mines and Resources, who presided over the unmigration u ranch.'^ 

By late-1 946. al1 signs pointed to a greater acceptance of a broadened immigration policy. This 

development was not lost on the government which scrambled early in 1947 to draft a statement to 

-- 

" "Canadian Immigration Policy," international Labour Review 54, (1 946). 223-224. 
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express this position. The resulting May 1947 speech by King was important to German 

immigration in the long run. Although the speech contained no provision for the admission of 

German nationals, it spelled the end of a potential major barrier, Canada's longstanding restrictive 

immigration policy. Orders-in-Council issued shortly after the delivery of this speech to ease these 

restrictions proved a direct impetus to the movemeni of ~olkrdeutsche'~ rehgees to Canada. 

REL~LVINC IMMIGRATION RECULATIONS, ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY 

In the course of charting Canada's future immigration policy and after considerable outside 

pressure, the govemment did take gradua1 steps to relax the admission of certain categories of 

immigrants to Canada and to facilitate their entry. This was chiefly done by issuing new 

regulations through Orden in Council. Two main immigrant categones were affected: close 

relatives and workers. The first such mesures were PC 2070 and PC 2071 passed on May 28, 

1946. PC 2070 permitted Canadian overseas oficials to accept travel documents in lieu of a valid 

passport to establish the identity of a prospective immigrant. Its express purpose was to further the 

movement of DPs, including Volhddeuische rehgees, who had had their passports lost or destroyed 

dunng the war years. With PC 2071 the progressive broadening of admissible family categories 

began. This trend was continued with the passing of PC 371 (January 30, 1947) and PC 1734 (May 

1, 1947) which were al1 consolidated in directives accompanying PC 2856 (June 9, 1950). The 

directives set out the categories of close relatives fiom Europe, including Germany, who could be 

sponsored by Canadian residents in the 1950s. They included the husband or wife; son or daughter, 

brother or sister, together with husband or wife and unrnarried children; father or mother; 

grandparents; orphan nephew or niece under twenty-one years of age; and tiancé(e) sponsored by a 

legal resident of Canada. 

- - - - -- - - 

n -4-Sauer, ''A Marier of Domestic Policfl Canadian Immigration Policy and the Admission of Germans, 1945-1950," Canadian 
Hisrorical Review LXXIV, 2 (1993), 228-229, U3,236; G. Dirks, Cunuda's Refugee Policy. Indigcrence or  Opportwrism 
(MontreaiKingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1977), 148. 
'' In this study Volhdeutsche are defined as ethnic Gennans born ourside the borders of the Third Reich who still considered 
themselves of German ethnicity after the war. 
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Immigration authorities also set requirements for Canadian residents wishing to sponsor close 

relatives. Sponsors had to provide proof of employment and sufficient savings to maintain their 

proteges in the event they could not find work. They also had to guarantee adequate 

accommodation. Initially officiais ensured that these guarantees and requirements were rigorously 

met by the sponsor, thereby often holding up the processing of applications. By 1950, to counteract 

declining immigration, the strict enforcement of the requirements was eased in favour of sponsors, 

speeding up the processing of applications.75 This practice continued into the 1950s and furthered 

German migration, especially through the church programs which moved many farnily members to 

  ana da.'^ 

PC 37 1 was the first major step taken io move immigrant labour to Canada. It enabled distant 

relatives in agriculture and, most importantly, workers possessing skills as miners and lumberrnen 

to be admitted without requinng capital or a specific sponsor in Canada. It heralded the introduction 

of the bulk-labour programs which later moved thousands of Germans to Canada. PC 2180 of June 

6, 1947, inter alia, permitted the entry of 5,000 DPs to Canada via blanket orders from Canadian 

f m e r s  and industry. Blanket orders enabled groups of workers to enter Canada without the need 

for case-by-case sponsorship and departmental approval. Rather, groups of companies undertook to 

ernploy contingents of workers for a penod of one year at prevailing wage rates and pre-pay their 

rail fàre from port of entry to inland destination. This procedure enabled the govemment to move 

masses of immigrant workers to Canada, which would have been very curnbenome through the 

regular route of individual sponsorship. This was clearly meant to meet the labour needs of 

industry. 

The relaxation of regulations and administrative procedures in the years afkr the war contributed to 

the German immigration boom in two important ways. It removed many potential barriers in the 

way of increased immigration, thereby enabling Geman immigration to get off to a quick start afler 

'' IB, Vol. 804. File 548-10, Pt. 1, McFarlane to Grant, 27.9.1950; and Danys, DP, 217-221. 
i6 Voluntary agencies enjoyed a specU fan-track procers administered at the discretion of the immigration field officor 18, Vol. 650, 
File B27208, Pt. 1, Chief Operations Division (Op. Div.) to Distnct Supts., 29.9.1952. 
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the entry ban on German nationals was compleiely lifted. in addition, it permitted the entry of 

several thousands of admissible Volksdeutsche which broadened the base of sponsors in Canada for 

subsequent movements fiom Germany. Of even greater fuRve significance for the German boom 

was the inception of the group labour programs in 1947. Mer all, it was mostly as workers that 

Germans were able to gain entry to Canada. Ottawa's liberalisation of immigration in the late- 

1 940s was not a given, but the result of a senes of hard-fought battles by pro-immigration forces. 

R . v ~ h . 1  PING TI1 E I h . l M l C l U ~ 1 0 ~  PROGRAM AND MACHINERY 

The increased flow of migrants resulting From the new regulations in 1947 had direct and 

immediate consequences for the immigration machinery. What followed was a tremendous growth 

in the size, experience and confidence of the immigration bureaucracy, another cntical precondition 

for the future German movement. 

Perhaps nowhere was the sentiment of a negative immigration policy more firmly entrenched 

shortly atter the war than in the Immigration Branch itself. Although the chief proponent of 

restrictionism, Director Fredrick Blair, had left the Branch by 1946, a cautious, reluctant and rules- 

bound approach still dominated." Yet this approach had to give way to accommodate a more 

liberal policy which was being increasingly formulated and decided Born outside the Branch. The 

appointment of Hugh Keenleyside as Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources was an important 

step in this direction. Keenleyside brought with him a progressive and confident view of 

immigration and its benefits to Canada and set about instituting certain reforms to reorganise the 

Branch to meet its new duties. He made the greatest headway in reforming the Branch during CD. 

Howe's term as acting Minister of the Department of Mines and Resources in 1947, when 

imrnediate results were expected. It was under his stewardship that some of the leading men of the 

- -- 

* In 1947 the Intergovernmental Cornmittee for Refugee's representative in Canada reponed that "[tlhe views of the immigration 
oficials ... have always been c3utious, and to a great extent they have become stereotyped as a resuIt of their experience of the past." 
NAC, RG 25, Department of External Affairs (DEA) records, Vol. 21 13, File AR 40814, Pt.2, ColIey to Innes, 15.3.1947. 
Keenlcyside made a sirnilar remark to a journalist about the dificulty of Immigration Branch officiais to adjust to a positive 
immigration policy. Sauer, "A Matter of Domestic Policy?" 233. 
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future Department of Citizenship and Immigration (DCI) were recruited, including his successor, 

Laval Fortier. 

The new Orders-in-Council brought instant challenges to the Branch. Understaffed and under- 

funded as result of fifteen years of dormancy, the Branch suddenly had to cope with the tens of 

thousands of sponsorship applications which had piled up duting the war or were submitted in the 

wake of the new regulations. It was then deluged by thousands of immigrants coming forward 

under the Polish-veterans and DP-labour programs as well as the Dutch farm settlement scheme. 

Overseas offices had to be reopened and selection teams sent to Europe. Field staff in Canada had 

to be augmented and trained to process applications and supervise placements. Systems and 

processes needed to be developed starting at the stage of selection and ending with placements. 

In Germany enormous difficulties were expenenced by immigration authonties in the start-up 

stages. They included the shortage of west-bound shipping, the absence of working facilities, travel 

restrictions imposed by Allied authorities, problems of finding sponsored relatives and delays in 

processing caused by security screening. By 1948, significant progress had been made in 

overcoming these difficulties. The staff had grown fiom two teams, consisting of about eight 

officials, in 1947, to nine tearns of forty-five officials the following year.78 Its strength was 

maintained until the start of Canada's German program in 1950 and increased thereafter. Canadian 

immigration headquarters in Germany were established in Heidelberg initially in 1947 and moved 

to Karlsruhe by 1948. The screening process, consisting of occupational, medical, security and 

civil checks, had been further refined to facilitate the movement of thousands of DPs. The German 

movement essentially inhented the infiastructure which had been put in place to move DPs. The 

fact that staff, facilities and an efficient processing system were in place by the time Germans were 

admitted greatl y accelerated the boom starting in 195 1. 

78 DCI, Vol. 91, File 3 - 2 4 ,  Cabinet Doc. 508,8.8.1947 & Merno for Cabinet Cornmittee on immigration Policy, 3.9.1948. 
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A major reason for the success of Canada's immigration prograrn, especially in terms of numbers 

moved, was the arnount of resources and experience the government could bring into this work. h 

this regard, the Department of Labour's (DL) early presence in immigration-related work also 

benefited German immigration in the long run. 

The DL was involved in Canada's postwar immigration program at the very outset. In 1946 and 

1947, it provided valuable input to various committees and bodies, such as the interdepartmental 

Committee on Immigration Policy, which were involved in defining Canada's new immigration 

policy. As early as 1946 the department had secured a pmminent place in Canada's "bulk-labour" 

program which moved persons without family sponsors to Canada on buik labour orders placed by 

Canadian employers. The DL first saw action in this field in 1946-47, helping select and place 

4,527 Polish war veterans. An even bigger project soon followed: fiom 1947 to 195 1, the DL along 

with the immigration Branch organised and operated the DP bulk-labour schemes which brought 

tens of thousands of needy refugees fiom war-ravaged Europe to canada." 

The DL was well equipped to manage these schemes. It occupied a place on the influential 

Immigration-Labour Cornmittee in Ottawa and had set up staff in Canada and oveneas for this 

work. It had established contacts with both business and labour organisations. It also had some 

capability of assessing labour and economic conditions at the national and regional levels. Most 

importantly, i t  possessed a national chain of 200 National Employment Service offices and 

Unemployrnent Insurance Commissions. Traditionally these offices served the employment needs 

of the Canadian labour force, including retuming veterans. Mer 1946 their tasks included finding 

jobs and housing for incoming immigrants. The department also used its officia1 contacts with the 

Federal-Provincial Farm Labour Prograrns to its advantage, identifjmg employment o p p o d t i e s  

in agriculture, making placements and assessing the success of these placements. Its hostels in 

Ajax, Ontario and in St. Paul l'Ermite, near Montreal, temporarily accommodated DPs until jobs 

79 The bulk-labour schemes cnabled groups of immigrant labouren to be brought forward under blanket authority. For the Di's role 
in the bulk movernent and on the Interdepartmental Committee, sce PCO, Vol. 2640, Cabinet Conclusions, 27.3.1947. These 
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were found for them. Al1 this machinery was co-opted by headquarters for its new assignment, the 

group labour schemes. Furthemore, the department brought to the task valuable experience which 

it had gained in managing Canada's labour supply during the unemployment crisis of the 

depression, dunng war-time, and in postwar reconstruction. Thus by 1950, when the door finally 

opened for Gcrman immigration, the DL already had a well-established structure and procedure in 

place for processing immigrant workers. The existing system for DPs was simply re-directed, with 

few modifications, to move masses of Germans to Canada. 

The Immigration Branch greatly resented the DL'S presence in the immigration field, considering it 

an intrusion in its j u n s d i c t i ~ n . ~ ~  ~abour's activities appear to have roused the Branch from its 

lethargy, prompting it to review its mandate and operations and to place greater emphasis on 

developing an immigrant-labour prograrn. The net result by 1949 was the introduction of 

rnachinery and specific measures to extend and consolidate the work of the Branch in the immigrant 

labour and placement field?' In contrast to the Immigration Branch, the DL entered the 

immigration field in 1947 with greater energy and alacrity. In spite of the daunting responsibility of 

selecting and placing thousands of DP workers in the untested Canadian labour market, it was able 

to get its prograrns off the ground relatively quickly and  efficient^^.^^ This aggressive and 

confident attitude was later transferred to the German prograrn. 

WANING ANTI-GERMAN SENTIMENT IN CANADA 

The prevailing, or perceived, anti-German attitude in Canada after the war had an important impact 

on the timing and extent of Geman immigration to Canada Although anti-German feelings at this 

. . - -. -- - - - 

schemes latcr moved Italian migrants. See F.Iricovetta, "Ordering in Bulk: Canada's Postwar Immigration Policy and the 
Recruitment of Contract Workers fiorn Italy," Journal ofArnericm Efhnic History 11 (1991), 50-80. 

DEA, Vol. 2 1 13, File AR 408/4, Pt.2, Colley to Inncs, 15.3.1947. 
'' Decisive in this regard was the formation of the Setttement Senrice, Order-in-Council PC 2856 and the series of directives on the 
rnovernent of labour immigrant which followed. See chapter thrce. 
'' Dmys, DP, 2 12-2 14. 
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time were not as high as they had been during and after the First World ~ a r , 8 ~  they still remained 

strong enough to make politicians and bureaucrats wary of undertaking any initiatives which might 

be interpreted as too pro-German, including a policy which aàrnitted German nationals. Indeed, 

Prime Minister King's assessrnent of the suitability of a Polish mother and daughter as potential 

cooks for his household while attending the meeting of the Prime Ministers of the Commonwealth 

in London in May 1946, very much reflects this caution towards anything German: 

Also she has been in Gemany most of her life and she has an accent that is distinctly 
German. 1 am afraid it would create comment at once if 1 had this Polish girl and her 
mother who had lived most of the time in ~ e r r n a n ~ . ' ~  

Immigration's position regarding the admission of German nationals was very much guided by the 

fear of a potential public backlash. In 1949 its director, A.L. Jolliffe, concemed that "there would 

be an immense outcry against any general opening of the gates to Germans," decided to only 

gradually extend the entry of certain classes of Germans to Canada in accordance with "the general 

temperature of the country."8s This view also was shared in some quarters of the DEA. in reply to 

a recommendation submitted by Canada's representative in Gemany, T.C.Davis, in August 1950 to 

immediately admit German immigrants on the same basis as other immigrants, an official at DEA 

headquarters replied emphatically in Pen: "1 don't think Public Clpinion is UD for this yet. 146 T~~ 

cautious approach adopted by Ottawa may have been infiuenced by developments in Australia, 

where the government's announcement that it was considenng the admission of large numbers of 

Germans in 1950 was received with widespread public d i ~ a ~ ~ r o v a l . ~ '  While Ottawa's official 

position for banning German nationals fiom Canada was based on international considerations - the 

absence of a Peace Treaty and the need to resolve the DP problem first - unofficially bureaucrats 

" This rnay have resulted from Ottawa's pmpaganda during the war which carefully separated the German people h m  the evil Nazi 
regimc. Sec R.H. Keyserlingk, "The Canadian Government's Attitude Toward Germans and G e m  Canadians in World War 11," 
Canadian Ethnic Studies 14 (1984), 16-29. 
84 Mackenzie King Diaries, microfiche, Typescript 23 1 (Toronto: 1980), 504. 
ss DEA, Vol. 6248, File 9408-A-40, Chance to tfnder-Secretary of State DEA, 12.7.1949. 
86 Ibid., Davis to Secretary oFState DEA, 12.8.1950. 
" Opposition to these mesures culminated in mass protests in Aumalia's four major cities and b e r n e  an issue in the Australian 
fcdeml elcction. J. Stone, "Mass Gennan Immigration in Australia's Future," The Austrulicrn Quurrerly, lune 1951, 18-28. See also 
A. Sauer, "Model Workers or Hardened Nazis? The Australian Dcbatc about admitting German Migrants, 1950- 1952," AusfraIian 
Journal of Politics and History 45,3 (1999), 422-437. 
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and politicians also feared the public fallout that a policy of admitting former enemies might 

engendcr. 

In the public's rnind there were factors weighing for and against Geman immigration to Canada 

atter the war. Histoncally, Gennan settlers were perceived as loyal to Canada, prosperous and hard 

~ o r k i n ~ * ~  as well as dernonstrating a close association to things British such as the Royal House. 

They were also deemed to have cultural similarities and racial compatibility. There was a long 

history of German immigration to Canada which provided Canadians with a broad exposure to and 

understanding of German-Canadians. For the govemment, this ethnic group was prominent and 

vocal enough, especially in western Canada, to warrant careful consideration. On the negative side 

were the events of the recent war, specifically Germany's standing as Canada's nurnber one enemy, 

the losses suffered by Canadians at the hands of the German enemy, and the association of Germans 

with the repulsive ideology and homfic crimes of the National Socialist regime. 

Most available indicators suggest that, shortly aAer the war, many Canadians were against Germans 

and German immigration but this mood gradually shifted by early-1950 to that of increasing 

support or neutrality. A 1945 Gallup poll revealed that a quarter of Canada's adult population had 

intense feelings of "raw hatred" towards German people. Studies that sarne year showed that more 

than half of al1 Canadians over 2 1 years of age could be classified as antagonistic. However, poll 

results in 1947 revealed a substantial decline in antipathy towards Germans: 28% of the respondents 

were "unfnendly" while 41% felt "fiiendly" towards Gemans. %y November 1952, the situation 

had completely reversed itself fiom 1945: over half (52%) of Canadians felt friendly while only 

14% felt "unfiiendly" towards their former e n e r n i e ~ . ~ ~  

Canadian opinion about German immigration also mellowed over tirne. The results of an October 

1946 poll made it plain that Germans were cleariy not the public's favowite immigrants, placing 

88 In the minds of Canadians and oficials, it appean chat the main selling point for German immigration was the skills and labour it 
brought. See for example DCI, Citizen, Apr. 1960, Vol. 6, No. 2, 1-1  1. 
89 Results of Gallup polls cited in the Montreal Star, 15.11.1952. 
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third last with a 34% disapproval rate, ahead of Japanese (60%) and Jewish candidates (49%). This 

view softened by April 1950 as another Gallup poll disclosed that of the 38% of Canadians who 

favoured immigration two-thirds supported the admission of Germans. Five years later another poll 

suggested that the public's rating of German immigrants had fùrther improved.gO 

Government files which record public cornplaints about immigration policy are also reveaiing, less 

for what they Say than what they do not Say. They are practically devoid of any public criticism 

directed towards the government's decision to admit Germans. The few references which address 

German immigration in the penod prior to 1950 generally supported the movement. In the 1950s 

public criticism was directed more at individual contract-breakers than at the movement as a whole. 

Moreover, there was not a single cornplaint registered during this time about Gemans taking jobs 

From Canadians. The govemment's decision in 1950 to admit German nationals received scant 

comment From the Canadian press.9' 

The early entry of Volksdeutsche (ethnic Germans) appears to have had no tangible effect on the 

public's views on German immigrants. This movement was assigned a deliberately low profile by 

both the govemment and the CCCRR. Ottawa insisted that the Volksderitsche coming under the 

CCCRR1s labour schemes be dispersed throughout western Canada, while the CCCRR deliberately 

carnouflaged the "German" component of this movement. The influx of Gerxnans in the fom of 

Volksdeursche in the late t 940s seems to have escaped the attention of the average Canadian, who 

was more likely to view ethnic Geman refugees no differently than other DPS.~* 

* Canadian Institute of Public Opinion poils 30.10.1946 and February 1955 cited in Tienhaara, Canadian views, 62 ff.; and P-Dobell, 
"Shall We Admit Germans to Canada," Sarurday Nighr (30.4.1950), 10 ff. 
" For public comment, see IB, Vol. 244, File 165172, Pts. 11-12; IB, Vol. 779, File 537-9, Pt. 1; and DL, Vol. 3532, File 3-26-38-1, 
Pts. 4-5. Media coverage was more extensive in the Winnipeg Free Press and the German-Canadian ethnic press- Set aIso W. 
Friedmann, German Immigrarion into Canada (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1952), 22-24. 
9' Media articles about the seulement of the Canadian Christian Council for the Resettlement of Rcfugee's (CCCRR's) Volkrdetrtsche 
failed to mention that they were Gemans. The CLWR and CCCRR's guiding light, T.O.F. Herzer, was especialty wary of assigning 
publicity to the movement in the late 1940s. nie public's lack of distinction between Volksdeutsche and non-Gcrman DPs was noted 
in the authots interview with former Executive Secretiuy of the Canadian Lutheran Warld Relief (CLWR), Reverend Clifton L. 
Monk, Winnipeg, 24.4.1999. 
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The views of certain organisations, especially organised labour, Canadian nativist, veterans and 

Jewish groups, had an important bearing on German immigration policy as they were seen to have 

considerable public force. Their attitudes were taken very seriously in Ottawa as a German- 

Canadian delegation discovered during a February 1950 meeting with the Minister of Immigration 

who, pondering the Geman admission question, was noticeably concerned about the " d e r  effects 

of the war and the stand of the Canadian ~ e ~ i o n . " ~ ~  These were the same organisations which had 

raised the st i ffest opposition to Geman immigration in Australia. However, unlike in Australia, 

these groups in Canada b y 1950 stayed clear of labelling al1 Gemans as Nazis. This is evident in 

their submissions to federal authonties which raised no objections to German immigration per se, 

but implored that Gemans be screened carefully to exclude undesirables. This was a condition 

which Ottawa could easily live with as it too wished to bar Nazis. 

Like the public, the resistance which these groups exhibited towards German immigration gradually 

subsided in the decade after the war. This was especially noticeable in the case of the Canadian 

Legion. In 1949, the minister responsible for immigration, Colin Gibson, writing to the Legion to 

probe their position on the admission of Gennans obsened that "the bulk of opinion expressed to 

me by veierans has been that there should now be a relaxation in regulations so as to permit Gerrnan 

immigration - particularly of close The Canadian Jewish Congress carefully worded its 

appeal regarding the government's decision to admit Gennan nationals, cautioning it to exercise the 

"greatest reserve . . . in al1 questions regarding Germans and Geman nationals.. .."" In 1952, the 

Deput y Minister of Immigration reported that Jewish groups accepted Germans as immigrants but 

objected to the large nurnbers admitted?6 

The softening attitude of the public and influentid organisations therefore afforded Ottawa some 

room to manoeuvre on the Geman immigration question by 1950, if not earlier. It is startling that 

" Mennonite Heritage Centre (MHC), Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonization (CMBC) records, Vol. 1394, File 1555. Report of 
the CMBC at the Annual Meeting of the MCC, 17-18.3.1950. 
" IB, Vol. 3 1, File 682, Gibson to Anderson, 18.10.1949. Bassler, "Canadian Postwar Immigration Policy and the Admission o f  
Germm Enemy Aliens, 1945-50," Yeurbook of German-Ametican Srudies 1987, 193. 
95 DL, Vol. 3532, File 3-26-38-1, Pt. 4, B r o m  to SL Laurent, l9.lO.1950. 
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Ottawa, up to this time, had consistently over-rated the public's opposition to German immigration. 

This undoubtedly also contibuted to Ottawa's delay in lifting the ban against Germans. Yet even 

after 1950, the anticipated anti-German reaction of the public still strongly influenced govement  

decision-making. This was evident in the deferral of Geman Chancellor Konrad Adenauer's 

official state visit to Canada in the early-1950s, as the DEA was "not convinced that public opinion 

in Canada was quite ready to welcome a visit from the German ~hance l lo r . "~~  This residual fear of 

public disapproval and Canada's outright preference for other immigrants may explain in large part 

Ottawa's policy of limiting the volume of Gennan immigration in the 1950s when the potential 

intake was almost unlimited. 

Ottawa's security-screening policy with respect to Germans was also very much the product of the 

public's concem and further restricted the flow of Germans coming to Canada, albeit less than 

might be expected. By the start of 195 1 when German immigration to Canada began in earnest, 

security rejection criteria regarding Nazi elements had been significantly relaxed. German ex- 

servicemen and former Nazi party memben were admissible to Canada by late- 1950. Lndividuals 

who had been forcibly conscripted into the Waffen-SS after January 1, 1943 were permitted entry to 

Canada by early- 195 1. Secunty rejection criteria were m e r  eased in 1954, narrowing the list of 

excluded right-wing categones to prominent Nazis, potential war criminals and members of certain 

reprehensible organisations. Because very few Gemans applying for admission to Canada fell 

under these excluded categories, Ottawa's screening policy for Nazi types had little impact on the 

volume of German immigration to The same cannot be said for security measures which 

addressed the Comrnunist threat. The "two-year residence rule," introduced in September 1952, 

required al1 German refugees from East-bloc countries to reside in West Germany for a period of 

two yean before they could be processed for a visa. By the time most East Germans were eligible 

for consideration, they had been stolen away by the West Gennan economy and were lost to 

96 DCI, Vol. 127, File 3-33-13, Fortier to Hanis, 22.1 1.1952. 
97 DEA, Vol. 6570, File 10935-8-40, DEA's memorandum for the Prime Minister, 3.3.1953. 
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Canada. The rule remained in force throughout the 195Os, denying Canada a promising source of 

immigrants, especially farm labourers and dom es tic^.^^ 

The views of politicians and bureaucrats were also important in determining the coune of German 

immigration policy. These two groups were remarkably tolerant about Gennans in general and 

rnaintained a clear distinction between Nazis and Germans, as noted in a letter from Prime Minister 

Louis St.Laurent: 

Canadians of German descent, and al1 Canadians who believe in fieedom and democracy, 
have deplored the compting influence which the Nazi system imposed on the German 
people for twelve years. During that time the German people were isolated from the rest of 
the world and subjected to intense propaganda. ... many impressionable people must have 
been rnisled in their thinking and attitude by such pressure.1" 

Surprisingly, by 1949, there was considerable support and mutual agreement among Canada's three 

major federal parties to loosen some of the existing restrictions against German immigration, 

especially from the Liberals and the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF). Walter 

Tucker, a longstanding MP from the "German" riding of Rosthem, Saskatchewan, and leader of the 

provincial Liberal Party in Saskatchewan from 1948 to 1953, was the most outspoken champion of 

greater German immigration. Other prominent Liberals either supportive or sympathetic to this 

cause were the Minister of Agriculture James Gardiner, Secretary of State for Extemal Affairs 

Lester B. Pearson, Minister of Justice Stuart Garson and North-Winnipeg Liberal Association 

leader Peter Taraska. Personally, Prime Minister St.Laurent had no difnculties with admitting 

Gemans to canada. 'O '  The Senate also had its supporters, such as T.A. Crerar, W.D. Euler, J. 

98 For this reason, the subject ofsecurity screening will not be addressed in this sntdy. CYiada'spostwar security screening policy is 
the su bject of a comprehensive study by Howard Margolian entitled Unauthorized Enrry: The Truth A bout Nuzi War Criminais in 
Canada, 1946-56 (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 2000). 
* The two-year residence rule assisted RCMP security ofticers in screening out Comrnunist infiltrators posing as immigrants to 
Canada. It afforded them more time to gather security information on refugees. The chief of Imnugration in Gennany, 
J. R.Robillard, fel t that, by smctIy en forcing this rule, Canada was losing out on East Germans who "as domestics and farrn workers 
were by far the best crop of such candidata seen in a long time ... Those we had selected smeiled, actcd, talked and looked like f m  
workers." DCI, Vol. 127, File 3-33-13, Robillard to Chef Op. Div., 6.2.1953. 
'O0 NAC, MG 26 L, Louis St. burent Papen, Vol. 55, File 1-20-5, StLaurent to Oberhoffher, 1.6.1949. 
'O '  In cabinet sessions of April-May 1949, St. Laurent proposai mea~u~es  which wouid have greatly facilitated the flow of German- 
national close relatives to Canada He was remindeci that thcse propos& contradicteci Ottawa's prevailing policy of bamng the entry 
of Gcrrnan nationals on the basis of their enemy-alien statu.  PCO, Vol. 2643, Cabinet Conclusions, 4.4.1949; 28.4.1949; 3.5.1949. 
CCCRR members considered St. Laurent an ally and valued his assistance in rernoving obstacles to their immigration program. He 
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Murdock, W.A. Buchanan, G.P. Campbell and R.B. Horner, many of whom went out of their way 

to extol the virtues of Germans as potential immigrants during sessions of the Standing Cornmittee 

on Immigrati~n. '~~ As early as 1945, Alistair Stewart, the CCF MP for Winnipeg North, expressed 

concerns about the plight of Volksdeutsche refugees in Germany and later, together with his 

colleagues Ross Thatcher, A.C. Stewart and the CCF leader M.J. Coldwell, pressed the Liberal 

governrnent and immigration officiais to give favourable consideration to the admission of certain 

classes of German nationals. For the Progressive Conservative Party, Rodney Adamson (MP-York 

West) was perhaps the most outspoken proponent of German immigration in the early- l950s.'~' 

Politicians' motives for supporting a more open German immigration policy varied and included 

such considerations as pure political calculations, humanitarian concem for the separation of 

families and the welfare of refugees, Canada's international standing and a sincere belief in the 

suitability of German migrants. In the latter case a recuning theme was the potential positive 

economic contribution that Germans could make. 

As in political circles, there were few or no sign of a distinct anti-German attitude in the 

immigration bureaucracy. Bureaucrats' initial resistance to liberalising German immigration was 

based more on feus of the public's reaction than on persona1  conviction^.'^^ However, public 

reaction was only one factor considered by the governrnent in fomulating its German immigration 

policy. Pressing government objectives, such as the need to relieve labour shortages, to build a 

strong Canada, and to assist in the relief of overpopulation problems in Europe, caused an 

-- -- 

reportedly had a close relationship with the CCCRR's chairman, T.O.F. Herzer, an association which was also strengthened through 
the fricndship of their respective daughters. C. Monk, "Canadian Lutheran World Relief," (Unpublished paper, 196 l), W .  
'O' Senator Euler was of German Lutheran parentage h m  the Waterloo area Virtually al1 of these senators had links with the 
agriculture sector and areas of German settlernent and thus would have been aware of Gerrnan achievernents in this field. The 
Canadian Parliamentary Guide (Scarborough, Ont.: Gaie, 1949), 65-70.76.83, 
103 Scc St.John's Daily News, 29.6.195 1 ; and Montreal Srar, 29.6.195 1. Regarding Wdter Tucker's support, see CMBC, Vol. 1326, 
File 967, miessen to Tucker, 1 1.4.1956 and Tucker's reply 17.4.1956. 
104 A number of leaders of Gemian voluncary agencies allege that Hugh Keenleyside opposed German immigration but no evidence 
IO support this claim is evident in government records. W. Sturhahn, They Came From East and Wesr: A History of lmmigmtion to 
Canada (Winnipeg: North American Baptist Immigration and Colonization Society, I976), 76-77; M. Kilster, "Die Baltendeutschen 
in Kanada," Germon-Canadian Yearbook V (1979), 60; and Monk, "Canadian Lutheran," 23. Adrnittedly, KeenIeyside cautioned his 
Minister about the potential public fallout should niles against German immigration be relaxed. DCI, Vol. 151, File 3-32- 1 1, 
Keenleyside to Gibson, 7.4.1949. 
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astounding reversa1 in the bureaucracy's attitude to German immigration, f?om grudging toleration 

in 1950 to positive encouragement in the summer of 1951. 

A number of key government offices and senior civil servants figured in this transformation. One 

of the longstanding supporters was Frank Foulds, Director of the Citizenship Branch, who saw in 

German settlers a highly assimilible, suitable type of immigrant. Certain senior officiais at DEA 

also realised as early as 1948 that denying al1 German nationals entry to Canada was detrimental to 

Canada's short- and long-term economic interests. They believed that a restrictive policy interfered 

with German-Canadian cultural relations and with the development of a pro-western and 

democratic outlook in Germany. Leslie Chance, Chief of the Consular Division, and T.C. Davis, 

DEA's representative in Gemany, were particularly convinced of the merits of Gennan immigrants. 

Labour's Deputy Minister, Arthur MacNamara, and his Director of the Special Services Branch, 

Walter Dawson, had established contacts with the CCCRR and its member groups by 1949 with a 

view of supplementing some of their labour schemes with Volksdeutsche migrants. Between 1950 

and 1952, they made the transition fiom experimenting to basing their labour-schemes on German 

immigration. 

Officiais in the immigration Branch also realised the benefits of increased German immigration but 

reacted more slowly. In 1948, C.E.S. Smith, the Immigration Branch's Commissionet and hiture 

director, acknowledged the usefulness of certain German immigrants but noted problerns in their 

selection and screening. The initial reluctance changed to full endorsement by 1951, when a senior 

immigration officia1 told a German reporter that German workers were excellent, possessed an 

admirable eagerness for work and counted amongst Canada's best immigrants.105 Canadian 

O fficials posted in Germany were even more convinced of the desirability of Germans as 

immigrants. 

'Os IB, Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt. 7 ,  Badische N e m e  Nochrichien [German newspaper], 6.7.1951; DEA. Voi. 6248. File 9408-A-40, 
Smith to Chance, 14.10.1948. 
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EASINC RESTRICTIONS - PRESSURE GROUPS AND POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

PC 2653 of September 4, 1939 classified German nationals as enemy aliens and as such barred their 

entry or landing in Canada. This prohibition remained in place until September 14, 1950, when PC 

4364 removed Germans From this category and placed them on the sarne footing as other 

immigrants. Ottawa's officia1 line for this delay was that Canada was still in a state of war with 

Germany, a situation which lasted until July 195 l.'06 

However, in the intenm certain measures to ease these restrictions were undertaken by Ottawa. 

They were important to the overall German movement as they built a base, albeit small, of German 

sponsors in Canada. For instance, wives and minor children of legal Canadian residents were 

exempt from the enemy alien restrictions in 1946. The fmt Order in Council to ease the overall ban 

was PC 1373 of Apnl9, 1946. It permitted the entry of enemy aliens who were opposed to the 

Nazi and other enemy governrnents. This was pnmanly intended to facilitate the movement of 

Nazi victirns such as Geman Jews. It had little effect on the movement of non-Jewish German 

nationals because the "documentary evidence produced was found to be useless for the purpose, and 

the RCMP security offices reported they could not venfy the individual ~ la i rns . " '~~  In June 1948, 

the DEA mled that citizens of the former Free City of Danzig who had not acquired any other 

citizenship, were not to be regarded as German nationals and were therefore eligible for entry to 

Canada. This ruling had little practical consequence. Most "Danzigers," including the Mennonites 

arnong them, had acquired German nationality in the interim and in any case were excluded from 

the IROIS assistance. 

In 1949, the govemment took two further steps in easing restrictions on German nationals. In 

September, cabinet agreed to consider Special Ordea in Council on a case-by-case basis for first- 

'O" In this month Canada fomlly terminated the state of war with Gemiany. The failure to end the state of war earlier with Germany 
was due largely to abortive attempts by the western Allies' to reach an agreement with the Soviet Union on the unification of 
Gcmany and the future G e m  state. Interestingly, nationds of Canada's othcr former enernies - Finland, Hungary, Italy and 
Rumania - were removed fiorn the ranks of enemy aliens and thmfore admissible CO Canada by July 1947. 
'O7 10, Vol. 447, File 675985, Pt. 5, Keenleyside to Gibson, 8.8.1949. 
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degree relatives of Canadian residents.'08 And in December, the govenunent permitted the 

temporary admission of certain students and scholarship recipients as well as German businessmen. 

These changes were made on the urging of the DEA which felt the entry restrictions were hurting 

Canadian trade and diplornatic relations with Germany. The September ruling was fully exploited 

by German ethnic and church groups who instructed all sponsors of German nationals to direct their 

appeals to local MPs for special consideration. This was a deliberate attempt to flood the system 

with special appeals and thereby render the whole procedure so unrnanageable that Ottawa would 

be forced to eventually broaden its regdations to admit German nationals under the regular close- 

relatives categories. log 

PC 1606 of March 28, 1950, was the last Order in Council issued by the govemment before al1 

restrictions were abolished in September 1950. It broadened the category of Geman-national close 

relatives that Canadian residents could sponsor. Its introduction gave rise to some trepidation at 

immigration headquarters which was concemed that the greater numbers coming fonvard under ihis 

new order might prompt unfavourable public c~rnrnent."~ Similar anxiety surrounded the decision 

in September 1950 to remove the ban on German nationals altogether. Release of the decision was 

deliberately delayed until several weeks later when the order was published in the Canada Gazette. 

Fearing that the decision might tngger a massive influx, the govemment ordered a s w e y  to 

determine the number of outstanding Canadian sponsorship applications for Germans on hand. It 

was evident that the governent had seriously overestimated the repercussions of its decision, as 

little adverse public reaction arose and an in-house audit revealed that only 710 immigration 

applications for Geman nationals were on file.' ' 

108 As of September 1949 the following categories of Gennan nationds were admissible: (a) the wife and unmanieci children under 
eightecn and (b) the husband of a resident of Canada and parents ovcr 65 years of a resident of Canada House of Comrnons, 
Debares, 26.9.1949. 
109 Herzer made no bones over admitting this to the Deputy Minister of the DCI. CLWR, Reel H-1399, File CCCRR-ûttawa 
Meeting-Corr. 1947 and 1950, cable Hener to Fortier, 16.2.1950. 
Il0 In drafting PC 1606, cabinet wanted to be clear that this provision was meant to be "permissive in character" and not sanctionhg 
large-scale Gerrnan immigration. PCO, Vol. 2645, Cabinet Conctusions, 25.3.1950. "' DCI, Vol. 127, File 3-33-13, Fortier to Harris, 8.12.1950. 
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Apart fiom German nationals, there was a whole category of Gemans who were not subject to the 

enemy alien prohibition. These were the Volksdeutsche, or perçons of ethnic German ongin who 

were nationals of other countries. During and after the war most were forced to flee or were 

expelled from eastem Europe to the occupied zones of Gemany. Over 12 million Volksdeutsche 

were in Gemany by 195 1. They had a very large sponsorship base in Canada, consisting of some 

50,000-60,000 expatriates, or two-thirds of the Geman-Canadian population, who had moved to 

Canada before and after the First World War. This base constituted a formidable lobby group 

which used its contacts with Gennan-ethnic associations and churches to secure the admission of 

their relatives and friends in Germany after the war. Up to the end of 1948, the demands of these 

lobby groups were restricted to broadening the category of close relatives and pressing the cause of 

Volhdeu~sche immigration to Canada. Their tactics and objectives became more ambitious by 

early- 1949, when they sought to remove the remaining restrictions on the admission of German 

nationals. When this objective was achieved in 1950, they continued to press the governent to 

relax security restrictions against East bloc refugees and Gennans with former Nazi af'£Xations and 

to give special consideration to the rnovement of family dependants and other compassionate cases. 

The Volksdeitache movement to Canada was not without its complications. Although ethnic 

Getmans were afforded the same access to Canada as DPs, the refusal of international 

organisations, such as the IGCR, and later the IRO, to assist this type of immigrant senously 

hindered their emigration fiom Gemany and  ust tria."^ Without this assistance, vimially al1 

movement out of the occupied zones of Germauy was impossible as the IR0 alone possessed the 

machinery, jurisdiction and resources to cany out this work. in his May 1947 speech to parliament, 

the Minister responsible for Immigration, John Glen, committed Canada to accept ethnic Germans 

as immigrants in spite of this group's ostracism by the international community. In June 1947, 

German voluntary agencies and railways stmck upon a solution to this perplexing problem. They 

proposed the creation of an umbreila organisation, named the CCCRR, consisting of Canada's 
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major German church denominations and ethnic groups, which would establish its own facilities 

overseas to process ethnic Gennans. Another snag occurred late in 1948 when immigration 

officials discovered that many of the Volhdeutsche immigrants applying for visas had assumed 

German nationality, rendering them inadmissible to Canada. A sustained lobby effort by the 

CCCRR and other groups brought relief to this problem in the form of PC 1606 which admitted 

refugee ethnic Gennans who had not been German nationals before September 1, 1939. 

The substantial numbers of Voiksdeunche refugees and German nationals who arrived in Canada 

pnor to 1950, some 30,000 in total, aided the subsequent German immigration boom in two ways. 

First they provided many sponsors for thousands of Gennans who intended to emigrate to Canada 

later in the 1950s. Second, in representing sponsors' and immigrants' interests in Ottawa, the 

voluntary agencies developed as effective lobby groups with important political and government 

contacts. 

PARTNER AGENCIES IN THE [MMICRATION FIELD 

Non-governmental agencies such as the CCCRR and the railways made a significant contribution to 

the German immigration boom of the 1950s. They worked alongside government authorities in 

bnnging German migrants to Canada. Their early establishment in the immigration field was also 

an important pre-condition for the boom. 

As noted earlier, the CCCRR was created to assist in the resettlement of admissible ethnic Gennan 

immigrants to Canada for whom there were no facilities in Europe. It undertook most of the 

processing work associated with these cases up to 1951 when the government assumed an official 

role in German immigration. Still, the CCCRR was able to maintain and even extend its operations 

after this time due primarily to the expertise and resources it had developed. Thus the CCCRR 

flounshed in the 1950s because of its growth as an effective resettlement agency in the Iate-1940s. 

"' The international Refugee Organisation's (IRO) constitution cxcluded Volkrdersche, G e m  nationals, quislings, traiton, 
CO l laboraton and war criminals from its assistance. Louise Holborn, The Inremutional RefLgee Organisation: A Specialised Agency 
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The CCCRR was founded on June 23, 1947, during a meeting in Ottawa of representatives of 

various government, railway and church and ethnic organisations. It served essentially as an 

umbrella organisation for the various German church and ethnic group associations including the 

Canadian Lutheran World Relief (CLWR), the Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonisation 

(CMBC), the Baptist World Alliance Immigration (BWAI), the Catholic Immigrant Aid Society 

(CIAS) and the Sudeten Cornmittee. The Council's principal purpose was to assemble, pre-process 

and mange the transportation of immigrants represented by its constituent members. 

Responsibility for the reception, transportation, placement and care of these immigrants upon their 

amval in Canada fell to its members. Appointed as temporary chairman of the CCCRR was T.O.F. 

Heaer, a former itinerant Lutheran minister and general manager of the Canadian Pacific Railway's 

(CPR) Canada Colonisation Association. The CCCRR maintained a head office and small staff in 

Winnipeg which administered its finances and transportation billings and circulated information 

about immigrants' arrival. 

Without doubt, the primary motive of the voluntary agencies in resettling German refugees in 

Canada was a strong humanitarian impulse to relieve the overseas German refugee problem and 

effect farnily reunions in Canada. They were also motivated by a shared bond of ethnicity and 

confessional affiliation. Moreover, some church agencies saw in this work a way of building 

churches and adding to church membership.' " 

The CCCRR also was very usefui to the federal government. It solved the thomy problem of 

rnoving Volhdeutsche refugees to Canada stridently demanded by Canadian sponsors without 

drawing the attention of the public and international organisations who were opposed to any 

assistance for the Volksdeutsche. Ottawa could conveniently distance itself fiom this program as it 

was undertaken by an ostensibly "Christian" relief organisation. Up to 1950 the govemment also 

of the United Nations: Its History and Work. 1946-1 952 (London: Oxfod University Press, 1956), 207,2 1 1. 
I l 3  A. Sauer, "Christian Charity, Govenunent PoIicy and German Immigration to Canada and Australia, 1947-1 952," Canadian 
Issues 1 8 ( 199G), 165; Sturhahn, They carnefrom East, 12 
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realised a savings resulting from the CCCRR's work as it did not have to set up its own facilities to 

process German immigrants, including fiancées of Canadian servicemen. As a type of immigration 

clearing house, the CCCRR also greatly simplified for the govemment the communication and 

coordination of al1 the church groupst activities. Yet considerable credit must be given to Ottawa 

for initially supporting the work of the CCCRR. It placed Canada as the first non-European country 

to assist in the solution of the German refbgee problem.l l4 

Without the CCCRR, the member voluntary agencies would have been unable to undertake their 

resettlement work as they lacked the means to run their own operations oveaeas. However, their 

contribution to the movement was equally important. In addition to their lobbying efforts, they also 

brought experience, machinery and resources to resettlement work. The CMBC, CIAS, and 

BWAI' I 5  had already been active in colonisation and settlement work pnor to the war. The CLWR 

inherited an expenenced immigration staff, many of whom were previously employed with 

Lutheran and railway colonisation agencies. ' l6 These organisations used their close contacts with 

individual churches, businesses and railways in Canada to secure sponsors or placement 

opportunities with which to bnng Germans to Canada. Furthemore the CLWR, CMBC, CIAS and 

B WAI had their own headquarten and regional representatives in the provinces to generate 

sponsorship applications, develop placement opportunities and assist in the reception, movement, 

placement and a fier-care of newcomers. ' " 

Another advantage which Canadian voluntary agencies brought to this work was money. These 

organisations established a pool of funds, normally in the form of a revolving fund, with which to 

advance the processing and transportation expenses of immigrants, who did not have sponsors in 

I l 4  A DEA officia1 who attendcd the founding meeting of the CCCRR, characteriseci the group "to be a multiple b a g e  of 
conventence." He was also acutely aware of the potential political controversy surrounding the resettlement of Volkrdeuische 
rcfugees which ngcd in international circles at bis time. IB, Vol. 655, File B41075, Pt. 1, U-Secretary of State DEA to Congdon, 
26.6.1947. 
11s The Baptist World Alliance Immigration's (BWAI) predccessor, the German Baptist Immigration and Colonization Society, hrid 
contacts with the Canadian Nationd Railways (CNR). 
I l6 CLWR members who were aff1Iiated with previous immigration work of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) included the 
CLWR Treasurer Herzer, CLWR Comptroller and later Executive Director George Keil, the CCCRR oveneas director George 
Berkefcld and CCCRR staff worker Mrs. H. HoIlbom. 
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Canada and who came forward under agencies' unsponsored labour programs. Most German 

migrants either lacked savings or were prohibited from exchanging their Deutsche Mark (DM) into 

dollars. Canadian church agencies also required capital to cover their administrative and 

operational costs. Because few Canadian church agencies had the resources to launch an organised 

resettlement program, many relied on the generous funding and technical assistance supplied by 

their Arnerican or international affiliates.'18 Also, Ottawa's contribution of over $l34,OOO to the 

operational costs of the CCCRR fiom 1948 to 195 1 was crucial in enabling the CCCRR get on its 

leet.'I9 This initial infusion of capital and CCCRR's resourcefulness made it self-sustaining after 

195 1. The even larger funds which international agencies brought to immigration work in the 

1950s greatly stimulated the 80w of Gemans to Canada. 

In addition to its resettlement work, the CCCRR was also a powerful lobby. Under the direction of 

Heaer, the council served as a united front for the church groups through which to address 

problems with Ottawa and to mobilise the influential support of its allies, key politicians and 

rai lway executives. Its chief lobb ying strategist was Hener, who masterminded and CU-ordinated 

the voluntary agencies' approach with Ottawa regarding German immigration programs.120 His 

business and poli tical connections, tact, sawy, organising acumen and exceptionally good 

judgement stood the CCCRR and its constituent members in good stead. By the 1 9 5 0 ~ ~  Herzer was 

recognised in Ottawa as the officia1 spokespenon for the CCCRR and its member groups. At ihis 

time he was instrumental in removing some of the remaining barriers to German immigration in the 

1950s and in helping voluntary agencies expand their operations and programs. Many of the 

concessions he obtained from Ottawa directly furthered German immigration in generai. For this 

Somc offered special services and facilities for newcomers such as CMBCs Màdchenhehe (women work hostels) and the 
CLWR's network of urban immigration hostels. Most of the church groups' resettlement efforts were centred in western Canada 
' " For the C L W s  and B WAI's funding sources sec chapter six. The CMBC could draw on its own funds, those of the provincial 
Hilfskornitees (welfare cornmittees) and a line of credit advanced by the CPR A h ,  it rcceived organisational and technical support 
frorn the Amencan-based Mennonite Central Committce. 
' l 9  Dcpartment of Finance, Public Accounts of Canada (Ottawa: King's Pnnter, 1948-5 1). 
''O On important initiatives with Ottawa, Herzer insisted that church agencies and G e m  associations lave the organising to the 
CCCRR to avoid "confusionn and "piece-rneal ncgotiations." CLWR, Reel H-1393, File CLWR Lutheran Labour Schemc - Corr. 
1949-49, Herzer to Cecil Hahn 2 1.7.1949; and Rccl H-1398, Fite CCCRR- C m .  1947 and 1949-1 959, Herzer to Thiessen, 
18.5.1950. 
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reason he was appropriately known in German-Canadian circles as " Vuter der deutschen 

Einwarideru,zg" [ father of German immigration] .12' 

Critical to the success of the CCCRR was its establishment ofoverseas facilities in Germany to 

rnove Volksdeutsche refugees. Under the energetic leadership of the first overseas director, Horace 

Erdman, the CCCRR secured the Mühlenberg camp near Hannover by August 1947. As the camp 

was soon found to be entirely inadequate to assemble and move the desired number of rehigees, the 

Bremen-Tirpitz camp was acquired in Iune 1949. This camp offered excellent facilities for both the 

CCCRR and immigration staff as well as accommodation for up to 1,400 immigrants.'22 It 

provided a convenient transportation link with passenger embarkation facilities in the nearby port. 

Also the camp was strategically located near nurnerous refugee camps and processing centres, an 

accessible reservoir of potential immigrants. Also, until the opening of a governrnent immigration 

mission in Hannover in 195 1, it was ofien used by Canadian authorities to process migrants residing 

in northern Germany. Most of its administrative costs, including support staff, accommodation and 

catering, were assumed by local authorities. From 1947 to 1951, the camp's staff grew fiom five to 

forty-five members. During this time the camp's management developed an efficient processing 

system to expedite the examination and movement of large volumes of refugees. The appointment 

of the respected new director, George Berkefeld, in 1950 brought a "results-driven" attitude to the 

CCCRR's overseas operations and ended the counter-productive interdenominational bickering and 

politics of the camp's management.12' The camp's continued use by the voluntary agencies into the 

1950s materially fùrthered the movement of Gemans to Canada. 

The CCCRR and its constituent members could also tap the resources and facilities of their 

internat ional counterparts which were committed to material and resettlement relief work, 

- -- 

'" NAC, MG 30 CI OB, Herrer Papen, Vol. 1, File Immigration Activities, Knnipeger RundFchau article (n.d.). 
'- Thae accommodations were used in conjunction for inspctional work and pre-embarkation and were ideaily suited for refvgees 
who often had no other place to stay. 
1 3  CCCRR's overseas dircctor, Berkefeld, was l ikd and respected by the Immigration Director, C.E.S. Smith, and his senior officer 
in German y, I. R. Ro bi [lard, both for his qualities as a good manager and for buying into the Branch's program of increasing visa 
production. NAC, MG 28 V 18, North American Baptist Immigration and Colonization Society records, File 3.20, Confidential 
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particularly directed to Getman refugees. These f i l ia tes  undertook the labonous local work in 

Germany of locating sponsored immigrants, identifjmg qualified immigrants for labour prograrns 

and arranging for their pre-screening, processing, counselling and eventual movement to the 

CCCRR camp. These working relationships between the Canadian and international agencies were 

strengthened and expanded in the 1950s. 

In 1948, Canadian voluntary agencies sought to broaden their resettlement activities and include 

unsponsored Volksde~itsche labouren. This was especially urgent by 1948 when the CCCRR's 

original close relatives program was ninning out of prospective migrants. Accordingly, Mennonite, 

Catholic, Lutheran and Baptist agencies applied for and received authority from Ottawa in 1949 to 

operate their own "fm-labour" programs, initially limited to the sponsorship of several hundreds 

of workers for whom the agencies had to find sponsors in Immigration authorities saw 

in these programs a means of getting "the assistance of Church organisations without losing 

control." Especially valued were the transportation loans advanced by the churches to Gennan 

For the churches, these programs were intended as "seed movements," to bnng in 

single workers who could later sponsor family memben and thereby regenerate the churches' 

family reunion programs. Without a steady flow of applications, the CCCRR risked losing its place 

in the immigration field. CCCRR members also felt that labour programs provided them an 

opportunity to assist many more tmly needy refbgees.It6 However, these new programs also 

brought added commitments. They required considerable capital outlay and a system of generating 

sponsors who could provide housing and jobs for the newcomers in Canada. Yet this initial 

investment paid long-term dividends afler 195 1, when these programs grew and moved thousands 

of unsponsored German workers to Canada. 

undated (circa lune 1953) un-addressed memo. He was also highly regarded by German authorities. CLWR, Reel H-1392, File 
CLWR Genenl Cou. 1946-52, Baetz to Monk 14.1.1954; and CMBC, Vol. 1330, File 991, Maas to Herzer, 29.1t.1955. 
'" DL, Vol. 3028, File tnterdepamnental Cornmittee on Immigration-Labour (ICIL) 1948-49, Minutes of ICIL meeting, 18. I.1949; 
IB, Vol. 655, File B41075, Pt. 2, lolliffe to CMBC, Catholic Immigrant Aid Society and CLWR on 19.1.1949 and to BWAI on 
8.3.1949. In order not to draw the public's attention to the admission of these Gcrmans, Canadian authorities insisted that these 
rcfugees were well distrîbuted throughout Canada, especially in rurai areas in the West. 

CLWR, Reel H- 1400, File CCCRR, F m  Labour Scheme, MacNamara to Lewis, 1.2.1949. 
IB, Vol. 655, File 84 1075, Pt. 2, Herzer to klliffe, 8.1 1.1948; Ibid. Meinzen's Weekly Rcpon No. IO, 16.1 1.1948; Ibid. Wamke to 

Jolliffe, 17.1 1.1948; and Ibid. Monk to Jolliffe, 17.1 1.1948. 
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In conclusion, the personnel, machinery, capital, programs and contacts built up by the CCCRR and 

its members by 1950 provided a cntical foundation on which their resettlement program was able to 

expand in the 1950s. The CCCRR was already a noticeable force by 1950 when it had moved a 

total of 15,000 Gennans, almost single-handedly, to Canada. 

In Canada railways traditionally have played a central role in immigration. Although they resumed 

their activity in this field shortly after the war, their previols authority and privileges in 

immigration matters were strictly curtailed. Of al1 Canadian businesses, railways perhaps stood to 

gain the most From a liberal immigration policy, profiting from immigrants' oveneas shipping and 

inland fares, purchases of railway lands by newcomers, and increased freight haul to and from 

immigrant settlements along railway lines. Their views found wide circulation and recognition in 

Ottawa. A year afier the war had ended, railways were able to re-establish their own programs to 

recruit farmers and farm labouren fiom Britain. In the following year they were authorised to 

extend their recmiting to continental northwestem Europe and in 195 1 to Germany, under the so- 

called railway agreements with 0ttawa.l" The postwar railway agreements, renewed annually, 

were a continuation of similar arrangements made during the inter-war years, except that the 

previous broad authority of railways to select and move such immigrants was now subject to strict 

overview by overseas immigration oficials. Also Ottawa's direct involvement in recruitrnent 

overseas entailed competition for the railways and made them try harder. The net effect was 

increasing overseas immigration, in this case, from Germany. 

Although the railways' direct involvement in German immigration was delayed until 195 1, they - or 

more accurately the CPR - established an early stake in the Volhdeutsche movement through the 

CCCRR by establishing ticketing offices in Gennany and monopolising much of the overseas and 

rail transportation of CCCRR's clientele. The CPR clearly recognised the potential of this 

movement and even commissioned a ship, the SS-Beaverbrae, to rnove Volksdeutsche immigrants 
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starting in 1948. The railways also assisted with the technical and placement aspects of the 

voluntary agencies' operations, but not to the point where these agencies became subsidiaries of the 

railways, as had been the situation ptior to the war. In sum, the railways' early immigration 

initiatives, the establishment of recruiting facilities abroad and the resurnption of placement 

activiiies in Canada positioned them to take advantage of the 1950s Geman boom. 

GERLIANY: THE VAST MIGRANT RESERVOIR AND "DER DRANG NACH DEM WESTEN"'** 

Unquestionably, another driving force behind the German immigration boom to Canada was the 

wideçpread interest in emigration arnongst Germans which lasted from the end of World War II to 

1957. Without this factor the boom would never have assurned the scale it did. 

Interest in emigration was probably at its height in Germany immediately after the war. A February 

1947 survey conducted in the French zone of occupied Germany revealed that 46% of respondents 

wished to emigrate. In the British zone in 1948,24% of men and 20% of women desired to leave 

~ e r m a n ~ . ' ' ~  Tens of thousands of private ernigration agencies sprang up in the western zones of 

Germany in 1946-47 to cater to this dernax~d.'~' Interest in migrating continued to the mid-1950s, 

although this trend declined over time. During this penod about 9.3% of the population, or 4.4 

million Germans, were prepared to emigrate immediately. This figure declined to 6% between 

1956 and 1962 (see Figure No. 7). This high degree of interest in emigrating combined with the 

sheer size of the German population (about 47.6 million people in 195 1 or three-and-a-half times 

the size of the Canadian population) made Gennany one of the largest potential supplien of 

migrants in the 1950s. For receiving countries such as Canada, it offered an immediate, large and 

varied supply of immigrants or, in consumer-marketing tems, a "one-stop bulk shopping" source 

for irnmigants. 

.. . - . - - -. - 

'" NAC, RG 30, CNR records, Vo1.8348, Fite 3 110-92, JoIIiffe to McGowan/CressweIl8.I 1.1947. Steinert ens in asserthg that the 
railway agreements with Ottawa were not renewed aftcr 1945. Steinert, Migration und Poli& 103. 
"' Translated from German to English: "Ihe drive tu the West." 
II9 Statistics cited in Steinert, Migration und Politik, Wmdeurschland - Europe - Ühersee 1945-1961 (Osnabrikk: Secolo Verlag, 
1995). 36. 
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Figure No. 7: Public Opinion Polls - Cermany: "If you were given the opportunity, would you like to emignte?" 195û-62 
Answcr 1950 1952 1954 1956 1958 Feb, 1961 Nov. 1961 Sep. 1962 

Yes, immcdiately 9% 1 1 %  8% 8% 5% 5% 6% 4% 

Yes, perhaps 1 2% 1 O?!  9% 8% 8% 8% 7% 9% 

Yes, in s o m  circumstrrnces 6% 1 0% 13% 1 O O !  5% 2% 5% 4% 

NO 3 9% 5 1% 1 9% 27% 43% 41% 51% 42% 

No. by no means 34% 1 8% 5 1% 47% 39% 44% 3 1% 41% 

Somc: N~li01131 Archives of Cana& (NAC). RG 76. Deprutmnl of Citizcnship and Immigration rccardp, VoL161. File 1-16-1. Survcy of I m m i g r s ~ n  Junc 28, 1963. 

Canada, after the United States, was the most popular destination for prospective postwar German 

emigrants. This interest was particularly strong in the late-1940s when the slightest rumour in the 

Geman media about a liberalisation in Canadian immigration regulations triggered a flood of 

immigration enquines and applications to Canada's oveneas  mission^.'^' Another sign of German 

interest in settling in Canada could be found in the POW camps in Canada. Of the 745 German 

POWs rernaining in Canada in 1946,738 (or 99%) volunteered to remain in  anad da.'^' This is an 

especially startling figure given that many of these men had been separated for many years from 

their lamilies, fnends and roots in their homeland. Even by 1950, overseas representatives of the 

Canadian National Railway observed that "[wlere Germa. citizens admissible to Canada on the 

same footing as other nationalities in Europe there would be a flood of applications."133 When 

restrictions against German nationals were lifted in September 1950, there was an immediate throng 

of enquiries at Canada's mission in Karlsruhe, Germany, leading to a backlog of 5,000 cases a 

month and a half later. By 1953, this backlog had reached a high-water mark of 270,000 files. At 

this time almost half of al1 immigrant applications received at al1 Canadian overseas missions were 

from Germans. Thereafler interest fell off to a low mark in 1955, but rebounded considerably in 

1956 and grew fûrther in 1957 (see Figure No. 8). This trend was also apparent in statistics kept by 

the German federal office for emigration which showed that Germans' interest in ernigrating to 

- -- 

I JO B.Frieler and W-Henning, "Auswanderung nach 1945: Hotniung für Millionen - Schutz und Fiirsorge fùr Auswanderer als 
staritliche Aufgabe," Zeitschrijljb Kulturaustausch 39,3 (1989), 336. 
I J '  IB, Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt. 5 ,  Pope to Secretary of State DEA, 28.2.1947; and Ibid. Cormier to Fortier, 12.1.1949. 
"' PCO, Vol. 2639, Cabinet Conclusion, 10.12.1946. The 738 were those considered suitable by oficials. 
13' CNR, Vol. 8348, File 3070-3 1 ,  Memo No.4, 15.8.1950. 
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Canada had declined steadily fiom 40.9% in 1953 to 36.8% in 1954 and registered only 27.6% for 

first quarter of 1955.'~~ 

While many prospective German emigrants were attracted to the opportuniiies and advantages 

generated by Canada's thriving postwar economy, the stark and intolerable living and material 

conditions prevailing at home immediately following the war prompted many Germans to anxiously 

seek new homes abroad. During this time, Germany, despite its heavy war losses of 3.5 million 

people, suffered fiom overpopulation. In 1951, West Germany's population was about 47.6 million, 

compared to 39.4 million who had lived in the same area in 1939. The overpopulation problem 

resulted from the massive intake of German refugees, numbenng about twelve million by 1950"'; 

the destruction or dismantling of much of Germany's industry during and immediately afler the war; 

and the reduction in temtory, especially the agriculture and coal-mining areas in the east, with 

which the population could support itself. In short, more people had to be supported with fewer 

resources. Economic recovery, which was a key to this problem, was further slowed by the 

disproportionate loss of much of the productive element of the German population, specifically 

young working-aged men; Allied restrictions placed on German trade and industrial production; and 

the additional economic and social burden of receiving and integrating destitute refbgees who 

poured into Cermany dunng and after the war. 

The flow of refùgees into West Germany continued during the 1950s and consisted mostly of 

German refugees Erom the e s t  zone of Germany and eastem Europe, the so-called "neo refugees" 

(see Figure No. 9). This movement presented an ongoing social, economic and political problem 

for German authonties. The fewer resources shared by a larger population resulted in a lower 

standard of living. Furthemore, the infiux of rehigees aggravated the already difficult 

unemployment situation. Also, the refugee population consisted of a disproportionate number of 

agriculturalists who were difficult to place in the predominantly industrial western zones of 

I JJ Figures cited in NABICS, File 1.28, Maas to Sturhahn, 15.8.1955- 
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Figure No. 8: Immigrant Applications Received at Canadian Missions in Ccrmaay versus atl Ovcrseas Missions, 1953-58 

1 1 Gcrmanv O Al1 Oveneas Missions 1 
Source: NAC, RG 76, Immigration Bnnch records. VOL 822. File 5524-55, PL 2, ûuposition of Spow ml.... 1963 

Germany, but who fit well into Canadian farm-labour immigration. Up to 1952, West Germany's 

refugee population, consisting of about one in every five Gennans, had taken the brunt of the 

economic depnvation and hardship. They suffered social, economic and cultural marginalisation in 

Gennan society well into the 1 9 5 0 s . ' ~ ~  Not surpnsingly, their unfavourable standing made them 

more disposed to emigrate. This tendency is borne out by 195 1 Canadian immigration data which 

revealed that Volksdelttsche were over-represented as emigrants leaving ~ e r m a n ~ . ' ~ '  in sum, while 

refùgees in the decade after the war further strained the German economy, labour market and 

standard of living, thereby depressing conditions for al1 Gemans, they also constituted a highly 

mobile segment of society, having been displaced fiom their homelands in the mid-1940s. 

This figure represenis the refugee population of both the west and east zones of Germany. 1t includes rehigees who fled to 
Gemany during the war, those who were expelleci 6om countries of Eastern Europe to Gennany as a result of Article XII1 of the 
Potsdam agreement, as well as those G e m s  who fled fiom these East European countries. 
136 The big improvcment in their situation came with the henausgleichgesettgebung (burden equdisation legislation) of 20 August 
1952 which sought to econornicaIly integrate the expellees. In total more than 114 billion Deutsche Mark were paid out for 
indcmnification for material war losses, expulsion and currency re fom Yet, refbgees remaineci econornically and socidly 
disadvantaged in G e m  society in the early-1950s. They had higher unempIoyment rates, poorer housing and lower socio- 
cconomic standing. See E. Pfeil, "Soziologische und psychologische Aspekte der Vertreibung," in G-Wiilker et al. eds., Eurupa und 
die deutschen Flüchflinge (Fmkfun LM.: Institut mr Fardemg tiffentlicher Angelegenhciten, 1952). 53-55; and International 
Labour Organisation [ILO], International Migration: 1945- 1957 (Gcncva: LO, 1957),7-34. 
'17 Volkrdeu~sche represented 20% of the West German population while 40% of their number were admined by Canadian authorities 
overseas. Cited in Friedmann, German Immigration, 15. 
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Source: Sntstixhcs Bundewrnf S~aiuiik der Bundesrepublik Deuoehhd(1959) and Scnristischcl hhrbuch (1957) 

Immediately after the war, much of the German economy lay in ruins and recovery in 1946-47 was 

slow due to the harsh13* ternis of the Allied peace and serious economic and political setbacks. 

Although significant improvement occurred by 1948 - especially with the injection of Marshall Plan 

dollars, currency reform, a new banking system and restnicturing of industry - that benefited the 

economy in the long-run, numerous workers remained displaced in the short-term. Unemployment 

reached a high-point of 10.3% in 1950, the year in which Canada's German immigration program 

began (see Figure No. 10). As unernployment in Germany gradually eased after 1950, it conversely 

climbed in Canada, thus making the prospect of immigrahg to Canada less appealing for most 

- - 

"' Inspired by Joint Chiers of Staff Directive ICW067. the early AIlicd occupation policy handicapped the rehabilitation of the 
German economy by imposing drastic economic, financial and trade measures. LD. Clay, Decision in Gennany (Garden City, N.Y.: 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1 N O ) ,  17-19; M. Wyman, DP, Europe's Dirpiaced Persons, 1945-1951 (Toronto: Thc Associatecl 
University Press, Inc., 1989), 170-1. Though this initiai policy soon changed in the western zones, it did retard the recovery of the 
Gerrnm cconomy. 
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Figure No. 10: Unemployment Rate West Cermay (cxcluding Berlin) vcrsus Caoada, 194848 

Source: G c m n  figures ciccd in J-D Stcinen, .Uigmfion und Polit& Wurdeuachland - Eumpc - O h c e  1915-1961 (Osnabrück: Seolo Verhg, 1995). 130; and F.H. 
Lcacy. cd., Hirtorical StafUtics of Canada. (Ottawa: Minlmy of Supply and Scrviccs, 1983) S c k  W91-497 and E49-59. 

Gemans. However, Canada did offer other selling points. The improvement in real income per 

capita in Germany lagged behind the progress of the other major economic indices, such as 

unemployment and GNP. In 195 1, Gennan average income was still amongst the lowest in the 

western ~ o r l d . ' ~ ~  ~ l s o ,  Germany had one of the worst housing shortages in Europe in the early- 

1950s. In these areas Canada still held a distinct edge over Germany by the late-1950s and could 

boast a higher real income per capita and a better standard of living and more affordable housing. 

This fact was not lost on Canadian officials who cleverly accented these advantages in their 

promotional work.140 

Clearly, economic variables in Gemany were an important reason for Gemans' interest in 

emigration. A study of postwar immigration to Canada found that unemployment in Germany was 

a critical factor prompting Germans to emigrate to canada.14' in 195 1, the reasons given by 

Germans wishing to leave Germany, as recorded in order of fiequency by the Federal Getman 

Office for Emigration, were: (1) difficulties in earning a living or simply unemployrnent; (2) the 

139 F. Edding, "Die winschaftlichen Folgen dcs Fliichtlingszustroms," in Wülker et al., eds., Europa und die detrischen Fliichdinge, 
7 1 
.;J. 

'a One cxample was the Deputy-Minister's press release io the G e m  media of 1 Feb 1956 pmrnoting immigration which 
emphasized additional housing starts and the consumer wedth in Canada. IB, Vol. 821, File 552-1-55 1, Pt. 1. A German Embassy 
official in Canada saw the economic advantages for Gennan immigrants in Canada, norîng that even skilled workman's helpcr pay 
was better in Canada than it was for a joumeyrnan in Gennany and the money went furtirer. Lcthbridge Herald, 12.8.1957; and 
E.P-Neumann, , Public Opinion in Germcmy, 1961 (Allensbach: Vcrlag fiir Demoskopie, 1%1), 24. 
141 Grcen, Immigrution, 73. 
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wish to join fmily or relatives abroad; (3) the desire of refugees to find new homes abroad; and (4) 

the fear of a new war in ~ u r o ~ e . ' "  Similar findings were made by a 1954 German public opinion 

survey. Fear of unemployment (30%), political and economic instability (20%), obligatory military 

service and the housing shortage were cited among the main reasons to emigrate. Surprisingly, 

pollsters found that a high proportion of emigrants were prepared to abandon flourishing businesses 

for uncertainties of new life a b r ~ a d . ' ~ ~  in addition to economic factors, renewed tensions in Europe 

caused by the outbreak of the Korean war exerted a significant push force. A sense of restlessness 

and adventurisrn aRer a decade of travel restrictions may also have inspired many to set out 

overseas. IJ4 

Before Iuly 1949, large-scale overseas emigration of Gerrnans h m  Germany was effectively 

blocked by Allied restnctions on travel. Overseas travel was only perrnitted under extraordinary 

circumstances, such as for compassionate cases (i.e. farnily re-unification), peaons with dual 

citizenship. for scientists and technicians recruited by the western Allies and for Volksdeutsche 

moved by the CCCRR. '~~  These restrictions were primarily based on secunty consideratioos, but 

there were also fears that unrestncted emigration might deplete Gerrnany of essential skilled labour 

required for Germany's economic recovery. This was a valid concem given the great wanderlust 

displayed by the German population immediately after the war. In the British zones exceptions 

were made for the movement of elements considered surplus to Germany's needs. Allied rneasures 

effectively checked what could have been a mass exodus of the Geman population immediately 

after the war. However, in the process, t h i s  further heightened the pent-up desire for travel and 

migration arnongst Germans who, for over a decade, had been subject to relative confinement in 

'" Friedmann, German Immigration, 18. 
IJ3 iB, Vol. 82 1 ,  File 552- 1-55 1 ,  Pt. 1, Embassy Bonn to Secretary State DEA, 25.1 1.1954. 
1 U A.Sauer, "People for a New Land," Beaver (Dec. 1996 - Jan. I997), 19- 
IIS The important Allied provisions in this regard were Law No. 161 of 7-3-1945 as well as Proclamation No. 2 of Allied ConaoI 
Council of 20.9.1945 (Law No. 161 in M i l i t q  Govemment Guzette Germany. 21st Army Group Ara of Control 1945, No.3; 
ProcIamation No.?, in Military Government Gazette Gennany. British Zone of Control 1945). Restrictions affecting certain 
categories of tnvellers were relaxed from 1946-48 but without pemiitting a large exodus of Gerrnans. Steinert, Migration und 
Politik. 22-24; and Frielcr, "Auswanderung," 336. 
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Europe. When travel restrictions were removed and when doon for Geman immigrants opened 

abroad, there was a ventable explosion of German emigration overseas. 

The attempt by German authorities to promote, yet also control, emigration invariably affected the 

flow of Germans to Canada in the 1950s. On the positive side, it induced certain immigrants, 

considered surplus to the needs of the German state, to emigrate. On the negative side, attempts 

were made to dissuade the migration of elements required in Gemany, especiall y skilled, young 

male workers. Indeed, Gennan officiais had witnessed first-hand the disastrous effects of an 

unrestricted emigation policy with the resettlement of DPs from the westem zones of Germany 

immediately aAer the war. Driven by self-interest, receiving countries took the healthy and able 

DPs leaving a residue mass of rnany unernployable and needy cases burdening the German state. 

German authorities intended to avoid a repeat of this situation. In the case of Canada, their 

attempts to control emigration met with mixed results. For the most part, Canada retained the final 

Say in its German immigration policy and prograrns and averted German attempts to secure 

influence. 

By virtue of the joint British-American declaration of Iuly 19, 1949, removing all Allied travel 

restrictions in the westem occupied zones, West Germany regained control over its emigration 

policy.1"6 From the outset, emigration poiicy was closely linked with its own intake of migrants 

and refugees from the east; as such, incoming refugees considered economically and 

demographically useful were encouraged to stay while those not needed by the state were fiee to re- 

emigrate. Linking these population flows enabled the German government to re-engineer 

Germany's lopsided demographic, economic and labour-market structure. Germany thereby 

safeguarded its economic fiiture and realised its own nation-building plan. The refugees and 

expellees arriving in Germany made it possible to redress the gender differential of several millions 

more women to men, the deficit of young men in the 20-40 age cohod4' and the shortage of skilled 

- 

l u  "Ficedom of Travei for the Western Zones of Germanyn citcd in Steinen, Migration und Politik, 41. 
"' The proportion of men in the age group of 1845 had declined fiom 21% of the German population in 1939 to 13-14% d e r  the 
war. ibid. 83. 
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workers which was already emerging in certain sectors of the economy by 1948. Sirnilarly, a 

selective ernigration policy enabled Germany to remedy these imbalances by releasing elements of 

the population considered surplus. Accordingly, the three main criteria which Germany's 

emigration policy aimed to control were age, gender and occupation composition of prospective 

emigrants. 

Because of the importance of emigration to German society, many ministries and levels of 

governrnent became involved in its formulation. Early on, al1 were agreed that German emigration 

policy should be closely linked to economic and labour market d e ~ e l o ~ r n e n t s . ' ~ ~  The view of 

emigration as a panacea for Germany's social and economic ills was reflected in a statement b y 

Germany's Chancellor, Konrad Adenauer, in April 1950: "Germans have the possibility of final 

ernigration in order to in this way bring about a solution to the rehigee and unemployment 

problems."'J%ith labour shortages arising in some German industries by the 1950s, cooperation 

between the ernigration advisory centres and labour offices intensified and greater efforts were 

made to prevent the departure of essential workers. 

Already in 1949 Canadian authonties were apprised of Germany's emigration strategy."' 

Interestingly, Canada's immigration and Gennany's emigration policies had a cornmon and, at 

times, conflicting goal: to increase the productive element of the population to foster economic 

growth. The early success of Canada's Geman immigration program was largely due to the fact 

that German emigration policy neatly dovetailed with Ottawa's own interests in certain areas. 

Canada, for example, sought Germany's surplus women as domestics and unskilled refugee families 

as f m  labourers. Difficult to integrate into the Geman economy, these groups were encouraged 

even assisted by Bonn to emigrate. 

'" Steinen, "Drehscheibe Westdeutschland: Wandeningspolitik im Nachkrieg sjakehnt," in K. Bade ed., Deutsche Nn Aurland - 
Fremde in Deutschland. Migration in Geschichte und Gegenwart (Miinchen: Verlag C.H.Beck, 1992). 388-91. Even prior to July 
1949, the f inder  (state governments) had displayed a keen interest in seeking to control German emigration, especially the 
movemcnt of essential labour. Steinert, Migration und Polirik, 25-40. 
149 Quoted in the Gennan news weekly, Revue, 29.4.1950. The German text reads: "Deutschen isr die endgriltige Auswandmng 
erniüglic/it um aufdiese Weise eine LSsung des Flüchtfings- Icnd Arbeitdosenproblems herbeitrcjiiuhren." 
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Selective emigration also offered the German state other advantages. It reduced the govemment's 

financial obligations in terms of unemployment, welfare and indemification payrnents to certain 

segments of society, such as unemployed workers, war victims, large unplaceable refhgee families 

and single rnothers, who decided to leave Germany. It was also felt that a more even distribution of 

manpower world-wide would enhance the global economy. Specifically, emigration was to 

stimulate German trade with other immigration counûies. The Gerrnan Arnbassador in Ottawa saw 

such a special role here for the masses of German newcomen aniving in canada.''' Emigration 

had other positive spin-offs such as reducing Germany's population density and easing its housing- 

shortage crisis. Also Germany, as a member of the ICEM, adhered to the motto "the 

internationalisation of the Gerrnan refbgee problem." Accordingly, Bonn in the first years afler 

1950, felt bound to accept the assistance offered by immigration countries. These factors explain 

why the German government in the early-1950s openly encouraged selective emigration and 

financial1 y sponsored it. 15' 

Apart from inducements, Bonn had little or no control over the departure of other groups. After ail 

Geman citizens had a constitutional right to fieely emigrate. This played to Canada's advantage. 

Canada could sign up an unlimited number of prospective immigrants applying directly at its 

immigration missions without any interference fiom German oficials. The best German authorities 

could do was to coax prospective immigrants to stay put through their emigration Berotungssteffen 

(advisory centres). Bonn also desisted fkom imposing sanctions against Canadian recruiting and 

promotional methods, such as publicity campaigns and offering transportation loans, which in many 

instances violated German l a ~ s . ' * ~  Born's attempts to secure greater control over Canadian 

1 M DEA noted that G c r m y  saw emigration as a solution to rcfiigee and unemployment problems, excluding certain occupations. 
IB, Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt. 5. Heeney to Jolliffe, 20.10.1949. 
1st NAC, MG 3 1 H 39, Kurt von Cardinal Papen, Vol. 1, File Corr.: Immigration II, Dankwort to German Foreign Office, 26-9-1951. 
The German Ministry of the Economy was especially interestcd in linking emigration with grcater G e m  trade. Steinert, Migrarion 
und Politik, 243. 
152 Yet ernigration was onIy one solution to the refuge problem Germanfs main objective was to secure the social and cconomic 
integration of refugees into G e m  society. This was the position recommended in thc European Co-aperation Administration's 
1950 report on the G e m  rcfugee problcm and subsequcntly was adopteci by the Gennan administration. 
l S 3  IB. Vol. 821, File 552-1-551, P t  1, Robillard to ChiefOp. Div.. 16.1.1956. 
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immigration via bilateral agreements were successfÙll y resisted b y Canadian authorities. As a 

result, Canada was able to maintain a relatively free hand in Gemany in determining numbers and 

types of immigrants. This generous treatment accorded to Canada by Gemany in the 1950s may 

also have been prompted by the recognition that Canada was the first country to open its doors to 

postwar German rehgees.'" 

Canada also benefited greatly h m  Germany's policy of subsidised emigration. Overseas officials 

eagerly took advantage of the recruiting and processing services provided gratis at Arbeitsamter 

(local labour offices) and of the generous, fiee facilities made available to Canadian staff by 

German authorities. A senior Canadian immigration officiai remarked that "[iln Berlin, Hanau and 

Hamburg local German authorities are only too pleased to put at our disposa1 processing facilities 

which included suitable office quarten, recently renovated and himished with new office 

furnit~re."'~' Securing the support of both the Lander (individual West Geman States) and federal 

authorities in Bonn was instrumental in assuring the overall success of Canadian immigrant-labour 

programs. This often complicated Canadian prograrns because the Lünder were not always as 

supportive of emigration as their federal counterparts. Despite these difficulties, Geman assistance 

in 1 95 1 -54 contributed substantially to Canada's increased intake of Geman immigration. It 

effectively bolstered the resources committed to immigration field work and gave broader coverage 

to Canadian promotional and recruiting activities. This support was on1 y forthcorning when 

Canadian initiatives coincided with German interests. When Bonn terminated its help after 1954, 

the flow of migrants to Canada immediately dropped. Yet, the recruitment efforts of the 

Arbei~amter only supplernented Canada's main source of immigrants, which consisted of 

applications for immigration submitted directly to Canadian posts. These soîalled "spontaneoust' 

cases were Canada's preferred immigrants as they were felt to be a better class of immigrant.'56 

I Y CLWR, Reel H- 1399, File CCCRR - General Con. 1947 and 1949-59, Maas to Finanzamt Bremen-Vegesack, 3 1.10.1955; and 
IB, VOL 822, File 552- 1-55 1 ,  Pt. 2, Kleberg speech, 6.12.1957. 
Is5  CLWR, Reel H-1392, File CLWR Corr. 1946-70, Robillard to Berkcfeld, 3 1.5.1954. See also IB, Vol. 8 15. File 551-10-1957, Pt. 
2, NChief Op. Div. to Chief Admin. Div., 18.9.1957. 
1 % Some voluntary agencies claimed that the Arbeitsomzer only referred the "dregs of the labour market* for migration. CLWR, Reel 
H-1393, File CLWR Briefs to Ottawa 1954-55, Baetz to Monk, 1 . 1  1.1954. 
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Bonn's emigration policy also sought to protect the future welfare of German emigrants abroad. It 

did not simply shunt off misfits, unemployed and welfare dependants on other countries. German 

authorities were generally reluctant, and some even opposed, to see their citizens leave. This is 

evident in a proposa1 made by German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer to Pnme Minister St. Laurent 

during his state visit to Canada in 1953. Adenauer sought Canada to offer "temporary" refuge for 

Germany's neo-refugees until they could be returned to a unified Gemany at some point in the 

future. Bonn felt it had an obligation to protect the welfare of its nationals once they amved in 

Canada. It relentlessly pressed Canadian officials for guarantees and safeguards for German 

emigrants in the area of salaries, labour contracts, working conditions, welfare and social security 

provisions. In fact, Bonn often made its cooperation in recruiting immigrants for Canada 

conditional on such assurances. Its well-intentioned patemalism usually hindered more than helped 

Canadian officials, interfering with immigration planning, timing and targets. Canada could not 

offer German newcomers anythng more than what was available to its own citizens. 

As this chapter has set out, the origins of the German immigration boom to Canada lay very much 

in the late- 1940s. The postwar economic prospenty which reached a high-point in the 1950s 

enabled Ottawa to ease restrictions on immigration and adopt a confident and expansive 

immigration policy. To cary  out the enlarged program, govemment machinery had to be 

overhauled and augmented. Also, because of the high immigration targets set, Ottawa was 

compelled to look to new sources of immigrants other than Bntain and the United States. 

Fortunately for Canada, interest in emigrating was high in Germany after the war and Allied travel 

restrictions irnposed on Gemans were lifted in 1949. Non-govemmental agencies were able to 

establish an early presence in the Gennan movement, developing machinery and committing 

resources which would later play an instrumental part in the Geman immigration boom. Without 

these developments in the 1 N O S ,  many of which continued into the 1950s. German immigration to 

Canada From 195 1 to 1957 would have been more of a trickle than a flood. The following chapter 
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focuses on the critical domestic and international developments in 1950 and early-195 1 which 

triggered the Geman immigration boom. 
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3. 1950 - 1951: THE BREAKTHROUGH mARS FOR GERMAN 

IMMIGRATION 
1950-5 1 was a very significant time for German immigration to Canada. A senes of cntical events 

and developments converged in this penod, opening doors and creating greater o p p o d t i e s  for 

Germans to corne to Canada. They included the lifting of the ban on Geman immigration, the 

creation of a new and more proactive Department of Citizenship and Immigration @CI), the 

expansion and rationalisation of immigration machinery, the Korean War, a shortage of immigrants 

available from non-Geman sources and the introduction of the Assisted Passage Scheme ( U S ) .  

The creation of the new DCI was a decisive fint step in increasing immigration to Canada in the 

1950s. It resulted largely from the growing importance attached to immigration by the govemment 

and frorn the realisation that the Department of Mines and Resources, a "rninor backwater" in the 

federal govemrnent, hstrated the administration in punuing an aggressive immigration policy.' in 

his speech to the House of Commons in November 1949, Prime Minister St.Laurent acknowledged 

that the Immigration Branch had outgrown its purpose in the old Department, claiming: 

The increasing importance and cornplexity of immigration required more attention fiom 
both the Minister and the Deputy Minister than it was humanly possible to give to the 
Immigration Branch, included as it was with the numerous other branches of the Department 
of Mines and ~esources .~  

The new department formally came into operation on Ianuary 18, 1950. Cornmensurate with its 

elevated statu-, the DCI was h i s h e d  additional resources to undertake its work. Treasury Board 

estimates for 1950-5 1 assigned $664,000 more to its budget over what it had cost the Department of 

' House of Commons, Debares, 26.1 1. I949. By Order-in-Council PC 3073 of 29.10.19 17 the Office of Immigration and 
Colonisation was established, thereby transforming the Immigration Branch of the Department ofthe Interior into a separate 
dcpartmcnt of the public service. As the importance of immigration waned during the 1930s, King abolished this Department in 
Dcccmbcr 1936, and amalgamated its constituent parts the Immigration Branch, Department of the Interior, and the Indian Affairs 
Supcrintendcncy. into the Depanment of Mina and Resourca. Here immigration manen remîined dormant. 
* Housc of Comrnons, Debares, 26.1 1.1949. Also, certain business groups, such as the raiIways, had long pressured the govemment 
for such an overhaul in order to give its immigration work more weight National Archives of Canada (NAC), RG 30, Canadian 
National Railways (CNR) records, Vol. 5592, Dept. of Colonisation & Agriculture Annual Report - 1950. 
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Mines and Resources to administer this same work the previous year.3 The Immigration Branch 

received a good share of this increment and its budget continued to climb throughout the 1950s. Its 

overseas service was a major recipient of these additional hnds. Offices in Germany and Britain 

were the principal beneficiaries. For Gennany, expenditures jumped fiorn $96,000 in 1% 1 to 

$336,293 in 1957, an increase of ZO%, whereas for the United Kingdom and Ireland they rose 

frorn $430,500 to $756,292, or by 80.5% during the same period (see Figure No. 1 l).' This 

drarnatic hike for Germany was undoubtedly due to the greater importance attached to German 

immigration by the DCI as the 1950s progressed. It was also an indication that operations in 

Gemany in 195 1 were grossly under-funded. The growing overseas budget dunng the 1950s 

rneant additional staff and offices5 in Gemany which in tum propelled the German immigration 

boom. 

Figure No. 1 1 : Ex pense of Canadian Immigration Oveneas Missions by Country, 1950-58 
Fiscal Ycar Expcnses in Cost pcr Expensa in Cost pcr Expcnscs in Cost pcr Expcnsu in Cost pcr 

Ccrmany Immigrant Briuin lmmignnt HoIland Immigrant Itrly Immigrant 

Total 1950-8 S 2,560,045 S 11.47 W,104,717 S 10.65 S 570,645 S 5.95 S 8J1,864 S 4.71 
Noic: The cos: pcr immignnt for the ycan 1950-1 and 1951-2 includc both Gmrpn and DP mignnu 
Noic: Figum for G e m n  o v t m a s  expcnxs for 1950-1 and 195 1-2 incluâe A u h a n  mission upcmer. 
Note: Expenxs in G e m n y  for 1956 includc al1 cau assocutrd with the mvc and remniion of ltK acw Cobgnc port; ais yur a n  k coruidtrtd an a h t i o a  
Source: Dcparrmcnt o f  Finance, Public Accounts of Cam& (Otnm: Q m ' s  Rinm. Annual huer 1950-1958) and klltiarul Archives ofCa& (NAC), RG 26, 
Depamncnt ofCitizcnship and Irnmigntion @CI) records, V o k  61 D io G. 

The importance assigned immigration at the highest political level and in the House of Cornmons 

were clear signals for the new department to undertake a more assertive approach. The 

- - 

' Toronto Telegram, 25.2.1950. 
' Dcpartrncnt of Finance, Public Accounts of Canoda (Ottawa: King's Printer, 1950-51 and 1957-58). In 195 1, stafing overseas 
expanded to rncet Canada's ncw objcctivc. NAC, RG 26, Department ofCitizenship and Immigration (DCI) records, Vol. 91, File 3- 
2-5,  Lizottc to Dcputy Mintstcr, 13.4.1 95 1 .  
' In addition to Karlsruhe, there were visa ofices in Hannover fiom 1951-56 and in Bremen fiom 1953-55. Ofices were opencd in 
Hamburg, Hanau and Munich in 1954, in West Berlin in 1955 and in Stuttgart in 1956. Hawkins, Canada and Immigration. Public 
Policy and Public Concem @fontreaKingston: McGiII-Queen's University Press, 1972). 242. 
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appointments of Walter Harris as Minister and Laval Fortier as Deputy Minister of the new 

department were a move in this dire~tion.~ The media also greeted their appointments as a positive 

sign. Maclean's commented: "Both are young and energetic and both - unlike rnost of their recent 

predecessors - think immigration is a good thing. On the other hand they know its a ticklish subject 

politically." Harris recognised the value of expanded immigration. It had helped bring his 

province of Ontario, the major recipient of immigrants afier the war, considerable prosperity, high 

employrnent and many new jobs created by immigrant businesses.' Harris and Fortier believed in 

immigration's long-term benefits in building the economy, the population and, ultimately, Canada's 

future. They repeatedly defended and promoted their expanded immigration policy in public and 

within govemment on these grounds. 

The new imperative assigned immigration by the bureaucracy's political masters soon spread into 

the ranks of the senior management of the DCI. The old director, A.L. lolliffe, who could not adapt 

to the new mandate, was replaced in September 1950 by C.E.S. Smith, an austere adrninistrator, but 

who staunchl y supported the new expanded role of the department. Other senior departmental 

officiais who towed the govemment's new line on immigration were Chief of the Operations 

Division George Benoit, Chief of the Settlement Division J.A. Paul, and Director of Technical 

Services and one-time assistant to the Deputy Minister, Jean Boucher. They may have seen in this 

new mission a means of regaining some of the jurisdiction that their Branch had lost to other 

departments, particularly to the Department of Labour (DL), in the 1940s. They directed and 

oversaw the administration of the expanded immigration program, gearing procedures and 

machinery oveneas and in Canada to process a greater intake of immigrants. Their policy 

recommendations also reflected the DCI's will to boost numbers. Outside observers afso noted that 

Alfhough this was Walter Harris's first Cabinet p s t ,  he had acquired considerable experience in govemment, representing the 
Grey-Bruce riding in the House irom 1940 to 1957 and serving as Parliamentary Assistant to the Secretary of State for Extemal 
Affairs (DEA) in 1947 and to rhe Prime ~Minister in 1948. In 1954, he was appointed Minister of Finance as Jack Pickengill 
rtssumcd his old post as Minister of the DCI. Harris's riding was an area of German senlement in the ninetecnth century. Because of 
his Baptist church affiliation, the Canadian Christian Council for the Rescnlernent of Refugees (CCCRR), especially the Gennan 
Baptist immigration society, believed they had a special "in" with h i n  

Maclean 's, 1 5.5.1950. For Harris's views on the benefits to Ontario, see Glo6e & Mail, 29.4.lgSO. 
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"after the creation of the Department of Citizenship and Migration,  it becarne essential to show 

'production,' in this case people processed and shipped to canada."' 

The most important official, in terms of translating the goal of increased immigration into an 

eniarged German movement was J.R. Robillard, Canada's chief immigration offcial in Germany 

from 195 1 to 1956. Robillard's promotion to head of immigration operations in Germany in July 

1950 was a most fortuitous turn of events for Canada's Gennan immigration program.g He brought 

to this post his zeal to "increase numbers," an objective which he felt was in line with the general 

wishes of the Department. This trait was already apparent dunng his stint as chief of the mission in 

Austria in 1949, when he used his influence to clear various obstacles limiting the flow of 

immigrants from Austria to Canada. For Robillard and his staff, promoting German immigration 

was not a job but a mission, a point he made clear to headquarten: "We were always of the opinion 

that it was inherent with Our duties and aims to do everything possible to help potential migrants 

fulfil their desire to migrate to canada."" He also was inspired by the belief that Gemans made 

excellent immigrants and future citizens. This view had taken shape early in his overseas' career 

and is reflected in the following letter to headquarters: 

The consensus of opinion of al1 concemed at this Mission, which includes four different 
Canadian Departments, and fiom service and expenence in every country in Europe is that, 
by an outstanding margin, the German and Austrian immigrants are undoubtedly the finest 
type of future Canadians who could be admitted to Canada at this time. They are indeed 
suitable immigrants, having regard to the climatic, social, educational, industrial, labour and 
other conditions or requirements of Canada. ... The past and present achievements of 
immigrants fiom Gemany and Austria, who were admitted to Canada during the last 50 
years, will substantiate these statements. . . . This may seem to be an exceptional extollation 
of the qualities of the German and Austrian immigrants but it is completely justified and 
unbiased. " 

. . . -- - - 

S turhahn, ntey Camefiom Earl and W a f :  A History o/lnimigrarion to Cànada (Winnipeg: North Arnerican Baptist Immigration 
and Colonintion Society, 1976), 89 and Gunn interview. The Immigration Directofs commitment to a positive immigration policy 
is found in his letter to his Dcputy Minister (25.5.195 1) linking immigration with Canada's development. He was also driven in this 
direction by the competition fiom the Department of Labour @L). DCI, Vol. 96, File 3-1 1-3, Pt. 4. 

From July 195 1 onwards Robillard shared the post of Officer in Charge (OC) with P.W.Bird. On May 4, 1952, he officially 
nssumcd position of Chief, Canadian Government tmmigration Mission (CGIM), Karlsruhe, and remined in this position until f 956. 
' O  NAC, RG 76, Immigration Branch (IB) records, Vol. 893, File 567-67, Pt. 2, Chief Karlsruhe to Chicf Opentions Division (Op. 
Div.), 16.6.1955. For his effort in strearnlining security screening in Austria, see IB, Vol. 8 18, Filc 552-1 -5 13, Pt. 1, Robillard to 
Commissioner Overscas 3.6.1949. 
" DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 1, BirdlRobillard to Immigration Ottawa, 26.10.1951. 
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As the executor of Ottawa's program overseas, Robillard faced limits on the influence he could 

bnng to bear on the German movement. Yet, he exploited every available oppominity to either 

influence policy decisions in Ottawa or to implement them in such a way so as to maximise the 

flow of Germans and especially to give individual deserving cases every possibility of coming to 

Canada. Many of the letters he directed to Ottawa contain an appeal to boost some facet of German 

immigration. Certainly, his lobbying had a notable effect on the size and character of this 

movernent. Some of the major reforms and initiatives adopted by the department, such as 

broadening the scope of APS in late- 1955 as well as advance planning of immigration programs, 

were first recommended by Robillard. The impact of some of these measures extended beyond the 

movement of Germans and furthered European immigration to Canada in general. 

Robillard's key ally in Germany was T.C. Davis, Canada's representative and later Ambassador to 

~ e r m a n ~ , "  who continually prodded Ottawa to seriously consider the prospect of an expanded 

movement of Germans to Canada. He saw in this a double advantage for Canada: 

. . . 1 think that we have a duty to aid this country in the solution of her problem of 
overpopulation. We cm help ourselves both intemationally and domestically by the 
movement of people from here to Canada and 1 think that now is the time to begin.13 

Figh ting Falling Num bers 

A number of important events in 1950 prompted Ottawa to take a more active and direct role in 

immigration. The first was the revelation that Canada's intake of immigrants declined between 

1 948 and 1 950. B y the spring of 1 MO, this development was met with some alarm in business, 

public and govemrnent circles. The media arnplified this concem and noted in particular the falling 

number of Britons coming to Canada. Criticism of the govemment's policy was echoed in the 

House of Commons in April 1950, when the estimates for the new department were introduced. At 

'' On 16.8.195 1, Davis prcsented his letter of credentiîls as Ambassador to the Federal Republic of Gcrrnmy. 
" Davis' two important contributions to the movement were imploring Ottawa to lift the ban on German nationais and prornoting the 
extension of assisted-passage loans and bulk-labour programs to Gcrman immigrants. NAC, RG 25, Departmen t of Extemal Affain 
(DEA) records, Vol. 6248, File 9408-A-40, DEA Despatch No. 322, 12.8.1950. 
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least six speakers urged the govenunent to set a target of 200,000 immigrants per year; some also 

questioned Ottawa's policy of excluding German nationals.14 In response to this concem, the new 

Minister publicly pledged "to promote an increase in the population of Canada," and accepted an 

annual intake of about 1.5% of Canada's population (over 200,000 immigrants) as a workable basis 

for immigration. l 5  

The start of the Korean War in June 1950 also gave renewed urgency to the cal1 for expanded 

immigration. Govenunent officiais and experts feared a repeat of conditions in World War II, when 

the mobilisation of personnel for the armed forces and intensified war production put a squeeze on 

the Canadian labour market. Harris recognised the need to m e r  Canada's industrial and 

economic expansion in order to be an effective partner in preparing westem defences. Here he saw 

a role for immigration in supplying skilled workers for defence industries.16 Events in Korea and 

Canada's re-amament program also increased oppoctunities for the immigration of greater numbers 

of skilled workers. Previously immigration had been dorninated by the unskilled." The 

international tensions caused by the Korean conflict also obliged Ottawa to take a closer look at 

helping to relieve the strain of overpopulation in Germany and other European countries in order to 

ensure political and social stability on the cntical European Cold War front. 

The Korean conflict certainly helped precipitate the removal of the ban against Geman 

immigration. It placed greater emphasis on bringing West Germany into the westem camp, 

especially into NATO. This meant that Canada's continued treatment of the Federal Republic as an 

enemy state, especially mirrored in its immigration policy, was no longer appropriate. At this tirne 

it was also evident that terminating the state of war with Germany was being blocked by the Soviet 

Union's intransigence on the German unification issue. Following the lead of Britain, the United 

States and France, Canada decided to end its state of war with Germany "as soon as it was in a 

" Edmonton Journal, 244.1950. 
I 5 ~ l o b e  & Marl, 29.4.1950 and Ottawa Evening Citken. 25.5. 1950. 
' 6  Ottawa Morning Citizen, 22.1.195 I . Provincial oficials in Ontario were especiaHy concemcd that defence industries and large 
construction projects might fa11 short of skilld and unskilled workers. See Finoncial Post, 25.1 1.1950. 
" In 1950. for example, skilled workers only comprised 15.5% of the totaI rnovement. 
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position to do so."I8 The admission of German nationals to Canada was a first step in this direction. 

In the end, Canada's immigration restrictions had to be consistent with foreign policy 

considerations. 

Meanwhile as the immigration slump showed no signs of letting up by mid-1950, Ottawa's concem 

grew. The release of official figures confirming this downturn for 1950, and rising public cnticism, 

forced the government to take serious action in 195 1. In part, Harris was pushed in this direction by 

the Province of Ontario which, disappointed with Ottawa's results in 1950, was again talking of 

launching its own program to bnng 75,000 new workers to the province.19 To tum the downward 

trend around and to meet Canada's anticipated labour shortage in 195 1, an assertive and open 

immigration policy was adopted which aimed at securing between 150,000 and 300,000 immigrants 

frorn al1 sources available in Europe, including Britain, northwestem Europe, Italy and, late-in-the- 

day, Germany. 

Streamliiriiag Immigration: PC 2856 (Juiy 1950), IACI and DACI 

Steps to increase immigration were already taken by Ottawa with the issuing of PC 2856 on June 9, 

1950. This Order, a direct response to the declining numben of migrants, revolutionised Canadian 

immigration in the 1 950s. It replaced the old cumbersome system of issuing Orden in Council 

every time a fiesh quota of bulk labourers was required. More importantly, the Order substantially 

widened the admissible classes of non-British European immigrants, hitherto limited to certain 

semi-ski lled categones of immigrant labour, such as f m  labourers, miners and loggers. 

Henceforth, any western European immigrant who had the skills needed in Canada and could 

becorne readily integrated into Canadian society was eligible for admission. This was a boon for 

German immigration to Canada, because Germany had a great diversity of skilled, semi- and 

" NAC. RG 2. Privy Council Office (PCO) records. Vol. 2646, Cabinet Conclusion, 30.9.1950. Regarding G e m y ' s  membenhip 
in NATO and the lifting of the immigniion ban, see Ottawa Evening Citizen 10. f 0.1 950; House of Comrnons, Debates 3 1.8.1950: 
and Sauer, "A Mattcr of Domcstic Policy?" 26 1 .  Thc lcad story "Freigabe Gesanrtdmtscher Einwandemng" in the German- 
Canadian papcr Der Nordwesren (4.10.1950) citai Canada's and Germany's comrnon cause against the "Asian storm" as the major 
reason for adrnitting G e m s .  Steinert's mdy also stressa the importance of the Korean War in this regard. Steinert, Migration und 
Politik, Wes~deutschland - Europe - Ùbersee 1945-1961 (Osnabriick: Sec010 Verlag, 1995). 
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unskilled workers. The new Immigration Act, which became effective on June 1, 1953, 

complemented PC 2856. It confirmed the DCI's discretion to decide which potential immigrants 

were admissible and to control immigration in accordance with Canada's absorptive capacity 

without going through the time-consuming process of requiring the consent of Parliament. The new 

Act and accompanying regulations facilitated the practice of selecting nationals fiom northwestem 

continental Europe on the ba i s  of trades or skills needed in Canada. 

In order to effectively administer PC 2856, cabinet approved the formation of an Interdepartmental 

Advisory Committee on Immigration (IACI) and a Departmental Advisory Committee on 

Immigration (DACI). The MC1 reported immigration policy problems to the minister and provided 

for the effective CO-ordination of activities of concemed departments. The DAC1 advised and 

assisted the minister in the administration of the Immigration Act and Regulations, especially in the 

context of PC 2856.20 It was in the DAC1 that the fundamental issues goveming immigration were 

debated and oflen decided, including: the formulation of annual immigration programs; the setting 

O f immigration targets for al1 countries, including Germany; and the detemination of the 

occupational types of immigrants to be admitted. The resulting policy and programming emanating 

from the DAC1 were routinely mbber-starnped by the minister and cabinet. 

In cornparison to its predecessor, the Interdepartmental Committee on immigration and Labour, the 

DAC1 represented a step up in the level of sophistication in immigration programming. Rather than 

simply relying on industry to dictatc labour needs in the fonn of orders placed for immigrants, 

immigration officiais through the DACI, for the tiat time, developed their own capacity to survey 

national needs. To this end the DAC1 drew on the expertise of other departments, most notably 

Trade and Commerce, Labour, Supply and SeMces, and Defence Production whose representatives 

13 Ottawa Morning Citizen, 22.1.195 1. 
'O DCI, Vol. 73. File Departmental Advisory Cornmittee on Immigration (DACI), Minutes OFDACI meeting, 7.7.1950. The 
Interdeprirtmcntal Advisory Committee on Immigration (IACI) was comprised of the Deputy Ministers of the DCI, Agricuiture, 
DEA, Finance, Labour, National H d t h  & Welfart, Trade & Commerce and representatives of the Privy Council Oflice (PCO). 
NAC, RG 2, PCO records, Vo1.2645, Cabinet Conclusions of 23.S.lgSO & 27.6. I W O .  
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were invited annually to DAC1 meetings.21 By including these departments in its programming, 

the DCI could also tap the economic and labourmarket data that they col~ected.*~ The mood which 

prevailed in the DAC1 sessions was constructive and generally optimistic and directed to assessing 

how immigration could be boosted and refined to benefit Canada's development. By the mid- 

1950s, provincial representatives, organised labour, business and voluntary agencies were also 

invited to DACI meetings. The significant aspect of the DACI's work was that it closely linked 

immigration to Canada's business cycles and manpower requirements with a view to optimise the 

movement of desired immigrants. This approach led to the expansion of Canada's annual 

immigrant intake and widened the occupational groups admissible to Canada, both of which 

contributed to the Gennan boom. In short, it marked the transition fkom an ad-hoc to a planned 

immigration prograrn. 

Mach in ery to Guuge Mattpo wer Requirernetits und Counsel Irnttiigrari ts 

In addition to the input received dunng DAC1 meetings, the DCI developed its own machines, and 

methods to assess Canada's absorptive capacity which were pnmarily administered by its 

Settlement Services Division. This capability enabled the department to better identify labour gaps 

in particular industries or regions of Canada and thereby fine-tune its immigration programs to fil1 

these demands and, in the process, increase the flow of immigrants to Canada. 

The Settlement Service's main fùnction was to link the selection of immigrants to employrnent 

openings in Canada. Established in 1949, the senice was initially limited to developing 

opportunities for the settlement of immigrants on fams and in small businesses. By 195 1, its tasks 

broadened. It accepted orders for worken requested by businesses and placed unsponsored 

immigrants recruited by immigration authorities. At this time its work was coordinated more 

closely with the Overseas Service. The Service's officers were posted overseas and visa officers 

" Also included on occasion were the d e p m e n t s  of Finance, DEA and PCO. 
'' For example, the DCI received estirnates for skilled tradesmen from the Dcpartrnents of National Defence and Supply and Service 
and tapped into the broad employment and economic data produceci by the DL'S Economic and Research Branch. 
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received settlement training. Its consolidated lists of employment opportunities in Canada were 

circulated to al1 overseas posts. This represented a marked transformation of the immigration 

Branch from essentially a screening agency, ensuring that immigrants complied with medical, 

secunty and civil requirements set out in the Act and regulations, to a recruitment office that 

actively solicited and sought immigrants for Canada. By 1952, the Settlement Service's capability 

to survey employment opportunities and to receive and place immigrants had advanced to such a 

stage that headquarters was convinced it could operate without the DL'S assistance both overseas 

and in Frorn this time on the Service placed more German immigrants than the DL. 

Although its placement functions very much duplicated the work performed by the DL, the 

Settlement Service offered other usehl services for immigrants, including an extended net of job 

opportunities, better follow-up coverage and specialised placement work (Le. for f m e r s ,  capital 

and self-establishment cases). Furthemore the Service brought more resources to the placement 

field including its extensive network of field offices and immigrant hostels in Canada. Its field 

surveys of employrnent opportunities were used as the basis of the Department's immigration 

programming. The impact of the Service on immigration was twofold: it made possible an 

expanded immigration by generating greater numbers of employrnent opportunities for immigrants 

and it sought to make these placements successful in order to facilitate the integration of the 

newcomers into Canadian society. Quality placements were essential to the success of the German 

movement as 60% of the applicants applying at Canadian posts in Germany did so as result of 

referrals and letters fiom fnends and relatives in 

The administration of the new DCI also underwent a major overhaul in 1950-5 1 which enabled it to 

run more smoothl y and ultimately process more immigrants. More authonty was delegated to the 

posts. For instance, field offices in Canada and posts abroad were empowered to approve certain 

[B. Vol. 8 13, Filc 55 1 - 10- 1952, Pt. 2, document " 1952 PROGRAMME." This is also reflected in thc increased number of 
placements - 3 1441 of thc total immigration to Canada - made by the Service in 1952. IB, Vol. 96, File 3-1 1-3, Pt. 2, Chief Op. Div. to 
Director, 9.1 1.1954. Its rolc in placement activities was consistent with the respcnsibilities assigned the Branch by the Immigrarion 
Act. By 1952, the DCI's basic area surveys identifjing employment opportunicies had complete national coverage. DCI, Report of 
the [DCI], fiscal year ending 3 1.3.1953. 
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types of immigration applications. As of February 15, 1% 1, Immigration headquarters was 

reorganised on a functional basis, whereby al1 associated functions were assigned to the following 

divisions: Settlement, Admissions, Operations, Inspection and Administration. Without these 

reforms the streamlined processing of the hundreds of thousands of immigrants, including Germans, 

would not have been possible.25 

0 th  er Go verri ni ertt Players 

Whnt also prompted the DCI to adopt a more active approach was the cornpetition offered by the 

DL. As the displaced person (DP) program was nearing its end in 195 1, the DL aimed to continue 

its bulk-labour - later renarned "group-labour" - programs and thereby maintain its presence in 

immigration work both overseas and in As early as 1950, Labour officiais overseas were 

explorhg the possibilities which German immigration offered in this regard, even directly 

approaching various Geman authonties. The chief Labour officer in Germany realised the value of 

developing a movement of German minen in 1950. According to him, it would "have far-reaching 

effecis on future policy and procedure in handling of German emigrants for mass labour schemes 

. . . "" Gerrnany O ffered the DL key advantages, narnely a fresh, abundant and skilled supply of 

labour with which to continue its schemes. Many mining and forestry employers, and iater f m e r s ,  

specifically insisted on Geman worken. Another advantage for the department was that it already 

had staff stationed in Germany for the DP movement which could be readily redirected to process 

Germans. Wiat clinched the department's place in the German movement was the cnsis in 1951 

when, with the shortfall of DP workers, Geman labouren were urgently needed to fil! the 

outstanding bulk-labour orders placed by Canadian mines and forestry cornpanies. 

'" IB. Vol. 82 1, File 552- 1-55 1. Pt. 1, Robillard to AlChief Op. Div., 29.6.1956. 
" DCI, Vol. 90, File 3-1-6, A/Direçtor to Chicf Op. Div., 29.9.1951 and vtached DraA HQ Directive No. 8 (Revired) n.d.; and DCI. 
Annual Reporl (Ottawa: fiscal year 1950-5 1), 22. 
'' The importance of immigration to DL'S Canadian opcntions is reflected in a comment in 1953 by a regional labour oficct: "The 
farm cmploymcnt side of NES will go through a rapid deterioration if our supply of immigrant labour is cut off, and placed by the 
Immigration Branch." NAC, RG 27, Department of Labour (DL) records, Vo1.280, FiIe 1-26-10-2, Pt. 2, Dwyer to Dawson, 
19.5.1955. The DL also saw itself competing with other sources such as the railways. DL, Vol. 291, File 1-26-60-4, P t  4, Dawson 
to Brown, 19.1 0.1953. 
" DL, Vol. 29 1,  File 1-26-60-2, P t  1, Lamarre to Dawson, 23.1 1.1950. 
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Just as with the DP movement, the DL had again beaten their immigration counterparts out of the 

starting gate in developing a scheme to move Geman migrants. Its advance scouting activities in 

Germany in 1950-5 1 met with stiff opposition fiom immigration authonties and prompted a senior 

Labour officia1 to remark: 

... our efforts to bring out more people to the country, who would be useful in a productive 
way, still are subject to the jealousy of b i g r a t i o n  authonties who suddenly woke up and 
realised that they had a job to do when we first started to fmd jobs for Displaced Penons in 
canada. ** 

Not only did labour officials assess immigration prospects in Germany earlier, they were also able 

to interest Canadian employers in Geman workers sooner. When it appeared doubtfûl that the 

International Refugee Organisation (IRO) would be able to produce enough DP miners and 

lumbermen in 195 1, the DL directed the attention of these industries to the possibility of secunng 

German workers. It even boldly suggested that if the trial run to recruit engineers, machinists and 

domestics in the United Kingdorn failed, these orden could be transferred to ~ e m i a n ~ . ~ ~  Its 

aggressiveness was most evident in its pioneering of the German fam workers' program. Rather 

than wait for shortages to emerge, it took the initiative in 1951 and solicited orders for German fm 

workers by writing repeatedly to al1 provincial agriculture officials and promoting this movement at 

Federal-Provincial F m  Labour Conferences in 195 1 and 1952. The departmeni's efforts did not 

go unrewarded. Orders for thousands of Geman f m  hands were placed by most provinces in the 

ensuing years. Evidently, the DL had few reservations about the utility of Gemans as immigrant 

labourers. 

The DL furthered the German movement in other ways. Its group labour prograrns were suited 

ideally for prospective immigrants who did not have sponsors and jobs nor the f h d s  to corne to 

Canada. In fact, this was the standing of most Germans applying for admission to Canada in the 

'' I b Y ,  Greene to M a c N m î n ,  8.2.195 1. Labour's overscer of the bulk-labour pmgrams. Walter Dawson. was sent on a 
reconnaissance mission tq Germany in 195 1. DL, Vol. 290, Fiie 1-26-60-1, Pt. 1, Chapdelaine to Secretary State DEA, 10.3. 1 95 1. 
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1950s. Sponsorship was not required because the department assumed responsibility for the 

reception, rnovement and placement of worken in Canada By 195 1, the DL extended overseas and 

inland transportation loans to Germans applying through its group labour schemes. 

Yet the department also had a number of deficiencies. The National Employment Service (NES) 

essentially functioned as a labour exchange, matching people to jobs and when a person did not 

match, a placement was not made." Furthemore, it operated on the principle of reserving for 

Canadians the first choice of jobs which, by default, lefi unattractive positions to immigrants." 

This practice was widespread as even orders placed by immigration authorities had to be fint 

cleared through the N'ES on this basis. It may explain in part the high employment turnsver rate of 

German newcomers dunng their first years in 

Certain restrictions and conditions applied to the DL'S Geman labour schemes. In 195 1, the DL 

could only move immigrants who qualified as workea under its f m ,  domestics, woods, mines, 

sugar-beet, skilled and general workers' schemes. By 1952, its programs for which Gemans could 

qualify were scaled back to three: farm, sugar-beet and domestic workers. Only worken, not 

dependants, qualified for transportation loans. Moreover, married heads of families had to proceed 

to Canada ahead of their dependants who remained in Genany  until such time when they could be 

sponsored. Yet what the department's labour programs lacked in divenity, they made up for in size. 

They could quickly move many workers in groups to meet urgent labour needs in Canada and were 

prepared to acccpt as many German domestics and f m  han& as they could place. 

The zenith of the department's German group labour schemes was reached between 195 1 and 1954, 

when most of the workers it brought forward consisted of Germans. At this time Gennany offered 

'' DL, Vol. 290, File 1-26-60- 1, Pt. 1, MacNamara to Davis, 16.4.195 1. Regarding the G e m  miners' and lumber workers' 
schcmes, see chaptcr four. The Canadian Metal Mining Association actually initiated the request for rninen of "Gennan peasant 
stock* as earl y as October 1950. DL, Vol. 29 1, File 1-26-60-2, P t  1, Wansborough to Fortier, 1 1.10.1950. 
'O DCI, Vol. 9G, File 3-1 1-3, Pt. [,"Report of the Sub-Cornittee," 28-12-1951; Gunn interview. 
" Unemployment insurance provisions entailed that priority must be givcn by National Ernployment Services ta Canadian raidents 
sccking work in order to protecr the UI fund. International Labour Organisation (ILO), National Employment Service. Canada 
(Geneva: ILO, 1 %O), 4. 
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an abundant, diverse and readily accessible supply of labour for the department. Although the DL 

centred most of its recmiting in Bntain, the dwindling supply of domestics and f m  hands and 

certain skilled workers there forced it to tum progressively to its offices in Germany for supply. 

AAer 1954 DL's German group labour programs withered as immigration authonties sought to 

increasingly fil1 group-labour orders with migrants from other countries. Only its domestics' 

program continued to produce modest numbers fiom Germany into the late- 1950s. By this time the 

department's overseas staff was cut drastically and its placement activities "were relegated to a 

somewhat lesser role."" In the final analysis, the DL gave the German rnovement a kick-start, fresh 

initiative, additional resources (almost $877,000 for immigration work in 1953 alone) and services. 

More than 22,000 German workers came to Canada via the DL's group labour programs h m  195 1 

to 1957.'~ 

Labour and Immigration were thc major stakeholders in German immigration by 195 1. Although 

the Department of Extemal Affairs (DEA) by the fa11 of 1950 pushed to have restrictions on 

German immigration abolished and sought to have Canada assist in solving Gemany's 

overpopulation problem, it played a smaller role in the operational and policy aspects of the 

Geman movement to Canada in the 1950s. Its authority in this area was confined to issuing 

visitors' visas, promoting Canada as a desirable immigration destination, counselling immigration 

enquiries, directing applications to the Canadian immigration missions and assisting Canadian 

immigration officials in their negotiations with German authonties. 

Canadian immigration missions, working out of separate offices in Germany, operated more-or-les$ 

independently of the DEA.~' Even with the incorporation of immigration missions into Canadian 

consulates in 1956, immigration work was still effectively divorced from Extemal Affair's functions 

'' A survcy conducted by the Baptist immigration agency revealed that job changing was a comrnan featute for German Baptist 
ncwcorners in Canada. Sturtiahn, They came/mrn East, 287. 
" DCI, Vol. 96, File 3-1 1-3, Pt. 4, Starr to Fulton, 24.7.1957. 
34 This total consisted of about 8,000 domestics, 5,800 f m  hmds, 4000-5000 sugar-beet workers, 750 miners, 900 loggers, 2.255 
skillcd and 1,150 serni and unskilled workers. These figures were derived from various DL opentional files. 
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and responsibilities in ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ ~  perhaps the greatest impact that the DEA had on Canada's 

German immigration policy was its effort to promote Canada's continuing membership and active 

and positive participation in the Intergovemmental Cornmittee for European Migration (ICEM).~' 

This ensured that immigration authorities did not lose sight of Canada's role in solving Europe's, in 

this instance, Germany's overpopulation problem. 

The provinces' influence on German immigration was slight and indirect. In the 1950s the view 

that immigration was prirnaril y a federal concem prevailed in 0ttawa." Although the DCI made a 

greater effort to consult with provincial authorities on immigration matten in the 1950s,'~ rarely 

was German immigration on the top of the agenda. 

With regard to overseas immigration work, most provinces concentrated their activities, consisting 

of counselling, recruitment and promotional work, in Britain where many had established offices by 

the mid- 1 950s. No such facilities were established in Germany at this time and promotional work 

was confined to tours by provincial oficials seeking specific types of labourers, events which were 

closely CO-ordinated by immigration authorities. With the exception of Newfoundland's business 

rn igration prograrn and Ontario's recruitment of construction tradesmen in the early- 1 WOs, few 

provinces embarked on their own Geman immigration initiatives. Most requests for German 

workers were accommodated b y existing federal immigration programs which recruited a pool of 

labour to fil1 provincial requests. The DL'S Geman farm-labour prograrn operated very much along 

these lines. Ir. most instances, there was no need for the provinces to take a greater hand in German 

" A proposal prcsented IO cabinet in 1948 to abolish thesc misions in G c m y  and Aumia and administer immigration hom 
consulates undcr the direction of DEA and immigration consuls was scuttled when the Labour rninister refused to agree. PCO, 
Vo1.2647, Cabinet Conclusions, 29.9.1948. 
36 This change was necessitateci not out of any need to more cffectively link the work of the two depamnents but because the 
Amcrican occupation authorities withdrew thcir sponsorship of the missions in May 1955 as Germany assumed the status o f  a 
sovcreign nation. IB, Vol. 822, File 552-1-55 1, P t  2, "CanadiamGerman," l9.2.1960. 
3 7 The views of the DEA were often consulteci on certain issues afkcting German immigration such as  East G e m  refugce problem 
in 1953 and Ottawa's review of security screening in 1955. For the Intergovemmental Cornmittee for European Migration's (ICEM) 
rolc in Gcrman migration to Canada see chapter seven. 
38 Hawkins, Canada and Intntigration, 179. 
39 On thc insistcncc of thc provinces, espccially Quebcc and Alberta, Ottawa adopted a policy of greater consultation on immigration 
mattcrs. DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI], Minutes of DAC1 meeting, 10.1 1.1952. To this end, the Dircctor of Immigration had visited dl 
provincial capitals in 195 1 and settlement offrcers in the field maintainmi contact with their provincial counterparts. Frorn 1953 on, 
meetings betwecn senior fcdcral and provincial oficials took place. 
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immigration as they could rely on Ottawa's existing machinery overseas and in Canada. Provincial 

governments also worked closely with the NES and Immigration Settlement Service offlcials in 

placing and following up new anivals, including the thousands of German f m  workers imported 

by the Federal-Provincial Farm Labour Cornmittees. These activities applied to the general 

immigration stream and were not confined to any one national gro~p.40 

The provinces' contnbution to the boom in German immigration was two-fold. They contributed to 

the increase in immigration in the 1950s by seeking workers, sometimes explicitly specifying 

Germans, through their own prograrns or those of the federal govemment. Second, the additional 

resources they brought to the settlement and placement field assisted Germans in getting established 

and thereby improved the prospects of a continued movement. 

LOOKING FOR OTHER SOURCES OF IMMIGRANTS 

By late-1 950, a11 elements required for an expanded immigration program were in place: the 

political authonty and will, the personnel and the machinery. What is startling is that, in charting 

its massive campaign for 195 1, immigration planners for the most part overlooked the substantial 

contnbution that German immigration could make. Only when a deficit of immigrant-labourers 

emerged by the mid-point of that year did Canada tum to the German manpower supply in a major 

way. 

The most decisive development which tumed the tables in favour of German immigration in 195 1 

was the emerging shortage of qualified DP workers. in 1947, Canada cornmitted itself to assisting 

in the solution of the DP problem in Europe. It accepted DPs as immigrants on humanitarian 

grounds and to fulfil its international obligations and to meet manpower needs. Economic 

considerations strongly governed Canada's DP program as every year thousands of DPs were 

soughi and secured to fil1 positions in Canada's booming economy. Ottawa was counting on a big 

By 1955, seven provinces had entered into agreements with û m w a  for the quai sharùig of costs of immigrants who bccame 
indigent through accident or il[-health during the fint par of their rcsidence in Canada This no doubt gave good press to Canada's 

91 
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intake of DPs for 195 1, the last year of the RO's DP resettlement operations. Moreover, the IR0 

led Ottawa to believe that 1951 would be no different from previous years. It undertook to supply 

virtually al1 of the immigrant-workers required by Canadian mines, forest industries, public 

construction projects, as well as many domestics and f m  labourers, totalling 16,000 workers. 

Despite doubts by some govemment and industry experts about the RO's ability to deliver the 

nurnber and types of workers required, Ottawa decided, on the confident assurances of IRû 

officials, that the DP labour-program for 195 1 would stand without any al te ration^.^' For federal 

authorities bringing the RO's resettlement project to a successful end had precedence over starting 

up a substantial German rn~vernent .~~ There were also practical advantages for Ottawa obtaining 

DP workers; they could be readily mobilised with al1 accompanying pre-selection, processing, pre- 

embarkation and transportation services and costs assumed hlly by the IRO. Labour's Deputy 

Minister, A. MacNamara, was quite clcar on the priority and advantages of the DP movement: 

Canada's best interest is in clearing up the I.R.O. situation because some of Canada's money 
is being spent in tliis co~ec t ion .  . . . The question of Gerrnan Nationals is complicated by 
the fact that no one is prepared to pay the cost of passage.43 

Ottawa was compelled to reappraise its pnorities and immigration program in April 195 1 when the 

IR0 confirmed that it would be able to deliver only one-half of the workers and not on the agreed 

upon times. Wamings were already sounded as early as February 195 1 by Canadian overseas 

officials who noted that the IR0 was behind schedule on filling virtually al1 of their orde# 

Labour officials were already making contingency plans the following month to recruit German and 

Italian workers to meet the shortfall for the lumber companies. In June 1951, it became appaent 

that the IRO's position was worse than expected, prompting Canadian authonties in Karlsruhe to 

immigration prognm in Germany. 
41  By mid-1948 even lntcrnational Refugee Organisation (IRO) officials admitteâ "they have just about reacheâ the bonom of the 
barrcl so far as single unaccompanied women for domestic work are concerned." DL, Vol. 3028, File Interdepartmenta1 Committee 
on lrnmigration and Labour (ICIL) 1948-59, Minutes of [CIL meeting, 24.8.1948. DL also felt that the supply ofdisplaced person 
(DP) minets was exhausted. DL, Vol. 29 1, File 1-26-60-2, Pt- 1, Dawson to MacNamara, 14. IO. 1950- 
"' DEA, Vol. 6248, File 9408-A-40, Consuh Div. to U-Secretiuy State DEA, 25.5.1949; and DCI, Vol. 15 1, File 3-32-1 1, Gibson to 
Cardinal, 8.7.1949. This was a very scnsibk policy given that Gerrnany was rcsponsible for the DP problern in the fint place and 
DPs had no other backers to turn to. This policy also assisteci in the postwar reconstruction of Europe. 
" DL, Vol. 277, File 1-26-2-1, Pt. 1, MacNamara to McLaren, 17.10.1950. 

DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI], Minutes of DAC1 meeting, 9.4.1951 & DAC1 document No. 3. 
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cable: "DP picture getting more dismal daily please cable authonty give absolute prionty German 

Nationals al1 phases our ~ ~ e r a t i o n s . " ~ ~  Clearance was immediately given and the emphasis shifled 

from recruiting DPs to Germans to fil1 the outstanding immigrant-labour quotas. 

Another factor which led Ottawa to lean more towards German immigration was the perception 

amongst overseas officials that the general fitness and suitability of the remaining prospective DP 

immigrants had rapidly diminished by 195 1, while the Gennan labour supply remained fiesh and 

virtually untouched. Adrnittedly, by 1% 1 the available pool of DP labour had been picked over 

several times by various immigration countries which in the end left a "residue" of refugees known 

as "hard-core" cases.46 Officen in the field brought this to the attention of Ottawa and at the same 

time made a pitch for German immigration. In 1950, the DEA's representative reported on his 

conversation with the Chief of Canadian immigration operations in Germany as follows: 

. . .in the field of Displaced Persons they are beginning to scrape the bottom of the barre1 and 

. . . it is increasingly difiicult to fil1 possible quotas from this source . . . We agreed that 
Germans of what is lefi of Germany and the Gemans from Poland fomed a very excellent 
source of new Canadians for c ana da.^' 

The IR0 was indeed encountering problems in filling orders for worken. in 195 1 it began 

recruiting from amongst DP groups found in other European countries in order to produce workers 

it had promised Canada. This confinned the Canadian view that the available supply of "suitable" 

DP migrants in Germany and Austria was near exhaustion. Canadian officials, moreover, observed 

that rejec tiori rates for the remaining DPs was very hi&. In fact, by October 1 95 1, the situation had 

deteriorated to such a point that the Director of Immigration opposed any hirther recruitment of DPs 

who were patently "not of the same calibre as the German and Austnan  national^."^^ 

45 18, Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt. 7, Benoit to Dircctor Immigration. 12.6.1951 and reply 13.6.195 1. 
This espec~ally was the case aftcr the U.S. had entercd the DP immigration picturc in 1949. It also led senior I R 0  officiais to 

dcnounce the pncticc of rccciving countries which twk only the fit and able and left behind the hard core case. M.J. Proudfoot, 
European Refugees, 1939-1 952: A Study in Forced Population Movement (Evanston, III.: Northwestern University Press, 1 9S6), 429. 

DEA, Vol. 6248, File 9408-A-40, DEA Despatch No. 322, 12.8.1950. 
'' DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 1, Smith to Fortier, 29.10.1951; Bird/RobilIard ta Director, 26.10.1951. 
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June 195 1 therefore marked a decisive tuming point fiom a passive to an active German 

immigration policy. From this time, Germans supplanted DPs as the chief source of basic labour 

for Ottawa. They filled jobs for which Canadian worken, British and other northwestem European 

immigrants were not available. This sudden change over to mass Gennan immigration was 

facilitated by the existing presence of staff and facilities in Germany which had been used for the 

DP movement. The continuity between the DP and German movements is refiected in the 

following stock letter sent by Saskatchewan's Farm Labour Cornmittee to employers applying for 

immigrant workers: 

Your application for an immigrant worker was made when Our chief source of supply of 
labour were [sic] DP Camps in Europe. This source of supply we feel has now been 
exhausted and arrangements have been completed to bring out German farm workers fiom 
West ~ e r r n a n ~ . ~ ~  

Entigrnriori Disiriterest in Britai~t 

Immigration plannen' major goal in late-1950 was to secure more British migrants, especially to 

offset the declining flow frorn 1948 to 1950. The need for more Bntons was an axiom held by both 

English Canada and govement. Even British High Commission oficials in Canada saw the 

advantages of ensuring a good fiow of their countryrnen to Canada as a means of keeping strong 

ties with its Commonwealth cousin whose stature was rising in world affairdO Practically al1 stops 

were pulled by Ottawa to attract more British migrants. The Director of Immigration was 

dispatched to the United Kingdom in late-1950 to seek more shipping and competitive fares for 

British migrants and to convince London to ease capital export restrictions imposed against 

emigrants. Immigration staff and facilities in the United Kingdom were augrnented and an APS 

was introduced to entice more immigrants lacking transportation funds to corne to Canada. 

The results of these efforts were mixed. While in 195 1 Canada was able to reverse the trend of 

falling British immigration by secunng more than twice the numben in 1950, the figures still fell 

- - - 

49 DL, Vol. 29 1, File 1-26-60-4, Pt 2, Hutchison to employcrs, (circa May 1952). 
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short of expectations. This was especially noticeable for the British content of total immigration 

which declined from 18% in 1950 to 16% in 1951. What must have raised eyebrows in Ottawa 

were the large numbers of Canada's former enemies, specifically Germans, coming forward in 

195 1. 32,395 Gemans alone came to Canada in this year, representing an increase of 456% over 

1950. The Italian movernent showed similar impressive gains. The public's reaction in 1952 was 

one of continued criticism that not enough was being done for Btitish immigration." This 

compelled Ottawa to keep the British immigration tap on while reducing the flow of Gemans and 

Italians to Canada. This practise was most evident during downturns in the Canadian economy. 

Equally fmstrating for policy maken in 195 1 was that the British supply was not sufficient to 

satisfy al1 immigrant-labour demands in various fields in Canada. Not only did the 3 1,000 British 

migrants fail to meet Canada's aggregate manpower requirements, but this groups' occupational 

composition was decidedl y lopsided, consisting mostl y of professional, clerical and ski lled workers. 

Relatively few British unskilled labourers, agriculturalists and domestics came forward. And most 

employers were not prepared to go without such workers if British supply was not forthcoming. On 

these occasions the principle of the pnmacy of immigration nom Britain had to give way to 

econornic realities and to Ottawa's long-term economic and demographic plans.52 Immigrant- 

worker orders which could not be met by British immigration were directed to missions in 

continental Europe and, in this way, rnany invariably found their way to Canadian immigration 

headquarters in Karlsruhe. Not surpnsingly, Germans filled precisely those labour categories which 

Canada was unable to enlist in Britain. 

The flow of Geman immigrants to Canada continued after 1952 primarily because Britain could 

not meet al1 the labour-immigrant needs of Canada's growing economy. There were many reasons 

for the United Kingdom's failure in this regard. Canada's appetite for immigrant-labour in the 

!O Thc British High Commission in Ottawa was kecping close tabs on the number o f  non-British imrnignnts that the Dominion was 
xccpting. 
5 1 DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 2, Memo to Cabinet "Immigration Policy," 21.21952. 
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1 950s outstn pped Britain's capacity to single-handedly feed this demand. Cornpetition for British 

immigrants was fierce afler the Second World War. Also, few British blue-collar workers were 

willing to emigrate because of the superior wage, working and welfare conditions then offered in 

Britain in cornpanson to Canada. High transportation costs, capital transfer restrictions, the 

devalued pound and the perceived duty to assist in postwar reconstruction undoubtedly dissuaded 

many Britons from taking this step. Germany therefore remained Canada's fall-back supplier in the 

1950s. 

Loo king Elsewlr ere iit Europe 

Similar disincentives to emigrate were evident in other countries of northwestern Europe, including 

Belgium, Denmark, France, Nonvay, Sweden and Switzerland, in the decades after the war. More 

so than in Britain, most of these countries laid greater emphasis on retaining the productive 

elements of their population to assist in postwar reconstruction. With the exception of the 

Netherlands, none of these countries faced acute overpopulation pmblems and therefore had little 

surplus labour to spare for emigration. Accordingly, they sought to limit emigration by imposing 

or enforcing existing restrictions which made it d i f f u l t  for their nationals to leave or for overseas 

countries to carry out active immigration programs.s3 Aiso, their relatively small populations did 

not provide adequate bases fiom which to produce large-scale movements. Nor were sufficient 

immigration and shipping facilities found in these countnes to handle very large movements. 

Consequently, immigration fiom this part of Europe remained relatively small throughout the 

1950s. 

These limitations strongly influenced Ottawa's immigration policy.s4 AAer Bntain, the United 

States and France, immigration from northwestem European countries received preference from 

52 As the Deputy Ministcr of Labour replied to a wrïter bemoaning the shortfall of British newcomen: "1 would bc one of the 
happicst men in Canada if 1 could arrange for a large scalc moverncnt of British people to this country, but Britain is sorely in need o f  
a11 the labour possible and cannot sparc any for us." DL, Vol. 3532, File 3-26-38-1, Pt. 5, MacNarnara to MacDonald, 27.1 1.1951. 
'' Restrictions includcd capital export and exchange restrictions and advertisement prohibitions. CNR, Vol. 8348, File 3070-3 1 ,  
Mcmo No.4, 15.8.1950 and DCI, Vol. 9 1, File 3-3-3, Pt. 1, Fortier to Sim, 14.4.1951. 
This was evidcnt in immigration planning for 1956. DCI, Vol. 73, FiIe PACr] 1951-58, Minuta of DCI meeting, 19.3.1956. 
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Ottawa. Starting in 1948, Ottawa and the railways made a concerted effort to develop a movement 

from this area as they realised that the DP movement was only a temporary solution for Canada's 

immigrant-labour de rnand~ .~~  Yet these efforts fell short of expectations as immigration from 

northwestem Europe tailed off or stagnated fiom 1948 to 1950. Nonetheless, Ottawa redoubled its 

efforts to increase this flow for 195 1, announcing to the Canadian press its optimistic targets set for 

these co~ntries.'~ Further priority was assigned this movcment early in 1% 1 when the shortfall of 

DP immigrants had to be urgently made It was hoped that intensified promotional work where 

permitted, negotiations with foreign govenunents to remove currency restrictions, Canada's 

liberalisation of immigration via PC 2856, and the APS would turn the situation around. Indeed, 

these measures did bnng results as immigration fiom northwestern Europe more than doubled from 

1950 to 195 1, but it still fell far short of contributing to Ottawa's total target of 200,000. Also, this 

upswing in immigration could not be sustained and numbers dropped precipitously the following 

year, deteriorating still further in 1954-55 and rebounding slightly in 1956 and 1957 (see Figure No. 

2). Furthemore, the two most coveted labour commodities in Canada - fann labourers and 

domestics - were also in short supply in northwestem Europe. This had important consequences for 

German immigration. High immigration targets were assigned to Germany afier June 195 1, while 

quotas that could not be filled in northwestem Europe were transferred to Robillard's headquarters 

in ~ar l smhe .~*  

The Dutch movement to Canada differed markedly fiom the pattern of emigration h m  other 

countnes of western Europe. The Netherlands offered a much larger and more consistent flow of 

immigrants to Canada fiorn 1948 to 1954. This was primarily due to the overpopulation pressure in 

the Netherlands aAer the war and the Dutch govemrnent's encouragement of controlled emigration. 

Canada exercised less control over this movement than it did over immigration f?om other 

5 5  CNR, Vol. 8338, Filc 3070-3 1,  McGowan/Cresswell to I.A. Mackinnon, lS.9.1948. 
'' Finaricial P m ,  3.3.195 1. Ottawa made no referencc to German immigrants. 
" DCI. Vol. 73, Filc [DACI] 195 1-58, Minutes o f  DAC1 meeting, 9.4.195 1 .  
SU IB, Vol. 8 14, File 55 1 -IO- 1953, Pt. 2, D.J.L. to Chief Op. Div., 1.6.1953. Regarding inability of other countries to supply 
domestics and fm hands, sec IB, Vol. 835, FiIe 553-30, Pt 1, Chief Op. Div. to al1 posts abroad, 6.8.1954; and IB, Vol. 840, File 
553-50, Pt. 2, Beaslcy to al1 posts abroad, 22.7.1955 and overseas replies. 
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countries. Most of the recmiting, pre-selection and transportation work was carried out by Dutch 

authorities. As well, various Dutch private agencies in Canada assisted in placing these migrants in 

Canada. These generous services, as well as the Dutch authorities' interest in controlling this 

movement, meant that Ottawa was willing to accept the volume and, to a certain degree, the types 

of workers which the Netherlands offered. As a result, other prograrns, especially the Gennan 

movement, were influenced by the immigrant-labour gaps which were not filled by the Dutch, and 

for that rnatter, also the British movement. This dynamic appears to have been at work in the 

Geman farm labour r n o ~ e m e n t . ~ ~  

Italy and Gertnatiy as a Lost Resott 

As a result of the onset of the DP labour shortfall in June 195 1 and the inadequate and uneven 

supply of labour from Britain and northwestem Europe, Ottawa's policy rnaken were cornpelled in 

the 1 950s to tum to other countries in Europe in order to meet Canada's manpower deficit. Already 

in 1950 efforts were made to develop programs to move farm hands, skilled workers and general 

labourers from Europe's other immigrant source, Italy. Indeed, Italian immigration was critical in 

tiding Canadian industry over the labour shortage in 195 1. However, because of difficulties 

experienced with Italian authonties in organising these movements and widespread cornplaints fiom 

many employers and government offcials about Italian workers leaving their job placements, 

Immigration and Labour authorities abandoned their Italian group-labour programs in 1% 1-52? 

Undoubtedl j ethnic and racial stereotypes also prompted Canadian authonties to give preference to 

Germans over Italians in certain s~hemes.~'  In sum, German immigration not only made up the 

shortage of DP labourers and supplied skilled workers not available h m  preferred countries, it also 

filled labour gaps lefi in the wake of the discontinued Italian program. 

54 As thc numbcr and percentagc of Dutch fann immigrants declined from 195 1 CO 1953, the volume of Gennan f .  workers to 
Canada corrcspondingly pickcd up at this tirne, evidently taking up the slack left by the Dutch deficit (sec Figure No. 27). 
td F.lacovctta, "Ordering in Bulk: Canada's Postwar Immigration Policy and the Recruitment of Contnct Workers from Italy," 
Journal ofArnericari Ethnic History 1 1 (1 99 I ), 6 1-74. 
6 1 This was especially the case in the domestics scheme in which "northern Europeam" were given prcference. It is aIso evident in 
Canada's use of the ICEM which was to channel Mian migrants to other countries and away Gom Canada; see chapter seven. 
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Eventually, by way of a series of misfires experienced with other movements, Ottawa arrived upon 

the German supply as the solution to its immigration requirements and problems in 195 L6* It was 

undoubtedly the exigencies of the ambitious 195 1 general immigration program which prompted 

the govemment to adopt a full-blown German program. Initial positive reports fiom the field about 

the suitability of German workers also helped launch the program. The Director of Immigration 

was so convinced of the desirability of Gemans that he recommended to his Deputy Minister in 

late- 195 1 that "unless we take irnrnediate action in obtaining the most suitable and desirable 

immigrants from Germany it will only be a matter of time before we will find the German 

Govemrnent in a mood where they will not permit the free movement of Geman nationals and 

established expellees from ~ e r r n a n ~ . " ~ ~  The considerable success of the Geman movement in its 

first big year of 195 1 guaranteed a spot for Gennans in Ottawa's future immigration programs. 

COMPETITION FROM OTHER IMMIGRATION COUNTRIES 

Shortly after the war, the habit of monitoring the plans and activities of other major "receiving" 

countries, most notably Australia, the United States and Britain, had become common practise in 

Ottawa. This was especially tme when these countries' interests and fields of operations intersected 

wi th Canada's own, as in the case of Australia's program in Britain after the war. The initiatives of 

perceived competiton often aflected policy making in Ottawa. For example, the govemment's 

decision to participate in the DP resettlement program sooner rather than later was largely inspired 

by the calclilation that Canada might be left behind other countries in getting the best DP migrants. 

Developments in the Geman immigration field were also closely followed and the resulting 

findings did at times influence Canadian policy. 

Ottawa's first reconnaissance in this field was in connection with the German scientists' scheme in 

1946-47. In September 1946, the National Research Council noted that Geman scientists were 

'' This samc rcasoning wrts cvidcnt during the 9'h Fedcnl-Pmvincial Fann Labour Conference in December 195 1 where thc future 
source of Canada's farm labour supply was delibented. Afler assessing al1 possible options, starting with the preicrred emigration 
countries, i t was general 1 y agreed that "German y scerned to be the most logical source of suppl y." DL, Vol. 876, FiIe 8-7-2 1 - 1 2, P t  
3, Minutes.. . November 30, Decernbcr 1-3, 1951. 
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being ernployed in England and the United States and suggested a similar course of action for 

Canada. By November, this proposa1 received serious consideration fiom the Director of 

Immigration who observed that "Bntain, the United States and Russia are scouring top notch men 

of these classes fiom ~ e r m a n ~ . " ~ ~  Canada's High Comrnissioner in London, who was especially 

sold on the usefulness of these men, advised that Australia and New Zealand had already 

established contracts for the movement of scientists. Pressure fiom External Affairs and 

Immigration gathered, culminating in the federal cabinet's approval of the importation of a limited 

number of German scientists and technicians to Canada under contract? Undoubtedly, the 

precedent established b y Britain and other Commonwealth countries removed some of the political 

reservations which Canadian authorities entertained about this scheme. But it was ultimately 

economic self-interest and Britain's appea166 for Canada to accept some of these scientists which 

ultimately drove Ottawa to adopt this scheme. 

In terms of developing a general Geman movement, Ottawa closeiy watched the activities of its 

principal rival, Australia, already in 1948, taking carefùl note of the recommendations of its 

Immigration Advisory Council which called for easing the restrictions against Gennan and 

Austrians with close-relatives in ~ustralia.~' Also in June 1949, during the 63rd meeting of the 

Interdepartmental Committee, members were appnsed about the proposed "Cellar" amendments to 

United States DP Act to, inter dia, allocate 50% of the DP quota to ethnic Germans. Eight months 

later the Committee considered a news item in the Manchester Guardian which provided details 

about thc German domestics' scheme organised by the British Ministry of ~abour? As a lobbying 

strategy, pro-German immigration groups in Canada also made certain that any moves by other 

63 DCI, Vol. 127, File 3-33- 13, Smith to Fonier, 9.1 1.195 1. 
18, Vol. 649, File B6737, Pt. 1, Director to Ministcr Glen, 9.1 1.1946. 

6s PC 2047 of 29.5.1947 authorised the admission of G e m  xinitists under contract. Regarding DEA's reponing on the 
compctition and sceking to sccure certain candidates see IB, Vol. 649, File B6737, Pt. 1, Robertson to Secretary State DEA, 
30.4.1947; DEA, Vol. 2086, File AR 22 15, Pt. 2, DEA Telegram 9. IO. 1947; Ibid., Pt. 3, DEA Dispatch No. 2283,29.11.1948. 
66 In thc context of the Cold War setting. British and American intelligence authorities féared that German scientists and technicians 
would fall into Sovict hands, eithcr by wiiy of inducements or abductions. Britain esscntially regarded Canada as a safe storage area 
for scicntists, far away from Sovict machinations and the Europcan Cold War front. See IB, Vol. 649, File 86737, Pt. 1, Secretary of 
Statc for Dominion Affairs to DEA, 1 .t 1947. In this way Canada's "German scientists" pro- met one of the major objectives of 
the American's "Operation Papcr Clip," which was to identify, secure or distance Nazi scientists and technicians from Soviet control. 
" DL, Vol. 3028, File [ICIL] 1948-50, ~ i n u t a  o i4 ïh ,  19.10-1948 and l4.IZI948 [CIL meetings. 
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receiving countries to liberalise Geman immigration did not escape Ottawa's attention. While 

these developments were monitored by Ottawa, they did not lead to any abrupt or radical changes, 

but undoub tedl y so fiened up the immigration bureaucracy's resistance to admitting ~ e r m a n s . 6 ~  

ARcr all. Ottawa had no intention of proceeding with an al1 out German immigration program until 

it had some assurances that relations with Germany would be normalised by way of a peace 

settlement in the near future. When this did happen in the fa11 of 1950, Ottawa increasingly viewed 

other receiving countries less as precedent maken and more as competitors in the German 

immigration field. And, not unlike the IRO situation, Canada by late-195 1 felt the urgency to 

exploit the Geman immigrant-labour market as soon as possible to get the pick of the crop. 

The first signs of this cornpetitive attitude were evident in reports by Canadian Labour officials 

stationed in Germany who, in probing Germany's immigration potential for Canada in late-1950, 

had discovered that Britain had already adrnitted 20,840 single German women workers; New 

Zealand was now taking Germans and paying their fares; and Australia was close to signing a deal 

with Gennany for a large-scale movement. This prompted the Deputy Minister to reconsider 

whether overseas transportation loans should be extended to German immigrants as there were 

"other countries taking Germans and probably getting the better cla~s." '~ London's decision to 

admit certain Germans to Britain no doubt represented an endonement of German immigration at a 

time when Canadian officials were still somewhat reluctant to take this step." If German workers 

were accepted in Britain, then they were surely good enough for Canada. 

In addition to Britain, other European countries had aiready made significant headway in tapping 

German labour by May 195 1 when Canada approached German authorities with its fiat immigrant- 

68 Ibid. Minutcs of 63". 28.6.1949 and 71', 15.2.1950 ICIL meetings. See also Monchester Guurdian, 2.1.1950. 
69 Indccd, onc of the arguments made to Cabinet to remove restrictions was that G e m  nationais were now entering the U.S. under 
a gcnerous quota. IB, Vol. 447, File 675985, Pt. 6, Memo to Cabinet, 18.8.1950. 
70 DL, Vol. 29 1 ,  Filc 1 -26-60-2, Pt. 1, Sharrer to Lamarre, 4.12.1950 & MacNamara to Dawson, 1 8.12.1950. 
7 1 As carly as November 1945, Britain was recmiting Gennan scientists and technicians and by late 1949 had accepted a total of 324. 
By 1948, Gcrman womcn were bcing admittcd to the Unitcd Kingdom under the "Westward-Ho" (634 women plus 744 men), 
"North-Sca" (9,713) and Sudctcn-Gem (1,304) schernes. The "Blue Danube" scheme sccured 2,341 Aunrian women for nursing 
and tcxtilc work. Sec D. Kay and R. Miles, Refugees or Migmnt Workers? Europeun Volunteer Workers in Brituin 1946-1951 
(London and New York: Routledge, 1992), 38,43,60 and 147 and J-D. Steincrt, Migration und Polirik, Westdeutschland - Eurape - 
Übersee 1945-1961 (Osnabrück: Secolo Verlag, 1995). 63-70. 
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labour plans. Canadian overseas reports alerted headquarters about the activities of other foreign 

missions snapping up German workea. Sweden's recruitment of miners and lumber workers and 

France's and Luxembourg's enlistrnent of domestics in 195 1-52 were seen as competing with 

Canadian recruiting drives in ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ ~  Afier this initial spurt of activity, intra-European 

immigration came to a virtual standstill and most European countries became increasingly reluctant 

to encourage permanent sett lement.73 Overseas competit ion for Gerrnan immigrants, however, 

remained vigorous. 

The United States was Canada's most serious competitor. It received more German immigrants on 

an annual basis than Canada during the 1950s, Save the years 195 1 and 1953. From 195 1 to 1957, it 

welcomed a total of 250,000 German migrants cornpared to Canada's 200,000 (see Figure No. 12). 

Of course, considenng its size, Canada ultimately accepted an extraordinary number of Germans. 

Figure No. 12: Emigration from the Fedeml Republic of Gerrnany to al1 Countrics, 1951-57 
YEAR Canada %of U.S.A. % of Auslnlia K of South ./.of Afria %of Othcr %of Tocil 

Total Total Total Amcrici Toul Tocil Total 

Total 199,615 37.0% 251,100 465?4 47,400 8d% 23,200 43% 15.700 2.9% 3,100 0.6% 540,115 

Source: DCt, Vol. 13, File fmmigration Statistics 1852-1964 and KI, VOL 161, Fik 1-16-1. Siavcy oflnmiigntion Jimc 28.1963. 

Amencan dominance in the German immigration field was achieved for the most part by special 

programs introduced by Washington which greatly augmented the modest yearly quotas set for 

German immigrants. The first such initiative was made possible by an amendment to the existing 

- - 

" DL, Vol. 277, File 1-26-1 -9, Pt. 1, Sirnons to Dawson, 26.5.195 1; DL, Vol. 29 1,  Fite 1-26-60-3-1, Lamarre to MacNamara, 
24.9.195 1 .  
'' W.R.Bdhning, The MI~TCIIIOII o/lVorkers in the United Kitgdont and the European Cmmwtiry (London: Oxford University Press, 
1972). In the case of Britain, Europe's largcst recipient of refugce migrants, the expenmcnt with importeci contnct Europcan 
workers wris abandoncd by 195 1 .  One reason for this was chat interest among refugees in migrating to the U.K. was in serious 
decline by 1949 becausc of the restrictive terms and conditions of the British schcmcs. At this tirnc, North Arnerican and Australian 
programs offercd more attractive resettlement opportunities and fewer labour restrictions. Kay and Miles, Refugees, 162-1 66. 
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American DP Act which for the fint time pemitted the entry Geman expellees and rehigees, 

upwards of 54,744, to Arnerica fiom June 16,1950 to June 30,1952. Known as the German 

Expellees Program, it offered marked advantages over Canadian schemes. It enlisted Bonn's 

services in performing al1 pre-processing functions at no charge to the immigrant and offered Free 

overseas transportation for these immigrants, while sponsors normally picked-up the expenses of 

inland transportation. Furthemore, the program targeted those occupational groups, most 

especially farm workers and domestics, in which Canada was most interested and offered higher 

wages for these workers. interest in this program was widespread in Germany, causing Canadian 

officials to lament that prospective immigrants were "sitting on the fence" in committing to Canada, 

first assessing their chances of emigrating under the Amencan program.74 

Undisputedly, America as an immigration destination had greater drawing power than Canada. 

According to survey results, 47% of potential emigrants enquinng at German emigration offices 

chose the United States and only 20% canada." A small edge which Canada retained over the 

American program was that its recmitment also extended to German Reichsdeutsche (native 

citizens of Germany), a class of immigrant which Canada's Director of Immigration preferred over 

Volksdez~tsclie re fugees. In addition, Ottawa's unsponsored program was better suited for 

maximising and streamlining immigrant intake from Germany in cornparison to the cumbersome 

system adopted in the American DP and Refûgee Acts which required private sponsors to provide 

assurances of jobs and homes before an immigrant could be admitted. Although it got off to a slow 

start, the U.S. Expellees Program moved 2,040 immigrants in the fiscal year 1950-51 but 42,796 in 

193 1 - ~ 2 . ' ~  The latter figure must surely have put a small dent in Canadian immigration operations, 

but in the early- 1950s Geman immigrant supply still ouhveighed demand. 

'" IB, Vol. 673, File C83755, Robillrud to Director, 25.9.tgS 1. 
75 Friedmann, Gernian lmnrigrarion inro Canada (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1952), 2 1. 
'' U.S. DP Commission, Memo io Amerka: The DP Story (Washington: 1952), 84. Because the U.S. expellees pro- only 
extended to Volksdeutsche refuges, many German Reichsdeuuche rnay have signed up for immigration ta Canada as a stcpping 
Stone to the United States. 
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Fewer potential German migrants were available by the mid-1950s when America's second major 

German immigration initiative shifted into high gear. The Refugee Relief Act (RRA) of August 

1953 launched a three-year program aimed at securing, among others, 90,000 Germans - consisting 

of 55,000 German expellees and 35,000 East-bloc escapees - outside the regular annual quotas. As 

under the previous U.S. Expellees Program, processing and transportation were fiee, paid for and 

coordinated by the ICEM, a European resettlement agency heavily funded by Washington. Again, 

individual sponsors in the United States were relied upon to generate applications for immigrants 

and to cover their transportation costs fiom port of arriva1 to final destination. Also, Bonn again 

assisted in the Amencan's second prograrn, albeit reluctantly, as it was now facing growing pressure 

within Germany to restnct the movement of skilled worken." The ambitious targets set for the 

American program raised considerable anxiety in the minds of Canadian officiais as to whether 

enough suitable immigrants would remain for their program? 

Like the Expellees' Program, the RRA'S program took time to build momentum, only reaching full 

stride in its final year. In the end it brought 5 1,724 Gerrnans to the United States, about 58% of its 

original target.79 Canada capitalised on the lay-off between the two major Arnerican prograrns, 

taking a record number of Gennans in 1953 and in the process surpassing America's intake in this 

year. This success was short-lived. The new Amencan prograrn, Australia's continuing aggressive 

recruitment, emerging labour shortages in Germany, as well as Bonn's efforts to limit emigration, 

took a heavy toll on Canada's intake in 1954 and 1955. The flow of Germans dropped by half 

between 1953 and 1955. Only by launching a vigorous counter-offensive, consisting of an 

aggressive promotional campaign and attractive immigration tems, was Ottawa able to rescue its 

77 Gcrmany had io comply in making the American scheme a success or jeopardise ils foreign relations with the U.S. Steinert, 
Migra~ron und Politik, 254-5, 330. 
78 Canadian church groups in Gcrmany detectcd this concern among Canadim ofiicials overseas. NAC, MG 28 V 18, N. American 
Baptist Immigration and Colonization Society records, File 5.59, Berkefeld to Herzer, et al. 18.8.1953. 
79 S tcinert, Migration und Politik, 254-5; R. Solberg, Open Doors. Tlie Sfory of Lutheram Resettling Refugees (S t. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House, l992), 6 1-2. 
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German program in 1956. Like the previous Expellees' Program, the RRA initiative lured many of 

the same categorieç of workers to the U.S. that Canada desired mostaO 

One of Canada's traditional competitors in the immigration field was its Commonwealth sister 

Australia, which also pursued an assertive immigration policy afier the Second World War for 

many of the same economic, political and demographic reasons as Canada. Unlike the Amencan 

immigration program, which was guided by the political objective of ensuring European stability by 

relieving population pressure,81 Australia's immigration policy was linked to that governrnent's 

overall nation-building program. This accounts for its aggressiveness in the field which camied 

over into its German immigration prograrn. in spite of its ambitions, Australia consistently fell 

short of Canada in achieving a high annual volume of German immigration h m  1951 to 1957 (see 

Figure No. 13). This was because of the lower quotas set by Australian authorities and the poorer 

results of its recruiting drives. 

Australia's full-fledged German immigration program got off to a late start, delayed by the 

protracted negotiations with German authorities and the tenacious political opposition which 

Canberra encountered to this initiative at home. Its prograrn was officially christened with the 

signing of the German-Australian migration agreement on August 29, 1952, at the Palais 

Schaumberg in Bonn. This bilateral agreement offered both advantages and disadvantages over 

Canada's and the United States's approach of informa1 negotiations with Bonn. On the positive 

side, it ensured a relatively steady flow of immigrants, including set quotas of specified categories 

of workers desired by Australia. in tum, Germany agreed to recruit, process and transport these 

workers. On the negative side, this agreement limited Australia's flexibility to adapt immigration to 

short-term economic developments, both in ternis of adjusting the volume and types of immigrants 

BO Warnings to this effect were issued by international Lutheran agencies which notcd that the RRA was cuning into the available 
Gcrman m p o w e r  pool for Canadian farrn labour schemes. NAC, MG 28 V 120, Canadian Lutheran World Relief (CLWR) 
records, RccI H-1393, File CLWR negotiations 1953-56, Baetz to Monk, 1.l.l9SS. 
8 1 D.Rcimcrs and H.Troper, "Canadian and Arttericm immigration Policy since 1945," in B. Chiswick, ed., Immigration. Language 
and Etlinicity: Canada und the United States (Washington, D.C.: AEI Press, 1992), 15. In fact, the view widely held in the U.S. in 
the latc-1950s was that furthcr immigration might hinder the nse in productivity and personal incorne. ILO, International Migration: 
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coming forward. Canada's approach afforded more room to manoeuvre, especially in increasing 

Gennan numbers when circumstances permitted, which was well suited for the 1950s when an 

abundant supply of immigrants was on hand in Gemany. However, when interest in emigration 

evaporated in Germany after 1957, the DCI again reassessed the merits of Australia's more defined 

bi lateral 

In addition to Canada's "fiee-hand" approach, other factors gave Canada a decided advanrage over 

Australia in the 1950s. Suweys taken in Germany reveal that prospective immigrants consistently 

prefened Canada over Australia. This may have been due to Gemans' greater familiarity with 

Canada; the more established Gennan communities in Canada; and a longer tradition of Geman 

immigration to Canada. The greater "tyranny of distance" separating Germany from the land down- 

under no doubt also dissuaded many from making the move to Australia. Canada's early entry into 

the German immigration field, starting with the Canadian Christian Council for the Resettlement of 

Refugees (CCCRR) in 1947 and followed by its own program in 1951, seems to have also primed 

the subsequent German movement. After a late start, the Australian program was almost 

immediately hit by an economic recession which forced Canberra to cut-back immigration. 

Negative press reports in Gemany about this crisis further dampened interest in migrating to 

~ustralia? When its economy recovered in 1953, Australia resumed and expanded its immigration 

prograrn. In the meantime Canada had registered its three highest successive yean of Geman 

intake in 195 1-53 (see Figure No. 13). But the revamped Australian prograrn competed effectively 

against Canada's own programs in 1954-57 which may, in small part, have hurt Canada's program 

in 1954 and 1955. 

Cornpetition between these two countries for Geman immigrants became fierce. Both closely 

monitored each other's programs, seeking ways in which to improve their own initiatives and gain 

/ 945- 1957 (Gencva: 1 LO, 1957). 238. Had the U.S. used immigration in the samc way as Austnlia and Canada did, it may have 
ovcnvhclmcd both of these countries' programs. 
'' DCI, Vol. 16 1 ,  Filc 1-16- 1,  "Survey of Immigration," 28.6.1963. 

1 O6 
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ad~anta~es . '~  Already in December 1950, Canadian officials were prognosticating the impact 

which Australia's plans would have on its own prograrn in Germany. The Canadian mission in 

Karlsruhe raised the spectre of the Australian prograrn overwhelming Canada's efforts.'* At the 

nadir of German immigration to Canada in 1955 officials in Ottawa sought to learn from Australia's 

successes and borrowed some of Australia's effective techniques. Drawing on the Australian 

example, Ottawa invited German officials on a tour of Canada to dispel the bad publicity about 

Canada's economy and to promote settlement schemes and also made greater use of the ICEM to 

advertise Yet, there were limits on how far Ottawa could be dnven by competition to 

develop an increased German movement. For example, Australia's mode1 of covenng the full costs 

of immigrants' ocean fares was rejected by Ottawa pnmarily out of fear that it would be subject to 

misuse as a cheap means for foreignen to visit Canada. As a result, much of the fight to acquire 

Canada's share of Gennans was leR to the oveneas staff who undertook the crucial promotional, 

recruiting and administrative work? Here, Robillard's energetic administration stood Ottawa in 

good stead. 

The activities of other countries in the field of Geman immigration had a number of effects on 

Canada's own Gerrnan program. On the positive side, they helped convince Canadian authonties to 

take bolder steps to relax restrictions against Gennan nationals prior to 1950 and to increase the 

intake of Gemans after 1950. The competition, by 1956, also inspired Immigration headquarters 

and posts in Germany to adopt a more aggressive attitude towards recruiting and to offer more 

inducements to prospective immigrants. On the negative side, the rectuiting drives of other 

IB. Vol. 821, Filc 552-1-55 1, Pt. 1, Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 9.12.1952. The recession resulted from the balance of paymenu 
cnsis which had bccome so scrious in 1952 that Canberra was forced to take ami-inflationary measurcs, one of which was to restnct 
immigration. 
34 For Australia's views on its Canadian cornpetitor, see A. Sauer, "Christian Charity, Govemmcnt Policy and G e m  Immigration 
to Canada and Austral ia, 1947- 1952," Canadian issues 18 (1996), 162. 
85 J-D. Stcinen, "Drehscheibe Westdeutschland: Wandeningspolitik im Nachkriegsjahrzehnt," in K. Bade ed., Deutde im Ausland - 
Frenide in Deutschland. Migrarion in Geschichte und Gegenwari (München: Verlag C.H.Beck, 1992). 268-9; DL, Vol. 29 1, File 1 - 
26-60-2, Pt. 1 ,  Sharrcr to Lamarre, 4.12.1950; and IB, Vol. 821, Filc 552- 1-55 1, Pt. 1, Davis to S e c r c t q  State DEA, 3 1. IO. 1952. 
" DCI, Vol. 127, Filc 3-33- t 3, Fortier to PickengiIl, 13-6-1956. 
87 Thts i s  salicnt fcaturc of Robillard's mcmos in which he askcd headquarters for morc concessions to effectivcly compete against 
AusnIia and the United States. Also Canada's overseas staff were situated in dose proximity to their cornpetiton. Canadian offices 
in Hamburg and Berlin were in the same buildings as the Australian and the lCEM missions. IB, Vol. 8 15, File 55 1-10- 1957, Pt. 2, 
NChief Op. Div. to Chief Admin. Div. (Administration Division), 18.9.1957. 
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countnes appear to have cut into the diminishing supply of German immigrants for Canadian 

prograrns b y the mid- 1 950s and to have diverted Bonn's valued resources and assistance away from 

Canada's initiative.'* 

STIMULATINC I ~ ~ M I G R A T I O N :  OTTAWA'S TRANSPORTATION LOANS 

In late- 1950, the DCI desperately sought innovative measures to reverse the trend of declining 

immigration in the previous years. One measure, in part taken from Australia's successful British 

prograrn, was to ease the immigrant's financial burden of moving to Canada, by way of a system of 

transportation loans. The resulting initiative, known as the APS, was introduced in Ianuary 195 1. 

Its effects were immediate and account for the large jump in immigration to Canada in 195 1, when 

16,729 APS warrants were issued. It, more than any other measure introduced by Ottawa, 

contributed directly to the German immigration boom as German migrants were the principal 

beneficiaries of this scheme. 

As with most initiatives to boost immigration, the APS initially was intended to stimulate the 

movement of Brîtons. As early as October 1950, cabinet had approved in principle a prograrn 

whereby domestics and skilled tradesmen fiom Britain were to be provided with transportation 

loans on a down payment o f f  10, the outstanding balance to be repaid by the immigrant after 

establishment in Canada. With the realisation that the IRO would soon end as a source of 

immigrants and free loans for DPs and with the pressure applied by outside interests to set up their 

own transportation loan schemes, the IACI proposed that the govemrnent operate its own 

comprehensive transportation loan system formally known as the APS. This proposa1 was 

subsequently approved by cabinet on December 13, 1950, and implemented on January 1, 1 9 5 0 . ~ ~  

The continuation of the APS was subject to the approval of cabinet on a year-to-year basis. 

- -- 

an This was especially tme for the pend after 1954, when Bonn, busy with the American and Austnlian initiatives, gave linle 
attention and even fewer resources to Canadian annual programs. Stcincrt, Migration und Polirik, 273. 
89 PCO, Vol. 2646, Cabinet Conclusion, 13.1 2.1950; DL, Vol. 895, File 8-9-63-2, P t  1 ,  Minutes of IACI meeting, 1.12.1950. 
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Under terrns of the APS the DCI was authorised to advance interest-fiee loans to heads of farnilies 

or single immigrants whose services were urgent1 y required in Canada. Naturally, conditions 

applied. In order to be eligible for this scheme, workers were required to contribute a minimum of 

$30 towards the costs of their own transportation and had to accept a designated type of 

employment for a predetemined penod. They had to repay the loans over a penod not exceeding 

two years after arriva1 in Canada by means of regular deductions from their earnings. The APS was 

to be financed by a revolving fùnd of $1 million which was later extended to $3 million in March 

195 1 and to $9 million a year later. It applied to workers from Britain as well as from most 

countries on the continent, including Gemany. It was only extensively used in Gemany after June 

195 1, when immigration authorities decided to boost the Gerrnan By this time the APS 

was also extended to Germans coming forward under the DL'S group-labour schemes. 

Immigration authorities already realised in September 1950 that most prospective German migrants, 

required financial support for their transportation. Initially they looked to outside agencies to 

address this problem. At the September, 1950, DAC1 meeting, it was suggested that voluntary or 

certain United Nations agencies advance hnds to cover the fares of German migrants. The 

possibility of using the Econoniic Cooperntion A a  and Organisation for European Economic 

Cooperation funds to cover German migrant transportation costs also was explored. Even the 

International Labour Organisation (no) was approached regarding a scheme to establish a 

revolving Fund to move Germans to  anad da.^' With no progress on this fiont, the matter was 

finally resolved when Germans were declared eligible for APS loans in December 1950:~ In the 

meantime the DL, drawing on its expenence with the DP movement, devised its own way of 

financing transportation. It suggested to certain mining and forestry operations seeking German 

90 DL, Vol. 277, Filc 1-26-1 -9, Pt. 1, Smith to Dawson, 28.6.195 1. This is aIso reflected in the originai amounts encumbered for the 
Assisted Passagc Scheme (APS) to ovcrseas posts in January 195 1: only $120,000 was assigned Gerrnan immigration compared to 
$232,000 for thc U.K. [B. Vol. 924, File 590-1, Pt. 1, Reid to McPhail, 22.1.195 1. 
0 1 IB, Vol. 3 1, Filc 682, Pt 6, Bcnoit to [?], 24.1 1 .l9SO; DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 195 1-57, Minutes of DACI rnecting, l9.9.I9SO; 
and IB, Vol. 924, Filc 590- 1 ,  Pt. 1 ,  Smith to Fortier, 26.IO.l9SO. 
'' DEA's rcpresentative in Gcrmuiy, T.C. Davis, may have forced immigration's hand, when in early December he made a pointed 
enquiry to Dcputy Minister Fortier seeking to know whether Gennans wert included in the proposai British transportation Ioan 
schernc. IB, Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt. 6, Davis to Fortier, 5.12.1950 and Fortiefs reply 14.12.1950. 
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workers that they establish their own revolving funds and advance monies to prospective 

immigrant-workers on a refûndable basis. Their efforts were supported by Fortier who encouraged 

the creation of such Company schemes. However, the resulting company-funded programs were 

short-lived. By mid- 195 1, they were overtaken by the APS, as many forestry companies and the 

Canadian Metal Mining Association (CMMA) insisted that the govemment assume the risks of 

moving workers and accordingly abandoned their programs. 

The inclusion of Gemans under the APS was a godsend to this movement for a number of reasons. 

Because this scheme catered exclusivel y to immigrant workers it directly bene fited the German 

movement which was comprised largely of labourers. Initially any worker whose services were 

urgently required93 could qualify for this scheme. This benefited German immigrants who offered a 

wide-range of skills dcsired in Canada. Also, the APS enabled lower-paid classes of German 

workers to corne to Canada, such as domestics and f m  workers, who were in the greatest need of 

financial assi~tance.~' In this way, its most obvious advantage was to offer German immigrants the 

means of overcoming credit problems and currency restrictions in Germany. 

German immigrants' need of financial assistance was very real and acute. Paradoxically, many of 

the factors which motivated Germans to leave their country, such as high unemployrnent, low 

standard of living and low wages, also held them back fiom realising this goal. In short, most 

lacked the means or the savings to pay for their transportation overseas, a problern which only 

began easing by 1956 when the standard of living in Germany improved. This was especially bue 

for German expellees and refugees who generally had little or no savings, and who suffered higher 

thm normal rates of unemployrnent and required more social welfare relief than native Gemans. 

The consequences of their plight was realised early on by the CCCRR which informed sponsors in 

Canada that "[slome of these people are so poor that they will not be able to emigrate unless we 

93 This was subscqucntly regulated by the "List of trades, skills & occupations in short supply in Canada," listing 45 occupations for 
whicfi G c m s  also qualified. The list was subject CO a number of revisions IB, Vol. 924, File 590-1, Pt. 1,  DCI Directive No. 73, 
20.1.1951. 

IB, Vol. 924, File 590-1. Pt. 5,  GMC to Chief Op. Div., 3.8.1954. 
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fumish them with money to pay other necessary expenses in ~ e r m a n ~ . " ~ ~  Bonn's strict currency 

exchange and export restrictions imposed another obstacle to ernigra t i~n.~~ They prevented 

immigrants fiom exchanging Deutsche Mark (DM) into Canadian currency to pay for their 

transportation fares and seulement expenses. They also greatly limited the export of DM to 

Canada. initially even shipping companies in Germany were prohibited fkom accepting payrnent of 

fares in DM.~' AS early as October 1950 immigration authorities initiated talks with Bonn to find 

some way around this impediment. The best that the German governrnent could offer was to permit 

German immigrants to exchange the cquivalent of $30 effective afier June 195 1. Currency 

exchange and export restrictions remained a problem for German emigrants until the spring of 1954 

when restraints were substantially eased. 

Canada's decision to extend the APS to the German movement in January 195 1 eliminated many of 

the financial difficulties. German workers who previously had no way of paying their 

transportation to Canada could now qualify for travel loans and irnrnediately rnove to Canada where 

they could work off this debt. The A P S  also enabled German immigrants to side-step Bonn's 

financial restrictions because the transportaiion warrants issued by the Canadian authonties 

involved no money exchange or transfers. It also guaranteed immigrants a berth on a ship at the 

lowest available fare. This was especially important in the early- 1950s when shortages of west- 

bound passenger shipping threatened to restrict the flow of immigration fkom Europe. The only 

problem which remained for the immigrant was coming up with the funds to pay the $30 down 

payment required to qualify for the scheme and to convert these funds into dollars. Some relief was 

forthcoming in June 195 1, when cabinet waived this requirement for needy cases and when the 

German government at the same time pemitted the exchange of small amounts of DM.~" 

95 CLWR, Reel H- 1399, File CCCRR Corr. & Bricfs 1950-5, CCCRR notice (circa 1948). 
96 T ~ C S C  restrictions wcre not a device to control or limit emigration but resulted more from Gennanfs forcign capital deficit and 
cxtcrnal exchangc controls. The German government had to honour currency restrictions applied to countries receiving Marshall 
Aid. Bccausc of its poor foreign exchange standing in the carly-1950s, Germany could il1 afford to have emigrants draw on its scarce 
rcscrvc of foreign funds. IB, Vol. 3 1 ,  File 682, Pt. 7, Smith to Fortier, 9.1 1.l9Sl. 
97 10, Vol. 924, File 590-1, Pt. 1, Bird CO ChiefOp. Div., i2.2.1951; DL, Vol. 290, File 1-26-60-1, Pt. 1, Phelan to MacNamara, 
30.5.195 1. 
98 DCl, Vol. 95, File 3-7-7, Pt. i ,  DCI Mcmo to Cabinet, 26.5.195 1 ; IB, Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt. 7, Dr. Schone to Benoit, 27.6.195 1. 
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The impact of the APS on the German movement was immediate and massive. Of the 16,729 APS 

warrants issued in 1 95 1, 1 1,392 (or 68%) went to Geman and Austrian immigrants. This trend 

continued in the 1950s when posts in Germany and Austria issued almost 60% of al1 APS wanants 

granted by Canada in 195 1-57. This is a surprising result, considenng that the scherne was 

prima-ily intended to foster British immigration. Only 22% of al1 warrants issued in 1% 1 and 29% 

for the penod 195 1-57 were fiom Canadian posts in the United Kingdom (see Figure No. 13). 

However, the federal government's initial enthusiasm for the APS soon faded. The scheme had to 

be temporarily shut down in October 195 1 when it was realised that immigration officiais had 

overspent the modest revolving fùnd. Cabinet approval to bolster the fund was delayed until March 

1952. This had a devastating impact on the Geman movement and Canadian immigration 

operations in Germany. The sudden shut-down hit just as processing of migrants had reached full 

stride in Germany, leading to last-minute cancellations of visas and warrants and leaving many 

bitter applicants. It also leR German authonties in the lurch. They had assumed significant costs 

and committed substantial resources to have hundreds of candidates pre-processed and gathered for 

inspection only to be tumed away. Canadian efforts in November 195 1 to have Bonn assume 

overseas transportation costs to continue the rnovement of Geman migrants were unsuccessful.99 

Figure No. 13: Assisted Passage Warrants Issucd by Posts Abroaâ, 1951-57 
YEAR Germany % Total Britrin % Total Austria % Total W.Eumpc % Total SaEurope TOTAL 

Total 38,909 51.8% 21,820 29.0% 5,691 7.6% 6,980 93% 1,643 75,143 

Western Europe inc luda pas& in Berne. Bnroxlr. Paris, Stockholm Tht Haguc, Cctpmhagcn and Helsinki. 
Southcm Empc incl& posts in Athens and R o m  

Source: DCI. Vol. 161. File 1-16-1. S w e y  of lmmigntion. Sime 28. 1963. 

w Ibid., Smith to Fortier, 9.1 1.195 1 .  Regarding the consequences of the stoppage of APS see chapter five. 

112 
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The APS was only re-introduced in April 1952 which meant that Canada had missed the boat in 

securing many of the German workers required for the start of the fanning season in Canada. 

Furthemore, the revised 1952 scheme was restricted to domestics, farm labourers and nurses' aides. 

SkiIled Geman workers were no longer included until 1956. This reinforced the shift in the 

German prograrn from one that had targeted immigrants with a broad range of skills in 1951 to one 

limited to the recruitment of farm labourers and domestics fiom 1952 to 1955. 

There are several reasons why cabinet may have chosen to limit the APS in 1952. Al1 overseas 

immigration posts were agreed that the scheme generally attracted immigrants of a less desirable 

type. Also an expanded scheme was difficult and costly to administer and involved financial nsk 

for the govemment. Most importantly, Canadian officials felt immigrant supply in Europe in the 

earl y- 1 950s was almost unlimited and therefore a generous application of the APS was not 

n e c e s ~ a r y . ~ ~ ~  This especially applied to Germany which provided Canada with record nurnbers of 

immigrants in 195 1 and, as cabinet was apprised, had disproportionately benefited from the APS. 

This fac t as wel l as the need to maintain a "racial" balance undoubtedl y prompted politicians and 

govemment officials to reduce the scope of scheme. AAer all, with the APS the possibilities of 

recniiting Germans seemed boundless in the early-1950s and, more importantly, difficult to 

control. 'O'  Undoubtedly, the German immigration juggernaut could not be permitted to upset the 

pnmacy of the Anglo movement to canada.'" 

From 1 952 to 1955, the APS large1 y remained unchanged for the Geman movement. In March 

1953 oveneas offices in Gemany were authonsed to include meritorious cases under the APS after 

approval from headquarten. While a good number of German domestics, f m e n  and a few nurses 

and nurses' aides and specisl cases did move to Canada via this scheme during these years, the final 

100 DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 195 1-58, Minutes o f  DAC1 mecting, 3.1 1.1955. Regarding undesirable types see Ibid., DAC1 meeting, 
14.7.1952. Regarding difficulty of administering the APS, see DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 2, [draft] Memo to Cabinet, 
21.1 1.1352. 
101 Indccd, a major rcason for the suspcnsion of the APS in October 195 1 was because Germans had over-subscribed for this scheme. 
IB, Vol. 3 1 ,  Filc 682, Pt. 7, Smith to Forticr, 9.1 1.195 1. 
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figures fell far short of the peak reached in 1951. As Geman immigraiion showed signs of decline 

in 1954 and then decisively slumped by 1955, Robillard lobbied Ottawa to expand the program but 

his calls went unheeded.lo3 This was a hard sel1 in Ottawa at a time when the government was 

battling the effects of a recession in Canada. Only when the economy drarnatically recovered near 

the end of 1955 could the govenunent be convinced, in the same way it had in 1950-51, to adopt an 

expanded APS to turn around the trend of declining immigration. 

The tems of the new APS, introduced in December 1955, were indeed generous. Al1 workers. 

regardless of occupation, as well as their dependants, such as wives and children, were also now 

eligibie for the APS. This eliminated the prospect of family separation and again enabled broad 

occupational categones of German immigrants requinng assistance to emigrate. Another 

innovation introduced in 1956 which surely boosted German immigration was the extension of the 

APS to airline bookings. 

The resulting response in Gerrnany to the new scheme was again overwhelming. APS warrants 

issued in Germany and Austna rose from a low of 1,138 in 1955 to 1 1,201 in 1956, representing a 

staggenng 884% increase. The total Geman movement to Canada increased roughly by the same 

aggregate number, nsing from 18,082 in 1956 to 26,457 in 1957. These figures demonstrate how 

crucial the APS was to a sustained Gennan movement to Canada. With the continuation of the 

same generous t ems  into 1957, similar high retums were achieved; 8,120 warrants were issued and 

German immigration climbed to 29,443. 

The APS's blessings were balanced by its burdens. Because it was only available to worken up to 

1956 and not their family dependants, it often induced family heads to proceed to Canada in 

'" In fact, the DCI's rnemo to cabinet of 2 1.2.1952 outlind how making APS available to a few classes of occupations could be used 
to l i rn~t  German and Austrian immigration. Sec DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACIJ 195 1-57. Still, the memo recomrnended ihat the APS be 
ripplicd in iis 195 1 format. It appcars that the dccision to restrict the APS was made during the cabinet's dciiberations. 
'OJ  lB, Vol. 924, Filc 590-1, Pt. 5, Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 9.7.1954 & Robillard to ChiefOp. Div., 6.1.1955; IB, Vol. 821, File 
552- 1-55 1 ,  Pt 1, R o b i h d  to Chief Op. Div., 15.6.1955; Ibid. Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 1 1.7.1955; IB, Vol. 893, File 56747, Pt. 
2, Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 14.6.1955. 
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advance of their dependants who remained behind in ~ e r m a n ~ . ' ~ ~  This led to family separations 

which were made more dificult by the enonnous financial responsibilities which the breadwinner 

in Canada had to assume. A typical fm-labour immigrant had to work about 2.3 years in order to 

acquire the savings to pay his debts in Canada as well as family's sustenance and transportaiion 

costs (see calculations in Figure No. 14). Any lay-offs, sickness or accidents or reductions in pay 

could ultimately set back a workers' attempts to reunite his family. This may also explain the high 

job tumover rate amongst German immigrants who sought better wages or more steady work to 

achieve the goal of early farnily reunion.'05 High indebtedness and family separation also 

ihreatened to slow the integration of German immigrants into Canadian economic and social life.Io6 

Notwithstanding the onerous financial burden imposed by the scheme, the vast rnajority of Gemans 

were able to clear their debts with very few defaults on payments. An audit canied out by the 

govemment in 1955 revealed that outstanding loans advanced in 1952 had "been collected from 

practically al1 German immigrants."'07 

IM D. Corbctt, Canada's Immigration Policy. A Critique (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1957),49. 
1 O5 In his study, H. Wemcr ascribes the high job turnover rate of postwar Volksdeutsche newcomen in Canada to their new-found 
consumerism in Canada. Sec H. Wcrner "Relatives and Strangers: The Identity of Post World War 11 Ethnic German Immigrants," 
M.A. Thcsis, University of Manitoba, 1996.65-85. For the first few years, indebtedness was no doubt also an important factor. 
This is confirmed by an article in the Winnipeg Free Press which reported on 29.8.1951 that the main interest of a group of 120 
German f a m  hands was to save money to bring their families over. In order to succeed in bringing his fmily over, a worker wouid 
need to avoid lay-offs, sickness or accidents or reductions in pay. His fint years in Canada were thetefore the rnost precarious. 
106 To avoid this very situation, Dutch authorities paid the way of thcir ernigrants to Canada and refuscd to participate in the APS. 
IB, Vol. 924, Filc 590- 1 ,  Pt. I ,  The Hague to Chief Op. Div., 16.4.195 1. 
1 O? DL, Vol. 280, Filc 1-26-10-2, Pt. 3, Dawson to Newcombe, 20.5.1955; DL, Vol. 277, Filc 1-26-1-9, Pt. 2, Dawson to Brown, 
20.7.1951). 
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Figure No. 14: Calculation oCSavings Rcquircd by a Ccrman Firm Hand to 
Reunite his Dependant Wife and Two Childrcn 

A. EXPENSES 

1. Transportarion 
'Adult Ovemeas Shipping Farc @ 5175.00 per adult x 2 adulrs: 
Child Overscas Shipping Farc @ 587.50 per chitd x 2 ch i ldm:  
Aduk Rail Fare @ 585 per adult IO Winnipeg x 2 adults: 
Child h t l  Fare @ 950 pcr child to Winnipeg x 2 ch i ldm:  

SUB TOTAL $795 

2. Susrenance 
Family Support Paymcnts @ 530 per rnanih x 28 months 
Worker Incidentai cxpcnses @ SI0 pet month x 28 month~ 

SUB TOTAL $1,120 

B. EARNINGS 
'lS Manlh Eamings 
Zd Month Eamings 
3d Month Eamings 
4" Month Earnings Q $70 pet month x 25 rnonths 

The significant financial responsibilities and the division of families resulting fiom the APS 

dissuaded many Germans from signing up for this scheme. Aware of these problems from the 

outset, Robillard used every means possible to move farniiies as units and thereby boost the overall 

movement. His officiais in Germany attempted to classify as many family memben as possible as 

workers eligible for the APS and to use voluntary agencies to advance monies for the transportation 

of dependants. He also moved as many mentorious cases, for which headquarters had issued a 

block of 200 APS warrants, to Canada as he could via the APS. In this way many more thousands 

of immigrants were admitted to Canada in the 1950s who otherwise might not have had the 

opportunity to emigrate.Io8 

' Shipping and rai1 farc cstimtes are for 1952 provided by the Canadian mission in Gerrnany. By 1956, ocean fares had increased to 
$130 (off season) and S2IO (peak); NAC RG 76, Vol. 856, File 555-16, RobiIIard to Chief Op. Div., 3.10.1952. nie  rail fax figures 
arc an undcrestimte sincc they do not include the cost of meals to Winnipeg. ' Thcsc arc the standard sliding wage rate r c d a  set by the Department of lÎbour for immigrant fm ivorkers, which stmed at S55 
per month and would incrcasc at 55 increrncnts pcr rnonth until a maximum of W O  was reached; RG 27, Vol. 876, File 8-7-2 1-12? Pt. 
3: Minutes Fed.-Prov. F m  Labour Conference, 3.12.195 1. 
'O8 15, Vol. 840, File 553-50, Pt. 2, AIChief Op. Div. to Robillard, 24-1-1955; IB, Vol. 924, File 590-1, Pt 5, Robillard to Op. Div., 
4.8.1955. 
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The APS was a decisive contributing factor to the German immigration boom. Without its 

introduction in 195 1 the movement of many thousands of Gemans to Canada would not have been 

possible or rendered far more difficult, especially in the early-1950s. Over 44,600 migrants nom 

Germany and Austria benefited from this scheme fiom 195 1 to 1957. The importance of APS was 

not lost upon the DCI. In 1952 in a departmental report to cabinet, it was stated: 

Germany and Austria cm  continue to supply us this year with almost every type of 
immigrant required, if we reinstitute the Assisted Passage Scheme which was suspended last 
October. If we do not bring it back into operation, immigration nom Germany and Austria 
would be almost non-existent.'Og 

The APS was therefore an important tool for regulating and tailoring German immigration to meet 

Canada's needs. It enabled the govemment to achieve a high annual intake of German immigrants, 

with the exception of 1954 and 1955, and to fil1 acute labour shortages with immigrants who were 

noi readily available from other western European countries. It was also a powerful promotional 

force in and of itself. German interest in emigrating to Canada soared with news of its introduction 

in early-195 1 and correspondingly plummeted when it was cancelled in October of the sarne 

year. ' 'O Robillard acknowledged the great "publicity value" of the improved APS in 1956 to help 

his missions tum around the trend of declining immigration. 

In addition to overseas transportation costs, immigrants also faced the burden of arranging and 

paying their inland rail expenses from pon of entry to final destination in Canada. For most 

Germari immigrants the need for financial assistance to cover these costs was as great as those for 

overseas travel. Again, the poverty of most Geman immigrants and the German currency 

restrictions were chiefly responsible for this situation."' Depending on the final destination in 

Canada, inland costs for immigrants could be substantial. In 1952 ocean transportation averaged 

I QJ DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 2, DCI Mcmo to Cabinet, 212-1952. 
I IO Ibid.. Durdin ro Sccrctary State DEA, 24.10.1951. In Octobcr 195 1, the Canadian Consulate in Fmkfurt reponed that enquiries 
about emigration had dropped from 107 to 62 pcr wcek aftcr the stoppage of the APS was announced in the German press. 
I I I  This is confirmcd by the Hamilton Specrotor (13.4.1951) which described the frrst G c m  national arrivals in 1951 as 
"pennilcss." R. Hdling el al., A Socio-Economic Hisrory of Gennan Canadians (Wiesbaden: F m  Steiner Verlag, 1984). 99. 
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$175 per adult whereas rail fare from ports in Quebec tu Ontario was about $55 and to Winnipeg 

85s per adu1t.'12 

Provisions to cover these costs were made late in the day by immigration oficials, only after 

Geman movement had gathered steam by the sumrner of 195 1. Initially it was hoped that 

negotiations with Bonn would lead to the removal of currency exchange restrictions and permit 

immigrants to convert enough DM to cover their inland transportation costs. However, Bonn's per 

capita concession of $30 fell far short of covenng the Canadian rail expenses of most immigrants. 

This situation affected both self-payers and APS loan recipients. Consequently, by late June 195 1, 

immigration authorities were forced to extend the APS to most immigrants and include inland rail 

costs in the APS wmants even though the APS was originally intended to only cover overseas 

transportation costs.' '' By 1952, the APS wmants incorporated both inland and oveneas expenses 

of immigrants and the government's revolving fund correspondingly was increased to $9 million. 

This was an important step in promoting German immigration to Canada as even the American 

govemment's generous programs stopped short of covenng the inland transportation for arriving 

immigrants. 

In contrast to the DCI, the DL had made provisions at the outset of their group-labour programs to 

cover these costs. Labour officials learned from their experiences with the DP movement and their 

good scouting work in Gennany that many German migrants would be in need of financial support. 

Germas destined to mines or forestry operations were advanced ocean and rail fares by their 

respective employers on a recoverable basis. Those coming to Canada under the "buik" f m ,  

sugar-beet and domestics' schemes had their inland rail fares paid by the DL. They were not 

required to repay the inland fare if they remained at their jobs for the duration of their empluyment 

contracts. This bonus was not available to immigrants coming forward under the DCI's auspices 

"' iB, Vol. 856, File 555-16, Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 3.10.1952. 
"' IB, Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt. 7, Smith to Salzburg 28.6.1951. For ncgotiations with Bonn see iB,Vol. 924, File 590-1, Pt 2, Benoit to 
Dircctor, 30.6.195 1 .  
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until 1955 when the department assumed responsibility for al1 travel expenses of qualified 

immigrants. Even then, in 1955, only farm workers were entitled to such non-recoverable loans. 

Labour's inland-transportation grant promoted the German movement in a number of ways. It 

undoubtedly made the prospect of immigrating to Canada more attractive and attainable for 

individual German immigrants. The lower debt also brought immigrants closer to sponsoring their 

family members. In Canada, Labour's system of travel grants were especially effective in meeting 

the needs of those ernployers, such as f m e a  and public institutions, who lacked the resources and 

means to sponsor and secure immigrant labour. 

To ensure that westem Canada received its fare share of migrants, immigration authonties received 

authorisation from cabinet in June 195 1 to absorb the differential cost of inland rail transportation to 

points west of Winnipeg for immigrants coming under the APS. This was known as the "Western 

Differential Payment" (wDP)."~ However, certain strings were attached to the WDP program. It 

did not apply to those who paid their own ocean transportation and in order to have the WDP 

portion deducted from their total transportation debts, eligible immigrants were required to remain 

in their speci fied class of employment for one year."5 

Prior to the introduction of the WDP in 195 1, most immigrants settled in central Canada while 

westem Canada's distant location relative to Europe discouraged immigrants fiom heading West 

because of the higher transportation costs involved. Yet this region was especially in need of 

immigrant labour later in the 1950s. Therefore WDP was a real shot in the a m  for employers in the 

West, particularly f m e r s .  Although Ontario was still the primary destination for most German 

immigrants in the 1 %Os, there was still a good flow of German migrants to westem Canada, 

undoubtedly faciiitated by WDP. This program no doubt gave added encouragement to immigrants 

who desired to settle in westem Canada and who lacked h d s .  It also provided for a more even 

- - - - . 

'" In Scptcmber 1951 the DL joined the Western Diffctential Payment (WDP) program, assu-ming the expcnses of the WDP for 
immigrants it placed in westem Canada 
115 PCO, Vol. 2648, Cabinet Conclusions, 7.6.195 1; DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 195 1-58. Minutes of DACI meeting, l2.3.19S2- 
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dis tribu tion of  immigrant-labour across Canada and thereby indirectly boosted Canada's capacity to 

absorb immigrants. 

Unquestionably, govemment transportation loans were intended to benefit German workers more 

tlian non-workers in the 1950s. This was not accidental, but a deliberate policy, as the prime utility 

of Germans to Canada was their labour. Appropnately, a detailed examination of  the migration of 

German workers is the subject of the next chapter. 
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4. THE IMMIGRATION OF GERMAN WXWERS 

In the 1950s there were only two ways of irnmigrating to Canada fiom Germany. One was to be 

sponsored by a close relative or established employer in Canada. The other, used by immigrants 

who did not have sponsors, was to apply under specified occupations and be placed in employrnent 

b y one of the following agencies: the railways, church organisations, the Department of Citizenship 

and Immigration (DCI) or the Department of Labour (DL). 

Unlike Italian immigration, the t 950s movement of Gennans to Canada consisted mostly of 

unsponsored immigrants who qualified for admission to Canada on the basis of their labour 

qualifications. When German nationals were formally admitted in September 1950, only 800 

applications from Canadian sponsors were found with immigration authorities across Canada. This 

srna11 sum of sponsorship cases was clearly not enough to initiate a large "sponsored" movement of 

German migrants to Canada. Even with the large wave of Germans in the early-1950s, a substantial 

chain-migration of German sponsored cases never matenalised. Geman migration to Canada in the 

1950s was essentially a movement of unsponsored workers. 

Although official statistics are incomplete,' it is estimated that from 1951 to 1957, over 129,000 

unsponsored German immigrants entered Canada, representing 65% of Canada's total German 

intake. Canada received an even higher proportion of unsponsored immigrants fiom the United 

Kingdom, United States, France and the Netherlands. The exact reverse held tme for the Italian 

movement which consisted almost entirely (over 90%) of sponsored migration to   ana da.^ Most 

unsponsored German migrants were single German workers who, unlike British, Amencan and 

French immigrants, had to qualify under occupational categories in demand in Canada. Also, more 

unsponsored German workers came to Canada on labour undertakings (infoxmal contracts) than any 

' This cstimaie is bacd on data found in: National Archives of Canada (NAC), RG 76, Immigration Branch (IB) records, Vol. 925, 
FiIc 590- 1 ,  Pt. 7, Mcmo to Cabinet, 6.1 1.1956; NAC, RG 26, D c p m e n t  of Citizenship and Immigration (DCI) records, Vol. 73, 
FiIc Departmental Advisory Cornmittee on Immigration @AC0 195 1-58. Minutes of DAC1 meeting, 7.5.1954. 
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other ethnic group. About 44,000 came on Assisted Passage Scheme (APS) contracts and 

ihousands of others arrived as self-payers. Self-payea often signed up for group labour programs 

or sought the assistance of immigration and labour authorities in being placed.3 These labour 

"contracts" directed immigrants to whatever employment opportunities were available in Canada at 

the time, not unlike the programs which moved displaced persons (DPs). Thus, federal authorities 

could exploit unsponsored immigration to direct labour to those parts of Canada where manpower 

demand was the greatest. This was a significant asset for Canada's expanding economy which was 

generating a high demand for labour in numerous secton and different regions. Yet its high content 

of unsponsored and single workers made German immigration less settled and prone to shifting 

between regions, rural-urban settings and economic sectors in Canada. This at times hstrated 

Canadian authorities who, for instance, attempted to keep Germans on Canada's fams and in 

domestic households. 

Donald Avery distinguishes between the disadvantaged movement of DP "contract labouren" and 

the "independent immigrants," the latter including German migrants, who followed them in the 

1950s to Canada: 

But this latest wave of worken were not contract labourers or Gastarbeiter. Instead, they 
were independent immigrants who could pick and choose their place of employment and 
most chose, as might be expected, not the frontier work world of the DP, but the 
metropolitan centres of Central   ana da.^ 

This cliaracterisation does not fit Geman immigrants as neatly nor as accurately as one might 

expect. Large numbers of German workers entered Canada on labour undertakings and had little 

Say conceming the areas where they were sent.' Many ended up in the sarne "frontier" areas where 

DPs had worked before them and a deliberate effort was made to keep hem there and away fiom 

For 1955-66 unsponsored immigration from the U.K. averaged 89% of the total, U.S. 88.4%, France 8 I .7%, the Netherlands 
70.8%, Germany 68.1 % and Italy 8.2%. A-Green, Immigrarion und the Postwur Canadion Economy (Toronto: Macmillan, 1976), 82. 
' DCI. Vol. 16 1. Filc 1 - t 6-1. "Survcy of Immigration," 28.6.1963. For example, the National Employment Service (IVES) placed 
many sdf-paycrs through its group-labour programs; NAC, RG 27, Department of Labour (DL) records, Vol. 277, File 1-26-1-9, Pt. 
2, "rc Inland Transportation." 19.1.1954. 
' D.Avcry, "Canadian Immigration Poticy Towards Europe 1945-1952. Altruism and Economic Self Interest," Zeitschrijl der 
Gesellscho/tfür Kanada-Srudien 1 ( 1986). 53. 

IB, Vol. 810, Filc 548-20, Pt. 3, Robillard to Benoit, 22.5.1953. 
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the chies. Just Iike the DPs, Gemans were only admissible if they matched certain labour slots, 

and most of these slots were normally left-over jobs such as low-paid f m  and domestic service 

work generally shumed by native Canadians. The initial years were just as hard for German 

immigrants in the 1 950s as they had been for DPs. Many faced the sarne penury, language barriers, 

low-status jobs, separation fiom families and discrimination as had the DPs. Upon arriva1 in 

Canada, they ofien were even more debt-ridden than DPs whose oveneas flues were at least paid 

for by the International Refùgee Organisation (IRO). 

Yet their hard lot in Canada could not be blamed on the German or Canadian governrnents or on 

employers. Virtually al1 of them came to Canada voluntarily, either to better their situation or to be 

with relatives or CO-religionists. Government immigration-labour programs offered many the first 

step in becoming estab~ished.~ Obviously, arrangements were not always perfect and problems 

could originate as much from immigrants as they could fiom government policies and officials. In 

spi te of allegations to the contrary, Geman immigrants were generally infomed pnor to their 

arriva1 in Canada about the working, living and other conditions in Canada and were told of their 

obligations under the labour undertakings. There is little or no evidence that German immigrants 

were somehow duped or "over-sold" on Canada by Canadian officials overseas.' 

From 195 1 to 1957, only 35% of al1 German immigrants coming to Canada were sponsored. This 

low percentage was primarily due to the vast reservoir of unsponsored applications on hand at 

Canadian missions in Germany up to 1955 (55 unsponsored applications were received for every 

In fact many self-payers, who were admissible on the basis of their qualifications, sought the assistance of immigration and labour 
riuthoritics in being placed in Canada ïhis  was especially me for domestics. Alexander Freund's study of domestics in Vancouver 
rcvcds that m n y  women were amcted to this scheme by the safety and security which it offered. Freund, "Identity and 
Immigration: Self-Conccptualization and Myth in the Narratives of Gerrnan Immigrant Women in Vancouver, B.C., 1950-1960," 
M.A. Thcsis, Simon Frziscr University, 1994,38-39. 

Canadian ports in G e m y  distributed infomtion to prospective immigrants about various labour opportunitier which containeci 
fnnk and accurate information about working, welfare and living conditions in Canada See DL, Vol. 291, File 1-26-60-4, Pt. 2, 
Lrimmc to Dawson " F m  Work in Canada," 14.3. I W .  Labour undertakings were explaineci to each immigrant See IB, Vol. 675, 
File C92672. Pt. 2, Robillard to Chief Operations Division (Op. Div.), 9.7.1952. Similady the Canadian Christian Council for the 
Rcscttlerncnt of Refugccs (CCCRR), at the behest of the govemmcnt, inforrned its immigrants about working conditions in various 
a rcs  of cmploymcnt and thc nccd to honour labour contracts. It evcn distributed pamphlets to this cffect, such as the "Anweisungen 
fir Zuckernïbenarbeirer. [infomtion for sugar-beet worken]." NAC, MG 28 V 18, North American Baptist Immigration and 
Colonization Society (NABICS) records, File 1.20. For information on labour undertakings, sec NAC, RG 2, Pnvy Council Office 
(PCO) records, Vo1.2650, Cabinet Conclusions, 17.6.1952. 
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sponsored application). Moreover Canadian authorities encouraged unsponsored immigration as it 

enabled them to closely control the intake of types and nurnbers of migrants in accordance with 

labour force needs.' The flow of sponsored Gerrnans to Canada was more steady than unsponsored 

migration. Between 195 1 and 1957, Canada's annual intake of sponsored worken ranged 67% 

between low and high years, whereas the unsponsored movement of workers fluctuated up to 144%. 

This pattern was due to the fact that the govemrnent exercised fewer controls over sponsored than 

over unsponsored cases. As a result sponsored immigration was less affected by boom and 

recession cycles of the economy. The precise composition of the sponsored movement is dificult 

io gauge owing to the absence of statistics. It appears to have consisted mostly of imrnediate family 

rnernbers and close relatives. 

Available indicators suggest that only a small fraction of the sponsored German movement 

comprised of employer-sponsored immigrants. Most of this category consisted of domestics, farm 

workers and certain skilled worken. The main reason for this was that the personal attributes and 

qualifications of German worken were generally less known to Canadian ernployen than those of 

prospective British and American workers. Also, in the IgSOs, federal and provincial governments 

together with certain industries focussed virtually al1 of their recmiting for sponsored worken in 

Britain. Here Canadian efforts usually met with good results. Furthemore, until 1957, the 

procedure for sponsoring Gennan worken was plagued by bureaucratie red-tape which restricted 

the nurnbers coming forward and undoubtedly discouraged employers nom submitting applications. 

Each application was scrutinised closely at headquarters and oveneas, and employea had to prove 

that they were familiar with the individual(s) and their qualifications? The relaxation of these 

requirements in 1957 undoubtedly benefited the movement of sponsored German workers to 

Canada. 

' This was clearly the trend by 1954. DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 195 1-58, Minutes of DAC1 meeting, 7.5.1954. 
The NESS approval was also required. DCI, Vol. 132, FiIe 3-35-2, Pt. 3, Fonier to Smith, 22-12.1953. 
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What is startling about the Geman movement is that it had the highest ratio of workers to 

dependants of al1 ethnic groups migrating to Canada in the 1950s (see Figure No.15). This may be 

explained by a number of factors. Fint, interest in emigration appears to have been highest 

amongst younger generations of Germans, many of whorn were unattached and without families. A 

sirnilar observation was made by Canadian of fi ci al^.'^ Also, the gender imbalance in Gemany may 

have caused many young female workers, whose employment and marriage prospects were poor in 

Germany, to opt for canada." Furthemore, and most important, Canada appean to have pursued a 

policy of encouraging greater numbers of workers to corne forward to Canada. Preference was 

generally given to the movement of single over married worken.12 This was a salient feature of the 

farm and domestic workers' schemes. In the former, the immigration bureaucracy gave priority to 

the processing of single unattached men, while mamied men were at the bottom of the list and could 

only qualify if they had fewer than two dependants. There were fewer jobs and even less housing 

for large farm families coming to Canada in the 1950s, except those imrnigrating under the sugar- 

beet scheme. The general rule of "workers only" also applied to the domesticst scheme, in which 

either single unattached females or mmied childless couples, both of whom had to be workers, 

could qualify for admission. A special program which admitted single mothers and their 

dependants was limited to a handful of opportunities. Skilled workers also were encouraged to 

corne ahead alone, but family status was Iess of an obstacle as these migrants were in a better 

position to financially support their dependants. 

1 O E M N I D  poil rcsults during the 1950s conclusiveIy show that younger generations wcre more interestcd in emignting. IB, Vol. 
821, Fi1c 552-1 -55 1 ,  Pt. 2. Statistics for the agc and gcnder of German immigrants for the Calendar year 1957 reveal that largest 
age-cohon coming to Canada was 20-24 year olds followed by 25-29 year olds. 
" A.Sauer, "People for a New Land," Beaver (Dec. 1996 - h. 1997), 19. 
'' !B. Vol. 674, File C92672. Pt. 1, Rabillard to G e m  Labour Ministry, 21.2.1952. 
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Figure No. 15: Immigration o f  Germa, Dutcb, British and ltilian Dependants (wives, children and otbers) to Canada, plus 
Canadiaa Labour Force Participation, 1951-57 
YEAR Cerman %of 811 Dutch %of  al1 British O/. of  dl Italirn % of rll Cdn. Workcrs 

Dcpendants Gcrmans Dependants Dutch Dependants British Dtpendrnts Italiins to Toul Popul. 

Total 80.647 40.4% 60.362 57.8% 157,611 43.8% 79,010 15.4% 53.4% 

Somc: N~iioml Archives of Canada (NAC), RG 26. Departmnt of Citizcmhip and fmmigntion (XI) ~ c o f d ~ .  Vols. 61 D to G. 

Canada had several reasons for emphasising workers in its German immigration program. 

Consistent with its view of immigration as an instrument for economic developrnent, the 

government gave priority to the immigration of workers to meet manpower requirements in Canada. 

This policy found considerable support in c3binet.I3 The acute oveneas shipping shortage and 

housing crisis in many regions of Canada also forced Ottawa to give greater consideration to the 

movement of unaccompanied immigrant workers. Workers were encouraged to move their 

dependants later when adequate accommodation in Canada had been arranged by the breadwimer 

and when shipping-berths were more plentiful in the off-season. Also, officials felt that immigrants 

with fewer dependants would have an easier time becoming established in Canada. Also many 

employers, such as the mining and lumber compaties and farrnen, expressly requested single 

workers who were more mobile, easier to accommodate and cheaper to pay.'4 

German officiais pushed Canada to accept more dependants, fearing the potential burdens that these 

cases might pose to the Geman state. Working with voluntary agencies, Bonn attempted to move 

more dependants, especially those Ieft behind by workers, by way of subsidies. In this way it 

attempted to reduce its own welfare costs and the threat of farnily break ups. The German 

govenunent also requested that immigration officials accept other dependants such as in-laws and 

single mothers along with their dependants under Canada's domestic scherne. On the other front, 

the German govemment attempted, after 1953, to dissuade single male skilled workers from 

'' PCO, Vol. 2649, Cabinet ConcIusions, 26.2.1952. 
14 According to schedules of wages set by the DL, mmied fm hands with dependants were to be paid more than single workers. 
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emigrating, even threatening in 1957 to regulate the application of the APS. However, Bonn's 

efforts met with limited success and it was ultimately the impmving German economy which 

convinced workers to stay put. As Canada and Germany both airned to increase the productive 

elements of iheir respective populations, conflict over the issue of German migration was 

inevitable. 

Canada received a record number of German workers in 195 1 and 1953, when 2 1,294 and 2 1,379 

irnmigrated, respectively. This result c m  be attributed to Ottawa's aggressive carnpaigns in these 

years to enlist more workers and the generous assistance lent by German authorities to this end. 

Also, interest arnongst Germans in emigrating was very high in these early years. 195 1 and 1953 

were years in which the proportion of workers to dependants was the highest: worker amivals 

constituted 65.7% of ail German migrants in 1% 1 and 6 1.1% in 1953. They were followed by 

years when this ratio declined (see Figure No. 16). This pattern may be explained by the delayed 

movemeni of dependants who followed fmily heads to Canada one or two years afier the peak 

worker movements of 1951 and 1953. The hi& percentage of dependants immigrating to Canada 

in 1954 and 1955 may also have been induced by the Intergovemmental Committee for European 

Migration and Bonn, both of which subsidised the movement of fmi ly  memben to canada." A 

Iiigh proportion of Geman workers were again secured in 1956 and 1957. Undoubtedly the 

generous admission provisions for German worken and the expanded APS in 1956 influenced this 

trend. 

15 P. Jacobscn, "The Intergovemmental Committee for European Migration," in B.Thornas ed., Economics of Internarional Migration 
(New York: SC. Martin's Press, 1958), 119. 
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F i ~ u r e  No. 16: Immigration of German, Dutch, Britisb and ltalian Dependant Wives to Canada, 1951-57 
YEAR Cerman %of Gemun Dutch ./. of  Dutch British Y. of Brilbh Italirn Y. of Itaiian 

dependant w i v a  to depcndint wivcs to depcndrnt wives Io dependrat wivm to 
wives al1 Gcrmans wivcr i l 1  Dutcb w i v a  i l 1  Britons w i v u  d l  Itrliins 

Total 34,255 17.2% 20,819 2O.O0h 65,365 18.2% 33,508 19.2% 

Source: DCI. Vols. 61 D to G. 1hVM 418 Suthtics. 

German immigrants to Canada in the 1950s were mostly single unattached individuals. This can be 

inferred fiom the low number of "dependant" German wives coming forward fiom 195 1 to 1957. 

They made up only 17.2% of the total German movement to Canada which was low in cornparison 

to the Dutch, British and Italian movements (see Figure ~ o . l 6 ) . ' ~  Another unique feature of 

German immigration to Canada was the low ratio of dependent children to dependent wives which 

came to Canada in 195 1-57: for Germans 1.2 1 children amived per 1 dependent wife compared to 

1.24: 1 for the Italian, 1.3 1 : 1 for the British and 1.84: 1 for the Dutch movements (see Figure No. 17). 

These figures suggest that the average size of German immigrant fmilies was small. This seems to 

have been the direct result of Canada's Geman immigration policy which sought to secure fint and 

foremost workers, not dependants, and accordingly gave preference to the movement of unattached 

immigrants and, failing these, small families.17 

IO Undoubtcdly, rnarried womcn also came forward undcr the category of domestics. 
17 DL, Vol. 29 1, File 1-26-60-4, P t  1, Memo No.2 "Suggestions & Guidance for the Selection - 1952;" tB, Vol. 674, File 02672,  
Pt. 1,  Rabillard to G c m  Labour Ministry, 21.2.1952. 
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Figure No. 17: Ratio of Cerman, Dutch, British and Italian Depcadiat Wivts to Cbildrcn imrnigrating to Canada, 1951-57 
YEAR Cerman Ratio Dutch Ratio British Ratio ltilhn Ratio Cenerd lmmigntion 

Average 1 : 1.21 1 : 1.84 1 : 131 I : 1.24 1 : 1.29 

Source: DCI. Vols. 61 D IO G. IMM 418 Suiisiics. 

Although data on female immigrant workers is not available for the 19SOs, a breakdown of statistics 

listing occupations filled almost exclusivel y b y women (domestic servants, stenographen, 

seamstresses, nurses and others) reveals that approximately 27,000 German working women, equal 

to 13.5% of al1 German migrants, came to Canada in 195 1-57. '% reality, this percentage was 

probably much higher since many Gerrnan women recorded as "dependants" took jobs in the first 

years after amving in Canada in order to assist their families in establishing themselves on a sound 

economic basis." Ln absolute numbers, German female migrant workers were only surpassed by 

their British counterparts fiorn 195 1 to 1957. However, their make-up of the total Geman 

movement stood at 13.5%, which exceeded the British (1 l%), Italian (7.7%) and Dutch (6.4%) 

migrations (see Figure No. 18). In short, the German movement to Canada had one of the highest 

proportions of female workers. The main cause of this was the huge Gennan domestics' program 

which brought forward more female labour than any other scheme. 

18 Thcrc arc obvious shortcornings with this mcthod of calculating the number of Germrui women labourers entering Canada. For 
cxamplc, some occupations such as domcstics and "other clencd workers" included both male and female workers. 
19 This was the case for many Volkrdeutsche women. H. Werner, "Relatives and Strangers: The ldentity of Post World War II Ethnic 
G c m n  Immigrants." M.A. Thesis, University of Manitoba, 1996.79. 
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Figure No. 18: Immigration of German, Dutcb, British rad Italian Fernale Worken to Canada, 1951-57 
YEAR German % o f  i l1 Dutch */. ofriî British ./r o f i I I  Itllian % o f  dl 

Workrs Germans Worken Dutch Workcn Bdîisb Workers Italians 

Total 26,947 13.5% 6,695 6.4% 39,673 11.00/. 13-3 7.7% 

Source: DCI. Vols 61 D io G. IMM 418 Statutics. 

Data on the age structure of German immigrants is only available fiom 1956 onwards. Still, 1957 

rnay be regarded as generally representative for the 1950s Gennan movement as a whole." 

Statistics from this year indicate how remarkably youthful the German movement was compared to 

other ethnic groups: 55.8% of al1 Geman immigrants were between the ages of 15 and 29, 

compared to 44.1% for al1 migrants and 41.7% for Britons. Alrnost one-third of al1 Gemans 

coming fonvard in 1 957 were between 20 and 24 years of age (see Figure No. 19). The 

youthfulness of this movement suggests that adventurism and opportunisrn also factored into the 

decision of Germans to emigrate. It may also account for the greater regional and socio-econornic 

mobility of the German immigrant labour force in Canada. The overall effect of this "young-adult" 

migration was to endow Canada with a youthful, adaptable and productive element which 

contributed to the baby, economic and cultural booms. Especially advantageous for Canada was that 

the flow of young German males in the age group 20 to 39, representing about 57% of the German 

movement, helped make up the deficit of Canadian men in the same age group at only 28.8% of the 

'O 'lhc absence of any changes in Canada's immigration pmgnm or in social-econornic conditions in Gemany in the yean preceding 
1957 would sug~cst prcvious ycars werc no differcnt. The Gcman government's announcement in mid-1956, inûoducing 
compulsory milita- servicc, may have prompted more young Gemians to emigrate in 1957 than in previous ycars. Yet this factor 
wris counterbalanccd by thc DCI's relaxation of age restrictions, which enabled more older immigrants to corne to Canada. 
" DCI, Immigration Sfatistics 1956 (Onawa: 1956), 14; Royal Commission on Canada's Economic Prospects, Preliminary Rcporr, 
Decernbcr 1956 (Ottawa: Quecn's Printer, 1956). 
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Figure No. 19: German, Dutch, British aad Italiaa Immigration to Canada by Age Coborî, 1957 
AGE Cerrnin ./O o f  al1 Dutch 9" of rll Britisb ./i of al1 ItaLian Va of al1 All "/a of dl 
COHORT hligrnnis Gcrmans Migrants Dutch Migrants British Migrants Italians Migrants Migrants 

04 y c m  

5-9 years 

10-1 4 ycars 

1 5- 19 ycars 

20-24 years 

25-29 years 

30-34 ycars 

35-39 years 

4044 yean 

4 5 4 9  ymrs 

50-54 y c m  

55-59 ycan 

60-63 ysan 

65-69 yc3n 

70+ y c m  

Al1 abc groups 

h m c :  Depannunt olCitucnship 3 r d  tmmigniion. Immigro~ion SmtLtia Year 1196 IO 1561 (Ottawa: DCf. nd.). 

REGIONAL D~STRIBUTION OF GERMAN IMMIGRANTS 

Prior to the Second World War most Geman immigrants settled in westem Canada. This was 

especiall y evident in the inter-war penod when about 80% of al1 German immigrants headed ~ e s t . ~ ~  

The German boom of 1% 1 - 1957 represented a significant departure from this trend: 126,387 

Germans or 63.8% of al1 Gexman immigrants listed central Canada as their final destination 

compared to 68,26 1 or 34.3% in westem Canada. Only 3,391, or 1.7%, went to Atlantic Canada 

(see Figure No. 20). 

Western and central regions of Canada offered obvious advantages for immigrants, including a 

more promising and variable job market, high wages and greater urban senlement. The heavy 

concentration of German immigration to central Canada was no doubt due to the greater 

diversification and development of this region's economy which offered more manufacturing and 

industnal jobs than other parts of Canada for the many skilled workers coming forward. Also this 

17 R- Keyscrlingk, "The Canadian Govemment3 Aninide Toward Germans and G e m  Canadians in World War II," Canadian 
Erhnic Srudies 14 (1984), 18. 
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region provided more employment and urban-seulement opportunities as well as more services than 

other regions in Canada. It was also more accessible from the eastem seaports at which European 

migrants disernbarked. From 195 1 to 1957, Ontario received the most German immigrants, 

followed by Quebec, Alberta, Manitoba, British Columbia and Saskatchewan. Obviously, not a11 

German newcomers stayed put at these destinations. According to census data, there was a gradua1 

shift westward of the German-Canadian population in the decades following the 1950s. 23 

Figure No. 20: Regional Distribution of German Immigrants in Canada, Total 1951-57 
PROVINCE Number of % oral1 Cerman O/. Distribution of  

Cermnn Migrants Migrants Canidian 
Population 

Nova Scotia 1,645 0.8% 4.3% 

New Brunswick 

Prince Edward tsland 

Qusbcç 

Onurio 

Manitoba 

Srtskatchcmn 

Al brru 

British Columbia 

Yukon and N. W.T. 

TOTAL 198,159 100.0% 100.0% 

'Nok: Dam docs not include Gemuns amving by air mnsporr 
Source: KI. Vols. 60 and 51 .  Books 21.21 and 23 and F.H. Lmcy. cd.. Histarical Sbtistics ofCam& (Ottawa: hfinistry ofSupply and SeMca. 1983). Scrics a - 1 4 .  

Nonetheless, from 195 1 to 1957, the percentage of Germans destined for central Canada (63.8%) 

was iower than that of al1 immigrants (74.6%). The opposite held tnie for westem Canada, where 

the percentage of German migrants exceeded immigrants of al1 groups by 1 1% (sec Figure No. 21). 

In short, the Geman influx added proportionately more immigrants to western Canada than British, 

Italian and reguiar immigration. A number of reasons may account for this pattern. Immediately 

aAer the war. western Canada had a stronger German-Canadian population and institutional base 

than other parts of Canada which may have generated more sponsored immigration. Also, about 

23 A. Koch-Kraft, Deutsdte in Kanada: Einwandencng und Adapt[at]ion- mit Einer Untersuchung Rtr Situation der 
rVuchkriegsimmigration in Edmonton, Alberta (Bochum: N.Brockmeyer, 1990), 28. From 195 1 to 1957 many o f  the G e m  
newcorncrs wcre heading to B.C. and Ontario and fewer to Quebec, Manitoba and Alberta by 1956-57. See Figure No.21. 
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lialf of the combined German f m  and sugar-beet labour orders were placed in the prairie 

provinces. Immigration field estimates revealed consistently high employment oppomuiities for 

immigrants in the prairie provinces in the 1950s (see Figure No. 2 ~ ) . * ~  And the government sought 

to fil1 many of these openings with German labour, instructing oveneas officers in Germany in 

1954 and 1955 to direct more Germans to western canada.*' Finally, most of the Germans brought 

fonvard by the voluntary agencies were placed in western Canada. 

The distribution of  the Germans relative to each provinces' population was reasonably 

proportionate. Ontario was the greatest recipient of German immigrants in ternis of its population 

base in Canada. With 33.6% of Canada's population in 1956, it received 45.8% of al1 Geman 

immigrants coming to Canada in 1% 1-57, a surplus of 12.2%. Alberta's and Manitoba's 

populations also benefitrd in this regard. This obviously resulted from the strong economies and 

greater job op portunitics in these provinces.26 

OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF GERMAN IMMIGRANTS, 1951-57 

Whether a prospective unsponsored German emigrant qualified for admission to Canada or not was 

very much dependent on their occupational background. The DCI's occupational selection criteria 

were an important driving force behind Gerrnan migration to Canada in the 1950s and very much 

determined the size and complexion of this m~vement.~' 

'' In 1953, for example, field staff recorded 43.5% of al1 jobs in the prairie region. IB, Vol. 8 t 4, File 551-10-1953, Smith to Fortier, 
3 1.10.1953. This is confirmed by the record low uncmployment rate in thc prairie region in the 1950s. 

IB, Vol. 8 14, Filc 55 1 - 10- 1 954, Pt. 1, Chief Op. Div. to Robillard, 4.1.1954. 
'6 Jacobsen. "The In tcrgovemrncntal," 158. 
27 Most of the following analysis relies on "intended occupation" data gathered fiom immigrants at the point they entered Canada It 
thcrcfore only provides an approximate snapshot of the labour occupations engaged in by Germans at the time of their entry. Long- . 
term patterns of employment, while more significant to the study of occupationai mcture,  are outside the scope of this snidy. 
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Figure No. 22: Unernployrnent Rates and Average Wcckly Wagcs and Salaries Industrial Composite, by Region, Avemgcd 
for the Period 1951-57 

Cinidi  Atlantic Qucbcc Ontario Prairie B.C. 

Average % Unemployment Rare 3.6% 6.0% 4.8% 2.7% 2.2% 4.0% 

Avenge weckl y wagedsalaries 659.2 1 S49.63 556.57 S61.43 $57.60 S64.34 

Source F H. tewy. cd. llisrorical Sra~is~ics of Canada (Otfawa: Ministry ofSupply and Services, 1983). Series M91-197 and E49-59. 

The occupational composition of the German boom marks a distinct break from earlier German 

migrations. No longer were f m e r s  the predorninant group coming forward to Canada; rather the 

boom was largely a movement of non-rural skilled and semi-skilled workers. The single largest 

occupational category of Gennans corning to Canada in 1% 1-57 consisted o f  skilled German 

labourers in the manufacturing, constmction, transportation and communication sectors, numbenng 

over 46,000 or 39% of al1 German workers. They were followed by service workers, who totalled 

23,457 or 19.7% of al1 German worken; agriculturalists at 2 1,186 or 17.8%; semi-skilled and 

unski lled workers in the resource secton at 15,552 or 13.1%; clencal, commercial and financial 

workers at 6,102 or 5.1 %; and professional and managerial personnel at 3,738 or 3.1 %. 

Interestingly, ihis composition of German immigration to Canada matched reasonably well with the 

occupational stratification of the labour force in Germany (see Figure No. 23). Therefore, it 

appears that the Canadian program was also guided to a large degree by what Germany's labour 

market had to offer. 

Figure No. 23: Federai Republic of Germany - Occupational Stratification of Labour Force, 1960 

( O Agiculture a d  Forestry Industry and Handicrafu 
1 . Commerce and Transports 13 Services 
I 

Sowcc DCI. Vol 161. Filc 1-14-1. Survey o f l m p i i o n .  Iunc 28. 1963. 
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The occupational complexion of German immigration in the 1950s s h e d  some important 

similarities but also demonstrated key differences with regular immigration to Canada (see Figure 

No. 24). An important feature which both movements had in cornmon was the relatively high 

content of skilled workers - 39% for Gennan and 34% for general immigration - which reflected 

the new needs of Canada's increasingly industrialised and divenified economy.' in terms of 

differences, German immigration provided Canada a disproportionately high number of service 

workers and farm hands cornpared to normal immigration. Almost 29% of al1 service worken and 

22% of all farm workers coming to Canada in 1951-57 were Gerrnans whereas regular immigration 

only supplied 1 1.9% and 14.1 % of these categories respectively. In fact, Germany contributed 

more service and farm workers ihan any other sending country. Domestics made up the lion's 

share, about 87%, of the German service worken movement, adding 20,000 immigrants to Canada 

from 195 1 to 1957. In cornparison, the flow of Geman agriculturalists was more modest but still 

surpassed in numben the highly-touted Dutch farm movement. The reason for the large movement 

of German Fam and domestic worken is that immigration authorities focussed their recniiting on 

such workers up to 1954 and received the assistance of German authorities in this regard. Here 

Canada's and Germany's interests meshed nicely: Germany's surplus of females and rehigee farmen 

up to 1954 filled the deficit of farm worken and domestics in Canada. 

The Geman movement provided proportionately fewer unskilled and semi-skilled resource-sector 

workers and general labouren than Canada's regular immigration. There was generally no need to 

recruit this type of worker in Germany because Canadian authorities were generally satisfied that 

here the Italian-sponsored movement could supply most of Canada's needs. Statistics bear this out: 

Italy supplied over one third (36,794) of al1 general and resource sector workers fiom 1951 to 1957. 

' This trend rcprcsentcd a markcd break from the precding pcrtod of f 948-50, when the annual intakc of traind pcrsonncl avengcd 
01-11 y about 17.7?6 of dl workers. 
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Figure No. 24: Occupational Background of German Newcomers to Canada by Sector. 1951-57 
YEARS lBrcifrssionril/Managenal Clerical/C'omrnercial Srnws Sector Manufriciuring, Farming Scctor Primary lndustry 

C«nstmciion,Tnnspo 6r 
. Conimunication 

l ' o i a I #  uf of al1 % of al1 Total ll of  % of r t l  % of al1 Total U of ii of al1 '/B of al1 Total U of % of al1 % u f  al1 Total ll of B/m of al1 74 of al1 Total U of % of al1 L/r of III 
CJcrniins Ccrman lmmlgrant Gcrmanr Cc rmrn  Immigrant Ctrmans Ccrman Irnmlgrant Ccrmans Gcrman Immigrant Germanr Cc rm in  Immigrani Ccrmans Gcrman Immlgrant 

Workcrr Workcrr Workcn  Workcn  Workcn  Workcn  H'orkcn Workcrr W o r k r n  Workcn  Workcn  Workcrs 

Total 3,73R 3.1% 9.9% 6,102 5.1% 12.1% 23,475 19.7% 11.9% 46,390 39.0% 33.7% 21,186 17.8% 14.1% 15,552 13.1% 16.0% 

Sowicc: KI, Vols. 61 D lo G. 
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Germany contributed far fewer professional-managerial and clencal-commercial migrants to 

Canada (7%) than the general immigration stream (1 1%) fiom 195 1 to 1957. Bntain and the United 

States were Canada's main suppliers here with a combined output of 70% of al1 white-collar 

migrants to Canada. Germans either filled gaps lefl over or came forward as special sponsored or 

mentonous cases. Technical problems, such as cmency exchange restrictions, the language 

barrier, different training and professional standards and lack of information about placement 

opportunities also militated against the development of a large German white-collar movement. 

Because much of German immigration to Canada in the 1950s was based on the occupational 

qualifications of migrants, the following sections will examine in closer detail the movement to 

Canada of the chief occupational categories. 

The Germart Mirt ers ' Sclieme 

The German miners' scheme was the first Gennan "bulk-labour scheme" developed by federal 

Immigration and Labour authorities. This scheme enabled Canadian authorities to see first-hand 

how German labour supply could be exploited to meet Canada's manpower needs. It also set in 

place an efficient system of recruiting and processing immigrants which would be later adapted to 

process domestic and farm workers. This scheme initiated a close working relationship between 

Canadian and Geman authonties which assured Canadian officials of Bonn's support and matenal 

assistance in recruiting workers needed in Canada. Although short-lived, lasting only one season, it 

had a lasting legacy which was important to the German immigration boom. 

Demand for labour in Canada's mining sector was high in the years following the war owing to 

increased exports of ore, together with shortages of available labour in Canada. A proposa1 

su bmi tted to the Senate Cornmittee in 1947 suggested that "[il f native Canadians rehise to become 

miners in large numbers, the immigration of skilled miners seems a logical solution."' In line with 

' DL, Vo1.899, File 8-9-84, Pt. 3, Report "Labour Shonages in Relation." 1947. 

138 
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its econornic philosophy of giving priority to the demands of Canada's basic  industrie^,^ the 

governrnent instituted a program to recruit DPs as miners. Yet for many DPs who filled these 

positions in 1947-5 1, mining was also "hard, dirty, dangerous work" in remote locations with little 

prospect of family accommodation. Even the comparatively high wages and year-round 

employment offered by this industry failed to stem the high rate of worker turnover. As a result, 

mines, especially the remote gold operations, were dependent on a steady strearn of immigrant 

labour up to 1 95 1 .' Nonetheless, German and DP migrants O ffered mine operaton an advantage 

over local residents, namely they could be tied to mine employrnent through labour contracts. 

Figure No. 25: Immigration of German versus Al1 Miners to Canada, 1951-57 
YEAR Ccrman mincrs % of dl % or dl migrrnt 

Ccrmin workcrs as 
workrs miners 

Total Numbcr @/O of al1 hliners 

Total 1,658 21.1% 1 .d% 1 2 %  

Source: K t .  Vols. 6 1 D to G .  

The miners' scheme was the first German group-labour scheme to be developed by the DL in 1950. 

Anticipating a shortfall of DP miners in 1951, the DL, on behalf of the Canadian Meta1 Mining 

Association (CMMA),~ set about developing a new labour program in 1950 to bnng forward 

European nationals to supplement and ultimately to replace the DP schemes. On CMMA's list of 

preferred workers were Germans, Scandinavians and northem Italians. While Labour officials in 

Ottawa were busily working out details of the contracts and overcoming the problern of 

transportation expenses of this planned movernent in late-1950, their overseas staff was staking out 

' Thc prcvailing cconomic thinking in Ottawa was that only the basic secton created lasting jobs which benetited the econorny. 
Hcncc, fcdcral otlicials listcncd closcty to the demands of mining and forestry operations and fmers.  Ibid. 

Toronto Telegram, 9.8.1950. 
'' Thc Canadian Mctal Mining Association (CMMA) represented most companics situatcd in central Canada and Manitoba It was an 
effective mouthpiece of mining interem in their dealings w i h  federal and provincial govemrnents. Its executive director was V.C. 
Wansborough. 
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the availability of this type of labour in Gemany. The department's discreet enquines with Geman 

authorities revealed "that the numbers of first class miners available for Canada . . . would be limited 

only by the ability of immigration people to process hem."' On the basis of these glowing reports 

and the industry's express preference for German workers, a program to move 500 Gerrnan workers 

was approved by the Departmental Advisory Cornmittee on Immigration (DACI) on January 8, 

195 1.  As a result of DP supply problems, this order was increased to 820 workers later that spnng. 

Arrangements to move Geman miners to Canada were similar to those for DPs. Successfbl 

candidates were obliged to sign a labour undertaking which set out the transportation arrangements, 

working and wage conditions of the immigrant employee and the obligations of the employer. The 

undertakings, among other things, committed German immigrants to 18 months of employment at 

going ratcs of pay and at comparable working conditions O ffered native Canadians. Furthermore, 

they ensured that the transportation fares advanced by the Company were repaid by the immigrant. 

Companies agreed to absorb the costs of inland rail if employees stayed on for the duration of their 

contract. 

In Germany the scheme showed signs of getting off to a good start, especially in January 195 1 

when, after negotiations with Canadian officials, Bonn gave its approval to this plan and promised 

to assist in recruiting workers. Even the IR0 pledged to make available its assembly and shipping 

facilities, once exclusively reserved for DPS.~ Yet, by early spnng this and other Canadian schemes 

had bogged dom.  The original consensus and support evaporated in February, when various 

German ministries sought guarantees regarding the social security and working conditions of 

German workers departing for Canada and when disputes enipted over the role of the IR0 in the 

Canadian schemes. These complications delayed and ultimately threatened the movement of 

miners and other grooupps. Nor was the expected cooperation From some of the Lünder (State) 

governments always forthcoming. Some Lander refused to assist in the recruiting and pre- 

DL. Vol. 29 1 .  File 1-26-60-2, Pt. 1 ,  Sharrer to Dawson, 25.1 1.l9SO & 27.1 1.1950. For mines' preferences for Germms see ibid.. 
Wansborough to Fortier, 1 1.10. f 950; Ibid., CMMA "General Memow 20. IO. 1950; DL, Vol. 279, File 1-26-6, P t  2, Mitchell to 
MacNama, 26.10.1950; Financial Posf, 30.12.1950. 
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processing of candidates for the Canadian schernes, while labour offices which did assist were 

unable to generate much interest in the program. The situation was made more senous by the hi& 

rate of rejection of applicants on physical fitness and medical grounds. Applicants had to meet 

some of the toughest fitness requirements of any of the schemes to assure Canadian employers and 

health officiais that they were fit for the rigors of mine work.' 

Most of these initial problems were overcome by the late summer. The CMMAts decision to relax 

i ts tough fi tness requirements immediately lowered the visa rejection rate. The situation on the 

German side had also improved. On the assurances of Canadian authorities, Born satisfied itself, at 

least temporanly, with the ternis of the undertakings. Also, it reached a working agreement with 

the IR0 on the processing of immigrants. The Canadian immigration mission in Karlsruhe 

convinced some of the reluctant Lartder authorities to assist in its schemes. in the meantirne it 

processed "spontaneous" applications (applications submitted at the missions) to make up for the 

slow start. B y early September its processing of miners was in full swing, with about 600 miners 

already provided with visas.8 

However, a month later the CMMA cancelled its order for 820 Getman miners afier receiving 735. 

Some weeks earlier it had discontinued its joint minent program with the D L . ~  This action was 

prompted largely by the sudden drop in demand for labour in this industry. Furthemore, the mines 

secured additional immigrants from the regular Stream of immigration corning under the APS. For 

companies, there was no reason to continue the DL'S program which involved financial nsk 

paper work when another department offered these services gratis. Moreover, some of the German 

newcomers had not worked out weil. Because health standards had been lowered for the scheme 

DL, Vol. 29 1 ,  File 1-26-60-2, Pt. 1 ,  Fortier to MacNamara, 5.2.195 1. 
' For problcrns with Lünder. see DL, Vol. 290, File 1-2640-1, Pt. 1 ,  Davis to Sec.State DEA, 19.3.1951 and Lamarre to Dawson, 
123.195 1 .  Rcgrirding high number of medical rcjcctions sec DL, Vol. 279, File 1-26-6, Pt. 2, Dawson to Brown, 6.6.195 1 .  
' DL, Vol. 290, File 1 -26-GU- 1 ,  Pt. 1 ,  Lamarre to Dawson, 25.9.195 1 .  Regarding reiaxation of medical standards sec DL, Vol. 29 1 ,  
Filc 1-26-60-3, Pt. 2, Wansborough to Smith, 23.10.195 1 .  

DL, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 195 1-58, "Unfilleci Group Labour movements," 3 1.12.195 1 ; and DL, Vol. 277, File 1-26-1-9, Pt. 1 ,  
Forticr to MacNamara, 18.10.195 1. 
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many Gemans were found to be unfit for work in the mines after arriving in canada.'' To correct 

this situation the DL in 1952 decided to merge the miners' scheme with its general labouren' 

prograrn and accordingly enlarged the latter prograrn. This made sense because mines were no 

longer looking for expenenced miners but for healthy bodies. The fittest workers were drawn fiom 

the general-labour pool for work in the mines while the remainder were assigned to other heavy 

labour jobs.' ' 

By early- 1952, the German miners' scheme officially ended. 1% 1 marked the last big year for 

immigrant miners when 3,026 came to Canada, among them 937 Germans. After this time only a 

trickle came fonvard and the Geman content was especially weak (see Figure No. 25). The mining 

sector had become more capital and less labour intensive as the growth of output exceeded the 

increase in employrnent by some 4.67 times between 1949 and 1958.12 Despite the initial 

complications with the first batch of miners, employers seemed to have been satisfied with their 

German workers. Speaking at the annual meeting of the Canadian Charnber of Commerce in 1957, 

the Manager of the Sudbury District noted that "Germans and Dutch are considared outstanding 

workers in the base metal industries." When interest in immigrant minen was rekindled in 1956, 

half of the mines placing orders specifically requested Germans, the balance prefemng "northem 

~uro~eans . "  l 3  

An important offshoot of the miners' scheme was the development of a processing procedure in 

Uermany which was used to generate migrants for other immigrant-labour programs. Applicmts 

were recruited, assembled and pre-processed by Geman labour offices and then presented to 

Canadian authorities for inspection. Those failing to meet the rigorous criteria of the minent 

prograrn were assigned to the loggers', fanners' or general labouren' schemes depending on their 

IO DL, Vol. 291, File 1-26-60-3, Pt. 2, Wansborough to Smith, 23.10.1951- 
" DL. Vol. 279, File 1-26-6, Pt. 2, Winter to Dawson, 15.4.1952. 
'' M. Timlin. "Crinadian immigration Policy: An Analysis," Internarional Mgrurion (1965), 64. For German miners statistics sec 
DCI, Vol. 23. File 99-6-19. Even the industry acknowicdged that the program was finished. See DL, Vol. 273, File 1-26-6, Pt. 2, 
Wrinsborough to Hereford, 16.6.1953. 
" Ibid., Wansbomugh CO Smith, 8.2.1956 and DCI, Vol. 114, File 3-24-15, Pt 1, "Citizenship and Imrnigntionn address by 
L.W.Luke, 3.10.1957. 
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prior work experience." This method offered Canadian overseas operations obvious advantages. 

The work and costs involved in pre-processing, presenting and transporting prospective immigrants 

within Gerrnany was borne by German authonties. Once rejected there was no need for the 

candidate to be presented a second or third time for another scheme thereby avoiding M e r  

expenses and disappointment for German labour offices. This process enabled Canadian officials to 

recycle applications and to take maximum advantage of the free services offered by German 

authorities. By 1953, immigration officials were even refemng "spontaneous" applicants appearing 

at Canadian missions to Gennan labour offices to Save them the cost of medical examinations and 

transportation to inspection points. The Chief of the Immigration Mission in Germany, J.R. 

Robillard, also ensured that al1 immigration applications received by German labour offices, but not 

processed, were forwarded to his mission so that they could be followed up in subsequent yean.'5 

The Gerrti ari Lurnber Warkers' Sclreme 

The history of the German woodworkers' scheme closely resembled that of the miners' program in 

terms of its origins, duration and demise. Like the mining sector, the booming postwar forestry 

sector generated a seemingly insatiable appetite for labour which, up to 1946, was in part filled by 

German POWs who were then repiaced by DPs. Ln the late-1940s, employment in this sector was 

charactensed by a high labour tum-over rate of about 13% a week.I6 The unpredictable duration, 

harsh conditions and remote locations of bush work made this work unattractive for Canadians and 

DPs aiike. The IR0 offered a reliable and ready store of bush worken after 1947 and industry and 

the Canadian govemment saw no reason to change suppliers for 1951, when another 6,690 DP 

lumber worken were ordered." As a result, the industry was caught off-guard when the DP labour 

cnsis hit and it was forced to change plans in mid-course. 

'' IB, Vol. 8 10, File 548-20, Pt. 1 ,  Benoit to Winter, 27.9.195 1.  
'' ID. Vol. 675, Filc C92672, Pt. 3, Robillatd to German Employment Olfice, 15.6.1953. 
16 DL. Vol. 899, Filc 8-9-84, Pt. 3, "Labour Shortages in Relation to hmigration," 1947. 
17 A rcquest by the Abitibi Power and Paper Company to broaden the recniitment base to indude Germany was cynically dismisseci 
by DL as a gross cxaggeration of the cornpanYs labour mquirrments. DL, Vol. 277, File 1-26-2-1, Pt. 1 ,  Davis to MacNamara, 
28.9.1950. 
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Waming signs that the IR0 was behind schedule in recmiting DP loggers surfaced in February 

195 1. At this tirne the DL had identified altemate sources inciuding Germany and northem Italy 

and the DCI added Scandinavian countries to the list. Some companies needed little convincing 

about the merits of German worken given their positive experiences with German POWs. As a 

senior executive at Abitibi pointed out: "Our experience during the p s t  with displaced persons and 

German prisoners of war conclusively indicates that the Gemans are the best type of labour for our 

recpirernent~."'~ When the DP supply cnsis hit, DL officiais were quick to direct the representative 

of the Great Lakes Pulp & Paper Co. travelling in Germany at this time to the surplus of 

expenenced German lumbermen and convinced him to place orders ihrough the Department. Other 

orders, totalling 1 ,708 workers, soon followed from individual companies and the Ontario Forest 

Industries Association. The DL adopted the same company-funded transport arrangements and 

labour contracts as under the mining scheme for the movement of German lumber workers. The 

DCI filled smaller orders for individual companies. It used the APS to finance the transportation of 

these workers to Canada which, again, undercut the viability of the DL'S German lumber workers' 

scheme and ultimately rendered it redundant. 

Figure No. 26: 1 mmigration of Cerman versus AI1 Lumbermcn to Canada, 1951-57 
YEAR Cermnn Loggcrs % of i l 1  % of dl 

German Migrant 
workcir worken u 

LOlBcn 

Total % of 
Numbcr al1 Loggcr?; 

Total 2,078 26.1 % 1.7% 13% 

Source: DCI. Vob. 61 D to Ci. 
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In April 195 1, Canadian Immigration and Labour officials sought the assistance and approval of 

German authorities for their lumber workers' scheme. The timing of their approach was 

inauspicious as this scherne became entangled in the same difficulties with BOM, the IR0 and the 

Lümier which had complicated and delayed the mining scheme. Only by the summer, after most of 

these problems were ironed out, did overseas officials resume allsut processing of Germans. Yet 

when the first large shipments of German workers arrived, companies began cancelling orden. 

Some timber operators complained that many German workers were leaving their jobs shortly after 

arrivaLt9 Another reason for the disinterest in the Gerrnan scheme was that most forestry 

operations had grossly over-estimated their initial labour requirements as most of the vacancies 

were filled by resident Canadians or DPs who did not encumber the companies with transportation 

debts. 

Still, in 1% 1, the DL brought 903 and the DCI another 761 German forest workers to Canada. For 

most of these workers, however, their placements were short-lived. The labour glut and the early 

cut of tirnber led companies to scale back their workforce and immigrants were the fmt to go. This 

behaviour by the companies as well as the seasonal nature of this employment convinced 

immigration authorities to discontinue the bulk-labour lurnber worken' scheme, a decision which 

Labour officials had to gnidgingly accept. Al1 orden h m  individual companies were henceforth 

processed by the DCI. Like the miners' movement, the post-1951 immigration of lumber workers 

never again reached the huge dimensions it had during the laie-1940s. This movement averaged 

only 529 workers per year from 1952 to 1957 of which the German share averaged 69 immigrants. 

The industry was no longer reliant on immigrant labour as it had undergone substantial 

rnechanisation. Also, over half of the foreign labour in this industry was now supplied by 

Scandinavian countries. 

l9 The Great takes Pulp & Paper Co. alleged German workcrs lefi on account of "the discornforts caused by flies." DCI, Vol. 145, 
File 3-41 - 1  1 ,  Pt. 1, Fortier to MacNamara, 20.7.1951; DL, Vol. 290, File 1-26-60-1, Pt. 1 ,  Mills to MacNamara, 12.9.195 1. 
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No sooner had the German lumber worken' program been thrown together when it came apart. Its 

overall success was mixed. A good number of the workers failed to meet the expectations of some 

emplo yers. For many of them the transition from the predominantly urban environment of 

Germany to the wilds of Canada proved too difficult. Others may never have intended to honour 

their undertakings but used the scheme to gain entry to Canada to seek work elsewhere. The 

balance of the workers appear to have faired well, including many former German POWs who had 

been rehired by their e ~ - e r n ~ l o ~ e r s . ~ ~  With the exception of 195 1, the movement of these workea 

was of little consequence to the Gerrnan boom (see Figure No. 26). 

Germari Farm Labourers 

The German farm labour movement ranked arnong the largest worker movements to Canada in the 

1950s. It brought more agriculturalists foward than any other ethnic group movement (see Figure 

No. 27). Of al1 German programs, it was only surpassed by the domestics' scheme in ternis of 

numbers. It also generated more paper work and vexation in Ottawa than any of the other German 

programs. 

Figure No. 27: Immigration of German, Dutcb, British and Italian A~riculturalists to Canada, 1951-57 
Y EAR G e m n  Dutch British 1talUn 

Agriculiunlists Agncultunlisu Agricultunlisu Agriculturalists 
T O ~ A  K or JII or rll r0i.1 Y. O~J I I  W. o i i ~  r o t r l  Y. o î a r  9i O ~ J N  ~ 0 t . 1  SC o r i l t  K ori l1 ~ OC JI 

Numbcr farm Ccrnun Numbcr f r rm Duîch N t u n k r  frrm Bridrh Numbcr frm h ü l a  d g t 8 0 t w o r k r i  
w o r k t n  workcn workcn w o r k n  worlrcn workcn w a r k r n  worken ir farm b o d a  

Toul 21,186 22.0% 17.8% 16,278 16.9% 37.0% 8,884 9.2% 4.4% 20,265 Zt.O./. 213% 14.1% 

Source: DCI. Vots. 61 D to G. 

This movement owed its existence to the prevailing conditions in Canadian agriculture in the 1950s. 

At this time agriculture remained Canada's largest employer. However, the sector was beset with 

'O This was the case in the Port Arthur area Ibid., Dawson to Andrews, 15.10.195 1. 
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acute labour shortages which began during the war and continued into the 1950s and beyond. At 

the heart of the problem was the mass exodus of Canadian f m  workers to urban areas where 

wages and working conditions were generally better.2' in spite of the increased mechanisation and 

technological advances in the agriculture sector in the 1950s and the influx of immigrant fami 

labour, chronic labour shortages remained in most regions of Canada. Short supply became 

particularly acute as a result of the intensification of agriculture and good harvests in the early- 

1950s. Immigration authorities did everythng possible to satisS the demand for agriculturalists, 

offering various incentives, such as the APS, to make the fm program more attractive to 

prospective immigrants. After all, f m e n  were very important political constituents, especiaily in 

western Canada, and their belief of a strong nation founded on a healthy and stable agrarian 

economy coincided with the views of many politicians and bureaucrats. Immigration was not 

simply a means of supplying f m  labour but to many Canadians it was part of a mission of 

preserving the essential urban-nual balance of Canadian society. As one senior immigration 

official stated in 195 1 : 

The large urban areas will continue to attract persons and industries and hence to develop 
and expand. If the proper balance is to be maintained, a special effort will have to be made 
to build up and strengthen the villages and small t o m s  and rural areas generally. This is a 
basic factor in the immigration poli~y.22 

In carrying out this mission, Canadian authorities extensively drew on one of the largest pools of 

agriculture immigrant labour in Europe, Germany. But these high expectations gave nse to false 

hopes t!!at the newcomen would remain in rural Canada and compensate the outflow of f m  labour 

to rhe urban areas. 

'' Ontario alone was losing f m  worken at rate of 14,000 a year since 1946. IB, Vol. 78 1, File 538-3 1, Pt. 1, 1 0 ~  Federat-Prov. 
Farm Labour Con ference, 5.12.1952. 
'' DCI, Vol. 10 1,  File 3- 18-5, Wintcr to Fonier, 4.7.195 1. D U S  Deputy Minister, L. Fortier, shared these views stating at the 
Scttlcrncnt Servicc Confcrcnce that "Our rural popuIation is stiil our soundest population, and the ownership o f  fam or property is 
thc mightiest bulwark against social disorder." DCI, Vol. 90, File 3-1-4, Pt. t ,  Minutes, 24.8.1950. The DL held the outdated view 
that only labour emptoyed in the basic industries stimutated broder economic growth. Regarding federal Liberal party's hoid in 
western Canada in the 1 950s sec G. Friesen, The Canadian Prairies: A History (îoronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 984), 426. 
Ottawa also may have imported more f m  workers because it faced no opposition fiom unions and the public in this regard. 
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Anticipating the eventual demise of the DP fam labour program in 195 1, immigration authorities 

already in 1950 looked to other countnes in Europe to fil1 this void. AAer it becarne evident that 

Bntain and northwestem Europe would be unable to boost their output, officiais fell back on Italy 

and ~ e m i a n ~ . ~ '  With the abolition of the last restrictions against German immigration in 

Septernber 1950, a vast reservoir of farm labour suddenly became available to Canadian authonties. 

Underemployrnent was hi& arnongst f m  worken in Gemany during this time, especially for 

German expellees and recent refugees from the East, many of whom had been farmers in their 

former homelands. Furthemore, this class of worker showed a greater willingness to emigrate than 

any ~ t h e r . ~ '  In the early-1950s Bonn encouraged this trend, attaching special emphasis to the 

emigration of refugee f m  farnilies to German authorities assisted Canadian operations 

in recruiting and processing this group of workers. On their side, Canadian authorities gladly 

accepted these offen and even accommodated Geman interests by accepting married f a m  hands 

provided they came to work in Canada in advance of their h i l i e s .  The net effect of al1 this 

promotion was significant. Gerrnan fm immigration to Canada tnpled between 1950 and 195 1, 

rising from 1,5 15 to 4,248 individuals. 

Afier 195 1, Canada increasingly turned to Gerrnany to meet its farm labour supplies. The flow of 

DPs at this time had corne to a complete stop as the IR0 had closed shop. The movement of Dutch 

f m e n  to Canada was in decline after 1950 as more non-agrarian Dutch migrants came to Canada. 

The contribution from other countnes of northwestem Europe fell off sharply &et 195 1.26 Fann 

labour immigration fiom Britain remained steady but low. Also the DL'S Italian farm program 

'' IB, Vol. 674, File C92672, Pt. 1, Benoit to al1 posts abrortd, 10.4.1951 and repIies. See also, Ibid. Immigration Supcrintendcnt, 
London to Director, 16.4.195 1. 

German survcy resuits show that over one-hird of the Gcrmans seeking to ernigrate were f m e r s .  Friedmann, Germon 
Ininrigrarion into Canada (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1952), 52. Regarding the high unemployment arnong G e m  refugee fannets, 
sce lbid., 15 and E. Pfeil, "Sozio1ogischc und psychologische Aspckte der Vertreibung," in G-Willker et al. eds., Europo und die 
deurschen Flüchrlinge (Frankfurt &M.: Institut filr FBrderung 6ffentlicher Angtiegcnheiten, 1952). 57. 
7 < 
" In somc cases, Bonn went so far as to request whether Cmada would accept Gerrnan farmers. IB, Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt. 7, Externat 
Affiiirs (DEA) Mission, Bonn to Secretuy State DEA, 7.6.195 1 ; DL, Vol. 29 1, File 1-26-60-2, Pt. 1, Sharrer to Lamame, 4.12.1950. 
'b M. Roholl, "Immigration Policy vcrsus Emigrants' Policy, the Struggle becween the Government and the Socid Emiption 
Organizations in the Netherlands, 1945-62," in Kroes & Ncuschaefer eds., The Dutch in North-America. Their ImmigraIion and 
Cultural Continuity (Amsterdam: Vu University Press, 199 l), 76. There was simply no interest in îhis scheme in orher western 
European countries. See IB, Vol. 840, File 553-50, Pt. 2, Beasley to al1 posts, 22.7.1955 and their replies. 
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failed to live up to expectations.*' With the exception of Quebec, al1 provinces placing orders with 

the DL for their 1952 prograrns had dropped Italian fam workers fiom their list and instead ordered 

~ e r m a n s . ~ ~  Quebec followed suit the following year. Interest in Geman f m  labouren remained 

high in most provinces during the 1950s. This is evidenced by the large number of orders placed 

with the DL: 3,325 in l952,2,OOO in 1953,2,100 in 1954, 1,300 in 1955 and 2,800 in 1 9 5 6 . ~ ~  

Labour's own program added to the DCI's intake of German fann labour. It offered German 

immigrants another route of entering Canada and brought m e r  resources and placement 

opportunities to the German f m  labour movement. In 195 1, the DL operated a trial movement of 

200 Gennan f m  hands to Manitoba. It recruited these workers through its channels in Gemany 

and arranged for their inland transportation to final destinations in Canada. Here National 

Employment Service (NES) and Federal-Provincial Fam Labour Cornmittees placed them with 

farmers. Provincial officiais followed up placements and collected the APS advances. The apparent 

success of Manitoba's experiment, broadly advertised by the DL, convinced other provinces to 

launch their own prograrns in 1952. 

The burst of Geman f m  labourers entenng Canada in 1951 was followed by two more good 

years. The numben recniited in 1952 (4,566) mirrored the 1951 results and could have been even 

higher had it not been for the late reinstatement of the APS and the quarantine restrictions imposed 

on German farm worken as a result of the outbreak of hoof-and-mouth disease in ~askatchewan.~~ 

1953 wos a record year for German farm workers when 6,837 were recruited, representing 40% of 

al1 immigrant farm workers. This success in 1953 can be attributed to better organisation. Overseas 

operations received advance approval to recruit Geman f m  workers and to administer the APS. 

This was also one of the few years when the early and full assistance of German authorities was 

" The rnass desertion of Iulians fiom their fm placements to the ci t is  loundcd the death hell for this program. The Depury 
Minister of Labour commentcd in 195I:"Putting the rnaner quite bIuntly 1 would think the cxperiment of bringing Italians out for 
farm work on individual f a m  has proved to be a failure. ... Unless we c m  get a better quality of Italians I am pretty well through 
with italians for farm work." D t, Vol. 291, File t -26-60-4, Pt. 1, MacNamara to Lamarre, 17.8.195 1. Ottawa was also aware that 
fcw British agricultunlists wouId bc forthcoming. DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt 2, Fonier to Harris, 27.3.1952- 

DL, Vol. 876, File 8-7-2 t-12, PL 3, Minutes Fui.-Prov. F m  Labour Conference. 3.12.195 1. 
'9 Data tabulated ffom DL, Vol. 291, File 1-26-60-4, Pts. 1-4. 
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secured in recruiting workers for this scheme. As well, cornpetition from other receiving countnes 

was minimal in 1953. 

ARer 1 953, the movement underwent a sharp and steady decline (see Figure No. 27). As a result of 

numerous cornplaints by employers and agriculture officials about the quality and cornmitment of 

German farm workers, immigration authorities tightened the occupational selection criteria after 

1953, accepting only bona fide f m  workers who had recent farm experience. This led to an 

irnmediate drop in the number of visas issued to f m  hands. Also, by late-1 954, German interest in 

emigrating to Canada began to wane, and the number of surplus f m e r s  began to t hh3 '  

Furthemore, Amencan and Australian programs were cutting into this supply by 1955. Nor did 

Ottawa or f m  organisations take any action to make their programs more attractive at a time when 

Canada was expenencing a recession. in fact, immigration authorities hoped that stricter 

quaiifications for the farm labour program would have the effect of reducing overall Geman 

immigration for 1954. Finally, after 1954, Bonn ceased al1 material and recruiting assistance for 

this and Canada's other labour schemes. Because of emerging labour shortages and the need of 

manpower for the new German amed forces, Bonn grew reluctant to part with young male 

workers." 

In 1956, the economic situation in Canada improved and Ottawa regained its will to embark on a 

vigorous immigration prograrn. Unfortunately, it was too late to resuscitate the moribund fann 

workers' movement. Despite Ottawa's best efforts, little interest could be dnimmed up in Germany 

for this program.33 The absence of a senlement prograrn for East German refbgees, the delayed 

start to the prograrn, and the poor wages and working conditions in this sector M e r  hindered 

Ottawa's recruitrnent carnpaign. By this time many of the older expellees and refbgees, Canada's 

main source of farm labour, had been fully integrated into German society. So low was the intake 

30 DCI, Vol. 145, Filc 3-4 1 - 15, Pt. 1 ,  Fortier to MacNamara, 25.3. I9SZ. 
'' German farm workers only represented 14% of the total G e m  woricing population in 1960. See work force stratification chart. 
'' I-D. Stcincrt, bfigrution und Polirik. W'stdeu~schlrrnd - Europe - Übersee 1945-1961 (Osnabriick: Sec010 Vedag, 1995). 174,240- 
250. 
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of farm labourers in 1957 that this category failed to make the list of the top ten professions 

recmited From Germany. AAer 1954, jobs in certain agriculhval areas were diminishing or 

becoming more seasonal and some programs were scrapped entirely. Ottawa was less willing to 

supply provinces and certain growers with seasonal immigrant labour unless assurances for year- 

round employrnent could be made. It was realised that workers engaged in seasonal employment 

were al1 too often lost to the farming community afier being laid OB Also, selection increasingly 

targeted specialised f3m skills as opposed to day l a b o ~ r e n . ~ ~  

As in the case of rnost large immigration schemes, problems invariably surfaced in this movement. 

Initially few Canadian farmen complained about the prospects of employing Geman workers. 

Germans in Canada had acquired an enviable reputation of being successful agricultural settlers, 

second only to the Dutch. This view was reinforced by the positive impression leA on Canadian 

fanners and officials by the German POWs ernployed on famis during the war and by 

Volksdeuische refugee f m e n  who followed them." But beginning in 1952, Canadian famiers 

and officials faced difficulties keeping some of these worken on f m s  for the duration of their one 

year contracts. Complaints also arose that some workers had M e  or no farm experience. The 

situation worsened the following year when many provinces reported that upwards of half of the 

German field hands had abandoned their placements shortly afier arriving in Canada, many with 

outstanding travel d e b t ~ . ~ ~  The resulting outcry from fanners and labour organisations and the 

negative press that followed forced Ottawa in 1954 to impose stringent qualification critena and to 

instiuct overseas officers to exercise more vigilance in their selection. These mesures irnproved 

the type of worker coming forward but at the cost of severely reducing overall numbers. Ironically, 

when acute labour shortages again appeared in 1956, provincial officials who insisted on tougher 

selection criteria in 1953 now pleaded with Ottawa to ease up. 

" Evcn attempts to convince unskilled German worken with little or no agriculture background failed. DCI, Vol. 145, File 3-41-15, 
Pt. 2,  NChief Op. Div. to al! district superintendents, 16.8.1 956. 
34 Robillard citcs this as a major reason for the dccline in German f m  labouren. IB, Vol. 840, File 553-50, Pt. 2, Robillard to 
Bcnoit, 6.8.1955. For " 10 rnost visaed" occupations, see DCI, Vol. 143, File 3 4 - 2 5 .  
'' Manitoba's decision to accept German fami labourers was bascd in large pan on its positive experiences with G c m  POWs. DL, 
Vol. 290, File 1-26-60- 1 ,  P t  1 ,  Bell to Harris, 14.5.195 1 ; DL, Vol. 29 1 ,  File 1-26-60-4, Pt. 1 ,  MacNarnara CO Bell, 2 1 .S. 195 1. 
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Contract ''jumping" had a nurnber of causes. First, immigrants were not always the cause of the 

problem. Officials in the field reported that 50% of the desertions were due to unscrupulous 

farmers who failed to honour their undertakings, often laying workers off or reducing their wages 

aRer the harvest.j7 The balance who left voluntarily appear to have been drawn to the cities where 

better wages and more steady work was offered. This was an inexorable trend which even affected 

German groups with strong traditional ties to the land, such as the s en no nit es^' and Danube 

~wabians." It was just as widespread in other countries receiving Germans such as the United 

States, where well over half of the Voiksdeutsche immigrant farmers who had corne under the 

expellees' program had lefi their agrarian placements by 1 9 ~ 2 . ~ ~  Some immigrants, who had no 

intention of engaging in agriculture work, had evidently used the financial provisions of the APS to 

overcome the Geman currency restrictions which otherwise blocked their entry to Canada. in 

opportunistic fashion, they misrepresented themselves as farm hands to gain entry to canada?' 

One such celebrated case which raised the ire of immigration authorities was a Geman dentist who 

had arrived in Canada as a fam labourer with absolutely no experience or will for this work. This 

practise was not unique to Germans and was apparently comrnon among al1 migrants who sought 

. -. -- 

36 DCI, Vol. 145, File 3-41-15, Pt. 1, Minutes Fed.-Prov. Farm Labour Conference, 26.1 1.1953. " An investigation by the German Embassy in Ottawa a h  found that many Canadian cmployers m e  to bisme. IB, Vol. 675, File 
C92672, Pt. 4, Robillard to Benoit, 8.1.1954. 
" One historian has chuacterisec! the disposition of postwar Mennonite immigrants as "more factory-rninded than soil-conscious." 
F.H. Epp, Mennonite Exodus. ï7re Rescue and Resetdement of the Russian Mennonites since the Cornmunis! Revolution (Altona, 
Manitoba: D.W. Friesen & Sons Ltd., 1962), 443. In 1955, the chairman of the Canadian Mennonite Bc.*ii of Colonization (CMBC) 
conceded ta a govemment official that most immigrants entering in the 1950s had ncit honoured he i r  corarracts and had found jobs in 
cities. DL, Vol. 282, File 1 -26-25, Pt. 1, Thiessen to Hereford 5.10.1955. Sce also, Mennonite Heritagc Centre, CMBC mords, 
Vol. 1394, File 1556, Report to the MCC, 22.3.1952 and J.J. Thiessen, "Present Mennonite Immigration to Canada," Mennanite Lfe 
I V ,  3 (July 1949), 35. 
" The Danube Sqabians were German agrarian settlers who had been used by Habsburg rulers in the eighteenth century to 
repopulate lands in prescntday Hungary, Yugoslavia and Rumania which had been taken fiom Turkish rule. For the most part, they 
remained in thcse settiements untiI the wartime Nazi rcsettlements or the postwar expulsions carried out by Hungaty, YugosIavia and 
Rumania. Immcdiately aftcr the war, they f o d  a sizeable part of the Volksdeutsche refugee population in Gennany. Although 
Danube Swabians consider themselves farmen, many, if not most, who emigrated to Canada d e r  the war took up non-agrarian 
pursuits. Sce K. Stenger-Frey, "The Danube Swabians in Canada: They Cd1 it Their Land, too-" German-Candian Yearbook VI 
(1981), 80-81. 
'O Stcincrt, higralion und Politik, 147 and 174 ff. 
.II Thcre i s  llttlc doubt that m y  Germans abused this schcrne. About 75% of sevcral hundreds of Gcrman farm workers arriving in 
Canada on the USS General Taylor in 1952 admitted to officiais that they had no f m i n g  experience. IB, Vol. 674, File C92672, Pt. 
2,  Bcnoit to Robillard, 25.8.1952 and repiy, 17.9.1952. See ais0 IB, Vol. 810, File 548-20, Pt. 3, Director to Stirling, 23.6.1953. It is 
difficult to dcterrnine how many of the "intending" German f m  hands who came to Canada stayed with this cmploymcnt sincc 
follow-up records on immigrants were not kept by Ottawa 
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admission to Canada via labour group schemes." However, those who stayed on for the duration of 

their contracts appear to have generally worked out well and gave Ottawa some encouragement in 

continuing the program.43 

The farm labour scheme also made indirect contributions to the German boom and to the Canadian 

economy. The thousands of mamed f am workers who came alone to Canada through this program 

were soon able to sponsor their dependants, relatives and fiiends which added to Canada's total 

Geman intake. German farm workers provided an additional benefit to the Canadian economy. 

Many had leamed secondary trades and skills in Gemany which were of great advantage to 

Canada's other industries in the 1950s and 1960s, especially the booming construction sector. 

Gertrta~r Dotrt estics 

More German domestic servants came to Canada between 195 1 and 1957 than any other type of 

Gerrnan worker, including farm hands. Indeed, more domestics immigrated fiom Gemany than 

from any other country, almost doubling the nurnber arriving from Canada's second largest supplier, 

Italy. Ln this regard, the immigration of German domestic was an anomaly as movements of 

immigrant labourers in the 1950s were usually male-dominated. 

The main impetus behind this movement was the great shortage of this type of worker in Canada in 

the decades after the war. Many Canadian women had retired from the labour force after the war or 

were pursuing work in industry where pay and hours were better. As well, the postwar economic 

boom offered well-to-do Canadians more disposable income and employing a domestic became a 

'' For displaced pcrsons (DP) *rnasqueradingN as im labourers we DL, Vol. 279, File 1-26-10-1, Pt. 3, Lewis to Dawson, 
10.8.1951. For misrepresentations by other national groups sec for cxample, K. Aun, The Political Refuges A History of the 
Esronians in Canada (Toronto: McClclland and Stewart, 1975), 22-23; M. Danys, DP, Lithuanian Immigration ro Ccnoda ajer the 
Second World Wnr (Toronto: Multicultural History Society of Ontario, 1986). 91-94, 176; F. Iacovetta, Such Hardworking People: 
haliari Irrrnrigrarits in Posrrvar Toronto (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Qucen's University Press, 1992), 30; and L.Luciuk, 
"Scarching for Placc: Ukrainian Refugce Migration to Canada after World War II." Ph-D. Thesis, University of Alberta, 1984,245, 
276-7,305, 
43 DL, Vol. 291, File 1-2660-4, P t  4, Dawson to Rutherford, 31.3.1953; NI, Vol. 145, File 3-41-15, Pt. 1 ,  Minutes Fcd.-Prov. 
F m  Labour Confcrence, 26.1 1.1953. 
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possibility for a greater number." DP women only temporarily filled this void. Many did not stay 

long, Ieaving for better paying jobs or for occupations for which they had forma1 training or 

e ~ ~ e r i e n c e . ~ ~  By the l95Os, DPs failed to provide a permanent solution to the labour shortages 

faced in Canadian households and public institutions such as hospitals and old age homes. 

Figure No. 28: Immigration of Cerman, Dutch, British and Italian Domestic Servants to Canada, 1951-57 
Y U R  Cerman Dutch British Italiin 

Domestics Domutics Domutics Domestics 
Total */. of al1 %W or al1 Total Y O Y O Totai ./. 01111 % o l i I I  T t  K of di Y. a f r U  9% of dl 

Number domestics Ccrmrn Numkr domcr îh  Dutcb Numbcr d a m d a  Brllirh N u m k r  domuela ItiPra mlgrrnt 
workcn w o i k t n  worlrcn w o r î u n  w o r k e n u  

domcrticl 

Tot31 20,106 34.5% 16.9% 4,4M 7.6% 10.1% 5314 9.5% 2.7Y. 1 1,009 10.9% 11.6Ya 0.6% 

Source: DCI. Vols. 61 D 10 G. 

The DL was involved in the domestics' movement to Canada at the outset. It had created its own 

DP domestics scheme in 1947 which was continued afier 1951 with German immigrants. The 

depanment attached particular imporiance to this program which was personally supervised by the 

Deputy Minister of Labour, Arthur ~ a c ~ a r n a r a . ' ~  Labour controlled most aspects of this 

rnovement, using its own apparatus to make selections overseas and placements in Canada. By 

1950, the DCI had also made preparations to move to Canada greater numbers of domestics. 

Building on Order in Council PC 2856, which fieed up the immigration of domestics, the 

department issued instructions to posts in westem Europe to "make a concerted effort to activate a 

movement of domestics on a continuing baskN4' The response was disappointing: supply in 

westem Europe was sirnply insufficient to meet demand in Canada. Labour authorities had reached 

44 This is borne out by census data which reveal that the number o f  domestics increasd from 88,775 in 195 1 to 120,392 in 196 1. M. 
Barbcr, /nimigrant Dontestic Servants in Canada (Ottawa: CHA, 199 1), 7. 
I S  Drinys, DP, 128-1 30, 15 1; M. Barber, Immigrant Domesric Servanrs in Canada (Onawa: CHA, 199I), 19-29; and DL, Vo1.899, 
File 8-9-84, Pt. 3, Report "Labour Shortagcs in RcIation,"l947. 
46 DL, Vol. 278, File 1-26-3- 1 ,  Pt. 4, G.E.Winter to MacNamara, 24.1.195 1. 
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a similar point in their DP domestics' prograrn at this time. The DP pool had run dry and little hope 

was placed in developing an Italian movement of domestics. The immigration bureaucracy 

therefore attempted to make up this shortfall pnmady with German women. Furthexmore, as the 

movemeni of British domestics was debilitated by shipping shortages in 1% 1, greater emphasis was 

placed on getting German domestics to make up the d e f i ~ i t . ~ ~  

Germany was a particularly rich recruiting ground for dornestics. World War II had left a 

demographic surplus of seven million more women than men, most falling into the age category of 

IS to 40 years. German authorities were anxious to correct this situation and accordingly assisted 

Canadian immigration officials with their recruiting activitied9 Many Gexman women were 

prepared to corne to Canada as domestics and their motives ranged fiom adventurism to 

establishing a base to sponsor family memben. They were less averse to this line of work than their 

Canadian or British counterparts, possibly because this employrnent was respected more in 

~ e r m a n ~ . ' ~  The political misgivings of Canadian officiais about this scheme had vanished by 

195 1 when i t  was discovered that Bntain had been tapping domestics From its former enemy for 

some time. The identification of Gennans under the racial "northem-European" heading may have 

helped to market this program. Indeed, by May 1% 1, the Deputy Minister of Labour felt that "500 

German nationals as domestics will go over well with house~ives."~' 

Essentially the same selection criteria for the DP scheme applied to the German domestics' scheme. 

A premium was placed on youth (18 to 40 years of age), good health and some expenence in this 

47 IB, Vol. 673, File C83755, DCI Directive No. 43, 1.8.1950 and oversw replies. 
48 DL, Vol. 290, File 1-26-60-1, Pt. 1, MacNarnara to Fortier, 9.8.1951. Labour oficials felt that Italian women were neither 
intercsted in nor suitable for dornestic ernployrnent. They therefore concentrateci on developing a German prograrn. See DL, Vol. 
29 1, Fitc 1-26-60-3-1, Dawson to MacNamara, 13.7.1951. 
" IB, Vol. 673. File C83755, Bird to Robillard, 17.7.1951. 
M R. Helling el al., A Socio-Economic History of German Canadians (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1984). 97. For British and 
Canadian women this work carried with it a distinct social stigma Barber, Immigrunt Domesric Servants, 1 8. Alexander Freund's 
study suggests that farnily circurnstances as well as cconomic, social and political conditions in postwar Germany may have 
inff ucnced womcn to crnignte. Mmy sought independence, adventure and economic success in Canada The dornestics scheme wiu 
the only route opcn for many of thern to enter Canada Freund "Identity and Immigration: Self-Conceptualkation and Myth in the 
Nrirntives of G c r m  Immigrant Women in Vancouver, B.C., 1950-1960," M.A. Thesis, Simon Fraser University, 1994,3,23-26. 
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field of work. Knowledge of English or French was desirable but not essential. Most German 

domestics were directed to employment in private homes, while others served in public institutions 

such as hospitals, as well as in hotels, restaurants and as waitresses. Many expressed a preference 

for working in big cities such as Montreal or Toronto. The DL'S scheme required workers and 

ernployers to sign undertakings. Initially workers were tied to eighteen month ~ n d e r t a k i n ~ s . ~ ~  

Employers guaranteed steady work at going wages and pledged to help integrate their charges. The 

minimum $40 monthly salary paid in Canada was higher than wages offered in Germany in the 

early- 1950s. But Immigration authorities in Canada attempted to find better paying posts for their 

domestics. Yet, it was probably more the opportunity of gaining entry to Canada, than the 

uninspiring wages, working and social-security conditions, that prompted many German women to 

sign up for this scheme? 

The big break for the German domestics' program carne in early-195 1 when it was included in the 

APS. As few German women could pay their own way, these loans greatly facilitated their 

rnovement to canada." A certain urgency was assigned the 195 1 campaign in light of the 20,000 - 

22,000 job vacancies in this sector. For 195 1, the DL embarked on a tnal program of 500 Geman 

domestics. Meanwhile, the DCI began recruiting through its normal channels, drawing on its stock 

of spontaneous applications. It was agreed that a11 domestics requiring placement assistance would 

be directed to Labour's NES offices in Canada whereas the balance with jobs lined up in Canada 

would be handled by Immigration officials. However, this movement progressed slowly due to 

financing and currency exchange difficulties and the lack of cooperation fkom German labour 

'' This was the case in the DP scheme wherc Canadian offlcials singled out Baltic women as ideal domestics on the basis of their 
northcrn European background. Danys, DP, 130. Canadian officials closely monitored British initiatives in Gemny. See DL, Vol. 
29 1, File 1-26-60-3- 1, Dewitt to Mortimer, 16.7.195 1 and aiso chaptcr 3. 
" Contract term of service were later reduced to one par. The trend ofurban settlmient was especially noticeable in the province 
of Quebec wtiere not only domestics but rnost German immigrants settled in the greater Montreal area. H.W.Debor, Die Deurrchen 
in der Provinz Quebec (Montreal: H.W.Dcbor 1964), 27-8. 
" Voluncary agencies and the DL were aware of the ulterior motives of Geman domestics. See NAC, MG 28 V 120, Canadian 
Lutheran World Relief (CLWR) records, Reei H-1399, File CCCRR - Briefs and Corr. 1950-55, Monk to Berkefeld, 15. IO. 195 1; and 
DL, Vol. 29 1. File 1-26-60-3-1, Brown to MacNmwa, 2.5.1952. The wage advantage disappeared by 1955 when comparable or 
bcttcr bcnefits were offcrcd domestics in Gennany. [B. Vol. 835, File 553-30, Pt. 2, "Cornparison of Wages for Domestics," Jan 
1955. 
Y Immigration and labour officials reaiised that the success of this movement hinged on funding. See DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI], 
Minutes of DAC1 meeting, 9.4.195 1. 
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offices. It ultimately came to a crashing halt in September 1951 when the APS was cut ofE 

Labour's total intake in 195 1 was only three domestics, whereas more than 2,000 came via regular 

immigration.55 

The movement was again delayed in 1952 due to the late reinstatement of the APS, quibbling by 

German authonties over contract ternis and cornpetition fkom other immigration countries. In this 

year the DL, desperate for workers, abandoned its 500-person quota and set about recruiting as 

many domestics as it could get. Beginning in 1952, immigration authorities also agreed to accept a 

limited number of widows with up to two children, a gesture intended as much to gain the goodwill 

of German authonties as to increase the intake of domestics. They also initiated a childless 

dornestics couples' program which brought several hundreds of such worken to Canada. The slow 

start to the program was offset by a good finish. By year's end a total of about 3,300 domestics 

came to Canada, exceeding the previous yearts total by 1,000.'~ 

In 1953, Labour and Immigration officials' efforts met with more success. Just as in the farm 

labour program, the full cooperation of German authorities was secured at the outset and many of 

the currency exchange and transfer problems were cleared away at the start of the year. Also, 

interest in ernigrating to Canada was still high in Gennany at a tirne when the American expellees' 

program had concluded and the Australian program was mired in the economic doldnuns. The net 

result was a record year for the immigration of Gennan domestics amounting to almost 5,000, or 

half sf Canada's total intake. The movement declined in the following two years to about 3,000 iii 

1954 and 2,000 in 1955 (see F i g w  No. 28). Interest in this scheme and in emigration in pneral 

was tailing off in Germany where the employment situation and standard of living had improved. 

Wages and working conditions for domestics in Germany had caught up and, in some instances, 

exceeded Canadian offers. Up to 1955, Ottawa insisted on advertising the minimum wage rates for 

domestic service in Canada in spite of pleas fiom Canadian officials in Gemany that the typically 

s5 DCI, Vol. 26, File [DACI] 195 1-58, Binder 2, Unfilleci Group Labour Movcmcnts, 3 1.12.195 1. 
DCI, Vol. 61 G. Immigration staiistics. 
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higher real wages should be publicised." Also in 1955, Ottawa discontinued its policy of waiving 

outstanding inland transportation loans for domestics who remained in this line of work for one 

year. This made the program even more unattractive for prospective immigrants who now had to 

risk a higher debt load. Paradoxically, as the demand for domestics rose in 1954-55, the DCI 

removed the few incentives that this scheme offered. 

The rnovement showed slight signs of revival in 1956 and 1957 when about 2,300 and 2,200 

domestics, reçpectively, migrated. This probably resulted from the relaxation of the admission 

requirements under the domestics' scheme and a broadened APS.~' Although domestics from 

Germany had always been entitled to the APS, the new scheme undoubtedly induced more married 

German women, who had no work lined up but who wished to accompany their husbands and 

children, to sign up. However, the gains expenenced by the movement were short-lived and 

numben again dropped in 1958. Evidently transportation loans were not enough to reverse the 

declining trend. Guarantees of higher wages, which may have enticed more German domestics to 

emigrate, were not forthcoming fiom Canadian recniiters, the absence of which undoubtedly 

accounts for the general decline of domestics from 1953 to 1957. 

The overall success of this program was mixed. Iudging by comments from a senior DL official, 

Geman domestics faired about the same as other ethnic groups: 

On the whole employers' reactions have been favourable, although we have heard of some 
cases where the workers have taken things upon themselves and have moved to more 
lucrative jobs. This, of course, is nothing new as we have had to cope with a similar 
situation in comection with the United Kingdom domestics as well as with displaced 
penons.59 

Understandably, German domestics could not meet al1 of Canada's needs. Like most other 

immigrants, they did not make a career out of this line of work. Their job turn-over rate in 1951 

57 IB, Vol. 835, File 553-30, Pt.1, Robillard to Bcnoit, t 8.8.1954. The DL and the DCi wanted to ensure that domestics werc also 
distributcd io regions of Canada where lower salaries were paid. They therefore insistai on posting the lowest wage ntes offered in 
Canada which hun the movement in the long-run. 
58 Ibid., Pt. 2, Fonier to Smith, 19-4-1956. That the APS covercd children's ûansprtation cons probably prornptcd more women 
with dependants to sign up for this scheme. 
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was over 70%.~* These desertions in turn fitelled a continuing demand. Ottawa understood these 

limitations and by 1954, to compensate, increasingly t m e d  to southem European countries and the 

West indies. That many Geman domestics decided to leave this service early is not surprking. 

Working conditions were far from ideal. Domestic service had the highest rate of immigrant 

employee and employer ~orn~la in t s .~ '  Many women may also have sought more gainhl 

employrnent to pay off their indebtedness faster. Some authors suggest that immigrant women were 

misled or ill-informed about the nature of domestic work in Little evidence of this was 

found for the German domestics' program. Overseas officiais appnsed applicants of the conditions 

prevailing in this service in Canada and even distributed fiank and detailed information about the 

scheme to Gerrnan labour and emigrant advisory offices." No widespread cornplaint about such 

abuses surfaced in Germany or Canada and interest in this scheme remained relrtively high. 

Admittedly, more could have been done by Canadian authonties in following up the placements 

made in Canada. In this regard, domestics placed by the church groups may have faired better. 

Gerrrtan "Gerreral Labourers" Sefieme 

Germans accounted for the second highest nurnber of general  labourer^^^ coming to Canada, 

exceeded only by Italians. They supplied Canada with 14% of this class of labour fkom 195 1 to 

1957, which represented about 10% of al1 Geman workea. Almost half of al1 heavy labourers 

coming to Canada in these years were Italians (see Figure No. 29) and because this movement 

consisted mostly of sponsored workers, Ottawa could exercise less control over it. For this reason 

59 DL, Vol. 29 1, File 1-26-60-3- 1, Dawson to Simons, 5.9.1952. 
CLWR, Reel H- 1400, File CCCRR complaints to Bremen, Bcrkefcld to Monk, 5.12-195 1. Apparently, Canadian visa officers had 

an inkling that many of the Gennans signing up for the dornestics' scheme were not bona fide dornestics. What was important for 
Canadian offÏcials however, was that they respect the terms of thcir contracts Gunn interview. 
61 These figures arc from the Interdepartmental Cornmittee on Immigration and Labour (ICIL) meetings in 1948-50. DL, Vol. 3028, 
File [ICIL], Agenda & Minutes of Meetings, 1949-50. 
'' A.Koch-Kratt suggcsts chat Geman domestics were not prepared well for their work in Canada. Koch-Kraft Deuitsche in Kanado, 
40. 
'' ID, Vol. 835. File 553-30, Pt. 1. Robillard to Land Labour Office Niedersachsen (circa May 1952) and Instructions Niirnberg 
Fcderal Institute for Labour IO Regional Labour Offices, 11.9.1952. 
64 Under the heading of general labouren is included unskilled or semi-skilled workers in the primary resource, manufacturing, and 
construction secton as well as apprentice trademn. 
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there was linle need to look to other sources for supply. It appears that by the nid- 1950s the supply 

fiom Germany was used primarily to top-up outsiandhg demand. 

in Canada the demand for heavy labour in the prirnary sectors and construction carried over h m  

the late- 1 %Os into the early- 1950s. By 1932, labour requirernents geatly diminished in the 

resource sectors but remaineci high, aibeit irregular, in consmiction and other industries employing 

semi- or unskilled labourers. The peak years of the Geman influx closely coincided with the 

construction booms in public projects in 195 1 and in housing in 1956-57. This movernent slumped 

in 1 952 and 1 955. when "general labouren" were removed from Immigration's occupational 

selection list for Germany, but rebounded in 1953, 1954 and 1956 when this class of worker was 

again eligible for entry. Ottawa tightly regulated the flow of unsponsored German blue-collar 

workers through administrative measures such as the occupational selection list and the 

administration of the APS. 

Figure No. 29: lmmigmtion of Germa. Dutch, British aad Italiaa Ccacral Labourers to Canadu, 1951-57 
YEAR G m n  Dutch British Iblian 

Gcnml h b o u m  Gcnml Labouren General Laboum Gencrat tabourm 
Total % of dl Y* of  ill Total % or al1 % of itl Total % of dl K or iU T o ~ l  % OC i l1 Y* of al1 Y. uf 111 

Sumbcr gencral Ccrnun Numkr gtiwril Durcb Numbcr gtocral British Numbcr generrl I tJian migrant 
labouren worttrs Irboumn warken  trbaurcn worken Iabourrn workcn workcn u 

gco. Lab. 

!jource: KI. Vols. 61 D lo G. 

Throughout the 1950s there was no shortage of unskilled labourers in Germany who were interested 

in emigrating to Canada. In 1956, when overseas officiais searched every corner of Gemany for 

farm and domestic workers, there were close to 1,700 applications from unskilled labouren on hand 

at Canadian immigration missions in Germany. Many of the German general labourers coming 
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fonvard in the 1950s were actually not unskilled but consisted p h a r i l y  of young men (1 8-25 

years) who had completed an apprenticeship in a trade, but were not considered qualified in their 

occupation. Most completed their training in Canada. The flow of joumeymen was especially 

strong aRer JuIy 1956 when Germany passed its universal conscription law for the new federal 

amy.  Robillard was quick to pounce on this opportunity, convincing Ottawa to admit as many 

"draft-dodgers" as possible for the remainder of 1956 and into 1957.~' 

Skifled Germari Labour 

After British immigration, the German movement provided Canada with the highest number of 

skilled workers, a total of 46,390 or 20% of al1 skilled immigrants admitted fiom 195 1 to 1957. 

The Italian rnovement stood a distant third supplying about half the German number (see Figure 

No. 30). The figure for Germans can be considered an under-estimate because numerous skilled 

workers had signed up as fami worken in order to qualify for admission to Canada under the 

agricultural schemes. For this reason it is impossible to ascertain precisely how many trained 

Geman workers came to Canada, though their number certainly topped 50,000. 

Figure No. 30: Immigration of German, Dutch, British and Italian SkiIlcd Workers to Canada, 1951-57 
YEAR G c m n  Dutch British ItaIun 

Skillcd Workcrs SkiIIcd Workm SkiIlcd W o h  Skillcd Workcrs 
Total % o f d l  W o f a l l  Toul H o t r U  % o f d l  T o t d  W o t d i  H o f i i l  T o u l  K o t r U  % o f d l  K a f i I I  

Number ~killcd Gcrman a k i M  Duch N v m k r  ikiikd British Nomkr rûiUcd lullii d g n i l  
w o r k m  workcn worlrcn workrn w a r k t n  warkcn w a t k t n  worken w o r l u n u  

rkilkd 

Total 46.390 20.2% 39.0% 13,244 54% 30.1% 73,945 32.2% 365% 24,185 10J% W.4% 

Source: KI. Vols. 61 D to G. 

IB, VOL 8 15, File 55 1-10-1 956, Robillard to Benoit, 24.7.1956. 
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Skilled immigrant workers were typically recorded under one of the following occupational 

categories: transportation, communications, rnanufacturing, handicrafts, construction and industrial 

group. German immigrants had a very strong presence in the last four groups. Among the specific 

trades making up these occupation families, German immigrants were clearly over-represented as 

glove maken (at 47% of this category), cabinet and hunihire makers (42%), leather cutters (34%), 

tool and die makers (33%) and mechanics and repairman (32%). In terms of nurnben, the top five 

skilled German tradesmen entering Canada in 195 1-57 were carpenten (3,691), car mechanics 

(3,389), mechanics and repaimen (3,067), brick and Stone masons (3,05 1) and electricians (2J9 1 ) 

(see Figure No. 3 1). The flow of German construction tradesmen was at its height in 1956 and 

1957 during the constmction boom in Canada. Many industrial workers also came forward in these 

years. 

Already in 1950 overseas officiais were aware of Germany's capacity to provide "highIy skilled 

worken." Anticipating a heavy demand for labour in virtually al1 occupations for 1951 in light of 

Canada's rearmarnent program, Ottawa broadened its recruiting base and included Germany as a 

source of workers for its list of "skills in short supply." This was a boon to German immigration, 

considering there seemed an almost unlimited supply in Germany of many of the skilled 

occupations found on the list. Pnonty was given to filling these openings with skilled British 

workers while Gennan workers filled what was left ~ v e r . ~ ~  Even so, a record high 8,603 German 

skilled labouren came to Canada in 1951, a sixteen-fold increase over 1950. What also made this 

large influx possible was the extmsion of transportation loans to skilled workers and the additional 

orden placed in Germany by the DL. Labour authorities assisted another 2,365 skilled and 1,15 1 

semi-skilled German workers in coming to Canada in 195 1 and during the early part of MP7 

a This pmctice was funher reinforced in 1952 when ail arders for immigrant workers were first cleared through the U.K. and only 
forwardcd to continental offices if British workers could not be found. See DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt 2, Fortier to Harris, 
27.3.1952. Many of ihcse workcrs werc rcadily availrible in Gemany in 1953. See IB, Vol. 82 1, File 552-1 -55 1, Pt. 1, Robillard to 
Bcnoit, 27.3.1953. 
67 DCI, Vol. 23, File Immigration Statistics 1852-1964. For the DL'S program, see IB, Vol. 844, M a c N m m  to Fortier, 16.4- 1951. 
Regarding the immigrant-labour needs for Canada's new rearmament program see K I ,  Vol. 132, File 3-35-2 P t  2, Memo to cabinet, 
21.2.1952. 
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In 1952, when skilled workers were excluded fiom the APS and stmck from the Iist of unsponsored 

occupations admissible from Germany, the fIow of skilled immigrants plurnmeted by almost half 

(4,614) from 195 1. Yet the movement rebounded in 1953, reaching almost 6,000 workers, as 

limited numbers and types of skilled workers were again admissible fiom Germany, albeit without 

APS loans. Had it not been for the restrictive administrative measures implemented in 1952 and 

1953, the fiow of skilled Geiman worken could have tumed into a ventable flood. The high 

incidence of German skilled labouren misrepresenting themselves as f m  workers in these years is 

indicative of the widespread interest of skilled German workers in emigrating to canada!* 

The DCI's decision in 1954 to assign greater weight to "skill" in its 1954 recruiting program directly 

benefited the German movement, which gained 1,000 more trained workers than in 1953. At this 

time i t  was realised that the Canadian economy was able to absorb many more skilled as opposed to 

unskilled workers. There was also concem in Ottawa that once a peace treaty was signed with 

Germany, Canada would "lose the chance of securing many skilled technicians, as . . . the German 

Government [would] be loath to let thern lea~e."~' To increase the flow Ottawa expanded the 

number and types of skilled workers admissible fiom Germany for 1954. Results in 1955 were less 

impressive. The recession in Canada which lingered into 1955 forced Ottawa to cut back its intake 

of unsponsored German immigrants, including the skilled movement which declined by 46% to 

3,666 workers. In 1956 and 1957, this trend reversed itself, so much so that skilled workers 

exceeded al1 other types of German workers coming forward including domestics and f m  

workers. This resulted fiom Ottawa's attempt to increase general immigration by expanding the 

APS and removing occupational restrictions on German immigration. The complexion of German 

immigration to Canada fundamentally altered after 1955, h m  a movement previously dominated 

by service and farm workers to one consisting mostly of skilled worken. 

68 That many skiIlcd workers came to Canada as farm hands, sec reports Rom officiais in the field, such as IB, Vol. 810, File 548-20, 
Pt. 3, Smith to Stirling, 23.6.1 953. Thc skilIed workers movement was first suspended in late Aprit 1952. See IB, Vol. 814, File 
55 1 -10- 1952, Pt. 1, Ottawa to ovcrscas posts, 22-4-1952 and the series of directives which foilowed this. 
" DCI, Vol. 73, Filc [DACIJ 195 1-57, DAC1 meeting, 8.6.1953. Regarding the DCl's decision to take more skilled workers sce DCI, 
Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 3, Report of meeting of 15.9.1953. 
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Figure No. 31 : Skilled Cermao Immigrants to Canada by Occupatiolirl Catcgory, 1951-57 
1951 1952 19S3 1954 1955 1956 1%7 Total Al1 skiIlcd %dGermrm %ofdlCcruua 

Air Pilots, fbil. Conduct. & Eng. 
Communication Workers 
Airplane Mechanics 
Automobile Mechanics 
Baken 
Blacksmiths. Hamm., Forgemen 
B o i l m k m ,  Platcrs 
Brick & Stone Masons 
Butchen & Mear Cutters 
Butter & Chccsc Makers 
Cabinet & Furniturc Makers 
Carpeniers 
Cornpositon & Typeserters 
Const. & btachincry Opcnton 
Coremken 
ûrcssmakers & Scamsncsses 
Electricians Sr Wircmcn 
Electroplaters 
Fumcrs 
GIove Makers 
Jcwcllcrs & Watchmkm 
icather Cuttcn 
Machine Opcntors 
hlcichinisis 
Mec hanics & Rcpairrnen 
Mcwl Fittcn & Assemblcrs 
Millinen 
M iliwnghts 
Moulders 
Painters 
Pattcrnmkers 
Photoengraven & iithognphen 
Pl;istcrm & h h e r s  
Plumbcrs Sr Pipe Fiticrs 
Prinling, Press. & Plate Printcrs 
Radio Repaimn 
Sa wycn 
Shcct Meta1 Work. & Tinsmiths 
Shoemkcrs & Shoc Rcpaim 
Spinnen & Wcavm 
Stationary Engineers 
Stonecurtcrs & Drcuers 
Tailors 
Tannen 
Toolmakm, Dicmk. & Scncrs 
Upho l s tm  
Wclders & FIarnc Cutten 
Othcr, Food Products 
Othcr, Rubber Pmducts 
Othcr, Luthcr Products 
Other, Textiles 
Other, Clothing & Tcxtilc Prod. 
Othcr. Wood l'roducts 
Other, Pulp, Paper & Papcr Prod. 
Other, Printing & Publishing 
Other, Metal Worktrs 
Othcr, Non-Metal. Minenl Pmd. 
Otha, Mmuf. % Mechanical 
Oiher, Constmction Workers 
Skilled Workm (TES)  
Tnnsponation 
Skillcd Tndes, Apprentices . . 
TOTAL 8.011 4,009 5.8% 6,657 3,600 1,089 9312 JJ.SOj 221,907 20.1 % 100.00% 
SOMC. DCI, Vais. 61 D to G. 
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Considering the obstacles it had to overcome both in Gennany and Canada, the German skilled 

labour movement to Canada surprisingly assumed rather significant proportions. From the outset 

Bonn refùsed to promote the emigration of skilled migrants to Canada. Thus, many such worken 

who entered Canada between 1952 and 1955 received no mateRa1 aid from either Geman or 

Canadian authorities. Since German offices did not refer prospective skilled emigrants to Canadian 

missions, immigration officen had to rely on their store of spontaneous applications. Once in 

Canada, many worken faced diniculties in becoming established in their trade. They routinely 

were required to accept jobs in different occupations or at lower levels until they had learned 

English or French, Canadian trade practices, measurements and standards. As immigrants, some 

were denied membership by certain unions, thereby excluding them fkom work. Furthemore, local 

or provincial licensing requirements in certain trades could impede or delay their establishment in a 

trade. In contrast, British workers did not face the same language or trade qualification  obstacle^.'^ 

Notwithstanding these difficulties, most Geman skilled workers appear to have excelled in their 

new homeland. In general, their skills and training appear to have been valued by Canadian 

employers and, like other immigrants, they brought new ideas and technology to canada." While 

Canada did well in acquinng many of these worken, ofticials in 1963 conceded that they could 

have done better shortly after the war when "skilled workers [were] clamouring to enter 

IB, Vol. 844, File 553-80 Pt. 1 ,  Paul to Director, 23.2.1953. For problem with unions sec Ibid., Wintcr to Benoit. 7.1.1953; DL, 
Vol. 277, Filc 1-26- 1-9, Pt. 1 ,  MacNamara to Fortier 30.1.195 1 and Hamilton Spectotor, 29.8.1957. 
" Koch-Kraft, Derutsclie in Kanada, 54. G e m  trade certificates were cegarded by visa officers as an indicator of a high lcvel of 
training in a given trade. Gunn interview. " DCI, Vol. 16 1 ,  Filc 1-16-1, "Survey of Immigration," 20.6.1963. 
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Germ an Pro/esiorials 

Several studies have demonstrated that many high-status professions and skilled occupations in 

Canada were filled by immigrants after World War 11.'~ While this may hold true for British and 

American immigration, the German contribution to Canada's "brain gain" was relatively slight, 

comprising only 3% of al1 Gerrnan workers and 5% of the total professional immigration in 1951- 

57 (see Figure No. 32). In relation to general immigration, the highest proportion of Geman 

professionals were dentists (17.8% of al1 immigrant dentists) and laboratory technicians (10.1%). 

Most German professionals coming forward in 1953-57 consisted of "other professional workers" 

(684), followed by graduate nurses (485), cirafismen-designers (287), laboratory technicians (203) 

and physicians and surgeons (127) (see Figure No.33). The volume and timing of this flow to 

Canada closely matched that of regular immigration, peaking in the early- 1950s and in 1956-57 and 

contracting in the interval. Conspicuously absent frorn these top categories were German engineers. 

Figure No. 32: lrnmigratioo of German, British iad American ProfessionaWMaaagcrs to Canada, 1951-57 
YEAR Germon British Amcrican 

ProfessionaViUanagers ProfcuionrVhlanagcrs ProCcuionrV1CIanagtrs 
Total ./O of dl % of i l 1  Total % oCiII 9'. o f i l l  T o u l  O !  ofal1 ./. of r l l  5%. oCiI1 

Number profcssJ Ccrman Numbcr p r o f a d  British Numbcr prof& Amcrican migrant 
managers worken mtaagcn workcn managers workcrs workcn as 

profJmrn. 

Toial 3,738 5.6% 3 . 0  35,229 SX4% 5.2% 10,917 163% 373% 9.9% 
Source: DCI, Vols. 61 D to G. 

" Sec for example L. Parai, Inmigrorion and Emigrufton oJProfieuiona1 and Skilled Ma?pomr During rhe Posf- War Period 
(Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1965), 2-3,40-44,626; and Canada, Report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculruralisrn, 
Volume IV (Ottawa: Queen's Printer for Canada, 1970), 39. 
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Figure No. 33: Immigmtion of German Profcssiooals and Managers by Occupation to Canada versus Gentrat Immigntioa, 
1951-57 

ANNUAL TOTALS OF GERhlAN TOTALS 1951 -57 (where dit8 is rviilablc) 
PROFESSfONALS AND MANAGERS, 

1951-57 (whcn data Ir iviiliblc) 

PROFESSION TYPE 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 l9M 1957 Total U of ./. of Germans ./a of al1 5% brcakdown 
Gcrmrn of al1 Ccrmin of al! 
profcss. profcss. Profclr. profus. 

Accoununls & Audiiors 
Arc hitects 
Chemists 
Dentists 
Dnughts. & Designers 
Aeronau tical Enginecrs 
Chernical Enginem 
Civil Engincers 
Farcstry Enginecrs 
Electncal Enginccn 
Mechanical Enginecrs 
Metallurgical Engincers 
Mining Enginecrs 
Labontory Techs 
Gnduatc Nunc'; 
Physicians & Surgeons 
Tcachers & Proirrsors 
Other Proiess. Workcn 

unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unimil. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavoil. 
unavail. 
unavai 1. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 

unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unava t 1. 
unavoil. 
unnvail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavail. 
unavdl. 
umvail. 
umvail. 
umvail. 
unavail. 
unavoil. 

TOTAL Profasionals 477 640 537 JI1 365 521 637 3,597 7.1% I00.054 100.0% 
(1951-71 

Toîd U 01 % ofCcrmans 
Ccrmrn of dl 

managers managers 
Ouncn, Managus. unavail. unavail. 34 40 31 22 14 141 2.2% 
Officiais 

Source: KI. Vols. 6 1 D to G. 

The first postwar migration of German professionals to Canada consisted of a small group of 

German technicians and scientists who were permitted to enter Canada in May 1947, not as 

immigrants, but on Minister's permits as contract workers. This program was tmly an anomaly. It 

was never considered part of regular immigration and was intended to serve British and Amencan 

Cold War security interests and Canadian business needs. Furthemore, it produced only a srna11 

group of persons - 44 workers and their immediate farnilies - and, despite its initial success, failed 

to inspire any future movements. Contrary to popular belief few, if any, of these workers were 

employed in defence or high-level research projects. Most were not even scientists, but technicians 

who were recruited to create new industries with commercial applications in Canada Nor were 

they given any preference or special treatment in cornparison to other immigrants groups. They 

came fonvard on exploitative one-sided contracts which, inter aZiu, assigned Ottawa title to al1 
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inventions, processes or improvements discovered during the contract period and allowed the 

govemment to retum scientists and technicians at any time for cause? 

The paucity of German professionals coming forward to Canada in the 1950s was not caused by 

any lack of interest or absence of supply in Germany. On the contras., reports from Canadian 

missions in Germany reveal a keen desire among Geman doctors, physicians, engineers and 

technicians to emigrate to Canada. The Professional Association of German Economic and 

Industrial Specialists even offered to identify experts, including engineers, chemists and technicians 

to work on contract or to corne as immigrants in canada? Limiting factors were mostly found on 

the Canadian side. The most obvious one was the relatively abundant supply of British and 

American immigrant pro fessionals which together supplied 7 1 % of Canada's needs between 1953- 

57. in fact in 1952, the president of the National Research Council berated immigration oflicials 

for allegedly giving encouragement to German and Austnan scientists to emigrate to Canada. In his 

view "there was virtually no assurance that any foreign scientist will find it easy to obtain a position 

in Canada at the 

Second, express preference was given to Canadian graduates, followed by British and Arnencan 

immigrants, in filling professional job openings. The y possessed the educational and language 

qualifications required b y Canadian associations and provincial accreditation authorities. As a 

result, certain kinds of professions were not at al1 accessible to continental Europeans in the 1950s, 

iccluding law, the senior civil service as well as public and separate school and liberal arts 

univenity teaching. Many professional associations required non-British immigrants to obtain 

74 DL, Vol. 3029, Filc [ICIL] 1947, Mackenzie to MacNamara, 20.6.1947. A. Koch-Kraft asserts they wcre given prcference over 
othcr Gcrman immigrants, but fails to note their status as contract workers. She also suggests that the security screening of this 
group may have bccn lax. On the contrary, this group was subject to a two-stage screening process: prior to admission to Canada and 
latcr when appiying for landed immigrant status. See Dertrsche in Kanada, 4 1-43,66. The Deschênes Commission report states that 
thcrc werc 7 1 G e m n  scicntists in Canada by 1951. Commission of 1nquit-y on War Criminals Report, Part I (Ottawa: Supply and 
Services, I986), 273. 
'' IB, Vol. 3 1, Filc 682, Pt. 6, Professional Association to DCI, 30.3.195 1. A 195 1 Germm survey shows that engineers connituted 
thc fourth lugest occuprttional category of Gerrnans sccking to emigrate. Friedmann, German himigration, 52. In 195 1, the DEA 
rcponcd thcrc wcrc numcrous G e m  clectrical, chernical and aircrafl engineers interesteci in emigrating. DL, Vol. 290, File 1-26- 
60-1, Pt. 1, Davis to MacNamara, 7.3.195 1. In the same year field sources reportcd that 277 Ausman mcdical doctors with 
specirilisation in various fields wished to c m i p t e  to Canada. DL, Vol. 290, Filc 1-26-59-1, Extract fiom Minutes of meeting, 
5.6.1951. 
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supplementary education and practical experience before they could be accredited to practise in 

Canada. In this regard the medical and dentistry associations imposed the most stringent 

restrictions whereas the Canadian Nurses Association was more open to recognising the credentials 

of foreign nurses. This may in part explain the high number of German nurses migrating to Canada 

in the 1950s .~~  Then there were barriers imposed by employers. Ln the defence production field, 

which offered excellent opportunities for employing large numbers of German engineers and 

technicians, security considerations barred al1 but Canadians and British immigrants fiom 

empioyment.78 

Finally, language was a decisive barrier to the entry of German professionals to Canada. A high 

degree of proficiency in English or French was a cntical requirernent for most immigrant 

professionals to become established in Canada. Selection instructions issued to immigration 

officers in Germany specified language proficiency, as well as educational and training 

requirements for specific professions in   ana da.'^ 

Despite their small numbers, Gennan professionals, when combined with skilled workers, provided 

much needed expertise and spared Canada the cost of training these workers. It is estimated that 

Canada realised a saving of over $13.2 million on the educational costs (in 196 1 prices) of German 

professionals who entered between 1953 and 1957 (see Figure No. 34).80 

76 IB, Vol. 844, File 553-80 PL 1, Steacie to Hecncy, 7.4.1952. 
n Thcrc was a chronic shortages of nurses existing in Canada at this time, especially as hospital construction rose considerably after 
thc war. 
78 DCf, Vol. 145, File 3-4 1 - 17, f t 1, McDonaId to Wctks & Beaupre, 14.1 1.1952. Professional associations' requirements for 
immigrants are listed in the immigration regdations which came out in 1953. For doctors see Kf, Vol. 143, File 3-41 -2, Fortier to 
MacFarland, 29.1 0.195 1 ; for nurses IB, Vol. & 10, File 548-20, Pt. 1, Benoit to al1 posts abroad, 25.10.195 1 ; for others Dwiys, DP, 
252-258,265,272. 
'9 IB, Vol. 814. File 551-10-1953, Smith CO Robillard, 29.12.1952- Al1 applications h m  German professionals were sent to ûttawa 
for authorisation. The Genenl Secretary of the Engineering lnstitute of Canada stated that enginecn ftom central Europe would be 
working "under an almost insurmountablc handicap unless they have some facility in our language." DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 
195 1-57, Wright to Smith, 28.2.195 1. 
BO In this calculation educational costs include univenity instruction, books and facilities. Loss of foregone earnings during study 
time has not been factored in the calculation. Parai, Immigration and Emigrution, 4, 10,79-83. See also figures cited by MP 
Raynard in House of Cornmons, Debutes, 14.8- 1964. 
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Figure No. 34: Immigrant Cerman Prolcssionals by Occupational Catrgory and Ehtimatcd Swings In Educational Costs to 
Canada 1953-57 
PROFESSION TYPE Toul Estimrtd Total atimited 

Numbcr cducrtionil uvings in 
cost pcr cducitional 

profession costs to C r n r d i  

Accoununis & Auditors 

Arc hitrcts 

Chcrnists 

kntists 

Dnughtsrnen & Designers 

Arronauiicd Enginers 

Chernical Engineen 

Civil Enginccrs 

Forestry Engincers 

Elccmcal Engineers 

Mechanical Enginecrs 

Meullurgical Engincm 

Mining Enginers 

hbontory Tcths 

Graduav Nurscs 

Physicians & Surgeons 

Tcachcrs 8: Profmors 

Other Professional Workcrs 

TOTAL 2,480 S13274.774 

Source: Immigration &u h m  DCI. Vob. 6 1 D 10 G. Estirnitcd cdwtional c a r r  of professions from buis Parai Immigration and Enrigrution o/Rof~sionul and 
Skil1r.d Afanpowr During rhr P o w  War Period (Ottawa: Duharncl. Quten's Prinicr, 1965) 4. 10.79-83. 

Gernr an Bit sin ess Immigration 

The DCI attached particular importance to the immigration of businessmen, hoping to attract 

innovative entrepreneurs, additional capital, new techniques and technologies in order to generate 

more employment. The "job-creation" argument was used by departmental spokesmen to defend 

their policy of expanded immigration fiom the mounting criticism of unions and the DL. 

Despi te this emphasis, Canada received few Geman business managers and owners in the 1950s, 

only 14 1 from 1953 to 1957 or 2.2% of al1 immigrant businessmen. This was due to a number of 

reasons. First, the United Kingdom and the United States were able to supply most of Canada's 

needs in the 1950s. Immigrants fkom these countries possessed the background, Ianguage and 

training most suited for the Canadian business environment and, as such, received preferential 

treatment kom Canadian authonties. On the German side, transfers of even small arnounts of funds 
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were not permitted under BOM'S financial control regulations which remained in effect until May 

1954. Consequently, only an estimated twenty Geman industrial enterprises were started in 

Canada from the end of the war to 1953.~' Even &er this time, the amount of money that an 

individual German businessmen could transfer was insufficient to establish a sizeable enterpr i~e .~~ 

Also, many German businesses suffered from the after-effects of the war well into the 1950s, 

limiting their possibilities for expansion overseas. Then there was the ever-present bureaucratic red 

tape. Paradoxically, it was more difficult to emigrate to Canada as a so-called "capital" case than as 

a regular worker. In addition to having to meet regular civil, medical and secunty requirements, 

"capital" cases had to venture large arnounts of initial capital and establish a business in Canada 

within a relatively short period time, or else face deportation. 

However, the absence of capital did not stop the growth of a notable class of German immigrant 

entrepreneurs in Canada dunng the 1950s. Some of these came to Canada as "self-establishment" 

cases, possessing useful skills and small amounts of capital, whereas others rose from the ranks of 

immigrant workers who had saved enough money afier years of wage labour in Canada to start their 

own businesses. The "self-establishment" movement owed its existence to Robillardts 

resourcefulness. He gave precedence to admitting this group over many ordinary worken and 

classified many deserving applicants as "self-establishment cases" thereby adrnitting them even 

though they may not have qualified for entry on the basis of their occupation. in so doing, 

Robillard was bending the niles since, officially, self-establishment cases were confined to workers 

with sponsors in 

8 1 H. Gross, Kanadu. Land des Wachstums (KBln, 1954), 275,28 1-288,325-326,358,436. The rnajority of  these cnterprises were 
established in Ncwfoundland. Without the specid encouragement and financiai arrangements offered by the Smallwood 
governrncnt, this developrncnt would not have taken place. G. Baslet, "'Develop or Perish Joseph R Smallwood and 
Ncwfoundland's Quest for G e r m  Industry, 1949- 1 953," Acadiensis 15,S (1 986). 93-1 19. 
'' Aftcr May 1954 immigrants could only takc with them Deursche Mark 1 5 0  (5350) per capita with the provision for periodic 
trrinsfcrs of tirnitcd arnounts of funds leR in Gcrmany. In exceptional cases, firms could obtain permission fiom Bonn to transfer 
more funds to cstabiish a subsidiary office ovefseas, provided it would promote G e m  exports to the country concerned. IB, Vol. 
92 1, File 586-5, Robillard to Benoit, 4.1 1.1954. 
83 Ibid.; Chief of Op. Div. reply, 17.12.1954; Robiilard's reply, 7.1.1955. 
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The resulting growth of the 'made-in-Canadat Geman businesses was impressive. Between 1950 

and 1959 more German immigrants (1,054 ) were reported as established in business enterprises 

than any other immigrant g r o ~ ~ s . ~ ~  The Geman immigrant business success was also reported 

broadly in the Canadian press, especially in the latter half of the 1950s." It was al1 the more 

remarkable given the enormous financial burdens these migrants faced in their first years in Canada, 

such as outstanding transportation and subsistence debts, and the absence of start-up capital which 

could be transfemed from Germany. They also had to operate in a setting which was foreign to 

them, with an entirely new clientele. It appears that the majority of these enterprises were small and 

centred mostly in farming, construction and food processing ventures. Most were established in 

Ontario, followed by British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba and ~ u e b e c . ~ ~  

ASSESSMENT OF THE OVERALL GERMAN LABOUR MOVEMENT 

For the most part, it appears that Canadian employers were pleased with Germa immigrants they 

received either first or second-hand in the 1950s. Perhaps the best evidence of this was the 

continuing demand for Geman labour by various employen and by the DCI. According to a 

former visa officer: "With the exception of the Nazi elements, Germans represented one of the best 

types of immigrant workers in ~ u r o ~ e . " ~ ~  They reportedly adapted well, especially in acquiring the 

English language, and demonstrated a keen willingness and an almost boundless capacity to work, 

even at lower-level jobs when these were al1 that was available. As one official at the Ajax Labour 

hostel observed about German immigrants waiting to be placed, they were "constantly reminding 

84 The Dutch placcd a close second at 1,014, and the British adistant third at 416. See DCI, Vol. 90, File 3-1-4, Pt. 2, Chief 
Settlcment Div. to Director, 1 7.2.1960, attached table. 
85 Toronto Star, 5.2.1 952; Cornwall Standard Freeholder, 27.12.1 954; Ottawa Evening Citizen, 12.8.1959 and Montreal Star, 
26.8.1959. 
86 Ibid. There were about 437 Gerrnan fmers  amongst this class of srnall businesmen. Ottawa Evening Citizen, 1 2.8.1959; T.D. 
Regehr, "The lnfluencc of World War 11 on Mennonites in Canada," Journal o/Mennonite Studies V (1987), 80-82. The 1961 
ccnsus results also reflect this make-up of Gennan businesses. See Canada, Report of the Royal Commission, vol. iV, 39,42; and 
E. L.Tcppcr, Sel/-Eniployment in Canada umong Immigrants of d~flerent etilno-cultural Backgrounds (Ottawa: Canadian 
Employmcnt and Immigration Commission, 1988), 1 1 1, 126, 13 1. 
87 Gunn interview. A similu observation was made by a former Canadian relief worker in Gennany: "Whatcver else one might say 
about the Gcrmans they wcre incredible workers." Calgary Herald, 293.1952. According to a memorandum to cabinet of 21.2.1 952, 
Gerrnan immigrants were described as "the most industrious and the most eager to bc satisfactory ..." DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt 
2. 
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Our officers there they carne to Canada to ~ o r k . " ~ ~  The Germans' success was also facilitated by 

their relatively high educational level; about 63% had 9-12 years or more of forma1 edu~ation.~' 

Another indicator of their successful adaptation was their low deportation rate. Of the 461 

deportees in 195 1, only 19 were Geman nationals? The notable blight of the Geman workers' 

movement was the widespread occupational misrepresentation associated with the domestics' and 

farm labour schemes. While some historians have glossed over, or even justified this practice, it 

nevertheless constituted a material fraud perpetrated against the government of Canada. 

Most German immigrants amiving in Canada during the boom appear to have fared well in the long- 

run. With the exception of the severe winter unemployment of 195 1-52 and the recession of 1954- 

55, these were times of unprecedented high employrnent and phenomenal economic growth in 

Canada, and Gerrnans successfully rode the wave. Postwar German arrivals in general displayed a 

steady upward social mobility and integrated rapidly into Canadian ~ o c i e t ~ . ~ '  One sign of their 

integration in Canada was their comparatively low rate of return migration to Gemany and of re- 

migration to the United States. Studies suggest that the outflow of Germans was nominal and even 

much smaller than the British rate.92 Geman statistics reveal that an average of 2,124 Germans 

retumed from Canada annually From 1952 to 1957, a rate which greatly accelerated afier 1957 due 

to the prosperity prevailing in Germany and the higher unemployment in Canada. Interestingly, the 

percentage of al1 German newcomers who decided to leave Canada and retum to Gemany in 195 1- 

57 (7.6%) was smaller than the proportion departing the United States (30.2%) and Australia 

IB, Vol. 78 1, Fiie 538-3 1, Pt. 1, Minutes Fcd.-Prov. F m  Labour Conference, 5.12.1952. They were known for their eagerness in 
leming English. According to the Vancouvcr Schwls' Superintendent, Gcrmans had the highest enrolmcnt in the board's night 
classcs. Vancouver Sun, 1 1.1.1952. Education level statistics cited in K.M.McLaughlin, The Germans in Canada (Ottawa: CH& 
1985), 20. 
89 Ibid- G e m  newcomers' level of education was generatly higher chan that of southern European groups but lower than British 
migrants. A.H. Richmond, Post- War immigrants in Cànada (Tomnto: University of Toronto Press, 1967). 154. 
90 DCI, Vol. 140, File 3-40-1. Deportees consistai of criminal elernents, illegal immigrants, rnentaI patients and public charges. 
Statistics by ethnic origin are only availabIe for 195 1. 
91 Helling, A Socio-Economic, 85, l22. Udo Sautter, "Deutsche in Kanada," in KBade Ed., Deutsche im Ausland - Fremde in 
Deutscltland (München: VerIag C.H.Beck, 1992), 196. A study of citizenship applications filed in Montreal and Toronto in 1959 
rcveal that Germans werc amongst the ethnic groups with the highest average incornes. See DCI, Report CR-2 (Ottawa- l961), 37. 
Gcrman Baptists showed a similar trend of rising affiuence. W. Sturhahn, They Carne Front Eusr and Wesi: A HLsiory of lrnmigraiion 
lo Canada (Winnipeg: North American Baptist Immigration and Colonization Society, 1976), 287-8. For the Mennonites, sec 
Regehr, "The Influence," 8 1-83. 
'' Parai, fmmigration and Emtgration, 16-22; and International Labour Organisation (ILO), Inrernafional Migrafion: 1945-1957 
(Geneva: f LO, 1957), 1%. 
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(1 1.7%). This strongly suggests German newcomers integrated the best into Canada. What is also 

stri king is that many of the returnees, afier a brief sojourn in Germany, opted to again set out for 

Canada, apparently expenencing difficulties in re-adjusting to their erstwhile h~rneland.'~ The 

number of Germans leaving Canada for the United States fiom 1957 to 1963, about 5% of the total 

German immigration, was far lower than the rate for Canadian residentse9' Subtracting these two 

outflows from gross immigration, net German immigration to Canada dunng the boom was over 

176,000 immigrants, a figure that could have been higher, but still represented an impressive inflow 

from a country with which Canada had so recently been at wu. As such the next chapter provides a 

detailed year-by-year description, analysis and assessrnent of the programs that brought Germans to 

Canada. 

9; Hclling, A Socio-Econonric, 84. For evidence of this at Canadian missions in G e m y  sec IB, Vol. 924, File 590-1, Pt. 5, 
Robillard to Chicf Op. Div., 48.1955; and Hamilton Spectator, 29.8.1957. For statistics on rcium migration io Germany see DCi, 
Vol. 161, File 1-16-1, "Survey of Immigration," 28.6.1963. 
94 The 5% figure is fiom Parai's estimate for the y m  195763. Parai, Immigration, 22. This figure may be too high for 195 1-57 
because ernigration loss was much lower in the early- than in the late-1950s. 
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5. OTTAWA - KARLSRUHE - BONN AND THE ANNUAL GERMAN 

IMMIGRATION PROGRAMS 

The flow of Gennan migrants to Canada was not a haphazard affair. Ottawa set annual targets for 

the numbers and occupational types of' immigrants it was prepared to accept, then forwarded these 

to its overseas offices. Its overseas mission in Karlsruhe then either selected prospective 

immigrants from its store of spontaneous applications or negotiated the German governrnent's 

assistance in recmiting immigrant worken. An analysis of the Ottawa-Karlsruhe-Bonn 

immigration mis reveals a system that profoundly influenced the size and character of the Gcrman 

movement. 

The 195 1 Gerntan Irtmigration h g r a m  

Because the ban on German nationals was removed in late-1950, no organised immigration 

prograrn for Gemans was possible for the balance of the year. Relatively few Germans entered 

Canada in the last few months of 1950, despite Ottawa's decision to permit winter immigration in 

1950-5 1. Much o f  the last quarter of 1950 was devoted to planning the 195 1 immigration program 

in which, initially, Gerrnan migrants only played a modest part. 

Ottawa appeared to be in no hurry to develop a German program even after the ban on Germans had 

been lified. The seriousness of the Gennan overpopulation situation failed to move the Deputy 

Minister of Immigration, who advised his Department of Labour (DL) counterpart in September 

1950 that "[tlhis is a problem we must bear in mind, but which does not need an immcdiate 

decision."' The addition of Gemiany to the Immigration Director's promotional tour in Europe in 

the fa11 of 1950 was more of an afterthought than a focal point of his visit. To be sure, Canada 

wanted more European migrants, especially to match the gmwing demand for labour in late-1950 

and the anticipated demand in 195 1, but little was expected from Germany; only 13,500 immigrants 

' National Archives of Canada (NAC), RG 26, Department of Citizenship and Immigration (DCI) records, Vol. 132. Fiie 3-35-2, PL 
1, Fonier to MacNamara, 2O.g.Ig50. 
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for 195 1 .2 Top prionty was given to boosting British numbers, followed by developing 

immigration from northwestern European (excluding Germany) and wrapping-up the displaced 

person (DP) movement.' 

Ottawa was also reluctant to expand its program in Germany because of the practical difficulties 

faced in financing the transportation of Germans to Canada. At this time Germans lacked the 

financial means a d o r  were prohibited from exchanging currency to pay for their fares. This factor 

retarded the development of German group labour schemes early in 1951 and Canadian officials 

entertained little hope in overcoming this problem in time to meet employers' ordem4 No such 

difficulties were anticipated in other European countries where Canadian of'fïcials expected to 

attract many self-payers. Nor did DPs present prnblems in this regard as their fares were paid fully 

by the International Refugee Organisation (IRO). Overcoming the "transportation problem" was at 

the top of the agenda when Canadian officials met with German authorities to discuss immigration 

matters for the first time in October 1950. Bonn's proposa1 to permit immigrants to convert small 

amounts of Deutsche Mark (DM) and the protracted negotiations which ensued brought no real 

relief for 195 1 .5 In the end, Canada's own initiative, narnely the introduction of the Assisted 

Passage Scheme (APS), effectively resolved this problem. 

Astonishingly, after half a decade of exclusion, admission to Canada for Gemans in 195 1 was 

fairly wide open not long after the ban had been removed. Bonn was infonned that "any German 

inay enter Canada who can satisfy Canadian authorities that he is in good physical and mental 

' DCI, Vol. 10 1, File 3- 1 8 4 ,  Pt. 1, Interdepartmental Adviuiry Committee on Immigration Dac. No. 4.28.1 1.1950. In an interview 
for The Albertan (17.1 1.1950), the Director of Immigration stated that Gemian would not excced British immigration. For the 
Deputy Minister's statcment to the Canadian Bmadcasting Corporation, see DCI, Vol. 127, File 3-33-13, Fonier to Chance, 
21.10.1950. 
' This was reflectcd in the Directoh European itinerary Sec aiso comspondmce in DCI, Vol. 73, File Departmental Advisory 
Committee on Immigration (DACI) 195 1-57, Minutes of DAC1 meeting, 15.9.1950; NAC, RG 76, Immigration Branch (IB) records, 
Vol. 8 14, Filc 55 1-10-195 1, Fortiefs memo for tile 25.9.1950. 
' This is the chief reason why the German f m  labour movement was not developeci earlier. As Labour officiils explained nt the 
Fcdcral-Provincial Farm Labour Conference in November 1950, it was "not expected that exchange and transportation difficutties 
would bc overcornc in sufficient time to permit immigrants from .. [Gennany] to corne forward in sufficient numbers to meet next 
spring's farm labour demands." NAC, RG 27, Department of Labour (DL) records, Vol, 876, File 8-7-21-1 2, Pt. 3, Minutes Fd.- 
Prov. Fam Labour Conference, 28.1 1.1950. 

IB, Vol. 3 1, Filc 682, P t  6, Davis to UISecrctary of Statc Extemal Affiirs, 17.10.1950. In Junc 1951 emigiant. were permitteci to 
exchange S30 worth of Deutsche Mark for use as spending money in Canada 
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health and is of good ~haracter."~ There were virtually no restrictions regarding numbers, trade or 

professional qualifications of applicants. Unsponsored Gemans requinng financial assistance 

could qualify for the APS under a wide range of occupations found on the "list of trades, skills and 

other occupations in short supply."' This situation would change in the period 1952-55, when only 

German agriculturalists and domestics were eligible for the APS. Notwithstanding the liberal entry 

criteria for 195 1, Ottawa initially made no extra effort to recruit any specific categories of German 

workers, with the exception of miners. Only when it became apparent midway through 195 1 that 

the preferred sources could not deliver the required workers, were programs introduced to bring 

urgently required groups of German workers to Canada. Few restrictions applied to Germans in 

195 1 because Ottawa desperately sought to maximise immigration, upwards of 150,000 migrants, 

from al1 sources to fil1 the massive manpower dernands anticipated for that year. 

With German nationals formally admissible to Canada for the start of the 195 1 immigration year, 

Ottawa sought the approval of the new German govenunent for its 195 1 program. This became an 

annual event up to 1954, usually staged early in the year. A Canadian delegation, headed by the 

chief of its German immigration mission and usually accompanied by an Extemal Affairs and a DL 

official, presented Ottawa's yearly German immigration program, consisting of an overall numencal 

target of immigrants broken down roughly by occupational groups. While these meetings were 

partly intended to maintain the goodwill of German authonties, they also served as a valuable 

session to address and solve migration problems. Most importantly, they afforded Canadian 

officiais the opportunity to enlist Gexman assistance for their programs. Although not dependent on 

this help, the Canadian mission realised that German assistance essentially expanded the recruiting 

and advertising network for the Canadian program and provided additional resources.' This 

partnership benefited the Canadian more than the German side. When Bonn fûlly came to this 

realisation in 1954, assistance was discontinued and annual encounters ended. 

lbid., DEA Mission Bonn to FRG authorities, 13.10.1950. 
IB, Vol. 924, File 590-1, Pt. 1, Directive No. 73,20.1.1951. 
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In Bonn, Canada's programs were from the outset met with mixed feelings. Canada's fieehand 

approach did not sit well with German authorities who wanted more control over the nurnbers, 

occupational types and labour-contracts of Germans departing for Canada. Emigration overseas, if 

regulated closely, offered Gemany the possibility of discharging the surplus and less productive 

elements of its population. As a result, relations between the two countries in the 1950s in the area 

of migration were charactensed by a continuous tug of war. Matters were m e r  complicated in 

195 1 by the fact that both sides were relatively new to govemment-to-government negotiations on 

migration matters, especially German neophyte bureaucrats. This was painfully apparent during the 

early negotiations.9 Procedures as well as a working relationship had to be developed from scratch. 

Not surprisingly, the first years of the German program were marked by a series of 

misunderstandings, lack of CO-ordination, delays and considerable disappointment, especially on the 

Canadian side. 

Preliminary discussions on Canada's German immigration program of 195 1 got off to a promising 

start. The first meeting took place in October 1950 and addressed Ottawa's main concern, the 

removal of impediments in the way of freer emigration to Canada. To overcome the transportation 

problem, German labour officials offered to recommend to the Finance Ministry that monetary 

assistance be granted to German emigrants. In early February 195 1, Canadians again met with 

German officials, this time to seek Bonn's approval and assistance for the German miners' scheme. 

Not only did German officials promise "every cooperation" for this scheme but they also ofTered up 

other semi- and unskilled workers to canada.'' 

a German assistance was especially bcneficial for workers with little means. Their pre-procasing and transportation cos6 within 
Gcmany wcrc cornpletely covered. See DL, Vol. 290, File 1-26-60-1, Pt. 1, Dunand to Chief of I L 0  Manpower Division, 
18.5.195 1. 
The DEA's representarive in Bonn noted about Gcmw oflïcials' negobting style mat: "[gluestions of pride and pre-occupation 

with thcir notion of equality are also involvcd and take the fom of wishing to make arnendrnents and obcain inconsequential 
concessions for the only conccivable reason that they want to be sure that they are stiIl not being dictated to." DL, Vol. 291, File 1 - 
26-60-2 Pt. 1, Davis to Sccrctary of State DEA, 10.2.195 1. G e m  offlcials appear to have been equally fnistnted by Canada's 
"take-it-or-lcave-it" approach which offered hem linle roorn to negotiate the t&u of the p r o p o s e d - p r o ~  
'O DL, Vol. 29 1, File 1-26-60-2, Pt 1, Lamarre to MacNarnara, 5.2.195 1. For results of the first meeting in October 1950, see 1B, 
Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt. 6, Davis to UtSecretary of State DEA, 17. IO. I9SO. 
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The follow-up meeting was intended to finalise the miners' scheme. It was during this meeting 

however, that the first senes of pmblems surfaced which ultimately delayed recniiting for this and 

O ther prograrns until the summer of 195 1. Difficulties emerged when German officials refused to 

commence recruiting until questions about the general status of social security and working 

conditions for migrant miners in Canada were satisfactorily addressed. Furthemore, recruiting was 

restricted to unskilled and unemployed persons. Shortly thereafler, the scheme became embroiled 

in a dispute between the IR0 and German authonties regarding the use of IR0 facilities to assemble 

and pre-screen candidates." No sooner had these problems been resolved when Canadian 

authorities learned in March that many of the individual Lander (states), which undertook the actual 

recmiting and pre-processing, were not cooperating. It was soon realised that the views and 

priorities of the Lander authonties did not always coincide with those of their federal 

c~unte r~ar t s . '~  in order to get local offices on side, Canadian officials scrambled to undertake 

separate negotiations with each of the participating Lander. A valuable lesson was learned: future 

prograrns would invariably involve talks both at the federal and state Ievels. 

Initially these problems only affected the minen' scheme, but as other programs requinng the 

assistance of Geman authonties came on Stream (such as the loggers' program, Manitoba fann 

labourers' and dornestics' schemes) in Apnl and May 195 1, they too were drawn into these 

difficulties. As little headway was made by German labour offices in recmiting applicants by late 

spring, the Karlsruhe mission decided in mid-May to select workers fiom its reserve of spontaneous 

applications (applications sent to the missions).13 This presented a "titanic" challenge to Karlsruhe 

which now had to sift through thousands of forms and pre-select, assemble for inspection, process 

and transport immigrants, tasks fonnerly undertaken by the IR0 for DPs on Canada's behalf. While 

" The German side strongly objected to the use of International Refugee Organisation assembly facilities and offcred their o m  
camps. [B. Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt. 6, Davis to Secretary of State DEA. 28.2.1 95 1. 
'' The Bavarian Ministcr of Labour confided as rnuch to Canada's DEA representative. IB, Vol. 3 1, File 682, P t  7. A/Head Mission 
Bonn to Sccrctary of Statc DEA 29.5.195 1. While the fedenl Ministry of Labour's cornpetence extendeci to negotiating bilatcnl 
agreements and forwarding instructions to the Londer, the Ianer were not obliged to coIlaborate or to report on the progress of 
recmitment. 
" Ibid., Bird to Bcnoit, 18.5.195 1; DL, Vol. 290, File 1-26-60-1, Pt. 1, MacNarnara to Fonier. 22-5-1951; and NAC. RG 32, Public 
Servicc Commission records, Vol. I 1 1 1, File G.R Benoit, Benoit to MacNaughton, 16.8.1957. 
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this transition was not without its difficulties, it ultimately paid long-term dividends, laying the 

groundwork for an efficient processing system of "spontaneous applications," Canada's main supply 

line of immigrants in the 1950s. 

In May 195 1, the Chief of Immigration Operations was dispatched to Gennany to resolve the 

looming shipping crisis which threatened to derail a good part of the German movement to Canada. 

Headquarten discovered at this time that fewer immigrants than expected had corne fonvard early 

in the year, leaving a huge backlog of migrants with visas for whom there was insufficient 

commercial passenger shipping for the sumrner and fa11 mon th^.'^ To overcome this problem, 

Ottawa sought to reserve as many commercial berths as possible for the general flow of 

immigration and use IR0 shipping for the bulk labour movernents, a plan it executed with great 

success. In fact, the agreement with iR0 securing 16,000-18,000 berths saved the day for the 

German movement in 195 1. Unfortunately, with ample shipping only available during the fa11 of 

195 1, the mass of Germans arrived late in the year, just pnor to the onset of winter job layoffs, thus 

causing considerable hardship for many of the newcomers. 

By the summer of 195 1, the prospects for Canada's German immigration program began to 

irnprove. in June, Karlsruhe received authorisation from Ottawa to apply APS loans to Gemans 

filling labour quotas originally intended for DPs. By July, the German Ministry of the Interior 

enlisted its 254 advisory officers to encourage immigration to Canada. The Canadian proposa1 to 

recruit domestics was positively received by the Federal Labour Ministry, although instructions to 

the Lander to start recmitment were sent out very late." Mer painstaking iiegotiations, the 

cooperation of most Lander was secured and the nurnber of applicants presented to Canadian teams 

at labour offices accordingly began to nse by September. Alongside workers coming forward to 

Canada via the group labour schemes were many thousands of self-payers and skilled applicants 

who qualified in their own nght under the general immigration route. By early October, call-ups 

'' A dcficit of 45,000 bcrths for immigrants was forccast for August 195 1. DCI, Vol. 93, File 3-7-1, Pt. 2, Fonier to Harris, 
2I.S.1951. 
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for interviews at al1 posts in Germany averaged 400 applicants per day? Full credit must be given 

to the overseas staff who diligently toiled and negotiated to make the Geman program succeed. 

Success, however, was short lived. Two key developments in Canada brought the Gennan 

movement to a virtual standsti Il aRer mid-October 195 1 . In September, headquarters staff made a 

startling discovery that the govenunent's APS revolving f h d  had been overdrawn. Consequently, 

this scheme was indefinitely halted in October which led to the cancellation of al1 outstanding 

orders for German workers. Even self-payen seeking partial APS loans were rehsed visas. 

Alarmed by the decline in job opportunities reported in the field, the Minister of Labour, Milton 

Gregg, requested that the intake of immigrant-workers cease forthwith. in reply the Minister of 

Immigration, Walter Harris, argued against such extreme rneasures, citing the possible damage to 

the "carefully fostered good-will of the German authorities." Yet an appeal to renew the APS was 

conspicuously absent in his rebuttal.I7 Clearly the APS had been too effective in bringing German 

workers to Canada, especially at a tirne when the economy could no longer absorb additional 

workers. Without the APS a sizeable German movement was impossible. Atternpts by Canadian 

officials in November to interest Geman officials in funding the transportation of its nationals to 

Canada failed. 

The sudden termination of the APS on 12 October 195 1 lefl both Gennan authorities and 

prospective migrants in an awkward and unhappy position. Many of the applicants affected by the 

cancellation had gone to a lot of trouble to get passports and x-rays; some had liquidated ad! their 

persona1 assets. For German authorities, payment of these migrants' pre-medicals, x-rays and local 

transportation represented squandered money. The Chief of the Karlsruhe mission feared that the 

cancellation would "adversely affect the effective cooperation that careful and patient negotiations 

- - 

15 IB, Vol. 673, File C83755, Bird to Robillard, 17.7.195 1 .  Regarding the assistance of the advisory officials, see IB, Vol. 3 1 ,  File 
682, Pt. 7, Officcr in Charge Karlsruhe to Benoit, 14.7.1951. 
' O  IB. Vol. 8 14, File 55 1-10-1952, Pt. 1 .  Chief O p t i o n s  Division (Op. Div.) to AIDirector, 22.10.1951. 
'' IB, Vol. 8 10, Filc 5 48-20, Pt. 1, Gregg to Harris. 20.9.195 1 and Harris reply 15.10.195 1 .  When organised labour and the press 
joined the DL'S cal1 to halt winter immigration the folIowing month, any h o p  of reinstating the Assisteci Passage Scheme (APS) 
quickly faded. 
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had brought about" and that Canada would lose prospective migrants to other countries.18 His feus 

were justified, as the assistance from German authorities in 1952 was less than expected. 

In spite of the series of snags and setbacks experienced in getting the 195 1 German program up and 

running, the overall results greatly exceeded Ottawa's original expectations. instead of the 13,500 

Germans originally forecasted, Canada received 32,395,66% of whom were workers (al1 

immigration only brought fonvard 59% workers). Also, the intake of workers included a good mix 

of a11 occupation types (see Figure Nos. 24 and 3 1). Especially well represented were skilled and 

primary workers who made up over 40% and 20% respectively of al1 German workers. This result 

stemmed from Ottawa's open admission policy, the broad application of the APS, and the need to 

fil1 the shortfall of DP workers required by the primary sector. Also, interest in emigrating to 

Canada was great among most occupational groups in Germany. The high intake of skilled worken 

demonstrated that immigration authonties were able to defy German attempts to prevent the 

departure of these workers. This was largely accomplished through the spontaneous applications 

route. Justifiably, immigration authonties seemed satisfied with the movement as the Minister 

Walter Harris reported to the Cabinet in 1952: 

Immigrants from Germany and Austria have been of al1 groups from f m  labouren to 
highly skilled. As a rule, they are the most industrious and the most eager to be satisfactory; 
although there has been an occasional outburst of arrogance which, of course, gets in the 
newspapen. '' 

The 1 952 Germ an Iinmigration Program 

The qualified success of the German program in 1951 ensured its continuation in 1952. But certain 

events and developments in Canada in late- 1950 and early-195 1 did not bode well for the 

movement. Already in late-195 1 immigration officiais feared a repeat of the shipping shortage for 

1952. The situation was especially critical for Germany where additional passenger carrien 

supplied by the IR0 were unavailable after December 195 1. Ottawa was able to avoid this potential 

l 8  IB, Vol. 8 14, File 55 1-1C-f 952, Pt. 1, Chief Op. Div. to A/Director, 22.10.1951 ; KI, Vol. 95. File 3-7-7, Pt, 1, Robillard to 
Director, 26.10.195 1. 
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pitfall in Decernber 1951 when the U.S. led Provisional Intergovemrnental Cornmittee for the 

Movement of Migrants fiorn Europe (PICMME and later renarned the htergovernmental 

Committee for European Migration, or ICEM) came into being. The Committee intended to 

salvage IR0 shipping for use in relieving Europe's overpopulation problem. The additional 

shipping supplied by the PICMME was instrumental in overcoming the shortage of commercial 

passenger berths in May to July of 1952.~' 

Early econornic and employrnent indicaton in Canada also did not look promising for an expanded 

immigration program. Winter unemployment was especially high in 195 1-52 with 193,000 jobless 

in November 195 1, arnong them many immigrant tradesmen. Immigration and Labour authorities 

were slow in placing immigrants throughout the winter and well into 1952. By early February 

1952, government hostels and halls still held 3,333 unernployed This situation was 

aggravated by the delayed start to spring in 1952 which slowed the pick-up of employrnent, 

especially in the agriculture and construction sectors. Ottawa's economic pundits forecasted a lower 

level of economic activity in 1952 than in the previous year.22 Closely watched by Ottawa, these 

indicators weighed heavily in the mapping of the govemment's 1952 immigration prograrn. 

In addition to economic factors, certain political considerations influenced the government's 

planning in 1 952. When immigration figures for 195 1 were released late in the year, the 

govemment came under fire from the public and the press for not having done enough to foster the 

British rn~vement.'~ Even though more Britons had corne forward than in the previous year, their 

l 9  DCI, Vol. 132, Fiic 3-35-2, Pt. 4, DCI Memo to Cabinet, 21 -2.1952- 
'O No comrncrcial berths from Germany were available for May 1951 and only a few were available for the following months at 
exorbitant priccs. The cornmittee offered 700 berths for May, 4,000 for June and 6,000 for July. iB, Vol. 31, File 682, Pt. 7, 
Robillard to Benoit, 29.4.1952. 
'' DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 4, DCI Memo to Cabinet, 213.1952. 
7 - -- SpecifÏcaIly, the Tndc and Commerce Department predicted a half billion doflardecline in capital investment for 1952 compared 
to 195 1 and greatcr uncertainty in civilian production. Only dcfence production jobs werc expected to inmase, while f m  and 

rîn~ary crnploymcnt would remain steady. Ibid. 
Ibid. As early as June 195 1, PC leader George Drew took the governrnent to tIrk for not incrcasing British immigration. Montreal 

Star, 29.6.195 I. Other groups which petitioned the govemment in this regard were provincial pditicians, the Imperia1 Order 
Drtughtcrs of the Empire, the Anglican Church, the Orange Oder, the Legion and the Canadian Chamber of Commerce. A 
particularl y nasty article appeared in Maclean's (1 5.2.19S2, 16 K) by Fred Bodsworth entitlcd "What kinds of Canadians are we 
getting?" accused the government of giving preference to continental Europeans over Britons and of dallying while the "Aussies got 
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numbers failed to keep up with gains registered by other groups. In k i n g  its 1952 program, 

government oficials were undoubtedly aware that British immigration would have to be increased 

or, alternatively, other movements decreased to ensure a larger British ratio. 

Taking al1 these economic and political variables into consideration, the Department of Citizenship 

and Immigration @CI) recommended to cabinet that immigration for 1952 be set at 145,000 

newcomers. This included 35,900 Germans, Ausirians and refugees of whom 21,000 were to be 

workers. Most of the workers were to consist of fann hands (8,500), pnmary workers (6,500) and 

domestics (5,000). Only 1,000 skilled worken were aimed for which contrasted with the 1951 

results, when skilled Gerrnan worken predominated. This low target undoubtedly was influenced 

by the high joblessness amongst immigrant trade workers early in 1952 and by the confidence that 

Britain and western Europe could supply most specialised labour.24 However, the severe cap placed 

on the Geman skilled movement had an obvious result: it would substantially reduce overall 

German immigration in 1952 when interest in Canada was particularly high among German 

tradesmen and professionais. 

The sluggishness of the Canadian economy in early-1952 also meant that the govemrnent was in no 

hurry to finalise its annual immigration program. Cabinet approval for the 1952 program was only 

obtained on 26 February 1952 and instructions were sent to the Karlsruhe mission the sarne day. 

This adversely affected the mission's operations, delaying its negotiations with Gennan authorities 

and holding up the processing of applicants. ui Gennany it could take upwards of four months to 

process and transport immigrants to Canada because of the numemus civil and security checks 

involved. To ensure the success of the sugar-beet and f m  labour xhemes which required 

immigrants in Canada as early as March, it was imperative for Karlsruhe to begin recruiting as early 

in the year as possible. 

the plums." He also qucstioned Ottawa's policy of adrnitting so many Germans given the reponed rise of neo-Nazism in the Federal 
Republic. 
" This, in fact, was rcflectcd in its targcts for skilled workers from Britain (7,000) and western Europe (3,700). DCI, Vol. 132, File 
3-35-2, Pt. 4, Memo to Cabinet, 21.2.1952. î h c  cmphasis on farm employment was no doubt intendeci to offset the heavy 
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Similarly, the federal cabinet was in no rush to reinstate the APS for 1952 despite urgent appeals 

from Canadian officiais in Ottawa and overseas. In Germany the suspension of the APS was 

disruptive to the whole immigration program, including to self-payers, "as processing was normally 

al1 one operation, including the issuing of APS warrants."2s Also, the success of the domestic and 

farm labour rnovements depended very much on the availability of the APS, considering that both 

programs normally attracted the lower-paid class of worken who could least afford oveaeas fares. 

Because domestics and fann hands were to comprise the bulk of the 1952 movement, it was cntical 

that the APS be reinstated early. This however did not happen until early Apnl. By this time many 

of the prospective immigrants had committed themselves to seasonal f m  contracts in Germany or 

had been recruited by other countries. Furthemore, APS loans until 1956 were restncted to 

domestics, nurses aides and farm labourers thereby shutting out the largest category of potential 

immigrants, narnely skilled workers, followed by general labourers. 

Prospects for the German prograrn worsened in March and Apnl. The farm and sugar-beet workers' 

movement, the largest component of the 1952 German prograrn, was halted in early March as a 

result of the outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease in Saskatchewan, a contagion reportedly 

transmitted to this area by a German When the ban on Geman farm workers was 

eased in mid-April and recmiting oveneas resumed in May, the Canadian f m  season was well 

underway and the opportunity to bnng in more labourers had been missed. Then on April22, 

Ottawa deferred and eventually suspended until March 1953, the issuing of visas to al1 unsponsored 

cases from Germany, excepting farm and domestic worken as well as nurses' aides. This measure 

was necessitated by the higher than expected intake of immigrants (some 62,000) in the fint quarter 

of 1952 and the continuing glut of skilled labour in Canada. Yet the m&er in which the 

displacement of labour from rural to urban areas which occurred in 195 1. Union opposition may also expIain why the government 
was reluctant IO accept more skilled workers. 

IB. Vol. 673, File (33755, Chief Op. Div. "for file," 26-3-1952. 
:' Thc actud sclection of farm workers only got undenvay in early May. DL, Vol. 291, File 1-26-60-4, Pt. 2, Lamarre to Dawson, 
10.4.1952. For the start of the ban scc Winnipeg Free Press, 4.3.1952. 'Ihe suspected camïer of the disase ,  Willi Brüntjen, had 
vanished from the infccted a m  and a ventable Canada-wide rnanhunt for him ensued. He tumed up in B.C. and was subsequently 
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suspension was irnplemented suggests that Ottawa was attempting to maintain an "ethnic balance." 

British migrants were not subject to these restrictions, and in fact, were granted M e r  inducements 

to migrate. Northwestem Europeans, other than Germans, were only nominally affected by these 

rneasures. The Italian and German movernents, showing robust growth in early-1952, were pruned 

back the farthe~t.'~ Consequently, the projected number of Germans to be admitted was reduced 

fiom 30,000 to ~ 2 , 7 3 5 . ' ~  This measure dealt a major blow to the Gennan skilled workers 

movement in 1952, as even worken with enough money to pay their way were effectively blocked 

from entering Canada. 

Canadian efforts to enlist the assistance of Geman authorities for their group-labour schemes fared 

poorly in 1952. Realising the need for a good head start on recruitment to meet f m  labour orders 

on time and driven by the recruiting "enthusia~rn"~~ carried over fiom 195 1, officials in Karlsruhe 

approached the Geman federal Labour Ministry as early as February 1952 - well before the cabinet 

had even authonsed the 1952 program - to obtain approval of their f m  labour scheme. In their 

zeal to get a head start on the program, Canadian missions that same month commenced recruiting 

in cooperation with certain Lander without awaiting approval from federal German authorities for 

Canada's 1952 program which had been conveyed to Bonn in February 1952. The Canadians' pre- 

ernptive action was only discovered in May by Gennan federal officials who, having sat on the plan 

for some months, and with some chagrin, now insisted that the program first receive Bonn's 

clearance. Only in early June, after tough negotiations with German authorities, especially over the 

terrns of the farm-labour "contracts" and the inclusion of married f m  workers and their 

clcared at a Depanmcnt of Agriculture inspection facility. Hamilton Spectator, 1 13.1452. This whoIe episode, widely reported in 
thc press, undoubtcdly let? a negative image of German migrants in the mind of the Canadian public. 
"A Canadian National Railways (CNR) ofticid wamed "of the very serious situation and nate of public opinion" in Canada if 
Ottawa's policy would "inadvencntly give benefit to German immigration over that of British." NAC, RG 30, CNR records, Vol. 
8339, Filc 3070-3 1, Milne to McGowan, 15.5.1952. Accordingly, the Minister of DCI, W.E. Harris, assured the Houe that every 
advantage and opportunity would be given to rnove Entons. House of Cornmons, Debates, 2.6.1952. Regarding the need to control 
Italian numbcrs see NAC, RG 2, Privy Council Office (PCO) records, Cabinet Conclusions, Vol. 2650, 17.6.1952. White German 
and Italian immigration was being cut back, benefits such as the APS to skilled workers were extended in Britain. Ibid. 
'' IB, Vol. 674, Filc C92672, Pt. 1, E.B. to ChiefOp. Div., 5.5.1952. 
29 Thc Dirccior of Imrnigntion himself, white visiiing Gerrnany in Iatc-195 1, pressed for an aggressive Gennan program, stating that 
"unlcss wc take immediate action in obtaining the most suitable and desirable immigrants fiom German it will only be a mncr of 
time before we will find the German Govemment in a mood where they will not permit the fret movement of German nationals and 
cstablished expellees from Germany." IB, Vol. 3 1, File 682, Pt. 7, Smith to DCI Deputy Minister, 9.1 1.195 1. 
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dependants, did Bonn give "the green light" to the farm labour scheme. Yet, m e r  delays ensued 

when the Director of the German federal agency for manpower and unemployment insurance 

refused to implement the Canadian prograrn until Bonn agreed to cover the Linder's costs for 

presenting applicants for Canada's programs. By the time this matter was sorted out it was already 

July, and Karlsruhe infomed G e m m  authonties that their assistance was no longer required.)O 

Negotiations on the Geman domestics' scheme started even later, in August, but ran smoother than 

the farm-worker prograrn. Al1 told, German assistance in 1952 was disappointing: only 3,000 

immigrants were referred to Canadian immigration rni~sions.~' 

The late start in recruiting could not be made up later in the year since immigration was strictly 

curtailed in the winter of 1952-53. Only domestics were admissible at this time, whereas al1 

German farm workers had to be in or en route to Canada no later than July 3 1. Furthemore as the 

farm-labour prograrn fell victim to delay afler delay, Canadian fanners lost interest and began 

cancelling orders. Thus from February to late June of 1951, the demand for German f m  hands 

dwindled from 8,500 to 1,400 orden. While headquarters slashed the German prograrn, the chief of 

the Canadian mission in Karlsruhe, J.R. Robillard, did his utmost to cut the program's losses by 

fitting in as many unsponsored migrants as possible under the fann labour and domestics' schemes 

and as  "cases of exceptional ment." He was so successful in salvaging the Geman program that 

Ottawa called on Karlsruhe to account for its high-rate of visa production?2 

German immigration results for 1952 very much reflected Ottawa's dilatory conduct and its attempt 

to jettison the German prograrn. The number of Geman migrants decreased îrom 32.395 in 195 1 

to 28,257 in 1952 and British immigration, conversely, jumped by over 10,000 to 42,675 during the 

same penod. Among German worken, the proportion of fami han& and domestics increased from 

195 1 to 1952, whereas the number of skilled and unskilled worken fell markedly. The overall 

'O IB. Vol. 674, File C92672, Pt. 2, Robillard to Dr. Voilmer, 28.6.1952. Regarding difficulties with the fedenl mnpower agency, 
sec Ibid., Robillard to Chicf Op. Div., 24.6.1952. For a rccap of the June 6 meeting, see Ibid., Chief Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div., 
10.6.1952. The 1952 German-Canadian negotiations are surnmarised in Steineri, Migration und Politik. Westdeutschland - Europe - 
~bersee  1945-1 961 (Omabrilck: SecoIo Vcrlag, 1995). 168-9. 
' ' Gerrnan authorities recrui ted 1,000 fann hands and 2,000 domestics for Canada in 1 952. Ibid. 
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decline in Geman migration could have been even steeper had it not been for Karlsruhe's drive to 

"increase numben." Again Karlsruhe's recouse to a substantial pool of applications, nurnbering 

about 100,000 at the start of 1952, enabled it to maintain a reasonable high rate of visa production 

when assistance from Bonn was not forthcoming. However, more so than in 1951, Ottawa failed to 

seize a golden opportunity to obtain many professional, skilled and technical workers who were 

readily available in Germany in 1952, especially as the competing Arnerican program came to a 

close in Apnl 1952." Most accounts suggest that governrnent and employers generally were 

satisfied with the Germans received in this year. 

The 2 953 German Immigration Program 

Unlike the situation in 1952, the German program got off to a good start in 1953 and kept 

improving during the course of the year. Early economic forecasts for 1953 augured well for an 

expanded immigration program. Based on the anticipated growth of defence production and 

resource developmcnt, employment was estimated to increase 3-4% over the previous year. The 

performance of the economy was especially strong after October 1952, so much so that Ottawa 

could have accepted many more immigrants, especially skilled workers and e r ~ ~ i n e e r s . ~ ~  The early 

arriva1 of spring in 1953 hastened the pick-up of employment and ensured a high intake of 

immigrants in the first half of the year. 

Oficials in Ottawa had also learned from their mistakes in 1952, realising that success was 

contingent upon early preparations.35 Planning for the 1953 program was already initiated in 

October 1952. Field estimates of housing and employment were conducted and oveneas posts were 

requested to prepare for processing of immigrants early in the year. Armed with this information, 

" IB, Vol. 8 14, File 55 1 - 10-1952, P r  2, Director to Karlsruhe, 29.7.1952 and reply, 9.8.1952. 
33 An assessrnent of immigration programming in 1952 revealcd that Canada had not accept enough skilled workers in this par. 
Ibid., " 1952 PROGRAMMEn (1 963). The DCI reported a good supply of skilled tradesmen and domestics available in Germany in 
1952 and a lack of agricultunlists. DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 1951-57, Minutes of DAC1 meeting, 14.7.1952. 
14 DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 2, DC! Memo to Cabinet, 21.1 1.1952. Even the nonnally cautious DL cited positive economic 
indicaiors for 1953 such ris a rise in consumer goods sales, low inventories and job increascs in residential constniction and producer 
goods. DL, Vol. 291, File 1-26-60-4, Pt. 2, DL to Fortier, 13.1 1.1952. 
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the DCI prepared and submitted to cabinet an immigration plan which recommended 160,000 

immigrants for 1953, among them 35,000 Gemans and Austrians. Cabinet approved the plan on 

December 4, 1952, and full details of the German program were fowarded to Karlsruhe three 

weeks later. To get a head start on the lm-labour movement, headquarters had already authonsed 

Robillard on November 19, 1952, to begin selecting and processing unsponsored immigrants. This 

early notice was crucial to the success of the German program because six weeks were required for 

Bonn's approval, a fkrther six weeks to secure the cooperation of the Lander and another six weeks 

to process applicants. A survey of available shipping conducted by the DCI in December 1952 

revealed that PICMME-KEM charters would again be needed io make up the shortage of 

commercial berths frorn Germany, particularly during the first six months of 1953.'~ 

Of the 35,000 immigrants expected fiom Germany, 20,000 were to be workers, mostly fmers 

(1 0,000) and domestics (4,500). Although only 2,400 skilled worken were targeted, other white- 

colla groups such as professionals, clerical staff and merchants, omitted in 1952, were added to the 

1953 program.'' For 1953 it was decided that each overseas immigration post38 would be given a 

list of specific occupations along with quotas to be recruited. Although unsponsored German 

skilled workers were no longer excluded, as had been the case in 1952, the list of skilled 

occupations under which Germans could qualify was much shorter than the catalogue of skills for 

other western European countries. The approach of assigning quotas of workers to each overseas 

mission was abandoned altogether in March 1953, when many posts, excepting in Gemany and 

Austria, were unable to meet their allotted orders. In the end, many of the outstanding quotas were 

transferred to Karlsruhe which had no difficulty in filling these occupations fiom its backlog of 

205,000 unsponsored applications.3g 

3 5 This point was also hrtmrnered home by Gennan and Canadian ove- officiais who recognised that Ottawa's tardines was 
large1 y to blame for the poor showing in Germany in 1952- IB, Vol. 774, File 536-3 1, Pt 2, Bird to Director, U. IO. 1952. 
3 6 DCI. Vol. 93, File 3-7-1, Pt. 2, Fortier to Harris, 15.12.1952; IB, Vol. 675, File C92672, Pt. 3, Chief Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div., 
13.6.1953. 
37 DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 2, DCI Memo to Cabinet, 2 1 . 1  1. t 952. 
38 Thc exceptions wcre Bitriin and France where no limits applicd. IB, Vol. 814, File 55 1-10-1953, Chief Op. Div. to Director, 
27.1 1.1952. 
'' IB. Vol. 814, File 551-10-1953, P t  2, D.I.L. to ChiefOp. Div., 30.5.1953. 
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More cooperation was forthcoming nom Bonn in 1953. This change in mood was noticeable as 

ex1 y as October 1 952 on the occasion of an informa1 meeting between Canadian and German 

delegates attending the PICMME plenary session. The German side indicated that it wished to 

move over 17,000 persons, mostly domestics and f m  workers, to Canada in 1953. This gesture 

was undoubtedly intended to make arnends for Bonn's poor showing on the f m  workers' scheme 

in 1952."' It also represented a shift in strategy. Rather than seeking to influence emigration to 

Canada, Bonn attempted to direct Canadian efforts to relieve a particularly pressing problem in 

1 953, the East-Geman refugee cnsis. 

Early- 1953 saw a renewed flood of East Germans streaming into West Berlin at a rate of about 

1,000 per day, causing considerable over-crowding, conhision and distress. The cnsis soon 

received international attention as the German govemment urgently sought assistance to help 

arneliorate this potentially destabilising domestic situation. Seeing a role here for immigration 

countries, the German foreign office approached the Canadian mission for assistance, culminating 

in a plan in which Canada agreed to select 2,000 immigrants in West Beriin starting in January 

1 953. However, the plan faltered when RCMP visa-vetting officen refused to screen 90% of the 

candidates presented to them because many failed to meet two-year residence secunty rule? 

Robillard's appeal to headquarters to amend the rule brought only partial relieE h mid-March, the 

RCMP agreed to on1 y consider cases of bona-fide political refugees and not residents of the eastern 

zone. But this concession still excluded the bulk of refugees from immediate consideration and 

therefore deprived Canada of an excellent source of immigrants in this and following years. The 

two-year rule also prevented Canada h m  making an effective contribution to relieving the Geman 

refugee problem, leading BOM to question the utility of assisting Canada with its immigration 

activities. 

40 In fact Canadian dclegatcs did not shy away from voicing their displeasure during this meeting, stating point blank "that the 
Govcrnmcnt o f  Canada was most disappointeci in the showing that was made in regard to the recruitment o f  Farm Labourers during 
thc scrison of  1952." DCI, Vol. 107, File 3-24-6, Pt. 2, Bini to Director Immigration, 23.10.1952. 
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Still, in February 1953, Canadian officiais had successfully cleared theu 1953 immigration prograrn 

with ~0n.n.'~ During the negotiations it was apparent that German authorities expected Canada to 

assist in the relief of the refugee problem by accepting many East Germans under its 1953 program. 

And Robillard misled them along these lines, promising that a favourable ruling on the two-year 

residence restrictions was eminent from Ottawa. Hopefùl of Canada's assistance, German 

authorities implemented the Canadian program immediately, even offering unprecedented 

cooperation in advertising and promoting the prograrn while taking great pains to avoid a repeat of 

the disappointments in 1 9 5 2 . ~ ~  This showed in the results of German labour offices which were 

able to recmit many more prospective immigrants for Canada in 1953 than in 1952. 

Further impetus for Geman immigration, specifically the refugee movement, came kom the 

highest political level, the Geman Chancellor, Konrad Adenauer. On a state visit to Canada in 

A p d  1953, Adenauer pressed Prime Minister St. Laurent and Immigration Minister W.E. Harris to 

temporarily admit 200,000 East Germans as farm labouren, who would be retumed to Germany 

afier four to five years. Although this blunt and rather unrealistic proposa1 was ultimately 

rejectedq4 it did have the intended effect of rousing Ottawa into greater action on the refùgee 

problem. Although handicapped by the two-year rule, Karlsruhe made every effort to move 

refugees to Canada in 1953. Refugee camps in Germany were combed and a team was re- 

dispatched to Berlin to resume processing which had been abandoned in January. 

4 I The controversy arose over Robillard's understanding that the two ycar residencc rulc excluded East Gennans whom he considered 
West-Gemn nationais. The RCMP held East Germans to be non-nationals and therefore subject tcs the rule. The RCMP's 
interprctation ultimately won out. DCI, Vol. 127, File 3-33-13, Chicf Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div., 6.2.1953. 
'' This was only achieved aîler RobilIard had successfully convinceci the G e m  side to drop its condition that Canada guarantee the 
carly reunion of dependants ICA behind in Germany with their family membcrs in Canada, an issue initially raised during preIiminary 
discussions in January t 953. IB, Vol. 674, File C92672, Pt. 2, Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 27.2 1953. 
43 Instructions to immediately start recniiting wcre already sent out to Gcman labour offices on March 12. IB, Vol. 835, File 553- 
3 0, Pt. I , Prüsidenr Bundesansralt f i r  Arbeitsvermittlung.. . to Presidents of Land Labour offices, 1 2.3.1 953. 
JI Having thc bencfit of advance notice on 6 February 1953, Canada's cabinet already rejected this proposition as "contrary to normal 
Canadian policy in immigration matters." PCO, Vol. 6.2.1953, Cabinet Conclusions, 6.2.1953. Adenauer's proposal that the 
movcmcnt of the 200,000 rcfugces be financed through the $5 million in G e m  assets seized during World War II was also 
dcclined as most of thesc monies had aIready been paid out to victims of the war. DCI, Vol. 127, File 3-33-1 3, Fortier to Taylor, 
2.5.1953 and rcply, 5.51953. 
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Al1 told, 1953 was a phenomenal year for Geman immigration to Canada. All the cntical factors - 

the Canadian economy, Ottawa's political will, German cooperation and emigration interest 

amongst Germans - came together at the right time to produce 35,015 migrants, a record for 

German migration to Canada in the twentieth century. Results also roughly matched Ottawa's goals 

for the 1953 German movement, in terms of total number, total workers and occupational categories 

of Germans recmi ted. 2 1,379 German worken entered Canada (6 1 % of al1 Germans), including 

6,837 f m e r s ,  5,985 skilled workers and 4,990 domestics. Clearly more German trained worken 

were admitted than onginally slated. This was because of the relative abundance of these worken 

in Gemany compared to other European countries. Yet German nurnbers could have been even 

higher, considering that Canada failed to take more skilled workers4* to meet domestic demand; 

balked at accepting more East Germans and confined its APS to farm and domestic workers. 

Canada's success was also undoubtedly due to the relative inactivity of Australia's and the United 

States' German immigration prograrns. 

The 1954 Gerntan hntigration Program 

In late- 1953, the immigration bureaucrats again looked at forecasts of Canada's economic and 

employrnent activity to formulate the upcoming year's immigration program. Despite the 

uncertainty of some economic indicaton and secton of the econorny, government experts in 1953 

gave their approval to the continuation of an expanded program for 1954. But by spring 1954, the 

Canadian economy had taken a turn for the worse, slumping into a year-long recession. 

Employment opportunities were down 4% over the sarne period in 1953 as a result of the late start 

to the farm and construction season and declines in the resource sector. Previous immigration 

estimates had to be revised and appropriate measures were taken to limit the inflow of newcomers. 

Buoyed by the excellent performance of the economy and the high intake of immigrants in 1953, 

the DCI initially estimated Canada's intake for 1954 at a staggenng 222,500 immigïants, including 

- -  

45 DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 3, "Report of meeting," 15.9.1953. 
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46,000 Gemans, 24,800 of whom were to be workea. However, in light of technical restraints, 

such as limited shipping and overseas facilities, a more realistic target of a minimum of 160,000 

immigrants was established for 1 9 5 4 . ~ ~  Just as in 1953, most of the migrant worken sought from 

Germany for 1954 were famers (10,000) and domestics (5,500), yet allowances were made for a 

higher intake of skilled workers (5,000). Afier receiving cabinet approval in December 1953, the 

complete program was forwarded to Karlsruhe on January 1, 1954 . Again, Robillard was 

authorised to start negotiations with Bonn in October 1953 on the German farm labour program. 

Estimates of availabie overseas' passenger berths, revealed a continuing need for the ICEM's 

shipping to rneet shortages expected in the summer of 1954.~' 

Although pessirnistic about long-term supply, Canadian oficials were still confident that a large 

output of immigrants from Germany could be achieved for 1954.'~ in this they were sadly 

mistaken. The mood of the German authonties had visibly changed by late-1953. Bonn now 

dictated restrictive ternis for German emigration. For the 1954 f m  labour program, Robillard was 

infomed that single workers under the age of twenty-five would not be encouraged to emigrate. 

Canada was welcorne to take farm families, provided that dependants left behind in Germany were 

reuni ted wi th family rnembers in due course. Ottawa's refusa1 to accede to this latter proviso did 

little to inspire German cooperation. By July 30, German labour offices managed to present only 

860 fam workers for the Canadian program.4g Nor were Geman immigration applications arriving 

at Canadian missions at the previous years' rates. Genans  generally were less interested in 

immigrating in light of Germany's new found prosperity and high employment. Economic growth 

was so great that Germany began importing foreign workers in this year. Also, Gcrman officials in 

46 Apparently, the breakdown of immigrants by ethnic origin for 1954 was to be the same as in 1953. Ibid. Pt. 2, DCI Memo to 
cabinet, 17.12.1953. 
57 The Atlantic Confcrcnce anticipated a shortfall of 1 1,13 1 berths from northem European ports in 1954. DCI, Vol. 93, File 3-7-1, 
Pt. 2, Fortier to Harris, 2 1.1.1954. 

The DCI was npecially concerned h m  when Gemwny achieved its full sovereignty it would be "loathe" to let its skilled worken 
and f~rrners go. DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 1% 1-57, Minutes of DAC1 meetings, 8.6.1953 and 10.6.1953. 
4'3 Stcincrt, Migration und Palifik, 174. Robillard leamed from a German officiai in March 1954 that so long as there was no 
rtgrccrnent on the schcmc of reuniting dcpendants, Bonn would be "unable to sce [its] way clear to authorise the recmitment of 
potential farm workers through the Arbeirsümter [German labour ofices]." Robillard also suspected that Bonn had delayed sending 
instructions to labour offices for this very same reason. IB, Vol. 856, File 555-16, Robillard to Benoit, 17.3.1954. 
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the following years were more pre-occupied with the Australian and American programs, assigning 

less attention to Canada's immigration initiative. 

Certain developments in Canada also contributed to the decline in Gennan immigration. The srricter 

selection criteria applied to the farm labour program, the largest of the German worker movements, 

increased rejections and discouragcd others fiom appl ying. Without doub t, the discontinuation of 

the DL'S inland transportation gants made the f m  and domestic labour schemes less attractive for 

prospective immigrants. Also, in order to limit immigration with the onset of the recession, the DCI 

reduced the nurnber of skilled occupational categories under which unsponsored prospective 

migrants could enter Canada and advanced the cut-off date for their arriva1 from October 30 to 

September 30." This hampered the flow of German skilled workers', which in 1954 still had the 

potcntial to fil1 much of Canada's requirements. Finally, negative publicity about high 

unemployment prompted many prospective immigrants to defer or altogether reconsider their plans 

of rnoving to Canada. 

Given these developments, Canada's resuiting intake of 29,845 Germans fell well below the 46,000 

mark projected at the begiming of the year. Over 17,000 (or 57%) of these migrants were workers, 

mostly skilled labourers (6,838), followed by domestics (3,075), general labouren (2,749) and f m  

hands (2,493). This result was at variance with Ottawa's original a h  of securing mostly fami 

workers from Germany. Clearly the collapse of the farm labour movement in 1954 was a major 

factor in the overall decline of Geman migration to Canada. In this regard 1954 repre. cents a 

tuming point for German immigration as skilled labourers would dominate future movements. Stiil 

the numbers could have been even lower for 1954 had it not been for Robillard's resolve to maintain 

a high rate of visa production in the face of Ottawa's restrictions.'' To overcome the lack of 

German assistance, Canadian missions in Gemany relied heavily on their backlog applications and 

SJ Finuncial Posi. 26.6.1954. Unions and municipal authorîtia were also urging the government to reduce immigration. Montreal 
Star, 13.5.1954; and Toronto Gfobe & Mail, IO.6.l954. 
5 1  Robillard ensured an early start to negotiations with Gennan authorities, sought and rcceived concessions which enabled 
dependent children between the ages of 16 and 18 to accornpany fm working farnily mernbers to Canada and cnlisted the resources 
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referrals to find recruits. German emigration figures (see Figure No. 12) disclose that the United 

States and Australia had taken the initiative fiom Canada in this year in recruiting German 

migrants. 

The 1955 Gerntart Immigration Program 

An assessrnent of the economic prospects for the 1955 immigration prograrn was already 

undenaken in September 1954, the nadir of Canada's mid-decade recession. In spite of the 

prevailing gloom, the economic and employment situation for 1955 was expected to improve, 

dnven largely by an increase in exports and investments. The predicted upsurge did in fact begin 

by March 1955 and gained momentum until another downturn of the economy in mid-1957. 

Driving the economic and employment recovery in 1955 was the rise in consumer spending, 

residential and government consmiction and higher expenditures on machinery and equipment. 

It was only in Iate-November 1954 that the DCI began finalising its 1955 immigration program. 

The modest target of 150,000 immigrants represented a compromise between the positive 

propnostications of economists and the prevailing reality of high unemployment and poor economic 

growth, points dnven home by the DL, unions and the public. The DCI aimed for 25,300 German 

migrants, of which 13,060, or 52%, were to be workers. Again, the department hoped to secure 

mostly farm workers (3,800) followed by domestics (3,465) and skilled workers (3,000).'~ The 

latter figure confirmed the trend that, despite the obstacles it sornetimes erected, Canada was 

relying more on Germany for skilled workers by 1955. The lower mark set for f m  labourers 

reflected Ottawa's lack of confidence in the German fami labour program and the resulting shift in 

recmiting patterns fiorn northem to southem Europe. Although Immigration headquarters again 

authorised an early start to the farm labour scheme, it submitted the overall Geman program to 

of the voluntriry agcncies in moving dependmts to Canada IB, Vol. 675, File C92672, Pt. 4, Chief Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div., 
12.1.1954. 
'' DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 195 1-57, Minutes of DAC1 meeting, 23.1 1.19%; and DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 4, Fortier to 
Pickcngill, 14.12.1954- 
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Karlsruhe relatively late, thereby impeding recruitment overseas. The availability of shipping at the 

right times rernained a problern, complicating the German movement in the summer of 1955.'~ 

Canada sought Bonn's assistance in 1955, but none was forthcoming. The Geman econornic boom, 

which had started in 1954, was in full swing by 1955 and Germany could il1 afford to lose many 

more qualified workers. At the ICEM session in late-1954, German delegates announced that 

receiving countries would be asked to reduce their intake of Geman migrants." Although it was 

subsequently clarified that Canada would be excluded fkom this request, anxiety lingered about 

Bonn's general intentions. Also, by the close of 1954, Bonn was aware that its attempts to control 

emigration through the labour offices was not succeeding. This strategy had failed to accelerate the 

outflow of surplus population to Canada and to contain the departure of skilled labour. 

Accordingly, Bonn informed Karlsruhe in April 1955 that assistance fiom these offices would stop. 

Little protest was forthcoming fkom immigration oficials who surely realised that they had dodged 

a more senous threat, narnely a request fiom Bonn to curtail their processing of spontaneous 

applications and the issuing of APS loans. Without the services of the labour offices, Karlsruhe 

was henceforth reliant on the applications received at Canadian missions. It also meant that 

Canada's labour immigration schemes would no longer be advertised in the local press and at labour 

office locations, further handicapping the 1955 Canadian program. Bonn continued to encourage 

the emigration of refugees to Canada but offered little support in this direction, even reducing its 

per-capita grants to the ICEM revolving fund." 

Meanwhile in Canada, immigration was going badly. Already in March missions in Germany and 

elsewhere were behind schedule in delivenng workers to Canada at the desired times. By mid- 

1 95 5, immigration fiom Gemany had decreased 3 7% while jobs in Canada had increased in 

cornparison to the sarne period in 1954. Robillard felt his mission would be "lucky" to secure 60% 

'' IB, VoI. 81 5 ,  Filc 551-10-1955, Pt. 2, Fortier to Minister, 8.8.1955. 
s-l DCI. Vol. 127, Fiic 3-33-13, Robillard to Smith, 8.12.1954. Rumours of Bonn's intentions had already circulated widely in Ottawa 
in Novcmbcr. Bonn did cxprcss intercst in this year in developing a farm settlement plan for East German refugee families in 
Canada. Although discussions began in this year, the pIan was only brought to fniition in the eariy-1960s. 
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of the 25,000 Gennans aimed for aiid blamed the poor showing on bad publicity about Canada, 

limited application of the APS, late arriva1 of instructions, deferrals by intending immigrants and 

processing delays engendered by security screening. Unrnistakably, interest in emigrating to Canada 

was waning; Karlsruhe received 65% fewer applications in 1955 than it had in 1954.'~ As the 

Canadian economy made rapid gains by the summer and fa11 of 1955, immigration figures slumped 

further despite belated efforts by the DCI headquarters to boost the program by extending deadlines 

for arrivals of farmers and skilled worken and by relaxing occupational selection critena. 

Only 18,082 German migrants, including 9,689 workers (54%), came to Canada in 1955, in what 

was generally considered a very poor year for immigration totalling a rneagre 1 10,000 persons. The 

disappointing showing was not due to any lack of effort on the part of an exasperated Robillard and 

his staff who petitioned Immigration headquarten hard to provide more "selling points." Canada 

received even fewer German f m  (1,192) and dornestic (1,95 1) workers than in the previous year 

and these figures were far below the high targets set at the outset of the year. This outcome was not 

unexpected, considering that Ottawa failed to offer more enticements for its worker schemes and 

because the assistance of German labour offices had ceased. In fact, in this year virtually al1 

recruitment was undertaken by the Canadian missions themselves. Just as in 1954, skilled workers, 

3,666 in total, made up the single largest category of German workers entenng Canada. Again 

more of this class of migrant could have been taken as demand still outstripped supply in Canada. 

Canada's efforts in Germany were also undoubtedly hurt by the Amencan refugee program." 

German immigration to the United States was more than double that to Canada in 1955, thereby 

siphoning off prospective candidates fiom what was a shrinking pool of migrants. 

- -- - 

5 5 Stcincn, hfigration und Polirik, 272. Regarding the discontinuation of help from labour ofices, see IB, Vol. 82 1, File 552-1-55 1, 
Pt 1 ,  Chief Karlsruhe to Chicf Op. Div., 4.4.1955. 

DCI, Vol. 140, Filc 340-1, Pt. 1, Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 1 1-7.1955. 
57 The American Refigee ReliefAct aimed to recruit 90,000 German migrants in the three-year period beginning August 1953. It was 
in 1955-56 chat the program began to attract Iarge nurnbers of G e m .  For further details on this program, se chapter thrce. 
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The 1956 Germ un Immigration Program 

The rebound of the Canadian economy and the corresponding government optirnism about its 

ability to place more immigrants cmied over from the latter half of 1955 into 1956. Capital 

investment and exports were forecast to exceed 1955 levels. Indeed by early-1956, the resurgence 

of the economy and the flood of new jobs, especially in construction, agriculture and resource 

sectors, surpassed al1 expectations, prompting one federal official to comment: "The prospects for 

the coming summer are so good as to be almost fiightening.1's8 DCI surveys revealed a demand for 

practically al1 classes of workers for 1956 and a capacity of the economy to absorb 204,000 

workers. An estimated 25,000 immigrants were expected fiorn Germany. in 1956, Ottawa's whole 

approach had shified from targeting numbea and specific types of workers fiom various countnes 

to simply getting as many "suitable" migrants from Europe as possible. 

To reverse the trend of declining immigration, Ottawa implemented a series of initiatives designed 

to rekindle European interest in Canada. These included a 1955-56 winter program admitting 

additional categones of immigrants; grants to children of immigrants in Canada in lieu of family 

allowances; the extension of the APS to cover al1 worken and their dependants; the irnplementation 

of broader selection critena which admitted immigrants according to their "suitability, desirability 

and adaptability" rather than pnmarily on their occupational background; and the use of one 

occupational list in Europe, instead of the previous practice of assigning separate lists for each 

country.5g These incentives and refotms benefited Gemans as much, if not more, than other 

immigrants from Europe. They ensured that German migrants could now compete on the sarne 

footing as migrants from other parts of western Europe in being considered for admission to 

Canada. The decision to apply a single occupational selection list (which was to serve more as a 

guide than as a screening tool) for al1 countries effectively removed the previous occupational 

restrictions which had constricted the flow of skilled Gennan labour to Canada. 

'' DCI, Vol. 73, Filc [DAC[] 1951-57, DCI Minutes of meeting. 19.3.1956. 
'' DCI. Vol. 10 1. File 3-18-6, Pt. 1. Summary of Recommendations, 1.1 1.lgSS. Initinlly immigrant children under the 3ge of 16 
were not eligible for family allowances during their first ycar of residence of Canada The Liberal government also came under Eire 
from opposition panies in 1955 for not doing enough to get Canada's sharc of immigrants. Toronto Star, 9.1.1956. 
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Special attention was also given to boosting immigration fiom Germany. An aggressive 

promotional carnpaign was launched, including a visit to Germany by the Deputy Minister of 

Immigration, Laval Fortier, who advertised the glowing possibilities of life in Canada at a Bonn 

press conference. In the same vein, Canadian missions distributed leaflets as well as information 

packages to German emigration advisory offices. Ecstatic about the new APS, Robillard undertook 

to prornote the scheme "by using al1 official and subterfuge means possible; e.g. planting articles in 

the press, radio, etc."60 These efforts also helped dispel the negative publicity about Canada which 

had prevailed during the two previous years. To meet the serious farm labour shonage, the 

govemrnent decided to defer the security screening of East German and Volkîdeutsche refugees for 

a few months and thereby facilitate their movement to However the plan ultimately 

failed for a number of reasons: cabinet had approved the plan too late in the day; the secrecy 

surrounding the plan undermined promotional work; and many East Germans in the Federal 

Republic were reluctant to leave, awaiting indemnification payments from Bonn for their lost assets 

in the eastem zone. Likewise, a plan to attract unqualified general labourers for f m  work came up 

empty. More success was experienced with skilled workers. The introduction of compulsory 

rnilitary service in Germany in mid-1956 prompted many young trade apprentices to use emigration 

as an escape route. Always on the look-out for a way to boost Geman immigration, Robillard 

sought and obtained special authorisation fiom headquarters to move as many of these workers as 

possible to Canada, including during the winter months when immigration was normally ~u r t a i l ed .~~  

As labour shortages in Gemany worsened in 1956, Canadian officiais were infonned that Bonn 

"could no longer be expected to recruit workers for emigration c~untries."~~ While Geman 

authonties applauded the inclusion of farnily dependants in the APS and encouraged Canada to 

16, Vol. 8 15, File 55 1 - 10-1 956, Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 15.1 1.1955. See also Steinert, Migration und Politik, 274. 
" PCO, Vol. 5775. Cabinet Conclusion, 5.4.19SG. West Gemm residents were also later added to the secunty screening waiver. 
Sccurity restrictions barring certain categorïes of Waflen-SS members were nlso rernoved, not so much ro boost immigration, but 
bccausc this category of immigmt was no longer considered a serious security threat. 
'' I B, Vol. 8 15, File 55 1- 10- 1956, Robillard to AiChief Op. Div., 24.7.1956 and AKhief reply, 30.8.1956. Robillard aiso succeeded 
in adding other occupational groups for Gerrnany to the 1956-57 wintcr movement 
b3 IB, Vol. 82 1, FiIe 552-1-55 1 Pt. 1, Chief Karlsruhe to Chicf Op. Div., 4.10.1955. 
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admit more re fugee families, they increasingl y attempted to curtail Canadian immigration activities 

in Gemany. One such measure was Bonn's insistence that Canada confine its immigration 

activities to immigration attachés which would have meant that Canadian immigration operations 

would have to be moved to the Bonn area and the staff would need to be accredited. While this 

request logically followed fiom Germany's new status as a sovereign state and the withdrawal of 

Amencan sponsorshipN of the Karlsruhe mission, it was an attempt to secure further control over, 

and ultimately restrict, Canadian immigration activities. By November 1956, Canadian operations 

were transferred from Karlsruhe to Cologne. Yet the move may have backfired since Canadians 

were able to increase their visa production fiom their new quarten for 1957.65 

The DCI's hard work and innovative mesures to reverse the immigration slump brought the desired 

results. immigration to Canada jumped 50% to 164,857 from 1955 to 1956 with the German share 

rising 46% to 26,457 migrants. The latter result must have come as a surprise to Canadian officiais 

who had given up on Gerrnany as a major source of immigrants. Compared to the two previous 

years, a higher ratio of workers to dependants (59:41) was achieved. Even more so than in 1955, 

skilled workers (7,262 or 46.4% of al1 German workers) eclipsed al1 other labour categories. The 

expanded scope of the APS and the discontinuation of occupational selection greatly facilitated the 

movement of this type of worker. Yet despite the DCI's best efforts, the German f m  program 

could not be resuscitatcd; the numbers (1,059) continued to slide. Conversely, the movement of 

domestics made a decent recovery fiom 1955 to 1956, increasing 21% to 2,361 workers. Again, 

Karlsruhe showed considerable initiative in maintainhg a high rate of visa production without 

German assistance, and in spite of the high priority assigneci to moving Hungarian refÛgees66 to 

64 In May 1955 shonly aAer the entry into force of the Bonn Conventions, the Amencan occupation authoncies, to which the 
Karlsruhe headquartcrs had bcen accredited, withdrew their sponsonhip of this mission. This rendered the status of al1 Canadian 
immigration missions in Germany "virtuaily non-existent-" IB, Vol. 82î,  File 552-1-551, Pt. 2, Canadian-German Immigration 
Problems, 19.2.1960. It was at the Four Powcr Conference on October 23, 1954, chat the Bonn Conventions dealing with the 
tcrmination of the occupation regime in the Fcderal Republic of Gcrmany were entercd into force. 
6s Thc rnovc from Karlsruhe to Cologne had physically shifted Canadian operations to a much more populated and emigrant-rich a r a  
of Gcrmany. The Gcman Labour Ministry was chiefly behind this. Steinert, Migration und Politik, 274 and IB, Vol. 822, File 552- 
1-55 1 Pt. 2. Canadian-Gcmn Immigration Problems, 19.2-1960. 

00 In COnCCR with othcr western countries, Canada agreed to admit a large number of Hungarian refugees who had fled Hungary to 
neighbauring Ausma and Yugoslavia in October and Novernber 1956 during the failcd Hungarian uprising. The DCI gave this 
movcmcnt top priority, shifting much of its resources to this front, as well as waiving securicy and medical screening and providing 
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Canada. Canada's results in this year were al1 the more impressive, considering the record number 

of Germans (47,200) taken by the United States in 1956. 

Tlt e 1 95 7 Gerniaii hr migratioti Program 

When representatives of various govemrnent departments met at the October 1956 session of the 

Departmental Advisory Cornmittee on Immigration to discuss Canada's 1957 immigration prograrn, 

confidence in the economy and the govemment's ability to place migrants was running hi&. 

Growth in al1 econornic sectors was predicted to continue into 1957 and estimates of Canada's 

absorptive capacity for the year soared to 300,000 immigrar.ts, albeit in the end a more cautious 

mark of 200,000 was set, including 35,000 migrants from Germany. in anticipation of a serious 

shortage of shipping berths for 1957, arrangements were made early in 1957 to airlift 25,000 

migrants from Europe, mostly from Britain, to Canada. Accordingly, APS loans were extended to 

al1 eligible air-travellers. 

In order to duplicate the success of the previous year, immigration authonties adopted the sarne 

formula, continuing the expanded APS and liberal selection critena fiom 1956. Other measures 

were introduced to further boost immigration, including a broader employer sponsorship prograrn 

and a wide-open 1956-57 winter immigration program. Geman immigration especially benefited 

from the latter initiative as Canadian offices in Germany were receiving numerous enquines, 

averaging about 300 per pay day, in the k t  three months of 1957. Clearly, interest in Germany in 

emigrating to Canada had picked up and remained high throughout 1957, largely dnven by glowing 

reports about Canada's resurgent economy and an effective promotional campaign Iaunched in 

Germany. Spearheading this latter carnpaign was the Minister of immigration, Jack Pickengilrs 

very successful press conference in Bonn in December 1956 on the occasion of officially opening 

the new Canadian immigration office in Cologne. 

frec transport. 1 n 1 956-57 over 3 7,500 such refugees were brought to Canada G. Dirks, Canada's Refugee Policy, Indigerence or 
Opporrunism (MontreaiKingston: McGilI-Queen's University Press, 1977). 
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Perhaps, however, Ottawa's program was too successful. By the end of March 1957,62,460 

migrants had been admitted and, at this rate, immigration offices were on Pace to break the 300,000 

mark by year's end. More importantly, the economy unexpectedly had stagnated afler 1956 and 

then declined by mid-1957 with employment falling off in the resource and manufacturing secton. 

Problems were also encountered in finding sufficient housing for newcorners. As a result, the 

immigration program had to be scaled back and administrative restrictions were imposed as early as 

April 1957. Immigrants were counselled to defer their immigration until 1958; selection again 

reverted to limited occupational criteria; and no visas were to be issued to unsponsored German 

immigrants after Iuly 3 1, 1957. Furthemore, winter immigration in 1957-58 was severely curtailed 

as Canadian field staff struggled to place 7,000 unemployed migrants registered in October. These 

measures adversely affected German imrnigration, essentially destroying the momentum which had 

been gained in 1 956 and setting back the movement well into the 1960s. 

As in 1956, Bonn ended up exerting relatively limited control over German immigration to Canada 

in 1957, a movement that it sought to contain. in June 1957, German federal ministries senously 

considered measures to regulate Canadian immigration activities, possibly in response to the 

remarkable success of Canada's 1956 and 1957 prograrns which took many young skilled workers 

away from the German economy. BOM sought an agreement with Canada which would bar 

recruitment of men under twenty-five yean of age, limit immigration to annual quotas and 

necessitate the approval of the German government for al1 APS cases. Bonn stood on particularly 

solid grou.id with respect to the latter demand as the Canadians' administration of the APS patently 

violated the 1897 German Emigration Law which prohibited foreign govemments fiom subsidising 

the passage of immigrants. However, in the end these demands were never delivered to the 

Canadian side, possibly because immigration to Canada was on the decline after 1957.~' Already 

b7 Steincn notes that the Gcrman governmcnt did not want to threaten its g d  trade relations and NATO pmenhip  with Canada by 
hristily invoking the 1897 emigration law to restrict the APS. This was also an election year and any irnprcssion that German 
cltizens' rights to emigrate wcre being interfereû with had to bc avoidcd. In 1955, Cmada had reached an agreement with Austna 
whercby al1 APS cases would first be ctearcd by Austrran authoritics before thcy were permifted to emigrate to Canada German 
authoritics' sought to implement a sirnilar anangement with Canadian authoritics in order to more effectivcly control G e m  
emigration to Canada. Steinert, Migration und Politik, 275-6. 
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tipped off in June 1957 about Bonn's intentions, Canadian offcials resolved that "[alny proposal to 

limit asçisted passage immigrants must be f o ~ ~ h t . " ~ *  Geman authonties may have had an inkling 

about Canada's position, as the German Embassy in Ottawa, tasked with delivering the Geman 

tems to the Canadian govemment, was loathe to carry out this a ~ s i ~ n r n e n t . ~ ~  

Still, in what was the best year of immigration since 19 14, Canada accepted 282,164 migrants in 

1957, among them 29,564 Germans. Of the 17,472 German workers received, 9,422 (54%) were 

skilled migrants, followed by 3,016 (17%) service workers and 2,154 (12.3%) general labourers. 

Al1 these categories, but especially trained workers, had again benefited fiom the generous selection 

criteria and the expanded APS. The f w  labour movement, so strong in the early-1950s, had faded 

into insignificance with only 854 workers. Again, a high ratio of workers to dependants (59:41) 

was achieved. Certain extemal factors had also favoured the Geman movement. Canada remained 

a popular emigration destination for Germans in this year, especially arnong young men attempting 

to avoid the German military draft. As well, Amencan recmiting under its Refugee Relief Act 

ceased in December 1956. 

Drspite the apparent success of the German program, greater numbers of migrants could have been 

generated. The emigration disinterest in Gemany was rnomentarily reversed in 1957 and Cologne 

reported it had to defer "literally thousands" of applications in July 1957. However, precedence 

was given to the Hungaian and British programs thereby limiting resources and staffing available 

to other movcments. A concerted effort was made to maximise Canada's intake of Britons in 1957 

in order to capitalise on the Suez crisis'' which generated great emigration interest in Britain. As 

expected, when Ottawa began imposing restrictions in April 1957, non-British movements were 

IB, Vol. 821, Filc 552-1-55 1 Pt. 1, Chief Op. Div. to OiC Cologne, 19.7.Ig57; IB, Vol. 821, File 552-1-55 1, Pt. 1, Quinn to Reid, 
12.6.1957. 
69 Steinert, Migrarion und Politik, 275-6. During informal talks on this rnatter with German offtcials, the Canadian chief of 
immigration opentions in Gcrrnany was instructcd by Ottawa to Iisten to and report, but not to comment, on the Gerrnan proposal. 
Scc, IB, Vol. 82 1 ,  Filc 552-1 -55 1, Pt. 1, NChief Op. Div. to Quinn, 16.8.1957. In the end, the Canadian snategy of waiting for 
Gcrman offkirils to makc their demands official won out. 

Britain's failcd rni l i tq campaign to reiake the Anglo-French Suez C m l  Co. which had been seized by Egypt in July 1956 and the 
resulting nationaI embarrassrnent prompted many Brisons to cmigrate fiom thcir homeland. A.Richmond, Postwar Immigtonrs in 
Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1967), 14-15. 
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severely restricted while the British flow to Canada was allowed to continue almost unabated. A 

1963 immigration study disclosed that Canada could again have taken more skilled immigrants in 

1957, OF which there was ample supply in Germany at this time." 

The Post-1957 Movemerit 

As the Canadian and Gerrnan economies went in opposite directions afler 1957, any hope of again 

generating a large Geman movement quickly faded. German immigration fell off dramatically, by 

more than half, from 1957 to 1958, and averaged a paltry 6,400 persons per year in the 1960s. 

Meanwhile Ottawa's opinion of German immigrants rose. Germany's Wirtschajiswusder 

(rniraculous economic recovery) reinforced the image of the "industry and determination of the 

German people" and the Canadian government committed more dollars and effort towards secunng 

German migrants.72 Yet by this time it was too late to make up for lost ground. 

Canada's annual German immigration programming had a nurnber of distinctive features. It was 

strongly govemed by real or anticipated manpower and economic developments in Canada. These 

economic factors as well as the need to maintain an "ethnic-balance" were incorporated into annual 

targets of German immigrants broken down by occupational grouping. The movement could be 

effectively controlled, even curtailed, by headquarten through the use of various administrative 

mesures, such as limiting the scope of the APS and the occupational groups of wponsored 

migrants admissible. Less success was experienced in boosting the rnovement when the 

opportunity afforded itself. From 195 1 to 1955, Geman authorhies also played a role in Canada's 

immigration plans as Canadian overseas operations sought Germany's sanction and assistance in' 

t heir program. Lndeed when cooperation was forthcoming, Bonn's contribution, consisting of 

recmiting, pre-processing and transponing inland prospective immigrants, could make a noticeable 

di fference to Canada's program. 

- 

" IB, Vol. 8 15, File 55 1-10-1957. Pt. 2, "1957 PROGRAMME," 1963. 
" DCI, Vol. 16 1, File 1 - 16- 1, "Suwey of Immigration," 28.6.1963. 
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With the exception of 1955, immigration missions in Germany were quite successfbl in meeting 

targets set by headquarten. Yet there were also some shortcomings, particularly on the part of the 

DCI headquarters. Almost annually instructions regarding the German immigration program for the 

upcoming year were late in arriving at Canadian missions in Germany. This was especially 

detrimental to Canada's Geman immigration program as overseas missions needed sufficient notice 

to receive Bonn's approval for Canadian plans, to organise promotional work and to start recruiting 

immigrants given the lengthy processing delays. Headquarters at times was out of touch with the 

practical difficulties expenenced at Karlsruhe. Canadian interests came first, leaving little roorn to 

manoeuvre on small points which might have won further cooperation fiom Bonn. Most 

importantly, headquarten geared its Geman immigration program too closely to short-term trends 

in the Canadian economy rather than to long-term goals or to the available supply of immigrants 

overseas. It was often too slow in adjusting its intake of immigrants to match upswings in the 

economy as was the case in the latter half of 1955. The failure to accept more Geman migrants, 

especially skilled and professional workers, in 195 1-54 when supply was abundant, would cost 

immigration planners in future years when supply in Germany had dned up and when demand for 

skilled workers in Canada increased. 

Outside organisations, such as church groups and railways, were also key players in German 

immigration programming. They Ooosted numbers and added additional resources to immigration 

work. Yet the federal govenunent attempted to increasingly subordinate these groups' activities to 

its own goals and the aforementioned annual programming. The place of voluntary agencies and . 

railways in the German movement and their often difficult relationship with Ottawa is the subject of 

the next chapter. 
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6 .  NON-GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AND GERMAN IMMIGRATION 

CANADIAN VOLUNTARY AGENClES AND GERMAN IMMIGRATION 

An account of German immigration to Canada in the 1950s would be incomplete without reference 

to the voluntary agencies and railways which contributed significantly to this movement. Key in 

this regard were the Baptist, Lutheran and Mennonite agencies represented by the Canadian 

Christian Council for the Resettlement of Refugees (CCCRR), as well as the Catholic Immigrant 

Aid Society (CLAS) which had resigned from the CCCRR on Decernber 1,195 1. Taken together. 

these agencies were responsible for the movement of about one-third of al1 Germans to Canada in 

the first half of the 1950s.' 

Figure No. 35: Immigrants from Germany assisted by the CLWR, NABICS, CMBC, CIAS-RSSC, CLlAS or their 
International Afiiliates,l950-57 
YEAR CLWR BWAI- ChIBC *CIAS- CLlAS Total ./. of dl 

NABlCS RSSC Gcrmrn immigniion 

unavailablc 

unavailable 

116 

2.1 55 

1.74 1 

1.161 

439 

74 

unavailoblc 

Total 1951-7 18,409 5,660 2,003 5,686 383 28,565 143% 

*"CIAS-RSSC toob for the ycan 1952 to 1956 includc immigrants rponromi by Itw RSSC u wcll u its inknutionil rflilutes thc NCWC and S t b p h e h  V a i n  
Sources: (1)  CLWR statistics: C.LMonk. Canadian Luthcnn World RclYf(l%I unpublisbai plpei), 33; 
(2) NhBICS stausrics: W m  Siurtuhn, Inty Cumefiom h r  and W u t  (Winnipeg: NABICS. 1976). 299, 
(3) CMBC sir:istics: F.Epp, ,siennonite fidu. 77ie Rame a d  RuenItllic~tof ik R w h  Mennoriiw ~het he Communur Rewluiiori. (Altom, Manitoba, 1962). 408: 
(4) RSSCCIAS Statistics: Naiiorill Archives of Canada. RG 30. CNR records, Vol. 8367, Fik 3 3 W - 3 8 .  

The Can adiair Lu th eran World Relief (CL WR) 

Among Canadian church agencies involved in Geman resettlement, the CLWR was arguably the 

most active, best fûnded and well connected. From 195 1 to 1957, it assisted in the movement to 

' National Archives of Canada (NAC), RG 26, Department of Citizenship and Immigration @Ci) records, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 
1 95 i -57, Minutes of Departmental Advisory Cornmittee on Immigration (DACI) meeting, 14.10.1954. 
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Canada of some 18,500 migrants, ovenvhelrningly German ~utherans .~  This figure surpassed the 

achievements of al1 other Canadian agencies in this period. In fact, fiom 1952 to 1954, the CLWR 

settled more migrants abroad than any other voluntary agency in the world. The CLWR's 

resettlement prograrn peaked in 1952-55, accounting for 13% of Canada's total intake of Germans 

(see Figure No. 35). 

The CLWR was founded on March 14, 1946, during a meeting in Ottawa of representatives of 

Canadian Lutheran churches. Its principal purpose was to address the urgent need to supply 

material relief to the occupied zones of Germany and   us tria.^ Among its key executive members 

in the 1950s were its President, Dr. Rex Schneider, Executive Secretary, Reverend Clifton L. Monk 

and Treasurer, T.O.F. Herzer. Reverend Monk guided the relief and resettlement operations and 

much of the administration of the CLWR. Herzer's most valuable contributions were in secunng 

funding necessary for CLWR operations and in serving as the CLWR's liaison with the CCCRR and 

Ottawa. 

Realising that matenal aid was not the long-term solution to problems in war-tom Europe and 

acting on requests of parishioners to assist in bringing their relatives to Canada, the CLWR by 1947 

also committed itself to a resettlement prograrn for close relatives. The following year it added 

unsponsored immigrants to its resettlement work, successfblly completing the Baltic "seedM4 

movement, the CLWRs first embryonic f i - l a b o u r  program. In 1949, the CLWR received 

approval kom Ottawa to operate a Lutheran labour scheme to bring forward 500 fann worken 

together with their dependants. By 1951, it was permitted to accept an unlimited numbcr of 

workers under its labour scheme and was also called upon to supply f m  families for sugar-beet 

labour. These labour programs assured the CLWR of a continued role in resettlement work. 

Figure fiorn C-L-Monk, "Canadian Lutheran World Relief [CLWR]." (Unpublishcd paper, 1961), 33. in 1951, the CLWR had aIso 
brought to Canada fifieen non-Gem displaced peson @P) families. 

Monk, "Canadian Luthem ," 2. An Grenke marks the founding date of the CLWR as March 6, 1946. A.Grenke, "Canadian 
Luthcran World Rclicf," The Archivist I5,6 (1988). I2. Herzer was very much the driving force behind the eady success o f  the 
CLWR. His fint years in dealing with the government to get the CLWR's relief work off the ground served as a valuable 
apprenticeship for his latcr role in rcsentemenr. 
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Indeed, by 195 1, they had grown to such proportions that they surpassed the organisation's close 

relative and dependants' programs. Yet this growth would not have been possible without 

government sanction. By 195 1, the CLWR had gained the confidence of immigration and Labour 

O fficials through its conscientious placement work, and Ottawa recognised the value of the CLWR 

and the other agencies in supplying urgently needed farm, sugar-beet and domestic workers as well 

as meeting the Karlsruhe mission's goal of boosting visa production.5 The CLWR as well as the 

Baptist and Mennonite agencies also offered the government convenient services such as the 

collection of government transportation loans from fellow church migrants. 

The resettlement program received an enormous boost in October 1952, when the CLWR reached 

an agreement with the Lutheran World Federation (or LWF, the CLWR's international affiliate) to 

carry out an expanded program of accepting more labour and sponsored family cases in retum for 

more funding. Most impressive were the financial ternis, which added $16,000 to CLWR's 1953 

operational budget, with payments of fûrther subsidies to be reviewed monthly! The two parties 

concluded similar resettlement fbnding arrangements in the yean following 1953. Furthemore, the 

LW F est ablished a revolving-loan fund which supplied transportation loans to needy migrants, 

t hereb y sparing the CLWR's own shoestring budget. These additional resources were instrumental 

in removing the fùnding bottleneck which had limited the scope of the CLWR's resettlement 

activities pnor to 1952.' 

Yet this ï~settlement agreement with the L W  came at a price for the CLWR. Heavily dependent 

on this funding arrangement, CLWR operations were govemed increasingly by its international 

Ottawa pcrrnitted the CLWR to admit about eighteen Baltic G c m  men as farm workers who, aAer establishing thernselves in 
Canada, would be able to sponsor their dependants and close relatives. 

Church agcncies were relied upon heavily in 1951 to make up the International Refugee Organization's (IRO) shonfall of sugar- 
bcct and domestics. l l a t  the Department of Labour (DL) was pleasrd with the CLWR's placements, see NAC, MG 28 V 120, 
CLWR records, Reel H-1390, File CLWR Executive and Comrninee Minutes 1947-55, "The Lutheran Labour Scheme," (circa Nov- 
1950). 
' NAC, RG 76, Immigration Branch (IB) records, Vol. 656, File 841075, Pt. 6, Herzer to Fortier, 10.1.1953, attached "Agreement." 
Thesc funds were over and abovc the financial support already being receivcd from its rcgular sources, the Lutheran World 
Fedcration (LWF) National Cornrnittec for Canada, Lutheran World Servicc (LWS) and the threc Canadian Districts of the Missouri 
S ~ o d .  Thcy enablcd the CLWR to hire four additional staffmembers and open three more hostels. 
' For example, in May 195 1, the CLWR was concernai that the DL'S tequest to supply 40 sugar-beet families would severely main 
its resources. CLWR, Reel H- 1 N O ,  CLWR Executive Cornmittee Minutes, t5.5.195 1. 
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counterpart's interests and broader initiatives. The LWF itself had undertaken to assist the 

Provisional htergovernrnental Comrnittee for the Movement of Migrants from Europe (PICMME 

renarned the Intergovemrnental Committee for European Migration or ICEM in 1952) with its 

migration work and in retum received a $100 transportation loan plus a $20 outright gant  from the 

Committee for each immigrant it successhilly resettled. Furthemore the LWF was entitled to a 

share of $200,000 set aside by the Cornmittee which was divided up at year's end among various 

relief agencies according to the numbers of migrants m o ~ e d . ~  A de facto performance bonus, the 

LWF-PICMME payment arrangement placed undue emphasis on numbers of migrants resettled. 

Consequently, considerable pressure was oAen brought to bear on the CLWR by the LWF to accept 

as many migrants as possible for placement in canadag and to collect additional travel loans which 

the LWF had advanced to cases coming forward under the Department of Citizenship and 

Immigration's (DCI) own prograrn. At times this severely strained the CLWR's operations to the 

point where it had to seek the assistance of government officiais to place immigrants and to collect 

outstanding loans.I0 Still, the LWF's dollars and its great energy enabled the CLWR to increase the 

number of migrants it assisted fiom 1952 to 1953 by some 134% and to maintain this level in 1954 

and 1955 (see above Figure No. 35). 

Essential to the success of the CLWR's resettlement prograrn was its ability to place immigrants. 

For this task it could cal1 on an array of resources: (1) its own machiner- including its Eastern 

Office in Ontario; (2) Lutheran immigration offices of the Canada Synod in Windsor, Toronto, 

Hamilton and Montreal; (3) the LWF's Immigration Committee and the Committee of the Western 

Canada Synod; (4) individual Lutheran pastors and churches in Canada; and (5) the Canadian 

Pacific Railway's (CPR's) Canada Colonisation Association. Because of its excellent record of 

NAC, MG 28 V 18, North Amcrican Baptist Immigration and Colonization Society (NABICS) records, File 2.46, Monk to Herzer, 
6.8.1953. 

At a CLWR officen' meeting it was candidly acknowledged that one of the reasons why the LWF was extending its assistance to 
migrants falling under the DCI's rcgular program was to build up its revolving fund with Intergovernmental Comrnittee for European 
Miçration (ICEM) grrints. CLWR, Reel H-1390, CLWR Executive and Committee Meetings 1947-55, CLU'R officers meeting, 
30.8.1954. Yt t  the CLWR also profitcd from thc agreement as the more persons it moved, the greater thc subsidies it rcceivcd from 
thc LWF. Ibid., CLWR Exccutive Meeting Minutes, 26.5.1953. 
'O In July 1953, the DCI was called upon to assist in ptacing workers coming under the LWF-CLWR auspices. IB, Vol. 892, File 
567-41, Pt. 1, Chief Opentions Division (Op. Div.) to Chief KarIsnihe, 30.7.1953. 
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placements, immigration authorities permitted the CLWR to forward worken and families without 

specific guarantees of employment. This concession greatly facilitated the flow of CLWR cases to 

Canada. In addition to pure placement work, the Lutheran network of churches, immigration and 

welfare agencies provided a host of other services to newcomen such as reception work at ports of 

entry and final destinations, welfare relief (especially during the tough winten of 195 1-52 and 

1953-54), counselling, loan and settlement investigations and employer-immigrant relations. These 

services gave the church prograrns an enviable reputation among prospective emigrants in 

Germany. ' ' 

The CLWR experienced fewer dificulties than the Canadian govemment in finding enough 

migrants for its labour programs. Actually, "recruiting" did not fa11 within the CLWR's mandate but 

was undertaken on its behalf chiefly by the LWF-Service to Refugees (LWF-SR), which, in turn, 

relied extensively on the Evangelisches HiljSwerk (Evangelical Welfare Organisation or EH) in 

Germany to fonvard applicants. The recruiting apparatus at the disposa1 of Lutheran organisations 

was unparalleled. Emigration applications were collected through the EH'S chain of eighteen 

Beratirngsstellen (emigrant advisory offices) and direct contacts with twelve Volhdeutsche and five 

Reichsdeutsche (Reich Geman) Hilfskomitees (welfare committees) and the Evangelische 

Aiiswanderer Mission (Evangelical Emigration Mission) in Hamburg and Bremen. From these 

sources the LW-SR was able to accumulate by May 1952,27,000 farnily applications representing 

120,000 persons.I2 So effective were the voluntary agencies that the railways and the govemment 

O Aen iumed to them to acquire the workers they themselves had difficulties mustenng.I3 

" Robillard obscrved rhar "rhose pmceeding under Church auspices get the impression that such an umbrella will protect them fiom 
al1 evils and assure them the best available settlement opponunities." IB, Vol. 840, File 553-50, P t  1, Chief Karlsruhe CO Chief Op. 
Div., 20.8.1954. The LWF official, R.Baetz, commenteâ that "[n]owhcre arc the Lutherans so weli organisai to movc people as in 
Canada." Cited in Monk, "Canadian Lutheran," 34. 
'' IO, Vol. 893, File 567-69, booklet "Luthem World Fedention, Service to Refugees, 1947-52." See ais0 H. Krimm, Beisrand: Die 
Tütigkeit des H+werks der Evungelischen Kirchen in Deutscltlandfiir Vertriebene u. FIÜclrrlinge nach 1945 (Stuttgart: 
Evangel ischcs Veriagswerk, 1974) and R. Solberg, As Between Brothers: The Story oJLurlieran Response (O World Need. 
(Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1957). 
13 IB, Vol. File C92672, Pt. 4, Chief Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div., 2212.1953- 
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By late-1 954, the LWF and CLWR leadership came to the sober realisation that the need for and 

interest in ernigration in Germany was declining. German churches and authorities were begiming 

to frown on the work of foreign govemments and relief agencies in soliciting migrants. in Canada, 

factors such as the recessions in 1954-55 and 1958-61, the increasing opposition to church- 

sponsored immigration from within the Lutheran church and the shift in focus from resettling to 

integrating immigrants also placed a damper on the CLWR's expanded resettlement program.'' 

Accordingly, its immigration targets for 1955 were scaled back. Starting in this year, the CLWR 

reverted to its old program of focusing more on the reunion of families and relatives than on 

supplying immigrant workers. This transition was complete by 1957 when virtually al1 cases 

assisted by the CLWR involved farnily members or relatives of Canadian residents. With this 

change in focus, the total number of immigrants resettled by the CLWR-LWF plummeted. By the 

early- 1960s. the resettlement program, depnved of its labour component, withered to a point where 

the CLWR had fully rejoined its program of providing material relief to needy countnes. 

German-Lutheran immigration not only played a pmminent part in Canadian postwar immigration, 

but also lefl its mark on Canadian Lutheranism. It added substantially to the small war-time 

membership of the Lutheran Church (about 100,000) and contributed to church renewal. l 5  

14 All of these issues receiveâ much attention in Deccrnber 1954 at the ninth annual meeting of the CLWR, whcre hr: whole purpose 
of CLWR's resettlement work was critically re-cvaluated. CLWR, Rttl H-1390, File CLWR Annual McetingsIMinutes 1946-55, 
CLWR Annual Meeting Minutes, 7.12.1954. The enthusiasm of German church organisations for emimtion work was also fading. 
The Evangelisches Hil/swrKs advisory offices were dissuading 80% of al1 migration cnquirers from ernigrating. Ibid. Clearl y, 
importing CO-religionists was a double-edged sword for the Lutheran community in Canada It often did not bnng the desired results 
as assistcd newcomen either did not show up or fit into the cstablished churches. For an overview of these problerns see A. Sauer 
"Christian Charïty, Government Policy and G e m  Immigration to Canada and Australia, 1947- IgS2," Canaùian Issues 18 ( 1  W6), 
165. The tensions caused by immigration in the Canadian Luthem Church in the I9SOs are reflected in Baetz, "Resettlement or 
Assi rnilation?" The Canada Cornmittee Quarrerfy 2, 1 (March 1 95 1 ), 4. 
15 Of al1 denominations in Canada, the Lutheran Church may have benetitcd the most h m  postwar immigration, in t e m  of 
proportional increase of rnembership. It also enabled the Canadian Lutheran Church to achieve greater financial and opentional 
indcpcndcnce from its Amcricm counterparts. Norman Thrcinen notes the impact of the postwar Gerrnan Lutheran on the Missouri 
S.vnod rcgionrtl districts in Canada in his books: A Sower Went Our: A Hisrory of the Manitoba and Saska~cliewan Districf of 
Lufheran Churcli-Canada (Regina, 1 982)- 1 03 Like a Musfard Seed: A Cenrennial Hisros, of the Ontario Disrrict of ilte Lurherati 
Church-Canada (Kitchener, 1 989), 1 1 5- 1 16; Like u leaven: A Hisrory ofthe Alberta-British Columbia Districr of Lutheran Church- 
Canada (Edmonton, 1994), 1 12-1 16. 
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The Baptisr Worià Alliance ItninigrationRVorth A rnerican Buptisl Immigration and Colonisation 
Society (B WAMVABICS) 

By 1950, German Baptists in Canada also had launched an active resettlement ministry under the 

agency of the Baptist World Alliance Immigration (BWAI) which was based in Winnipeg. It 

intended to assist their Yolhdeutsche, East German rehgee and native West-Gennan brethren, in 

migrating to canada? The BWAI effectively superseded the German Baptist Immigration and 

Colonisation Society which hitherto had assisted in moving Baptist close-relatives on a case-by- 

case basis. Although the Society had already received authonty from Ottawa to operate its own 

immigrant labour scheme, little use of this privilege was made until forma1 sponsorship from the 

Arnencan-based Relief Cornmittee of the Baptist World Alliance (BWA) for this program was 

secured. The Amencan parent organisation provided the financial and administrative support to set 

up BWAl offices in Winnipeg and in Stuttgart, Germany, and established a small revolving fund 

with which to cover the transportation costs of needy Baptist migrants coming fonvard under the 

BWAI's labour program. 

Reverend William Sturhahn was appointed Secretary of the BWAI in Winnipeg. This energetic and 

detennined man of God assumed responsibility for managing every aspect of the program in 

Canada, including placement, reception, loan collection and follow-up work. The BWAi's 

chairman, Herman Streuber, was dispatched to Stuttgart to assist in establishing an office there. For 

a short time there he coordinated the selection and processing of migrants to Canada. The B WAI's 

budget and staffing paled in comparison to the resources at the disposal of the CLWR which 

accounts in large part for the lower number of immigrants they brought forward. The BWAI had 

three full-time memben in comparison to the CLWR's twelve. However, what the organisation 

lacked in dollars and manpower, it made up in initiative. It assisted in the resettlement of 5,660 

16 The roots of the Baptist World Alliance Immigration (BWAI) and its leadership date back to 1925-30, when the German Baptist 
Immigration and Colonization Society (GBICS), in association with the Canadian National Railways (CNR) and Canadian Pacific 
Rriilway (CPR), assistcd G c m n  Baptists in immigrating to Canada. H e m  Streuber had a long history of working in the pre-war 
rcscnlement field and was secretary of GBICS at the time of the creation of the Canadian Christian Council for the Resethnent of 
Rcfugccs (CCCRR). The B WAl's sccretary, Wrn Sturhahn, aIso had considerable expericnce in the relief ticid, working as a relief 
adrninistrator for the U.S. Military Council for ReIicf Agencics licemeci for operation in Germany. See S-Melnyk, "A Modern 
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immigrants to Canada during the 195 1-57 immigration boom, a remarkable achievement given its 

meagre means and its other financial and administrative commitments." 

The BWAI's immigration program began in 1% 1. It included Baptist f m  hands, domestics and 

lumbermen under its labour programs together with close-relatives, family members and nominated 

cases. Like the CLWR program, the intake of immigrants under the BWAI's prograrn in 1951 and 

1952 was held back by a small revolving-loan fund and the slow rate of loan repayments.'* 

However this situation improved drarnatically in late-1952 when the BWAI sealed a resettlement 

agreement with the World Council of Churches' (WCC) Department of Services to Refugees, an 

international relief agency committed to resolving the plight of various denominations of refugees. 

This cooperative partnership, which continued until 1973, injected an additional $3,000 per annum 

into B WAI coffers in 1953 and 1954, and made available until 1956 WCC transportation loans of 

up to 16 1 10 per immigrant. in addition, creative ways were found to raise money from other 

sources, including commissions from steamship and railway companies and late loan repayrnent 

charges. The additional funds had an immediate impact on the BWAi's prograrn; the number of 

migrants coming fonvard under its auspices doubled fkom 1952 to 1953, followed by another good 

year in 1954 (see Figure No. 35). The influx in these peak years was dominated by migrants 

coming forward under the Baptist labour prograrn. Indeed, so high was the intake of labourers in 

these years that the BWAI was oflen compelled to cal1 upon the governrnent to assist in placements. 

Many of the Baptist labour migrants in turn sponsored close relatives and dependants, thereby 

regelierating the Baptist sponsorship programs. By helping Canadian authonties fil1 urgent labour 

Sarnari t a :  He's the guide to a frce land," Canadian German Business Review (Sept. 1 %8), 1 8. S treuber and S turhahn had failed in 
an earlier attempt to establish their own Gerrnan farm labour program under the Canadian F m  and Settlement Association . 
" In addition to its placement work. the BWAI had to also entirely fund ifs ovmeas wlection and p r o c d n g  operations and assumed 
financial responsibility for a large colonisation scheme in British Columbia This spread thin its available resettlernent doIlm. By 
1973. the Baptist agcncy had hmdled 2,340 accounts involving S 1.5 miilion (1973 dollars). Smrhahn, They came, 299. 
18 In carly-1952, the BWAI was in dcsperate nced of more monies to bolster its revolving fund for the upcoming ycar's prograrn 
NABKS, File 1.5, BWAI Cornmittee Minutes, 12.1.1952. The srnall size of its budget ais0 limited the number of sugar beet families 
i t  could bring forward during this year. NAC, RG 27, Department of Labour (DL) records, Vol. 280, File 1-26- 10-2, Pt. 2, Sturhahn 
to Dawson, 14-2-1952. 
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shortages in Canada, the BWAI secured a continuing role in Ottawa's German immigration 

program. ' 

Like the CLWR, the BWAI's success in the resettlement field hinged on its ability to make 

placements, especially after 1953, when its labour program was no longer so constrained by the 

absence of funds. The BWAi relied extensively on Baptist pastors, congregations, business 

contacts, and the settlement offices of both of Canada's national railways to find jobs and 

accommodation for its migrants. The WCC funds assisted the BWAI in placing migrants, making it 

less reliant on ch~rches.~' This work becarne more difficult after 1% 1 when more skilled 

immigrants were coming forward. Unlike the CLWR, which maintained a relatively balanced 

distribution of migrants between central and western Canada, the BWAI placed the vast majority of 

its cases in the West. 

Like the LWF, the WCC placed conditions on cooperation with its Canadian affiliate. For example, 

the WCC expected the BWAI to maintain a high rate of resettlement activity and to accept memben 

of other confessions who could not obtain the assistance of existing church immigration agencies. 

This not only included other evangelical groups such as Methodists, Congregationalists and 

Pentecosts, which the BWAI was alrcady accepting, but also various branches of the eastem 

Orthodox Church and other faiths. Sturhahn accepted these terms, albeit grudgingly. The result 

was an increase in the BWAI's intake of non-Baptists fkom 8.5% to 14% after 1952.~' Whatever 

tension Zay have existed between the BWAI and the WCC, the organisations needed one other. 

The BWAI requircd hinds to undertake its resettlement ministry, while the WCC sought results in 

order to fulfil its humanitarian mission and to receive financial credit and recognition from the 

ICEM. In any event, the BWAI had better relations with the WCC than with its parent organisation 

in the United States. Owing to competing Canadian and Amencan resettlement efforts and 

- - - -  

19 The BWAI, Iike the CLWR, was valued for the sugar-beet, genenl f m  workers and domestics it produccd for the govemment 
labour programs. Labour oficials called upon the BWAI to assist in ftlling these catcgories in 195 1 and 1952. Sturhahn, Theycame, 
167. 

'O NABICS, File 1.23, Sturhahn to Milbrandt, 30.6.1954. 
'' NABICS, File 1 1.21, "Baptist Immigration to Canada," 3 1.121954. 
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personality conflicts, B WAI-B WA relations were strained. Ln November 1953, the BWA Arnencan 

headquarters transferred responsibility for the BWAI in Winnipeg to the Fellowship Fund 

Committee of the North American Baptist General Conference. The Conference's support enabled 

the BWAI to continue its immigration ministry and in January 1954 the BWAI shed its old name in 

favour of the North Amencan Baptist Immigration and Colonisation Society (NABICS). 

Afier 1954, the NAi3ICS' immigration program tapered off,  undoubtedly influenced by the sarne 

hctors which brought about the decline in the CLWR's initiative. The labour aspect of the 

movement detenorated rapidly, and while the flow of sponsored dependants, close relatives and 

nominated cases continued, it did so at a diminishing rate. Although the Fellowship Fund 

Committee decided in late- 1956 to continue NABICS' immigration program because of the ongoing 

East German refugee problem, the stringent Canadian immigration security screening restrictions 

and the rapid absorption of these refugees into German society effectively defeated this initiative.22 

To cut costs, NABICS and Lutheran organisations merged their overseas operations in 1957. As 

church-sponsored mass migration was beginning to wind down by 1955, so too did the large-scale 

funding. 

The Canadian Mennonite Board of Colonisation (CMBC) 

In the postwar penod, Mennonite relief agencies were among the fint church groups active in 

Europe in resettling their CO-religionists. The CMBC, under the leadership of its p e r e ~ i a l  

chairman, J.J. Thiessen, assumed responsibility for this work in Canada at the very outset. It could 

draw on experience in this field dating back to 1922 when it organised the movement of some 

20,000 Mennonites fiom the Soviet Union (popularly known as Ruplander [Russian Mennonites]) 

to Canada. In its immigration initiative the CMBC worked in tandem with the Mennonite Central 

Committee (MCC), the chief international relief agency of the Mennonites. The MCC carried out 

7 1  -- As notcd eslrlier, many East German refuges were required to reside in Gennany for a pend of two y e m  before they could be 
subject to security screening for immigration. By this time, many were absorbcd into the West G e m  economy. CLWR, Red H- 
1393, File Negotiations Overseas and Ottawa Con= 1953-56, Baetz to Monk 20.1 l .  1955. 
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most of the overseas work with the refugees on behalf of the CMBC and represented Mennonite 

interests and issues intemationally. Specifically, it was responsible for the assembly, processing and 

rnaterial support of refugees in Europe. For its part, the CMBC negotiated with Ottawa on 

Mennonite immigration matters and supervised the reception, placement and follow-up of 

Mennonite newcomers in Canada. In the latter regard, it possessed one of the best reception and 

welfare nehvorks of any group, private or governmental, in Canada. 

In contrast to the Baptist and Lutheran prograrns, the CMBC's resettlement initiative was in decline 

after 1952 (see Figure No. 35). This was because the bulk of postwar European Mennonite 

refugees had already been moved to overseas destinations by 195 1. From 1952 to 1957, only 1,000 

European Mennonites migrated to Canada, a far cry kom the 7,700 resettled between 1947 and 

195 1. Shortly aAer the war, Mennonite relief agencies gave pnority to the movement of some 

10,000 R L $ ? Z & I ~ ~ / '  in Europe who were threatened with forced repatriation to the Soviet Union as 

a result of the Yalta agreement and who were in dire need of material assistance. Mennonite 

agencies also sought to take maximum advantage of the free services, including oveneas shipping, 

offered to eligible Rifllunder refugees by the International Refugee Organisation (IRO) from 1947 

to 195 1 .24 With most of the RiiJlander resettled by 1950, the CMBC and MCC in April 1950 set 

their sights on moving the remaining 5,000 Mennonite refugees nom Danzig (soîalled 

"Danzigers"), former West Prussia and northern Poland as well as individual Mennonites who were 

previously rejected on medical or security grounds (known as "hard-core" cases). 

Critical to the success of this effort was the CMBC's association with the CCCRR. Onginally, the 

CMBC had no need for the CCCRR because it received the RO's full assistance at no charge. 

Thus, in 1947, CMBC's membership in the CCCRR was conceived as a contingency plan in the 

3 The Rufllünder wcre descendants of carly Mennonite colonists to Tsarist Russia who had rcmained in the USSR during the intcr- 
war pcriod and who, with the outbreak of war in 1941, were ovemn by German forces in the same year. In the closing years of the 
war, many wcrc evacuatcd to the Reich by G c m n  authorities, whcre a good numbcr subsequently managed to fiee to areas liberatcd 
or occupied by the western Allies. 
'' According to a senior MCC oficia1, IR0 services had saved Mennonite agencies about 5 1 million in resettiement costs of their co- 
rcligionists. Menconite Heritage Centre (MHC), Canadian Mennonite Board of CoIonktion (CMBC) records, Vol. 1389, File 1535, 
CMBC Genent Meeting Minutes, 28.1.1949. 
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event that IR0 support was withdrawn, an event which almost transpired on two occa~ions .~~  

Howevçr, by mid- 1950, the CCCRR could be put to practical use in moving Danzigen and Polish 

Mennonites who, considered too German, fell outside the IRO's mandate. Furthemore, when the 

Mennonite refugee camp in Gronau, Germany, closed in December 1952, the assembly, pre- 

processing and staging of Mennonite migrants could be resumed at the CCCRR's facility in 

Bremen. Finally the CCCRR gave the CMBC access to the "church-lobby" with which it could 

press Ottawa to revise immigration policy to suit its own interests. For example, the CMBC allied 

itself closely with the CCCRR's campaign to remove the ban on the admission of former Nazi-party 

and Wuffen-SS members to Canada, restrictions which threatened to hold up the immigration of the 

~ a n z i ~ e r s . ~ ~  

Because most of the remaining Mennonites in Europe after 1950 did not have relatives in Canada as 

sponsors. plans were made to bring 2,000 of them to Canada via the Mennonite fm labour 

program which had been in operation since 1949. Labour programs of this magnitude required a 

large pool of money to cover migrants' transportation expenses. The CMBC, in addition to its own 

swings, succeeded in negotiating a line of credit of $180,000 h m  the CPR in April 1% 1.2' This 

credit enabled the CMBC to operate indepandently, unlike other church agencies who were bound 

by agreements with their international counterparts. The only condition was CPRts insistence that 

'' In April 1948, clairns about the RussiündeA "Dutch origin" were challengeci by experts and the IRO. In the s u m e r  of 1949, IR0 
oficials had unearthed evidence to show that many Mennonites had mistcpresented thcir citizcnship status and ohers were found to 
have scrved in "reprehensible" units such as the Waffen S a n d  Sicherheirsdienst (Security Service). DCI, Vo1.122, File 3-32-4, Pt. 1, 
Cohen to Chief Eligibility Officer, 23.7.1949. See also T.D.Rcgehr, "Of Dutch or German Ancestq? Mennonite Refugees, MCC. 
and the International Refugee Organization," Journal of Mennonite Snrdies, 1995, 13,745. Herzcr aptly refend tu the Mennonite 
strategy of dual IRO-CCCRR membership as "working both sides ofthc strect." CMBC, Vol. 1325, File 958, Snyder to Klassen, 
26.6.1947; Vol. 1330, File 988, Cable fiom Snyder, et al. to Klassen, 23.7.1947. 
26 Mennonite ofiicials feared that many Danzigers would be b a r d  fiorn entering Canada on account of their mcrnbenhip in the Nazi 
party and Wufen-SS. A MCC relief ot'ficial, dkappointcd with the security rejections of many Danzigers, saw how the CCCRR 
could be uscd to punuc Mennonite interests: "Dr. Herzer har soich gut Verbindungen in polifischen Kreisen und konnre sicher den 
Boden sondieren und vorbereirenfir eine balidge Akfion. [Dr. Herzer has such good connections in political circles and could surely 
makc tentative enquiries and prepare the ground for an early action]." CLWR, Reel H-1398, Filc CCCRR Corr., Snyder to ïhiessen, 
15.5.1950. Yet ail evidence suggests chat Ottawa bided its tirne and decided on its own t e m  which categories of former Nazis it 
was prcpared to admit into Canada. 
" The S 180,000 was in fact the accurnulated interest paid by the CMBC to the CPR on the principal credit off  1.77 million which the 
CPR had advanccd to move Mennonites from 1923 to 1930. CMBC, Vol. 1328, File 975, Thiessen to CMBC memben, 5.5.1950- 
Thc CPR sought Ottawa's approval to use this credit to move thc Darizigers which was initially refused. In time honoured tradition, 
ihc CMBC went ovcr the head of senior bureaucrats, appcaling directly to the Minister of the DCI, who authorised the loan. Thc 
timing of CMBCs appeal was timely as Ottawa was scrambling for workers at this tirne to make up the DP shortfall. IB, Vol. 855, 
File 554-22, Pt. 1 ,  Fortier to Cresswell, 3.6.1950 and Fortier to miessen. 28.4.1951. 
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its shipping and rail facilities be used for this movement. Most of the placement work was 

undertaken by the CMBC's provincial Hilfskomitees (welfare cornmittees). Generally few 

difficulties were encountered in placing these migrants. In fact, so desperate was the Department of 

Labour (DL) to secure sugar-beet workers that in May 195 1 it commandeered a movement of 

Danzigers destined for Mennonite farms across Canada and redirected them to beet work in 

~ethbr id~e."  By 1953, fewer Mennonite f m  labourers were coming to Canada and many 

Mennonites now chose to come via the regular immigration prograrn as non-agricultural workers. 

Even though Germans could qualify for admission under a broader range of occupations after 1952, 

fewer Mennonites could be coaxed to Canada. Most of those who did come after 1950 settled in the 

West, primarily in Manitoba and British Columbia, followed by Ontario. 

In the end, the "Danzig" and "Prussian" Mennonite immigration to Canada fell short of the CMBC's 

expectations. Although the program got off to a promising start in 195 1, when about 1,000 entered 

Canada, numbers soon dwindled. Holding a deep affinity for Geman culture and heritage, 

Danzigen were more reluctant than their Russian brethren to leave Gemany, where many had 

established roots by the mid-1950s and where their economic circumstances were improving. Nor 

was immigration seen as an attractive option given the high cost of travel and the prospect of being 

separated fiom their farnily. The MCC itself saw the writing on the wall and by the mid-1950s 

shifted its emphasis more on accommodating Mennonites who chose or were forced to stay in 

Germany. The CMBC also changed its global focus at this tirne, as it coped with the heavy flow of 

Mehionites desiring to leave Latin America for What senously restricted the Memokte 

prograrn, in cornparison with the Lutheran and Baptist initiatives, was its exclusiveness; nonnally 

the CMBC assisted only Mennonites. 

'' ThicsscnVs prior consent had bcen rcccivcd for this action. DL, Vol. 282, File 1-2625, P t  1, niicssen to Dawson, 9.5.195 1. 
' 9  By 1954, Mennonite immigration to Canada corn Paraguay had eclipsed chat from Europe. CMBC, Vol. 1394, FiIe 1556, "Bericht 
der [CMBC]." ( M y  1954). Virtualty al1 of the South American Mennonites wcrt postwar migrants fiom Europe who decided to re- 
migratc to Canada 
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Cath olic Imm igrarr r A id Society - RU r d  Senlement Society of Canada (CIAS/1PSSC) 

Like the Lutheran, Mennonite and Baptist Churches, the Roman Catholic Church in Canada also 

had an established tradition of assisting German CO-religimkts in migrating to Canada. The CIAS 

was particularly active in bringing over Catholics, mostly Volksdeutsche, for settlement to the 

westem provinces in the 1920s. Reorganised by the Catholic Church hierarchy in Western Canada, 

i t  resumed this work amongst Catholic VoZksdeutsche refugees soon after the war as a member of 

the CCCRR frorn Iuly 1947 to December 195 1. Its president ai this time, Carl Franke, was assisted 

by the CIAS Secretary, Father A.J. Schimnowski, and by the brothers Noah and Joseph Wamke 

who served as CLAS westem manager and a CCCRR overseas representative, respectively. Dunng 

its years with the CCCRR, the CIAS was preoccupied chiefly with the immigration of 

Volksdetrtsche close relatives, nominated cases and some domestics. Although it had secured 

authority from Ottawa in 1949 to move Volksdeutsche f m  hands to Canada, initially very little use 

was made of this provision. 

On December 1, 1 95 1, the CiAS withdrew fiom the CCCRR, ostensibly on grounds that there was 

no need to continue this resettlement work as a result of the introduction of the Assisted Passage 

Scheme (APS).~' Catholic resettlement work amongst Gemans was stagnant in 1952. During this 

year the CIAS and its operations were subsumed under the Rural Seitlement Society of Canada 

(RSSC or Société Canadienne d'Estabfissement RuraI), now recognised by Ottawa as the central 

coordinating and liaison body for a11 charitable Catholic immigration work in canada.)' The 

inc~rporation of the CIAS into the RSSC resulted fiom the desire to provide a broader base to 

Catholic migration work in Canada than had been available h m  smaller Catholic entities such as 

JO CLWR, Recl H- 1390, CLWR File Annual Meetings 1946-55, CLWR Annual Meeting Minutes, 5.12.195 1. The suained relations 
betwccn the CathoIic Immigrant Aid Society (CIAS) and Lutheran joint directonhips of the CCCRR overseas operations 
undoubtedly contributeci to this decision. The Catholic leadership had an even more pointed explanation for their exit, infomiing the 
Ministcr of lrnmigntion that the CCCRR had outlived its purpose. CLWR, Reel H-1400, CCCRR Immigrant Processing 1948-52, 
J.A.Carley to Harris, 1.12.195 1. 

The Runl Settlement Society of Canada (RSSC) was founded in 1946 by the CNR superintendent, C.E.Couture, and by the t9SOs 
it came undcr thc patronage and direction of Cardinal Jules Leger. Its authority for resettlement in Canada embnced all Catholic 
countrics of Europe and al1 activity in Canada. nie CNR saw this as a great coup because the RSSC under the presidency of Couture, 
a CNR official, would assure the CNR of revenucs from al1 RSSC immigration trafic and senfernent along CNR lines. The CNR's 
affdiation with RSSC netted it S96,Oûû in 1954 and S45,000 in 1953 in rail revenues. Also, CNR oficials saw the RSSC as a 
counterpoise to thc CPR's rnonopoly, the CCCRR CNR, Vol. 8367, FiIe 3300-C-38, Pt. 1, Director to Milne, 14.1.1953. 
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the CIAS which often had confined their work to specific regions in Canada or to certain eihnic 

groups. Also, the large-scale resettlement plans and accompanying M i n g  of the international 

Catholic voluntary organisations, such as the International Catholic Migration Commission (ICMC) 

and the National Catholic Welfare Conference (NCWC), could be better administered and 

organised by an agency such as the RSSC which was national in scope and possessed a network of 

Catholic agencies in the field." Thus, an agreement was reached between the RSSC and ICMC- 

NC WC to assist in the resettlement of Catholic Europeans to Canada. An important element of this 

agreement was the gant of transportation loans to migrants which removed the funding obstacle 

holding back Catholic migration after the war. 

The RSSC and its new source of funding ushered in a new age of Catholic-sponsored migration to 

Canada. Priority was given to the movement of dependant women and children to join farnily heads 

in Canada. The CIAS continued its work with German migrants in 1953, relying on the St. 

Raphaels Verein (a charitable organisation of the Geman Catholic Church) and the NCWC for 

most of its recruiting. The CIAS's Catholic f m  labour program, which had temporarily lapsed, 

was renewed. The CIAS also successfully petitioned Ottawa for a part in the sugar-beet program 

which previously had been allotted to the CCCRR. Prospective Catholic migrants recruited in 

Germany who could not proceed under the CIAS-RSSC program were referred to Karlsruhe for 

movement under general immigration programs, a practise also followed by Baptist and Lutheran 

organisations. The high point of the Catholic-sponsored movement fiom Germany was reached in 

19Z3 when 2,155 German Catholics came to Canada. A large part of this movement was made. up 

of sugar beet worken, totalling 107 families, and farm  labourer^.^^ Arnong the RSSC migrants 

coming to Canada fiom Europe, Germans dominated in 1953-54, followed by ~ t a l i ans .~~  In 1954-55 

the RSSC's Geman movement fell off slightly and then crashed by 1956-57 (see Figure No. 35). 

'' The ICEM's agreement with the International Catholic Migration Commission's (ICMC) closely resembled the arrangements 
rcached with the L W  and WorId Council of  Churchcs (WCC). It awarded the ICMC a grant o f $  IO0 for each person resettled and 
an outright priyrnent of $20.000 for administration costs. IB, Vol. 892, File 567-4 1 ,  Pt. 1 ,  Jacobsen to Norris, 4.7. I9S2. The 
agreement was rcnewcd in subscquent years. 
" In 1953 the CIAS had overshot its mark of  70 beet families by 37. IB, Vol. 650, File 88727, Pt. 2, Chief Op. Div. to Chief 
Karlsruhe, 19.6.1953. 
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This was due largely to waning interest in emigration in Gemany, especially among f m  workers, 

and because there was no longer a need for church financing. The enhanced APS strongly cut into 

the RSSC's and other church groups' transportation loan business.)' 

The principal duties of the RSSC in Canada were reception, placement, follow-up work and loan 

collection. Here it could tum to the existing network of charitable Catholic organisations, 

individual parishes, governrnent authorities, employers and business contacts such as the Canadian 

National Railways (CNR). Most Geman Catholics assisted by the RSSC were destined for 

Ontario, followed by western Canada and ~ u e b e c . ' ~  The srnaller movement to the Catholic 

province of Quebec is somewhat surprising. It may be explained, however, by the better 

employrnent prospects in Ontario and the prairie provinces in the 1950s. Also immigrants coming 

under CIAS auspices were usually directed westward. 

0 th  er Volus tary ait d Churcli Agencies 

Other church and ethnic organisations played a role in the German immigration boom in the 1950s. 

However, lacking recognition in Ottawa, a national infrastructure, financial resources, international 

affiliates or access to funding, their contribution was less significant than the groups represented by 

the CCCRR and RSSC. 

A number of groups, such as the Canadian Farm and Settlement Association, League of Canadian 

Germans and International Rescue Cornmittee sought, albeit unsuccessfully, membership in thz 

CCCRR. Others, such as the Canadian Baltic Immigrant Aid Society (CBIAS), made abortive 

attempts to launch their own resettlernent programs but then tumed to the established church groups 

for assistance. Among the more successfùl groups were those that aligned themselves with the 

!' CNR, Vol. 8367. Filc 3300-C-39. Pt. I ,  "Rapport Statistique ... au 30juin 1957-" 
'' In hct ,  this lost bustncss was resented by one of RSSCs affiliates, the St.Raphaeis Verein, which thrcatened to bring to Bonn's 
attention the fact that the Canadian Assisted Passage Scheme (APS) infringed on the German Emigration Law of 1897. IB, Vol. 892, 
File 567-4 1 ,  Pt. 2, Dircctor to Deputy Minister, 27.3.1957. 
36 Ibid. 
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railways, especially the CM2, which actively recruited voluntary agencies as satellites through 

which it could monopolise immigrant rail trafic and settlement. 

One such satellite was the Canadian Lutheran Migrat ion Aid Society (CLIAS) which had 

collaborated closely with the CNR in German immigration since 1947. Its manager, Reverend 

G.A.Heirnann, a representative of the Westem Canada Synod for immigration and settlement, used 

his contacts in the Lutheran community to generate immigration applications for nominated, close 

relatives and family cases. Although these cases were the small-end of the immigration business, 

nevertheless they brought in some revenues for the CNR, such as a total of $5,172 in prepaid 

transportation in 1954. The CLIAS brought forward an average of about 60 migrants per year 

between 195 1 and 1957, virtually al1 of whom were placed in western Canada with the assistance of 

the CNR.~' 

Another govemment-recognised voluntary agency which had a srnaIl role in Geman immigration 

to Canada was the Canadian Council of Churches (CCC). Most of its migration work in the 1950s 

concerned bona-fide refugees fiom Mediterranean and Eastern Europe as well as extraordinary 

cases such as intellectuals, white coilar worken, disabled penons and the elderiy as well as cases 

sponsored by individual churches and certain ethnic groups. Not many German migrants figured in 

this part of its work. However, in March 1953, the CCC accepted the DCPs invitation to participate 

in the early reunion of wives and children left behind in Germany and Austria by family heads who 

had preceded them to Canada Figures on the number of such cases moved by the CCC are not 

available, but it is safe to assume that they are lower than the numbers brought forward by the 

Baptist, Lutheran and Catholic agencies.38 

3 7 The CNR also valued Weimann's services as a contact and source of information about the cornpetition, the CCCRR, which was a 
CPR confcdcratc. CNR, Vol. 5594, Western RegionaI Dept. of Colonization and Agriculture Annual Report, 23.1.1953. The 
Canadian Luthcran Immigration Aid Society (CLIAS) was even provided omce space in the CNR buildings in Winnipeg and 
Edmonton. Ali CLIAS amval statistics and CNR incarne statistics are from CNR Westem Regional Colonization and Agriculture 
Annual Rcpons found in CNR, Vols. 5589 to 5600. 
J a  A myriad of church, ethnic, cultural, social, professional, sport and other organisations also devoted tticrnsclvcs to the 
accommodation or integration of Gerrnan newcomers in Canada Their work no doubt provided good publicity for Canada's program 
in Gemiany, as interest in emigrating to Canada was strongly influenced by positive wordsf-mouth reports fiom Canada 
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CANADIAN CHRISTIAN COUNCIL FOR THE RESETTLEMENT OF REFUGEES (CCCRR) 

Church groups represented by the CCCRR were clearly the leaders in the field of agency-sponsored 

German immigration, assisting over 32,000 Gerrnans from 195 1 to 1957. The CCCRR's oveneas 

facilities were indispensable to church groups' resettlement programs, offenng pre-processing, 

examination, and staging facilities together with convenient technical services such as billing, 

booking and arriva1 information. The interdependence of the voluntary agencies and the CCCRR 

was further reinforced in 1953 when Ottawa designated the CCCRR as the coordinating agency for 

its Baptist, Lutheran and Mennonite mernber groups, with Herzer assuming the role of official 

liaison. Thus govemment offïcials increasingly treated the CCCRR and its constituent memben as 

one agency.39 As such, governrnent relations with the CCCRR, 40 as opposed to the individual 

members, took on much more significance in the 1950s. 

The Trartsitiorr Years, l9SU- i9Sl  

These were cntical years for the future of the CCCRR. In this period, the Council attempted to 

make the transition from what was essentially a refugee relief operation to a complementary 

partnership in the govemment's regular immigration program. In the process it had to overcorne 

govemment opposition and financial difficulties which threatened its existence. 

With German immigration fieed of al1 restrictions in September 1950, the DCI now decided to 

ehbark on its own German program. The CCCRR was to have no ide in this ney program Ad, in 

fact, was expected to cease its operations with the closure of the IRO. The department may have 

had several reasons to seek such action. By bringing the movement of al1 Germans, Volkdeutsche 

and Reichsdeutsche (native Germans) alike, into its regular programrning, the DCI was reasserting 

its jurisdiction in immigration matten which had been steadily eroded in the late-1940s. A b ,  the 

3q CCCRR opcrations werc restrictcd to pre-processing and bwking services ovcrseas. The rnernber agencies undertook the actual 
rcscttlcment and placement work in the field and were driven by their own mandates, policies and objectives and resources. 
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new department was very clear about its top priority, which was to find immigrants who would 

benefit Canada, not to solve refugee problems. in government circles, the CCCRR was too closely 

identified with the latter mission, a label it would Wear throughout the 1950s. Furthenore, a 

number of sore points41 had arisen conceming the CCCRRs handling of Volhdeuische immigration 

up to 1950 which may have caused officials to think twice about its continuing role in this field. 

Moreover, the CCCRR's enemies in Canada, including the CNR and Regina CCF MP John A. 

Probe, openly questioned the govemment about the CCCRR's relationship with the CPR, seeking io 

have the CCCRR removed fiorn the immigration field.42 Finally, the DCI no longer saw any point 

in financing the CCCRR's overseas activities which could readily be undertaken from its new office 

to be opened in Hannover, not far from the CCCRR camp in Bremen. 

The DCI's aim to ensure complete control over the nascent German immigration was already 

evident in October 1949 when the chief of the Canadian mission in Karlsruhe decided to have the 

processing of al1 admissible Geman nationals delegated to his mission, "as it would not be good 

policy . . . to ask either the iRO or CCCRR to help us in this regard."13 In September 1950, the 

Deputy Minister of immigration, Laval Fortier, broke the news to the CCCRRts chaiman, T.O.F. 

Herzer, that the CCCRR would be expected to cease operations at about the same time that the IR0 

lefi the field and that the processing of German nationals in northem Gemany would be resumed 

by a new Canadian mission established in Hannover. In fact, the Director of Immigration was 

''O In t5is section, the CCCRR will refcr to the collective entity of the three constituent memben - the CLWR, BWAVNABICS and 
CIABC - and the CCCRR's administration in Canada and in Germany. 
41 In its zeal to have restrictions IiAed on Wafen-53 and Nazi party cases, the CCCRR in a petition to the Mi~ister of the DCI appean 
to have misquotcd overseas officials and misrepresented certain points. The report fiom the oveneas mission which brought these 
points to light, also cast doubt on the reliability of CCCRR's overseas work, especially its pre-screening of migrants. IB, Vol. 31, 
File 682, Pt. 6, Bird to Stirling, 27.9.1950. Onawa also saw the CCCRR as complicit in furthering the entry of those Volkrdeutsche 
to Canada in 1947-48 who on account of their German citizenship were clearly not admissible. CLWR, Reel H-1399, File CCCRR 
Ottawa Meeting-Corr. 1947 and 1950, Minister DCI to Tucker, 15.2.1950. Ottawa also took issue with a Mennonite relief officer's 
criticisms about the work of Canadian immigration officials which were published in the ethnic press. CMBC, Vol. 1325, File 958, 
Jolliffe to Thiesscn, 17.3.1948. 
'' IB, Vol. 655, File B41075, "tnfomtion Sheetn and Cressweil to Jolliffe, 9.5.1949. Refued membenhip in the CCCRR, the 
League of German Canadians sought the remova! of such private agencies fiom the immigration field. Ibid. P t  2 Kaufmann to 
McKinnon, 14.12.1948. Thc CNR complained bitteriy to Ottawa that the CPR monopoliseci al1 transportation business flowing from 
the CCCRR. hccordingly, thc CNR sought the CCCRR's elimination. CNR, Vol. 8367, File 3300-C-3 IA, McGowan to Devlin, 
3.4.195 1 .  Hcrzcr asscssed Probe's motives for attacking the CCCRR as "putting hirnsclf forward as the champion of immigration of 
German-Nationals." NAC, MG 26 L, Louis St Laurent Papers, FiIe 1-20-3, Cable Herzer to Sc-Laurent, 20.6.1949. 
" IB, Vol. 3 1 ,  File 682, Pt. 5, Bird to McFarlane 14.10.1949. In spite of this decision, the processing of G c m  nationals continued 
at CCCRR's Bremen camp until a Canadian mission was established at Hannover in 1951. 
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confident that the new mission would be able to process al1 Germans, including Volksdeutsche. The 

CCCRR was hit by a second blow in December 1950 when the DCI decided to discontinue funding 

the CCCRR's overseas operations afler March 30, 195 1. It was felt that the CCCRR's $35 Canadian 

sponsor's fee and the generous subsidies provided by local German authonties were sufficient to 

cover the costs of the Council's oveneas operations. The department banked on the fact that 

without its financial support the CCCRR would eventually cease or at least severely limit its 

operations." 

News of the impending shutdown of the CCCRR spread quickly and rallied members to its defence, 

prompting one senior relief worker to comment: "We have sharpened Our swords and are ready to 

go al1 the way in the interest of our camp."45 To assure itself a place in future Geman immigration, 

the CCCRR had offered to process German nationais and to put its overseas facilities at the disposa1 

of Canadian missions as early as September 1950. These offers were declined as the CCCRR was 

pennitted no foothold in this new growth field? in November 1950, Herzer was able to wring an 

important concession from Fortier who, against the advice of the Director of Immigration, agreed to 

the continuation of the Council's operations beyond 195 1, provided they were self-supporting. At a 

subsequent CCCRR meeting, members unanimously decided that the Council's operations and 

programs would continue without govenunent assistance so long as there were suffcient refugees 

and expellees in Germany. This decision was cabled to Fortier the following day. This show of 

solidarity was a brilliant tactical move as it now limited the govemment's options ofdispensing 

with the CCCRRs services unilaterally. 

Nonetheless, the serious problem of funding remained. Attempts to counteract this looming crisis 

by increasing processing charges were failing by April 195 1. in a cleverly crafted petition to the 

Minister of Immigration, Herzer appealed for govemment money to cover its annual deficit of 

44 The DCI fully cxpccted thc CCCRR's activities to diminish and for this rmon saw no need for govemment assistance. DCI, 
Vol. IOJ, File 3-24-1, Pt. 1, Rcid to Bcthunc, 3.4.1951. 
" NABICS, File 1.19, Sturhahn to Streubcr, 18.6.195 1. 
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$24.000, warning that the CCCRR's withdrawal would only benefit U.S. immigration as al1 

international agencies would transfer their work fiom the Canadian to the Amencan program.47 

Although his request for funds was rehsed, a key concession was made; the department would 

gant APS loans to certain categones of CCCRR workers. By this time, events were begiming to 

unfold in a way which favoured the continuation, if not expansion, of the CCCRR's prograrn. As 

the IR0 was unable to produce the displaced-person (DP) worken it had promised for arriva! in the 

spnng of 195 1, immigration authonties increasingly tumed to the CCCRR to make up the shortfall. 

Requests for other workers soon f~llowed.~' Ottawa's APS grant was intended specifically to 

stimulate the movcment of migrant worken sponsored by the CCCRR and urgently needed in 

Canada. It also provided greater solvency to the voluntary agencies whose own resources were 

taved as a result of moving workers for the govemment. A second attempt by Herzer to obtain 

funding succeeded in June 195 1 when the Minister of Immigration agreed to pay the outstanding 

expenses of the CCCRR until the end of 195 1.49 These funds were sufficient to carry the CCCRR 

over into 1952 at which time the massive resources from the PICMME program would become 

available. 

The CCCRR and its constituent members had learned fiom their experiences in 195 1 that their 

existence depended very much on their usefulness to the govement's immigration program and 

their ability to fund their own operations. in subsequent years the CCCRR took great pains to 

ensure that it was covered on both these fionts. In this regard, 1952 offered unique opportunities. 

With DP labour no longer available and with Ottawa's own labour schemes effectively grounied 

owing to the late start of the APS program and the lack of cooperation from German authonties, the 

46 For cxmple, a rcqucst by the CLWR to process German and Austrian nationals rnarried to Volbdeutsche was cynically 
intcrprcted by one senior official as a ploy by voluntary agencies to extend their mandate to inciude more G e m  nationals. IB, Vol. 
893, Filc 56769, Monk to Fortier, 22.1.1951 and Fortier reply, 25.1.1951; Monk to Fonier îS.1.195 1 and Fortier reply, 30.1.1951. 
47 NABICS, File 1. Id, CCCRR to Harris, 17.4.195 1. 

Sugar-bcet workers, needed by May 195 1, werc recruited by the voluntary agencies followed by rniners, general labourers, fm 
families and domcstics. IB, Vol. 655. File 841075, Pt. 5 ,  Benoit to Director, 28.6.1951. The CCCRR was also vaIued because it 
could advance the original 530 down payment nceded by workers to quaiifi for the APS. In June 1951 Labouf Deputy Minister, 
A.MricNarnara, reportcd thrit the CCCRR's farm labour program "have becn most useful and effective. Needed workers have bcen 
obtaincd and pnctically no difficuitics of any kind have arisen in connection with this plan." IB, Vol. 893, Filc 567-69, M a c N a m  
to Fonier, 7.6.195 1. 
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CCCRR was again called upon to supply worken urgently needed in Canada. One such niche it 

carved out for i tsel f during 195 1-55 was in supplying thousands of German workers for Canada's 

sugar-beet growers. 

The Voluntory Agencies ' Sugar-Beet Labour Sclrenre 

The sugar-beet industry, like the farm labour sector in general, faced chronic labour shortages 

dunng and afier the war. Sugar-beet production was on the nse, especially in western Canada, 

where farming was becoming more diversified and where large-scale imgation projects in the 

Lethbridge areaSo opened up thousands of additional beet acres. More workers were needed not only 

for the increased acreage but also to replace the growing number of Canadians and immigrants who 

were leaving this line of work. AAer all, sugar-beet cultivation only offered seasonal short-term 

employment and involved back-breaking labour at low pay. Still, the industry's effectiveness as a 

lobby group with powerful political backers in Ottawa assured it of a steady supply of immigrant 

labour in the decade after the war? 

By helping the government overcome the shortfall of DP beet worken in 195 1, the CCCRR assured 

itself of a prominent place in Ottawa's sugar-beet labour program, supplying the majority of 

working families, consisting of about 4000-5000 persons (900 families) in the years 1952-~6.'~ The 

Council's invo lvement in this program also offered Ottawa special advantages, such as 

transportation advances to non-working family members, expenses not covered by the government 

until 1956. Without these loans, very few families would have been able or willing to corne 

forward. Furthemore, the CCCRR's broad recruiting network in Germany and its expenence in 

selection provided the government with a steady and abundant stream of reliable labour which was 

49 CLWR, Recl H- 1400, Filc CCCRR Immigrant Processing 1948-52, Hanis to Herzer, 29.6.195 1. The Ministefs decision was 
timely as the CCCRR's treasury was almost cxhaustcd at this time. NABICS, File 1.19, Sturhahn to Streuber, 3.8.195 1. 
M Indeed, Lethbridge became a principal seulement and mission ara for the Lutheran and German Baptist churches. See Threinen, 
Like a Leaven, 112 and Sturhahn, Tlieycame [rom, 138-142. 
" This was a vcry vocifcrous lobby which used provincial govemments, its contacts in the Fedenl-Provincial Farm Labour 
Committcc and direct appcals to Ottawa to get its way. its most outspoken supponer in Ottawa was Senator W.A. Buchanan who 
reprcsentcd the regional interests of the sugar-beet industry in Lethbridge. 
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no longer available from the ~0.'~ The Council's overseas camp was especially well-suited to 

accommodate and process large families for the sugar-beet scheme. 

The CCCRR's memben were also very much attracted to this program, seeking Ottawa's permission 

to participate in this scheme on an annual basis. The program offerrd hem an excellent opportunity 

to fulfil their "relief' ministry. Numerous large and needy German refùgee families could be 

funnelled to Canada via this route. Very few skills and even less capital (only a strong back) were 

required to qualify for this scheme. What also made this scheme attractive to Canadian church 

agencies was the minimal investment of church funds. Most of the transportation costs of these 

families were covered by the APS and the DL'S inland gants; only the overseas passage of the non- 

workers were advanced by the churches. Under this program families could be moved as whole 

units, rather than being split up as was oiten the case under other labour schemes. Nor were 

churches on the hook for placing these labourers, a responsibility which fell entirely to the DL. The 

majonty of the CCCRR's sugar-beet families, between 75-95% in a given year, were directed to the 

Lethbridge area. Here a famil y of four working mernbers, including youths over the age of sixteen, 

constituted a viable labour unit to work the 40-50 acre plots and could earn a decent living. Udike 

other parts of Canada, this area offered abundant, albeit sometimes substandard, housing for whole 

families. The two-year contracts also assured families of steady employrnent dunng their fint years 

in Canada, wi th the opportunity of becoming established on their own fams. 

Th- CCCRR's production of German sugar-beet families fluctuated according to the quotas and 

selection criteria set by Ottawa and the available supply in Gemany. In 195 1, die CCCRR 

mustered about 100 families for this movement while DP, Italian and Dutch workers made up the 

balance. In 1952, the CCCRR was allotted the whole sugar-beet quota of 250 families which, 

despite a late start to recruiting, it was able to fill. In 1953, the CIAS was assigned a portion of the 

- - --- - 

" 1952-55 fi~ures arc from the operational files of the DCI and the DL. Dutch workers were also mtering this field in the postwar 
dccadc, albc~t in diminishing nurnbcrs after 1952. 
5 3 The CCCRR uas aware of the rcquirements for this prognrn and adjustd its recruinnent accordingly, aIso impressing upon the 
workers the need to honour their contracts. NABICS, File 3.19, Monk to Berkefcld, 17.3.1952- This conscientious work was 
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sugar beet quota and, in combination with the CCCRR, a record 3 17 families were brought to 

Canada, exceeding the requested figure of 270. This success was due in large part to the early start 

to recmitment and because the scheme was popular among refugee families who could travel as a 

unit io Canada. The number of workers mustered by the voluntary agencies decreased thereafter, 

declining to 130 families in 1954, 56 in 1955 and a couple of dozen in 1956. The most important 

cause for the decline was the lack of interest in this scheme in Germany after 1954 when many 

families were becoming integrated into the thnving German economy. immigration authorities 

shared some responsibility for the drop in numbers, as they tightened occupational selection criteria, 

imposed tougher fitness standards and reduced travel grants in c o ~ e c t i o n  with this ~ c h e r n e . ~ ~  in 

1954, the assistance of the CCCRR and ClAS was no longer sought and in 1956 the scheme was 

incorporated into the general f m  labour Although excluded fiom the scheme afier 

1954, the CCCRR still referred many prospective sugar-beet families to Karlsruhe and provided 

travel loans to families requiring assistance. For al1 intents and purposes, Ottawa's interest in this 

movement had corne to an end by 1957 and with it CCCRR's involvement. 

ICEM Moircy and the Renaissaiice of the CCCRR 

During the course of 195 1, the CCCRR's heavy cornmitment to migrant labour programs, such as 

the sugar-beet and farm labour schemes, placed enormous strains on its resources as the majonty of 

these cases required some form of financial assistance to cover transportation and sustenance costs. 

The oveneas camp's operating expenses also were mounting despite subsidies received h m  

German authorities. B y the close of 195 1, with govemment support nearing an end, the situation 

-- -- - -- -- 

apprcciatcd by oficials and employcn who renewed orders in subsequent years. CLWR, Reel H-1390, File CLWR Annual 
Mcetings 1964-55, CLWR Annual Meeting Report 2.12.1952, Exhibit G. 
El Ibid., "Church Sponsored Immigration," 7.12.1954. Even the CCCRR lost interest in pursuing the scheme, given the high rate of 
rejcctions engcndcred by the new criteria OnIy one out of every four applications were accepted. CB, Vol. 650, File 827208, Pt. 2, 
cablc Karlsruhe to HQ, 23.3.1954. The cancellation of the DL'S inland rail grant for dependants accompanying farnily workers in 
1955 was also a serious blow to this program. DL, Vol. 280, File 1-26-10-2, Pt. 3, Smith to Dawson 15.1.1955 and reply, 26-1-1955. 
By this timc churchcs also were experiencing problems finding the right type of families. 
" immigrants wcrc only directed to sugar-beet jobs when they requested this work. Ottawa was no longer willing to providc labour 
to an industry which could not guarantec year-round ernploymcnt. Furthemore beet cuttivation had become more mechanised, albcit 
uncvcnly, rendering this crnployment even more seasonai and l e s  viable as an immigrant labour program In Manitoba in 1957,85% 
of the harvesting was donc by machine, whereas seven years earlier rnost of it stilI consisted of hand labour. DL, Vol. 78 1, File 538- 
3 1, Pt. 2, Fed.-Provincial Farm Lab. Conference 5-6.12.1957. 
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was becoming critical. The big break for Canadian voluntary agencies came in January 1952 with 

the creation of the PICMME and its massive injection of funds into resettlement work. 

This new U.S .-led international agency aggressively sought to solve the European overpopulation 

problem by way of migration ove r sed6  Although it possessed a generous "operational" budget, 

funded largely by the U.S., the PICMME was handicapped by the fact that it did not have its own 

recruiting or placement facilities to carry out extensive migration programs. For this reason it used 

international voluntary agencies to undertake this work. In return the agencies received a per capita 

gant for each migrant they moved. The bulk of the grant was allocated to the international 

agencies' respective revolving-loan accounts which were used to advance the overseas 

transportation passage of migrants on a recoverable basis." International agencies also were 

permitted to retain a small portion of the PICMME gant to cover their administrative expenses. 

Arnong the participating international agencies were the ICMC, LWF, NCWC and WCC. These 

international agencies organised the work of recruiting migrants and dispatching them fiom 

Germany and tumed to their church affiliates in Canada to make placements and collect 

transportation loans. 

The PICMME and international relief agencies were detemined to boost migration to Canada by 

creating new schemes or accelerating existing ones. Canadian church agencies were the fint to take 

advan tage of PICMME funds. Almost al1 Canadian church sponsored cases requinng financial 

assistance were channelled to the international voluntary organisations who could qualify these 

cases for PICMME gants. This included migrants coming forward under the church's labour 

prograrns, close dependants' and close relatives' schemes. Ottawa was apparently unaware of the 

extent of some of' these arrangements, nor were the church groups prepared to divulge this 

inf~rmat ion.~~ Obviously, these funds ameliorated the financial standing of the international and 

'O Sce chaptcr scvcn for more dctails on the Provisional inicrgovemmcntal Cornmittee for the Movement of Migrants from Europe. 
" I t  \vas also a sound financial dccision, as ii would have cost the ICEM $200 to process one migrant cornparcd to SB5 by the 
voluniary agencies. IB, Vol. 774, File 536-31, Pt. 8, Meeting of DCI, U.S. State Department and the ICEM, 17.8.1956. 
'"or example, in 1955 the CCCRR overseas director, G.Berkefeld, nervously aponed thaî the Canadian F m  Association 
delegatcs touring Germany were asking whether the $60 paid by Bonn was recotlecteâ by the church agencies. CLWR, Red H- 
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Canadian church agencies alike. Canadian church groups received subsidies with which to expand 

their operations in Canada. They could also draw on the revolving-loan funds of their international 

counterparts without nsking their own capital. A portion of these hinds were also used to cover the 

costs of the CCCRR's overseas camp which enabled it to continue operations up to the late-1950s.~~ 

The Abortive Close Depeiadaiats ' Immigration Sclt ente 

To increase migration to Canada from Germany, PICMME, as early as June 1952, was exploring 

the possibility of effecting the reunion of dependants leR behind in Germany with heads of families 

already in Canada. The separation of breadwinners from family members, a practise which 

onginated with DPs, was especially comrnonplace in German immigration. This policy emanated 

in part From the govemrnent's overall goal to boost Canada's intake of labourers over non-working 

elements. The DL'S group labour programs placed particular emphasis on unattached or, ai least, 

unaccompanied workers. Because Germany's supply of single laboures was limited and because' 

Bonn increasingly desired the migration of entire families, allowances were made to have family 

heads qualify for labour schemes, provided they preceded their kin to Canada. This trend was 

further reinforced by various govenunent measures and restrictions. One such rneasure was 

Ottawa's APS loans and inland transpottation grants which up to 1956 were awarded to workers, 

but not to non-working family memben, such as wives and children. Similarly, German currency 

restrictions pt-ior to 1954 made it impossible for the breadwinner to exchange sufficient Deutsche 

6fizrk to pay for the whole farnily's passage. Practical considerations also encouraged this pattern of 

migration. Because of acute housing shortages in many parts of Canada persisting well into the 

1950s and the uncertainty of employment for the migrant in the first year, breadwinners often Tint 

sought to become established in Canada in order to better accommodate family members at the time 

1399, File CCCRR Gencnl Corr. 1947, 1949-59, Berkefeld to Hcrzer, 10.5.1954. Sec also CLWR, ReeI H-1393, Filc CLWR 
ncgotiations 1953-56, Monk to Baetz 16.3.1954. 
59 Ibid., ff mer to Bcrkefeld, 1.4.1955; CMBC, Vol. 1330, FiIe 989, Herzer to DCI n.d. (circa Iune 1953). The CCCRR aIso was 
able to cover its opentional costs by charging migrants higher processing fees. 
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of their amval." Even church agencies, which opposed family separation in principle, accepted 

this practise until 1952 in order to qualify their own migrants under labour schemes and also to 

make their small revolving funds go farther. Although Gemans were generally successfûl in 

affecting the rapid re-union of their family members - nomally applying for their families within 

three to six months aRer aniving - backlogs of dependants awaiting movement to Canada still 

persisted and reached several thousand in some years.61 

B y the autumn of 1952, the PICMME's close-dependants' project took shape and international 

voluntary agencies, specifically the LWF and ICMC, were pulled into this scheme which strongly 

cornplemznted the humanitarian aspect of their relief work. Meanwhile, oficial news of the 

PICMME's larger universal scheme had only reached Ottawa by December, at a stage when plans 

were already well advanced. Known as the "Canadian Dependants' Schemet' (CDS), it proposed to 

have voluntary agencies in Germany follow up al1 cases of kin left behind in Germany and organise 

their movement to Canada. The financial arrangements envisaged that: (1) the PICMME would 

advance funds on a refundable ba i s  to cover the overseas travel of dependants; (2) Canadian 

voluntary agencies (viz. RSSC and CCCRR) would undertake the collection fiom the breadwinner; 

(3) the PICMME would set aside for use by the international agency a percentage of the collections 

to partially offset the agencies' expenditures; and (4) BOM would make a $60 contribution to the 

agencies for each migrant resettled without limitation as to its use? 

The DCI's initial reaction to the draA proposa1 was decidedly cool. The Director of Immigration, 

C.E.S. Smith, slighted by the PICMME's initial lack of consultation with Ottawa, stridently opposed 

the idea that voluntary agencies should in any way benefit fiom their participation in this scheme. 

He also foresaw the department losing control over this movement, fearing that non-working farnily 

members would arrive in Canada before breadwinners had time to become established, thereby 

- 

* n i c  shonfdl of tnnsponation facilities during the peak travel season when mon worken were needed in Canada meant that family 
membcrs often had to follow in the winter off-seson when more berths were available. 
'' In January 1953 the backlog of such cases in G e m y  stood ai 2.000 to 3.000. IB, Vol. 856. File 555-16, Robillvd to Chicf Op. 
Div., 28.1.I953. It may have been cven higher in the wake of years when Canada's intake of Gennan workers peaked. 
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becoming a burden on the state!) In contrast, the chief of the Karlsruhe mission, J.R. Robillard, 

only saw merits in the scheme. If approved, the CDS would assure the department of Bonn's full 

cooperation in recruiting workers. Moreover, Robillard was certainly aware that by holding out 

assurances of early family reunion, he could attract more workers for his labour programs. Without 

doubt, his support for the plan was also govemed by a strong humanitarian impulse.6J 

As pressure for a decision from Ottawa mounted, a response to the plan needed to be ciraRed 

quickly and the critical and cynical attitudes of senior officials toned down. By January 1953, the 

stakes had been raised by German authorities who rehsed to assist in recmiting workers for Canada 

until Ottawa agreed to support the ICEM's (formerly the PICMME) dependants' scheme. Also, 

ICEM officials had taken the matter up directly with the Minister of Immigration. The DCI's 

counierproposal was indeed measured and const r~ct ive .~~ The departmeni accepted most details of 

the plan but insisted that applications for kin would only be approved if the head of the family was 

in a position to offer satisfactory settlement arrangements. Also, Bonn's $60 gant  would have to be 

applied to the immigrants' transportation expenses and could not be recovered by the voluntary 

agencies. The latter provision ultimately wrecked the plan. In sum, the counterproposal ensured 

the department's control over al1 aspects of immigration, even on matten falling outside of its 

jurisdiction, such as the allocation of German governrnent monies among foreign agencied6 

At first, the department's terrns were positively received by the ICEM and Bonn. However, in 

fisalising the scheme, stiff opposition was encountered fiom international voluntary agencies 

which, in view of the financial risks involved in the scheme, were unwilling to accept responsibility 

'' IB. Vol. 856, File 555-16, Jacobxn to Smith, 5.1.1953. It tmk G e m  breadwinners h m  three to six months to apply for their 
family mernbers. 1 B, Vol. 892, File 567-41, Pt. 1, Chief Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div., 2?.9.l%S. 
'' NAC, Ibid.. Director to Deputy Minister, 13.1.1953. 

An example of this is Robillard's record of re-uniting families separated on account of the rejection of a farnily memfxr on medical 
grounds. He ensured that " IOOS of such cases were reviewed aAer the original rejection and mainly from a humanitarian point of 
view allowed to proceed forward." IB, Vol. 8 15, File 55 1-10-1955, Pt. 1, Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 19.10.1954. 
65 Ottawa's initial opposition to the plan may also have been allayed by the revelation that Australia was making extensive use of 
ICEM funds to movc dcpcndants. IB, Vol. 856, File 555-16, Fortier to Jacobsen, 11.2.1953. 
M, Ibid., Fonier to Jacobsen, 24.3.1953. The DCI added the Canadian Council of Churches (CCC) and Jewish Immigrant Aid Society 
to thc list of voluntary agencies in Canada which could partake in Canadian Dependants' Scheme (CDS). So confident was it chat 
these measures would be accepted by the ICEM that it already issueci instructions putting the plan into effect in March 1953. Ibid., 
Chief Op. Div. to al1 District Supts., 3.6.1953. 
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for moving al1 dependants without having the option of recovering the $60 Bonn gant  from 

migrants for themselves. This was a puzzling response from so-called "relief" organisations which 

were now adopting business risk-management practices to relief work!' The agencies were 

supported in their stand by the ICEM and Bonn. The ICEM realised that without the voluntary 

agencies' participation there would be no CDS. Bonn believed that the relief agencies would give 

equal consideration to al1 cases for early migration if they retained the right to recover the grant.68 

The DCI refused to accede to the international agencies' wishes. It felt that the agencies were not 

obliged to assume risky cases and therefore they had no need of the $60 grant. Among some senior 

officials there was also the feeling that the agencies could not be trusted with the administration of 

these fund~ . '~  The department also strongly felt that the $60 was better spent paying down the 

migrants' transportation debts. Here, the department had its own agenda for the grant; by reducing 

the indebtedness of the immigrant, the DCI thereby limited its own nsk in the form of unpaid APS 

loans or the administration of welfare relief for migrants. In March 1954, when Bonn again 

threatened to stop recmiting immigrants for Canada, pending Ottawa's acceptance of the ICEM's 

CDS, the department stood firm and refused to give in. In a letter to Robillard, the German Foreign 

Office delegate explained that the international agencies' proposa1 offered the best assurances that 

cases of "real hardship" would also be accepted for movement to Canada. The prospect of moving 

"hardship" cases to Canada was no way of gaining Ottawa's approval for the CDS; Ottawa, after all, 

only wanted "suitable" migrants. The Director, C.E.S. Smith, interpreted Bonn's interest in the 

CDS as "rnerely transfer[ing] any problems which Germany may have in the matter of dependants 

to Canada, enlarging them in the process."70 Smith's persona1 mission to eliminate volmtary 

67 Cri ticisms about Ottawa's proposed revisions were heard as early as October 1953. Ibid. Quinn to Chicf Op. Div., 15. IO. 1953. 
This demonmates how far intemationd agencies had theniselves become bureaucraciw, paradoxically more concerned with the 
business end of intcmational migration than with human n d .  
bu Ibid., Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 2.11.1953. Adrninistntively, Bonn also wanted to bring the CDS within its ovenll policy of 
contributions m d c  by Bonn to the ICEM for the movement ofdependants to al1 immigration countries. 
69 Robillard's ssuranccs that the S60 p t  would not be open to any "racket" on the part of agencies promptcd the chief of 
O entions to comment "a pious hope!" Ibid., Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 2.1 1.1953. 
'',bid., Director to Deputy Minister, 3O.3.l!lH. 
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agencies from the immigration field and his lack of sympathy for the cause of early family reunion 

undoubtedly were considerations in the department's refusal to accept the ICEMts CDS proposal." 

While the scheme never came to h i t ion - the talks folded in May 1954 - it did have the potential of 

generating positive publicity for emigration to Canada and of ensuring Bonn's continued assistance 

to Ottawa's immigration program. The protracted and oflen bitter negotiations surely poisoned 

relations between Canada and the other parties, especially German officials who must have felt 

betrayed after approving Canada's 1953 immigration program with the hope that Ottawa would 

accept the CDS. Assessing the damage oveneas, Robillard reported that "[t] here is a genuine desire 

in Bonn, at least among the officials with whom we deal at the Foreign Office, to help us with our 

program, but so long as this $60 question is not settled it is a waste of time to attempt tu discuss any 

other point with them."" Afler the collapse of negotiations, Bonn informed the Canadian mission 

that it would no longer lend its assistance to Canadian immigration schemes. Maintaining total 

authority had clearly come at a pnce for Canada's German immigration program. 

Despite the failure to implement the federally-administered CDS, the Canadian church agencies had 

successfully launched their own "close dependants schemes" which, since 1952, had moved 

thousands of family memben. Transportation loans for these church "close dependant schemes" 

were provided by the international voluntary agencies, with the breadwinner providing a small 

down payment. Unbeknownst to the government, the church agencies were pocketing the very 

s m e  $60 gant, a practise which O ficials in Ottawa so stridently opposed. 

Th e Chu rclr Labour Scheni es and Approved Ch urch Programs (A CP) 

In addition to the sugar-beet immigration scheme, the CCCRR and the CIAS offered other labour 

programs for prospective migrants wiihout Canadian sponsors who were willing to come forward as 

- - 

'' From the vcry stan and again i n  1954, Immigration's Director C-Smith had been at the forefront of seeking to rcmove voluntary 
agcncics frorn immigration work. Robillard's observation that certain families might not qualify for travel loans from voluntary 
agcncics was met with Smith's pcncilled comment, "work and save like atl other heads of family." IB, Vol. 893, File 56767, Pt. 2, 
Chief Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div., 20.6.1955. 
" IB, Vol. 856, File 555-16, Robillard to Benoit, 17.3.1954. 
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domestics, f m  hands and loggers. These programs grew and prospered between 1952 and 1955 

due largely to financing fiom international organisations. This enabled the CCCRR to resettle 

record numbers of immigrants in the1 950s. 

Having narrowly escaped the governrnent's axe in 195 1, the CCCRR realised it was important to fit 

into the govemment's program in order to justify its existence. The govemrnent's interest in 

immigrant labour offered a promising avenue for the CCCRR to prove its worth. From 1952 to 

1955, the Council went out of its way to accommodate govemment labour programs, refemng 

prospective migrants to Canadian missions; accelerating immigrant processing to meet tight 

schedules set by employers; selecting qualified worken; producing workers in short supply and 

collecting transportation debts owed to the govemment.73 The director of the CCCRR overseas 

camp, George Berkefeld, was detennined to be of service to the Karlsruhe mission in mustering 

immigrant labourers. Yet church agencies had their own motives for participating in the labour 

programs. By moving needy Geman immigrants to Canada, they helped the international church 

movement fulfil its larger humanitarian mission of alleviating the postwar overcrowding and 

refugee problem in Germany. These schemes also contributed to church growth and building in 

Canada. Finally, they introduced additional revenues and generated immigrant sponsors which 

helped infuse new life and resources into Canadian voluntary agencies' resettlernent ministries 

The inroads made by the churches in the govemrnent's labour programs in 1951 were broadened 

and further consolidated in 1952. With the flow of DP labour coming io an abrupt halt after 

December 195 1, Labour and Immigration authorities tumed increasingly to the church agencies to 

supplement their own prograrns. The CCCRR was valued for its ability to produce both quantity 

and quality of worken, especially f m  hands and dorne~tics.'~ In 1952, owing to restrictions 

73 Ottawa acccpted the Luthcran and Baptist agencies' offers to collect govcrnrnent transportation loans advanced to their cases. 
NABICS, File t 29, Reid to Dawson, 2 1.7.1952; DL, Vol. 277, File 1-26-1 -9, Pt. i , Monk CO Dawson, 24.6.1952- This pnctise also 
assurcd thc agcncics a bcttcr chance of rccovering their own pnion of the loans advanced to the same immigrants. 
74 Baptist, Luthcran and Mennonite agencies in Canada made every effort to ensure that qualified workers wcre recruited and that 
immigrants honoured their labour undertakings. Thcy reaiised that if qua1ity slipped their pmgrams would be jeopardised as 
govcrnment and employers would lose confidence in their selection. NABICS, File 3.18, Monk to Berkefeld, 19.9.195 1. Available 
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placed on the admission of al1 other types of unsponsored workers nom Gemany, rnostly f m  

labourers and domestics came forward under CCCRR's labour programs. Results could have been 

even higher had it  not been for the late reinstatement of the APS and quarantine measures 

associated wi th the outbreak of the foot-and-mouth disease. 

The church labour programs expenenced much more success in 1953 than in 1952. The f m  and 

sugar-beet schemes got off to an early start which enabled the CCCRR and CIAS to maintain a 

large flow of immigrants to Canada early in the year until June. As a result, 3,420 farm worken, 

representing 41 % of al1 church-assisted cases, came forward in the first ten and one-half months of 

1 95 3 .75 The church labour programs also bene fited fiom the fact that the international agencies' 

lunding had corne fully on stream by 1953. In April 1953, church labour programs were expanded 

to include workers other than farm hands and domestics. This initiative, known as the Approved 

Church Program (or ACP), permitted voluntary agencies to recruit and place a specified number of 

skilled workers from a governent list of occupations and trades in short supply.76 This program 

greatly strearnlined the department's tedious procedure which required that CCCRR applications for 

non-farm or non-domestic workers be painstakingly reviewed on a case-by-case basis. The new 

program provided the CCCRR a foothold in the lucrative and expanding German skilled workers' 

movement and safeguarded the Council's right to direct immigrants to parishes and congregations 

of its member churches. The ACP also gave skilled migrant worken access to church funds to 

cover their transportation costs. in 1954, the CCCRRs f m  labour and domestics' programs were 

formally merged into the new ACP. 

evidence suggests that agencies' fann worken perfomed wcll. See for example in this regard DL, Vol. 876, FiIc 8-7-21-1 2, Pt. 3, 
Minutcs Fcd.-Prov. Fann Lsibour Conference, 3.12.195 1. 
75 This figure includes sugar-beet Iabourcrs. IB, Vol. 843, File 553-75, Pt. 3, "Group Movements of Imrnigr;uits," lS.lO.l9S3. The 
church labour programs were in fact overly successful; their intake of worken excceded their ability to place immigrants, which left 
mmy in thc hands of the govcrnment. IB, Vol. 892, File 567-41, Pt. 1, Benoit to al1 District Supts., 14.10.1953. 
'O This  is how it workcd: Upon rcccipt of this list the CCCRR would detemine the catcgories and nurnbers of workers it codd rnove 
to Canada and submit this carly cach ycar to immigration headquarters for approval. Once approved, the list was fonvarded overseas 
whcrc CCCRR represcntatives identificd prospective workers and presented h e m  to Canadian missions for inspection. IB, Vol. 893, 
File 56767, Pt. 1, Chief Op. Div. to al1 district Superhtendents and Chief Karlsruhe, 2.7.1953. Prior to the establishment of the 
Approved Church Program, church agencies could only bring fonvard industrial workers under exceptional circumstanccs. 
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Alongside the ACP, another church program was introduced which speci fically had the 

govenunent's interests in mind. This was the church immigration open placement program (or 

"church IMOP") which permitted the CCCRR to recruit skilled immigrant workers over and above 

the numbers specified on the ACP list and for whom the govemrnent would arrange placement.77 

Actually, this program simply made official an earlier arrangement under which voluntary agencies 

referred to Canadian immigration missions prospective immigrants who they were unable or 

unwilling to sponsor. The new program had something to offer both parties. The DCI could tap 

into the international church agencies' extensive recruiting network and financial reserves, while 

churches represented by the CCCRR could move more of their CO-religionists to Canada. Yet there 

were also significant drawbacks for the churches. Because the CCCRR had no control over the 

final destinations of these migrants, it was very difficult for churches to spintually minister to these 

newcomers in Canada and to collect outstanding loans. 

On paper, the ACP appeared attractive enough for the CCCRR. in practise, however, it did not live 

up to its potential. Fewer skilled workers were moved to Canada by the CCCRR through the ACP 

than might have been expected probably because jobs and housing for skilled worken were more 

difficult to find than for farm labouren or domestics. Furthemore, the CCCRR's lists were 

invariably pared down by immigration authorities as certain skills were no longer in demand by the 

time the government approved the types and numbers of workers appearing on the list. Also, the 

inevitable delays in approving the CCCRR's annual ACP submission meant that when the green 

light was finally given, few skilled workers could be processed in time to meet the cut off date, 

nomally July 3 1, for admission to Canada This pattern repeated itself every year from 1953 to 

1956, thereby limiting the effectiveness of this program to move workers. For example, of the 

2,000 workers which the CCCRR was prepared to sponsor in 1954, only 460 came to   ana da.'^ In 

fact, the vast majonty of ACP amvals h m  1953 to 1956 were farm workers and domestics, not 

skilled workers. 

Ibid. 
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In terms of results, the "church IMOP" performed much better than its ACP counterpart. Because 

of the delays involved in getting the CCCRR's ACP list approved, many of the skilled workers pre- 

selected b y the church agencies were re-routed to the "church MOP" which usually was up and 

ruming early in the year. Thus, through the "church MOP," the governrnent could poach cases 

from the ACP." The "church IMOP" also moved a good nurnber of cases in its own nght. Both 

the DCI and the agencies stood to benefit from such schemes; Karlsruhe raised its visa production 

and met labour dernands in Canada while agencies received the ICEM credkaO 

No sooner had Ottawa authorised the church labour programs when it decided to shut them down. 

Both Labour and Immigration authonties had always been of the view that they could manage 

better without the CCCRR's services. Immigration felt that the additional work and pressure 

involved in dealing with the church programs outweighed their advantages. Clearly there was also 

some dissatisfaction with the quality of selection by the agencies which were seen to be "more 

concerned with the spiritual or religious aspects of the case than in obtaining the best immigrants 

for  anad da."^' The DL saw no further need for agencies in the placement field as it could assume 

this work on its own. With the economy in decline by early-1954, what was formerly considered 

useful assistance on the pan of the agencies was now considered intrusion in an exclusive 

governrnent domain. In October 1954, Ottawa broke the news that it intended to shut down the 

church groups' immigrant labour programs. The CCCRR and RSSC succeeded in temporarily 

stalling this action and resumed their operations pending a final decision by the department. Yet 

certain events in late-1955 had overtaken the department's awaited ruling. The sudden recovery of 

the Canadian economy caused Ottawa to reverse its position and to again solicit the church groups' 

78 Of the 8 15 ordcrs placed in 1955 only 2 17 such workers were received. Ibid., Herzer to Benoit, 6.2.1954; Ibid., Benoit to Fortier, 
9.5.1955; Ibid., Pt. 2, , Burns to AIAssistant Chief Op. Div., 16.4.1956. 
79 While it is diflïcult to tell whether this was a deliberate policy, offkials wcre certainly aware of it and did little to stop i t  See 
Ibid., Chicf Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div., 29.6.1955. 
80 For thc CLWR this schernc was a nightmare. The CLWR was blamed for the plight of immignnts whom the DCI was unnable to 
place. I t  was dso assigncd the oncrous task of collecting LWF loans granted to thesc migrants. See CLWR, Reel H-1390, CLWR 
Exccutivc Committec Meeting Minutes, 2. i 1.1953. The CLWR's involvement was bascd on the belief that "Mr. Robillard would get 
annoycd if we and the LWF did not cooperate." Ibid, Minutes of CLWR Offrcen meeting, 30.8-1 954. 
" IB, Vol. 8 1 S. File 551-10-1955. Pt. 1, Chief Op. Div. to Director, 16.9.1954. 
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help to boost immigration. Yet it was too late to expect much more fiom the church labour 

programs which were winding down on their own accord. By 1956, there was no longer any need 

for prospective migrants to tum to the churches for assistance in emigrating to Canada. The DCI 

offered immigrants liberal access to Canada and generous transportation funding.B2 Moreover, most 

voluntary agencies had corne to the realisation that their labour programs no longer served a relief 

purpose in Germany. The CCCRR's labour program died a quiet death in 1957 when even the 

Council made no attempt to apply for its renewal. 

The CCCRR's Roller-Coaster Relatiorts witli Ottawa, 2952-57 

Although the CCCRR had been repneved in 1952, its future was by no means certain. There was 

still the question of selling its services to immigration authorities and finding resources to continue 

its operations. The results of Hener's "fact-finding" tour in Europe regarding the CCCRR's future 

viability was an important iuming point for the CCCRR. His findings persuaded Ottawa to allow 

the CCCRR to continue its operations in Germany and Austria, especially in re-uniting families, for 

the balance of 1952 and 1953. Herzer also sealed an agreement with the local Bremen authorities 

for the use of their camp facilities at no charge to the CCCRR for 1953. Furthemore, he brought 

news that PICMME was making funds available to international church agencies for use as travel 

loans by migrants coming to Canada under church auspices. Hener readily grasped the 

significance of this financing for the future of the church programs, observing that "there has never 

been a time when finds for travel loans were plentifid and where the chief object seemed to be to 

obtain as large a visa production as possible."83 

The new money also brought new fnends. With the flow of ICEM funds to voluntary agencies in 

full force by 1953, Robillard saw the agencies as valuable allies, particularly in advancing travel 

loans to needy migrants who could not move otherwise. As one senior relief official observed in 

1 954: "Mr. Robillard siill depends upon the voluntary agencies, especially when they have money 

a2 Also, financing was no longer offered by international agencies to migrants receiving APS loans. 
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on hand to loan, which increases his visa production."84 Collaboration with the agencies offered 

other advantages. German authorities placed considerable confidence in the resettlement work of 

voluntary agencies which were given particularly free reign in ~ e r m a n ~ . * ~  This was especially true 

with respect to their work with East German refugees. By linking up with the agencies, the 

Karlsruhe mission could exploit this special access to prospective migrants. Indeed, the 

international voluntary agencies became one of Robillardfs best sources of migrants, especially in 

supplying farm and domestic-service labour. So indispensable did Robillard find these agencies 

that he even came to their defence upon hearing rumours that the department intended to do away 

with their services. Clearly the Karlsruhe mission had grown dependent on the agencies' support by 

1953 when one-third of al1 Germans and Austrians arriving in Canada were assisted by thern.86 

Ottawa, however, did not share this glowing appraisal of the Canadian church groups and their 

international confederates. Tolerating them as a "necessary evil" in 1953, when al1 hands were 

needed to increase numbers to Canada, the government thereafter had little use for the voluntary 

agencies. The sloppy selection and the pressure applied by some of these groups in 1953 to give 

church cases priority did not sit well with overseas officiais. Furthemore, immigration authorities 

were shocked to leam in the spnng of 1954 the extent to which the voluntary agencies were tied to 

the ICEMfs operations and finances. Steps were taken to counter the growing influence of the 

agencies, specifically the CCCRR and its affiliates, by first cutting them off the APS in May 1954 

and then by plotting their elirnination from selection and placement work for 1955. 

The decisive meeting took place on October 14, 1954, when senior immigration bureaucrats 

dictated to the CCCRR and other agencies the ternis of their future participation in immigration. 

- 

" CL WR. Recl H- 1399. File CCCRR Uniting Familia Scheme. Hemr memo. 2.10.1952. 
" CLWR. Reel H- 1400, File CCCRR Corr. re Europe 1952-56, Monk to Baetz, 13.5.1954. 
" IB. Vol. 674. File C92672. Pt. 2, Chief Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div., 16.3.1953. Robillard noted "they still wield a tremcndous 
powcr in postwar Germany and ... are very close to eyes and ears of Bonn and Washington." IB, Vol. 656, File 841075, Pt  6, Chief 
K3rlsnihc to Benoit, 5.1.1954. 
'" CLWR. Rcel H-13"H). CLWR Exccutive Secretary repoc  1.12.1953. Robillard defended the agencies on grounds of their utility in 
producing prospcctivc mipnts  and providing travel loms. IB, Vol. 656, File B41075, Pt  6, Chief Karlsruhe to Benoit, 5.1.1954. 
Intcrvicwcd before the Deschenes Commission in 1987, Robillard conceded his "i-gration officetsa considerable dependence on 
voluntary agencies." A.Rodal. "Nazi War Crîminals in Canada" (Ottawa, 1987), 158. 
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Al1 services vital to the govemment - transportation funding, immigrant reception and integration 

work and reunion of farnilies - were to be continued by the agencies, while ail pnvileges - 
immigrant selection overseas and placement in Canada - were to be lefi exclusively to the 

govemment. Furthemore, al1 placement opportunities and prospective immigrants identified by the 

church groups were to be tumed over to the DCI. These terms had absolutely nothing to offer the 

voluntary agencies and held every possible advantage for the department. As one official of a 

church agency observed, Ottawa's decision 

would limit work and responsibility of voluntary agencies to those of a travel loan 
organisations. ... the humanitarian element now present in programmes of voluntary 
agencies would be ruled out entirely. Our programmes would then become a matter of 
straightforward immigration and manpower redistribution. Economic interest alone would 
be the goveming principle of our Canadian immigration policy.87 

Government efforts to contain the activities of the CCCRR may have been unnecessary because by 

mid- 1954 its operations were in de~line.'~ Although the CCCRR in the end defeated the 

governrnent's October 1954 "retrenchment order," the Council was no longer a force in German 

immigration after 1955. In this year alone it had assisted less than a third of the immigrants it had 

in 1954. As noted previously, the general reluctance of Gemans to emigrate in 1954-55 and afier 

1957, the dwindling amount of church financing available to immigrants, and Ottawa's generous 

transportation Ioans al1 contributed to the decline of the CCCRR's resettlement prograrn. Even the 

govermnent's change of heart in late-1955 to enlist the CCCRR's active participation dunng the 

winter and in the 1956 and 1957 programs failed to bnng the desired results. The CCCRR's 

machinery for recmiting worken and making placements in Canada was already in the process of 

being dismantled. For the most part, the CCCRR by 1957 had reverted back to its original 1947 

prograrn, moving a handful of fmily memben and relatives to Canada. Thus 1957 marked the end 

of the great age of church-çponsored German migration to Canada. 

Uf CLWR, Rccl H-1393, File CLWR Briefs Presented in Ottawa, F.N. Poulton's record of discussion, 29.10.1954 
" The Evongelisches Ilirmerk advisory ofices were advised by the CLWR not to refer cases io Canda CLWR, Reel H-1390. 
CLWR Executive Committee ,Meeting, IO. f 1.1954. 
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For the railways, the golden age of German immigration had corne to a close much earlier with the 

start of the Great Depression. Their immigration programs in Germany in the 1950s were a mere 

shadow of their activities in this field during the early-1910s and in the 1920s. There were several 

reasons for this. With the close of the war, the govenunent had assurned greater control over 

immigration to Canada, including recniiting and screening immigrants overseas. Placement work 

in Canada was now largely undertaken by Immigration's settlement service and the DL. The 

governent thereby in essence becarne the railway's greatest competitor in the immigration field. 

Furthemore, the terms under which the railways could undertake their immigration work overseas, 

codified in the annually-approved "railway agreements," tightly regulated their recruiting. 

Railways were required to submit in advance of every three-month period the number of f m  

migrants, broken down by country, which they proposed to recruit and place, which, in tum, were 

deducted from the annual overall immigration targets set by the Immigration headquarters. This 

placed a cap on the numbers of migrants, excepting British, they could bring forward. Also, 

shipping and travel agents were more inclined to develop their own applications without reference 

to the railways. Unlike in previous eras, railways did not gant credit to cover the transportation 

costs of needy migrants. Because of the prevailing financial restrictions, it was virtually impossible 

to generate a large movement of German migrants up to 1954 without credit. Finally, railways 

assigned more priority to their programs in Britain than on the European continent, a policy 

strongly encouraged by Ottawa. 
I 

Railways were fint permitted to recruit German famiers and farm workers through their railway 

agreements once German nationals were admissible to Canada after September 1950. Mustering 

German farmers with sufficient means (a minimum of $2,000) for establishment in Canada was 

impossible because of Bonn's financial restrictions. Thus, railways were essentially limited to 
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recruiting single or f m  family labourers from ~ e r t n a n ~ . * ~  Earty reports indicated an ample supply 

of these workers for the railways, but the first two years brought very poor results, primarily 

because Ottawa directed the movement of most German farm workers through its APS and its 

control over IR0  and PICMME shipping.'' The situation irnproved sornewhat in 1953 when the 

railways were granted access to the APS and recruiting alliances were forged with German labour 

offices, stearnship companies and travel agents. By 1954, the CNR had found additional helpers, 

the lCEM and German voluntary agencies among them. The CPR used its contacts with the 

CCCRR to recruit farm ~abourers.~~ Yet, by 1955, the railways' programs fell victim to the same 

di fficul ties confionting the govenunent's farm labour schemes: the paucity of farm hands in 

Germany. Statistics on the results of the railway programs are incomplete, but data for the CNR's 

scheme, the larger of the hvo programs, suggests that very few Germans were moved. The CNR 

could only muster six German farm hands in 1950,4 1 in 195 1, 50 in 1952,445 in 1953, 158 in 

1954 and 14 in 1955.~' Clearly the achilles' heel of the railway's German program was its limited 

scope, restricted as it was to the enlistment of agriculturalists. 

Though no longer a direct force in generating immigration to Canada, the railways were able to lend 

their assistance to sponsors in Canada and church groups, realising a handsome profit in the 

process. Conveying hundreds of thousands of immigrants to Canada was an enormously profitable 

business for transportation companies. Even voluntary agencies attempted to get a share of this 

action, seeking commissions to subsidise their operations. According to CNR estimates, 90% of d l  

rail passenger traffic from Europe in 1956 consisteci of immigrants.93 In addition to rai! fare, both 

railways collected commissions on cases they referred to their allied shipping lines. Without its 

89 in exceptional cases nilways were also permitted to place domestics and industrial workers. So stringent were German financial 
rules that Robillard in 1954 could not recount a single case in which a German immigrant had enough Canadian dollars required to 
purchase a farm in Canada. See IB, Vol. 675, File C92672, Pt. 4, Chief Karlsruhe to Chef Op. Div., 12.1.1954. For information on 
the nilway agreements, see chaptcr two. 
90 CNR, Vo1.8339, File 3070-3 1, Railways Annual Conference, 16.9. f 952. Furthemm the govemment was vcry rcluctant to rcfer 
prospcctivc farm workers CO the nilways. In Octobcr 1952, it even prohibited the railways fiom recruiting farm labourers until the 
DL h3d fillcd its quota. 
91 In 1954 the CPR rcqucsted the CLWR-LWF to rccniit and fund the transportation of 75 f m  families under its farm program 
CLWR, Rccl H- 1393, File CLWR Ncgotiations bctween Oveneas and Omwa Corr. 1953-56, Richardson to Berkefeld, 22.4. t 954. 
'' CNR, Vol. 8339, File 3070-3 1, CNR Dept of CoIonUation & Agriculture, (circa 31.12.1953); IB, Vol. 879, File 565, P t  2, Chief 
Settlernent Div. to Director, 1.2.1955. 
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own fleet of ships, the CNR closely aligned itself with various international carrien including 

Hapag-Lloyd, Arosa, Home Lines, Cunard and Italian Line to carry German migrants to Canada. 

The CPR had its allies and its own steamship service, including the Beaverbrae, which moved 

thousands of Germans to Canada between 1948 and 1954. Despite its spartan accommodations, the 

Beaverbrae was a critical addition to westbound passenger shipping from German ports in the 

1950s when demand for berths was always in excess of supply. The profits to be made in passenger 

traffic alone meant that both railways went out ottheir way to promote ernigration to Canada in 

Germany and to assist Canadian residents in sponsoring Gerxnan migrants. The railways' 

promotional work in Germany was especially encouraged by immigration authorities. 

In s ymbio t ic fashion, the railways also attached themselves to church and ethnic immigration 

organisations to profit from the steamship and rail commissions resulting fiom the movement of 

their immigrants. These partnerships were conspicuously one-sided. Railways managed al1 the 

profitable assignments such as booking, shipping, inland rail and identifying settlement 

opportunities, wbile leaving the risk of finding suitable migrants, advancing and collecting travel 

loans and assuming responsibility for placements to voluntary agencies. The CPR's relationship 

with the CCCRR was perhaps the most masterful of such alliances. Virtually a11 aspects of the 

Council's operations were used to the CPR's advantage. Starting in 1948, the CPR ticketing office, 

situated conveniently close to the CCCRR's overseas camp, directed virtually al1 of CCCRR's 

clientele to CPR shipping and trains.94 In 1955, Berkefeld reported that "the railway business 

accruing to the CPR fiom the movernents arranged by the CCCRR arnounted to approximately 

$84,000 in 1955" with not one penny going to the Council's overseas' ~ ~ e r a t i o n s . ~ '  Furthemore, 

the CPR could skirt the German financial restrictions which sidelined most shipping companies in 

93 CNR, Vol. 5598, CNR CoIoniwtion and Agriculture Annual Report, 14.2.1957. 
94 The hcad of CPR's immigration department, H.C.P.Cressweil, ensured that a11 inland rait tickets were already booked in Germany, 
rcalising that "[wJhen passengers are tickcted at Bremen, Mr. Richardson, as the sole Canadian rai1 reprcsentative in the country, 
automatically obtriins this tnffic for the CPR." CLWR, Reel tf-1399, File CCCRR Genenl Corr. 1947 & 1949-59, Cresswcll to 
Herrcr. 9.1 2.1953. In 1953 and 1954, the two biggest years for CCCRR operations, the CCCRR was able to direct the Iargest 
allotrncnt of passcngers on CPR stemhips. CLWR, Reel H-1392, File CLWR corr., Berkefeld to Herzer, 9-7-1954. 
" CLWR. Reel H-1399, CCCRR - Gened Corr. 1947 and 1949-59, extract fmm Berkefeld report, n.d. 1953 and 1954 were even 
more profitable ycars for the CPR in ternis of revenues generated through the CCCRR 
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195 1 and 1952 by booking CCCRR passengen whose travel fares were paid out in dollars by 

Canadian sponsors or frorn the voluntary agencies' revolving hinds. Also the CPR used the 

CCCRR and the voluntary agencies to pre-select workers and finance their transportation in 

conjunction with the CPR's f m  labour program.96 The CPR even exploited its close links with the 

CCCRR's senior management to rnonitor the activities of its cornpetitor, the CNR.~' 

In retum for these benefits, the railways assisted the agencies' resettlement work on several fronts. 

In Ottawa, the CPR often interceded on behalf of the CCCRR to remove barriers to German 

immigration. Both railways also occasionally assisted church societies in placing workers they had 

~ ~ o n s o r e d . ~ ~  This helped the voluntary agencies boost their intake of German migrants in 1953 and 

1954, when the only factor holding back the agencies' output was their ability to make placements. 

The competition for immigrant business between the two railways had the effect of boosting 

German immigration, as both did their best to increase their share of the German rnovement through 

every avenue a ~ a i l a b l e . ~ ~  

Unquestioningly non-govemmental organisations share considerable credit for the success of 

Canada's German immigration program in the 1950s. Key here were the international relief 

agencies and their Canadian church affiliates, especially those represented by the CCCRR. These 

groups had a hand in the movement of about one-third of al1 Germans to Canada in 1950- 1955, 

providing valuable financial, processing, booking and placement services to these migrants. 

Canada's national railways played a more modest role in postwar German immigration than had 

been the case in earlier eras. Their contribution in recruiting Geman agricüituralists for Canada 

.- . - - - - 
% 

97 
NAC CLWR, Recl H-1390, File CLWR Annuai Meetings, CLWR Executive Secretary Report, 1.12.1953. 
In 1953, Cresswell instructed the CCCRR's chairman to report al1 recruitmcnt activities undertaken by the CNR through the 

CCCRR-Bremen. CLWR, Recl H- 1398, File CCCRR-General Con., Robertson to Herzer, 25.2.1953. This is one of many examples 
whcre the lincs between the CPR's interests and the CCCRR's duties were blurred. 
98 The CLWR could always count on the CPR to place immigmnts they had difficulties accommodating. Monk interview. For the 
CNRS placement activities, see CNR, Vol. 5596, CNR Western Rcgion AnnuaI Report, 26.1.1955. Similarly the BWAi used both 
thc CPR's and CNR's settlement officers in placing German migrants. NABICS, File 2.33, Wieler to Stuhahn, 6.8.1952. 
w Compctition was cspecially heated after the termination in 1950 of the Halifax Agreement which had previously guaranteed a 
50/50 split on inland immigration traffic between Canada's two national railways. The CNR was especially driven by this 
competition. I t  did cvcrything possible in Canada and Germany to obtain more immigrants, such as soliciting rcligious leaders in 
various provinces to develop applications; maintaining contacts with Gcrman newcomers for future applications; seeking alliances 
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was relatively small and was overshadowed by the technical assistance they offered church agencies 

and the govemment in the German migration field. Immigration officiais were less willing to 

acknowledge the usefulness of these outside agencies and give them credit where it was due. They 

tolerated the activities of these agencies only when they served govemment interests and exigencies 

and sought to limit, or even eliminate, the agencies' when they had no use for them. Obviously this 

was part of the DCI's mission to consolidate its authonty in the immigration field. However, a 

more CO-operative relationship with these agencies would surely have lent even greater success to 

Ottawa's immigration program, especially in Germany, as these agencies offered impressive 

financial and personnel resources, recniiting networks in Germany along with placement and 

reception services in Canada. Ottawa's dealings with the Intergovemmental Cornmittee for 

European Migration, the subject of the next chapter, very much mirrored its relations with the non- 

govemmental agencies. 

with othcr voluntary agcncies; and assisting in the filling out of immigration applications. Ibid. and CNR, Vol. 5597, C N R  Wcstem 
Rcyonril Report, 17.1.1956. 
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7. THE GERMAN OVERPOPULATION PROBLEM, INTERNATIONAL 

ACTION AND CANADA 

GERMAN GE MIGRATION AND THE EUROPEAN OVERPOPULATION PROBLEM 

Canada's German immigration policy was not driven exclusively by dornestic considerations. 

Certain international developments as well as Canada's greater involvement in world affairs also 

factored into this policy, though less than might have been expected. Particularly important was 

West Germany's lingenng overpopulation and refugee problem, the growing international 

awareness of this problem and the resolve to tackle it. Here Canada, as a perceived "immigration 

country," was expected to play a part in the solution. 

Arguably, Canada anticipated the overpopulation problem which would beset Gemany in the 

postwar penod when it  assessed the Allies' solutions to the Geman settlement at the close of World 

War II. In the face of the sweeping population transfers from eastem Europe to occupied Gemany 

and the transfer of significant arnounts of Geman temtory to Polish rule at the end of the war, 

resulting from decisions made by the major Allies, Extemal Affairs officiais submitted that it would 

be "pre ferable" for Gerrnan boundaries to be drawn dong ethnic lines. They clearly saw from the 

stan that "extensive rnovements of populations which are made on political grounds without 

reference to economic and social conditions have grave disadvantages and may create senous 

dangers," such as "dangerous overcrowding in ~ e r m a n ~ . " '  Canada's warning went unheeded, but 

its prediction came to pas.  Some eight to ten million Geman expellees and refbgees flooded the 

western zones of occupied Gemany after the wu.' 

Canada's contribution to relieving the Gennan overpopulation problem had to wait until German 

nationals became admissible to Canada in September 1950. Pressured by close relatives and 

vanous lobby groups in Canada, Ottawa took some initial steps when, in 1947, it permitted the 

' A.Saucr, "A Mattcr of  Domestic Policy? Canadian Immigration Policy and the Admission of Germans. 1945-1950," Canadian 
ffisrorical Rcview LXXiV, 2 (1993), 237,252-3. 
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Canadian Christian Council for the Resettlement of Refugees (CCCRR) to participate in the 

movement of Volhdeutsche close relatives to Canada. Yet this initiative was clearly intended to be 

limited in scope. The 15,000 Volksdeutsche moved fiom Europe to Canada by 195 1 failed to put a 

dent in the enormity of the overcrowding problern. A more far-reaching solution would have been 

possible had Volhdeutsche been eligible for assistance from the International Refugee Organization 

(IRO), but this was opposed by the United States, United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand in 

1947. Although Volksdeutsche were considered to "constitute a better source of potentially good 

immigrants than . . . the DP camps," Ottawa was reluctant to press the IR0 to include hem in its 

mandate as Canada would be saddled with accepting its "proportionate share of these new wards of 

the IRO," some additional 60,000 ethnic German refugees.) Thus, Ottawa was content to wait until 

the resettlement of displaced persons (DP) was completed and international obstacles in the way of 

general German immigration had been cleared. Even afker Germans became admissible to Canada, 

the Department of Citizenship and Immigration @CI) was in no rush to address the overpopulation 

question." 

International awareness of the German overpopulation and refugee problem was slow in developing 

afier the war. From the very outset, France had a keen interest in this problem, grounded not so 

much on humanitarian, but rather on national security grounds. In the years shortly after the war, 

French foreign officiais relentlessly pressed their Allied parhien at every opportmity to consider a 

proposition for the organised emigration of millions of Gennans fkom the western occupied zones, 

eyecially refugees and expellees, to relieve the population pressure and thereby alleviate the 

military and economic threat as well as political instability on France's eastem Bank. These 

initiatives were effectively stalled by the United States and Britain, both of which wished to study 

' In 1950, Germany's excess population was estimaced at 1.3 million, not including displacd penons (DP). National Archives of 
Canada CNAC), RG 26, Deparmient of Citizenship and Immigration @CI) records, Vol. 12 1,  File 3-30- 1,  Tripartite Meeting of 
Expcrts on Europcm Migration, Report to Foreign Ministers, 1 1.8.1950. 
' NAC, RG 27, Depanment of Labour (DL) records, Vol. 3028, File Interdepmcntal Comrnittee on Immigration - Labour ([CIL), 
Minutes of [CIL meeting, 10.8.1948. Regarding the Department of External Affairs' (DEA) initiative on this front, see Sauer, "A 
Matter of Dornestic Policy?" 24 1-2. 
' Immigration's Deputy Minister, Laval Fortier, saw this as "a pmblcm we must bear in mind, but which does not need an immediate 
decision." DCI, Vol. 132, File 3-35-2, Pt. 1, Fortier to MacNarnara, 20.9.1950. 
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the situation further before taking action. A far greater imperative for them was to settle the DP 

question. The Organisation for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC), through its Manpower 

Cornmittee, had concerned itself with the overpopulation issue since 1947 in the context of an equal 

distribution of labour within Europe. It increasingly viewed overseas migration as a solution to 

Europe's surplus of unemployed and unskilled worken. U.S. President Harry S. Truman's four- 

point program of 20 January 1949' gave the OEEC's work further impetus, viewing economically 

underdeveloped areas overseas as an outlet for European migration. Linking the Truman plan to the 

German population problem was the U.S. Congresst "Walter report" of September 1949. As a 

solution, the report proposed that, in addition to a program of integration, over a million Germm 

expellees should be offered the opportunity to migrate. Clearly, the German refugee issue was 

becorning increasingly associated with the general European overpopulation problem.6 

By 1950, the refugee and overcmwding situation in Gemany was attracting broader attention. It 

was recognised as an international problem at the Foreign Ministers' Conference in London in May 

1950, at which a cal1 was issued for a systematic investigation of al1 emigration possibilities. A 

"Tripartite Meeting of Experts on European Migration" in Paris in July-August 1950 was 

unsuccess ful in this regard, but important blockages such as transportation costs and fùnding were 

identified.' Greater progress was made by the International Labour Organisation (ILO), which by 

1950 aggressively aimed to secure for itself a prominent place in European migration work, a spot 

soon to be vacated by the IRO. Mer hosting an information-sharing preliminary conference on 

migration matters in Geneva in Apnl-May 1950, the IL0 moved matters forward quickly. It 

distilled the profusion of proposais, recommendations, information and concems of various 

governments and international agencies into concrete proposals for the formation of an ILO- 

Point four of Presideni Harry Truman's program "to mengthm the hrc world" called for assistance to economically 
underdeveloped areas with reference to the Marshall Plan for Europe. AIthough no specific refercnce was made to mass migration, 
thc Tmrnan prognm saw ihat economic growth in these areas would boost their capacity to absorb immigrants who in tum would 
contributc to economic dcveloprnent. 
9 - D .  Stcincrt, Migrarion und Polirik. Wesideutschland - Europe - Übersee 1945-1961 (Osnabriick: Secolo Verlag, 1995), 81-92. 
' Ibid., 94. Other conferences giving international attention to the G e m  refugee question were the World Council of Chtirches 
(WCC) conference in Harnburg (1949) and in Salzburg (1950), the Congres ofthc Inter-parliamcntary Union in istanbul(l951) and 
the Cornmittee of Experts on Refugees and Overpopulation meeting organiseci by the Council of Europt (195 1). 
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directed European migration agency which it planned to table at the next migration conference to be 

held in Naples in October 195 1. 

The ILO's ambitions and migration plans did not go unnoticed in Ottawa. Indeed, they forced the 

DCI directiy into the European migration debate.' In its discussions with the I L 0  and later with the 

Americarx, the DCI stubbomly clung to Mackenzie King's pnnciple that control over immigration 

matters, especially over numben and types of immigrants, rested with the receiving country. 

Indeed, immigration bureaucrats took this position to the extreme, viewing the formation of yet 

another international migration agency as superfluous, since Canada was already well-served by its 

existing facilities and by bilateral arrangements with 'emigration' countries oveneas. in short, the 

department felt it could contribute to relieving the overpopulation problem by way of its regular 

immigration program and on its own t e r m ~ . ~  A new agency, it was feared, would bring with it 

additional financial obligations and the imposition of migration quotas. Nor were these concems 

misplaced. When an outline of the ILOts European migration plan was released, it revealed that the 

proposed migration administration was to move 200,000 migrants in the first year, 300,000 in the 

second and another 400,000 in the following three years, financed by an initial budget of $10 

million and a revolving fùnd of $25 million - lofiy goals indeed!IO Oficials in Ottawa no doubt 

shuddered to think what Canada's share of the migrants would be as well as the costs associated 

with the new agency's budget. Although some aspects of the program were considered 

cornplementary to Canada's program, it was generally felt that the IL0 should limit itself to 

txhnical rnatten and serve more as a clearing house for information on migrant labour supply." 

' The department had already monitored the International Labour Organization's (ILOS) plans at the 1950 Geneva conferencc and 
raiscd them at the fint Departmental Advisory Cornmittee on Immigration (DAC[) that My. It ais0 examined this maner and framed 
Canada's response through the lnterdepartmental Sub-Cornmittee on Migration Policy (iSCMP) which in mm reporteci to the 
intcrdepartrnental Advisory Committee on Immigration (IACI). 

DL, Vol. 895, Fife 8-9-63-2, Pt. 1, lSCMP report, 1 1.7.195 1. 
1 O t LO, "The I L 0  and Migration Problerns," Internarional Labour Review 65 (1952), t 72-5; M.J. Proudfoot, European Refugees. 
1939- 1952: A Srudy in Forced Popularion Movement (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 1956). 435. 
" DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 1951-57, Minutes of DACI meeting, 7.7.1950 and 10.5.1951. However, Ottawa found the ILO's ideaof 
an international revolving fund particularly useful. 
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Canadian officiais must have been relieved to hear in June 195 1 that the United States, specifically 

its leading policy advisor on migration matters, George Warren of the U.S. State Department, also 

objected to the ILO's plan. Surely Washington, like Ottawa, was troubled that the IL0  initiative 

might comprise its t-ight to determine its own immigration policies. The U.S. had other reasons for 

opposing the ILO's participation, the most important of which was the Senate and House 

Conference Cornmittee's refusa1 to authonse the funding of international organisations, such as the 

ILO, which had Communist countries as members. Australia aIso closed ranks with the U.S. and 

Canada in rejecting the ILO's plan, pnmarily because of concems that it might be pressured to 

accept migrants from ILO-member countries in ~ s i a . ' ~  Having secured the support of the two 

major immigration countries, the United States was assured of defeating the ILO's migration 

proposa1 which was to be submitted at the Naples conference in October 195 1. Thus, on the 

opening day of the conference the United States, with the support of Australia and Canada, 

effectively blocked any further discussion of the LO's whole plan. This ended the ILO's proposed 

prograrn and, ultirnately, its future role in migration. 

The I R 0  's short-lived irr volvement in Geman Migration to Canada 

The IL0 was not the only suitor bidding for the job of Europe's hiture overseas migration 

organisation. The IR0 also sought to continue its role in resettlement, broadening its mandate to 

include nationals of European countries. It had some obvious advantages in this regard, including 

Eïe years experience of resettling DPs as well as impressive inspection and embarkation fadities, 

including one of the largest passenger fleets in the world. In what was undoubredly an attempt to 

win Canada's support for its continued activity in migration, the IR0 showed great willingness to 

'' Stcincn, Mgration und Politik, 97-8. Canadian senior bureaucrats thought along similar lines. Declared one memo submitted to 
thc cabinet by the DCI: "Asian countries arc members of the IL0 and if this organisation wcre placeci in charge of migration work 
along the lines suggested, this might possibly give rise in future to ernbarrassing representations by these countries." DL, Vol. 896, 
File 8-9-63-2-2, Pt. 1 ,  Memo to Cabinet, 13.8-1951. The Amcricans aIso did not favour the IL0 because of its tripartite structure and 
its lack of experience in migration rnatters. See ibid., Matthcws to Under Secretary of State DEA, 17.8. f 95 1. 
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assist Ottawa with its German immigration program in 195 1 ." By doing so, the IR0 contradicted 

its longstanding policy and its own constitutional provisions which excluded al1 Germans from any 

form of as~istance.'~ The fact remains, however, that without the IRO's provision of shipping and 

currency-exchange facilities, the high intake of Germans to Canada in 195 1 would never have been 

achieved. 

The IRO's first involvement in Geman immigration was in conjunction with Canada's miners' 

program in 195 1. Anticipating difficulties in securing commercial shipping for this program, 

Ottawa broached with IRO's senior O fficials in Ottawa in November 1 950 the possibility of using 

IR0  shipping. The IR0 pmved very receptive to the idea and offered to make vacant space 

available for this movement as well as to arrange processing facilities and inland transportation in 

Germany for the miners. It was agreed that the IR0 would bill mining companies for ocean fares 

and processing costs advanced on behalf of the minen.'' However, problems soon surfaced after 

Bonn had approved this scheme in February 1952. German authorities objected to the use of IR0 

centres for inspection and instead offered their own camps.16 It was also discovered that the IR0 

had no legal authonty from Allied occupation authorities to make Deufsche Mark (DM) 

expenditures in connection with this plan in which reimbunements were required. Similarly, the 

iRO accepted DM in payment for transport fares which enabled immigrants to circumvent Bonn's 

financial  restriction^.'^ This latter s e ~ c e  was of great benefit to Canada's program as it 

significantly alleviated the "fûnding problem" standing in the way of mass German emigration to 

Canada in 195 1. Many of the early problems were resolved by March without undermining the 

13 The Australians had themselves flirted with the International Refugct Organisation ([RO) in building an organisation to further 
European cmigration. The idea apparently waç dropped when the Arnerican position became known. Steinert, Migruîion und 
Polirik, 94. 
I I  Anncx 1 ,  Part II, paragraph 4 of the IRO's constitution placcd persons of G e m  ethnic origin outsidc the concem of the IRO. 
Only certain groups in Austria were accepted by the IRO. 
l5 Companies also assumed inland transportation. Migrants wcre obligated to refund their transpowtion advances to their employers 
from monthly deductions made fiom their salaries. 
16 DL, Vol. 290, File 1-26-60- 1, Pt. 1, Davis to Secretary of Stace DEA, 19.3.195 1. British and Canadian oficials suspected that the 
I R 0  was ntternpting to prolong its existence through these activitics. 
17 By offcring this service, the I R 0  was contnvening the German ernigrrttion law of 1897 which again raised the ire of Bonn. Yet 
Bonn took no action to stop this activity on account of its desire to maintain "friendly relations with Canada" Steinert, Migration 
und Politik. 164. Ottawa took tüll advantage of this situation even rcqutsting thc IRO to advance the â30 down paymcnt required by 
migrants to qualify for the Assined Passage Scheme (APS). KI, Vol. 73, File [DACI] 195 1-7, Minutes of DAC1 meeting, 9.4.195 1. 
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operation of the miners' scheme. In fact by April 195 1, the IRO agreed to extend its services to 

Geman lumbermen, f m  hands and other labourers urgently required in Canada. This culminated 

in an agreement between Ottawa and the IRO in late June to move 18,000 Germans by December 

3 1, 195 1 .'' The IR0 experienced little difficulty in delivering the promised shipping in 195 1 as the 

collapse of Australia's DP movement led to the availability of sufficient numbers of berths. 

With the iRO's cooperation in the German movement at a high-point in May 1951, the IR0 

Director General, J.Donald Kingsley, took advantage of Onawa's good will to seek Canada's 

support for the continuation of the IRO. The IRO's shipping facilities and its record of good service 

were valued in Ottawa, pronipting some officials to endorse the extension of its work. But in the 

end Canada followed the Amencan line; the rehigee organisation would have to go. In hindsight 

this was also the best possible tum of events for Canada's German immigration program, because 

Geman authorities were opposed to cooperating or working with the ~ 0 . ' ~  This already was 

evident dunng the joint processing of German miners and lumbermen under Canada's immigration 

schemes, which were being complicated and delayed as a result of the bitter disputes between the 

IR0  and German authori t i e~ .~ '  Bonn's relations with the IRO's successor, the Provisional 

Intergovemmental Cornmittee for the Movement of Migrants fiom Europe (PICMME), were 

markedly better, ushering in a period of mutual cooperation in migration matters which also 

benefited the movement of Germans to Canada. 

THE BRUSSELS CONFERENCE AND THE FORMATION OF PICMh'fE AND THE 
INTERCOVERNMENTAL COMMITTEE FOR EUROPEAN MIGRATION (ICEM) 

Amencan policy regarding international migration was not iimited to scuttling the ILO's and RO's 

ambitions in this field. A new organisation was needed. The outbreak of the Korean war 

highiighted the need to shore up the defences of western Europe and to make better use of labour 

'* NAC. RG 76, Immigration Bmch (IB) records, Vol. 3 1, File 682, PL 7, Kelly to Allied High Commission, 28.6.195 1 .  
19 Ibid., Lukashck to Tmncr 30.7.tgS 1 .  Gcrman authorities' dislike of the I R 0  may have stemmcd from its preferential treatment 
givcn to DPs which thcy felt had corne at the cost of the G e m  people; the exclusion of Germans from the IRO's assistance; the 
impunity with which the IR0  had breached German laws and regdations in carrying out Canada's German program; and the 
competition offered by the I R 0  to Germany's shipping facilities. 
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for military defence purposes. International migration was one way of meeting both objectives. 

First, by relieving overpopulation pressure, migration assured greater political and economic 

stability in Europe, thereby thwarting the spread of Communism. Second, migration better 

distnbuted labour so that it could be put to more productive use. This initiative took on added 

urgency as the R o t s  fleet of ships and other facilities were to be disbanded with the termination of 

the IR0 at the close of 195 1. By July 195 1, George Warren was already clear that some alternative 

provisional international agency was needed to inherit IRO's shipping and that substantial Arnencan 

funding would be required to cover rnost of the new agency's operational costs. Having canvassed 

Canada and other countries about the Arnencan proposal, Warren initiated plans in September 195 1 

to cal1 a separate conference in November in Bnissels to discuss the Arnencan-led initiative. 

Details about the plan were released only shortly before the conference. They called for the 

creation of a program costing $34 million; $20 million was to be allocated for transportation, $1 1 

million for processing and $3 million for administration. In its fint year of operations, the proposed 

agency was to move about 1 15,000 migrants, consisting of 55,000 fiom West Germany, 35,000 

fiom Italy, 15,000 from Austria, 6,000 from the Netherlands and 4,000 from Portugal. Of the 

1 15,000 migrants it was anticipated that Canada would accept 40,000, the United States and 

Australia both 25,000, South Amerka 23,000 and New Zealand 2,000.~' Clearly, Canada was 

counted on to make the greatest contribution. 

Although the DCI was not overly enthusiastic about Warren's counter initiative, which again called 

for the establishment of an international migration agency, the Amencan proposal was at l es t  more 

palatable than its IL0 counterpart. Its main objective was to salvage the much-needd IR0 

shipping for future use in European migration work. This was the key selling point for the DCI 

because shipping shortages, especially fiom Germany and Austria, were anticipated in the coming 

years. Unlike the ILO's proposal, the U.S. initiative ensured that complete control over the 

selection and numben of migrants rested with Canada; that use of the proposed organisations' 

'O DL, Vol. 290, File 1-26-60- 1, Pt 1, Shoubridge to MacNamara, 28.5.1 95 1. 
'' DCI, Vol. 107, File 3-24-6, Pt. 1, Memo for Cabinet, 21.1 1.1951. 
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facilities were optional; that the scheme was an interirn mesure to be renewed on an ad hoc basis; 

and that the activities of the new agency were limited to Europe and excluded Cornmunist 

countries. The plan was also seen as likely to relieve the pressure on Canada to accept certain "non- 

preferred" immigrants by diverting these to other ICEM-member "immigration" countries. Canada 

also supported the plan because it was fully endorsed and mostly funded, to the tune of $10 million, 

by the United States. 

However, for the DCI there were also some objectionable features. The 40,000 migrants suggested 

as Canada's intake raised concerns that Canada was being requested to accept an arbitrary quota. 

Moreover, the U.S. plan called on the new organisation to provide a host of ancillary services, such 

as processing and reception facilities, which were not considered essential by DCI and, in fact, were 

viewed as costly additions which rnight interfere or compete with Canada's own program.22 Indeed, 

Ottawa became obsessed with keeping the mandate and costs of the future migration organisation in 

check, a point it relentlessly punued with the PICMME and later the ICEM. 

Canada was prepared to accept Warren's plan in pnnciple provided its concems were met. This was 

evident in the instructions subrnitted to the Canadian delegation attending the Brussels Conference. 

While Canada only sought the use of facilities it considered useful to its program, namely shipping 

and embarkation facilities, it lobbied hard to have al1 other s e ~ c e s  excised from the plan. Ottawa 

insisted that the proposed organisation's budget be radically cut, including Canada's share of the 

administrative costs and that Canada should only be billed for seMces used. The articles of 

agreement were to be carefully scrutinised to ensure they were acceptable to Canada. Surprisingly, 

many of Canada's stipulations were accepted at the conference and were embodied in the 

resolutions establishing the new PICMME.~~ 

'' IB, Vol. 773, File 536-3 1 ,  Pt. 1, Document IACI-16 and Ibid., Secretary of State DEA to Canadian High Commissioners, 
23.1 1.1951. 
'' For the instructions to Canada's delegation, see Ibid. Ttie rcsoiutions establishing the Provisional Intergovemmental Cornmince 
for the Movement of Migrants from Europe (PICMME) werc adopted on December 5,  195 1. The Cornmittee grew from its 14 
founding rnernbers to 27 by 1957. nie budget of the Intergovcrnmcntal Cornmittee for European Migration (ICEM) consistcd of an 
administrative part, financeci by obligatory contributions fiom membcr governments furcd according to an agreed scale, and a larger 
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In its original form, PICMME essentially represented a transportation Company with a skeletal staff 

and a tightly adrninistered budget which operated on a services-billed basis. Canada's success in 

having most of its wishes granted may have occurred because it was expected to shoulder the bulk 

of the PICMME's movement (40,000 migrants) in the first year of operations. Clearly, Ottawa was 

unwilling to make any additional commitments and contributions to the new organisation which 

went beyond its regular immigration program. Accordingly, PICMME had to fit into Canada's 

existing program; othenvise Ottawa had no use for it. Also, Ottawa guarded against the possibility 

that other receiving countnes might benefit from PICMME's services at the expense of its own 

programs. 

The selfish and narrow thinking which infiuenced Canada's decision to participate in the Amencan 

initiative also dominated Canada's relations with the newly-created PICMME up to 1957. In its 

self-appointed and often isolated role as watch-dog of the Committee's finances and programs, 

Canada sought to minimise irs contribution to the Committee's administrative budget and to restrict 

the Committee's services to those which primarily benefited the Canadian program, namely the 

provision of transportation. When in October 1952 at the fifth PICMME session, most member 

govemments opted to expand the Committee's functions beyond that of a simple transportation 

service and to change its character fiom a provisional to a permanent organisation, Canada 

energetically fought both initiatives and threatened not to sign the constitution of the renamed 

organisation, the I C E M . ~ ~  The results of this resistance were mixed. The ICEM resolved to expand 

its mandate to include processing, educational and placement senrices for migrants but assured 

Canada that it would not be assessed a higher contribution for these additional activities. Canada 

operationid pan made up ofvoluntary contributions from governments interested in specific prognms and funds from voluntwy 
açcncics and cmigrants thernselvcs or their sponsors. 
'' By this timc the PICMME and most member govemments felt that more than just Iansport and financial services were needed to 
spur overseas migration. P.Jacobsen, The Intcrgovcmmentai Cominittee for European Migration," in B-Thomas cd., Economicr of 
International Migration (New York: St- Martin's Press, 1958). 1 15-1 19. 
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also exercised the nght to penodically assess and renew its rnembership in the ICEM and to 

withdraw if it so chose.25 

From 1953 to 1957, Canada adopted "a negative attitude towards the organisation and its activities" 

charactensed by tiresome quibbling over budgetary matters and repeated threats to quit the ICEM.'~ 

Perhaps the only factor keeping Canada in the ICEM at this time was its dependence on the 

Cornmittee's shipping. By 1956, dissatisfaction with the ICEM had corne to a point whereby 

Canada seriously considered withdrawing. It was alleged that the Committee was no longer 

providing any useful services but rather was undennining Canada's immigration programs by giving 

preferential treatment to Australia's program and heeding Germany's interest of "selective 

emigration" too much.*' In the end the DCI was penuaded to retain Canada's membership when, 

afier meetings with senior U.S. and ICEM officials, it was convinced that the costs outweighed the 

benefits of quitting. Specifically, Ottawa concluded that by withdrawing its membership, it would 

jeopardise its immigration programs in Germany, France, Austria, the Netherlands and the 

Scandinavian countries whose govemments were loyal supporters of the ICEM.?' Ottawa also 

acknowledged that it could better control and monitor the work of the Committee and the 

constituent governments if it retained its membership. Moreover, American officials made it clear 

that the ICEM would continue with or without Canadian participation.29 Relations with the ICEM 

improved thereafier as Ottawa offered to make greater use of the Cornmittee's facilities and work 

more as a partner. In fact, Canadian delegates were instructed by Immigration's Deputy Minister, 

"< DCI, Vol. 101, File 3-18-4, Pt. 2, Minutes of IACI meeting, 16.2.1954. 
'' DL, Vol. 3485, File 1 - 101-230, Pt. 2, Memo to Cabinet, 16.12.1957. 
" Specifically in Gennany, Canadian authoritia felt that the ICEM awardcd Aumalia exclusive license to dvertim through its 
faciIities. [B, Vol. 774, File 536-3 1,  Pt, 8, Minutes of MSI meeting 16-17.8.1956. In Germany the ICEM set as its pnority the 
moving of non-workers such as farnily dependants which undoubtedly did not go over well with thc DCI. Jacobsen, "The 
Intcrgovernmcntal," 1 19-1 23. 
'"B. Vol. 774. File 536-3 1, Pt. 7, Fortin to Pickersgill, 27.8.1956. In fact, Canada's 'negative attitude" appears to have alienated 
some of the ICEM member govemments by this timc. 
"> Initially, Canadian oficials felt that Canada's withdrawai bom the ICEM would precipifate its collapse. Membership in the ICEM 
had othcr advantages. It afforded Canada ready access to transportation facilities for its movement of Gcnnans and for immigration 
emcrgcncies such as the 1956 Hungarian cxodus. Second, it provideci a forum for the exchange of information on factors influencing 
migration- Third, according to the DEA, Canadian withdmwd from the ICEM would result in cnticisms from NATO, the 
Organization for European Economic Cooperation and the IL0 and could compromise Canada's commitment to NATO and the UN 
to ensurc European pcace and sccurity. niere were also concems expresseci that should the ICEM cease, less suitable organisations 
such as the United Nations High Commission for Rcfugces, the I L 0  or NATO might assume activities in this field. DL, Vol. 3485, 
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Laval Fortier, to exhibit a positive approach and to assist the ICEM in achieving its objectives in 

1958. 

Unfortunately, by having elevated Canada's interests above al1 othen in its dealings with the ICEM, 

Ottawa failed to consider that for many countries, especially those lacking resources, the additional 

services offered by the Committee were of considerable use. By disregarding the speçial needs of 

other countnes, Canada thereby complicated and, at times, undercut what was in part a constructive, 

CO llec tive and good-wi lled mission aimed at relieving a serious population problem. Nor was 

Ottawa's contribution to the Comrnittee's overall work extraordinary; it did not go beyond what it 

already provided through its regular immigration program. 

The ICEM had special significance for German immigration to Canada. Arnong the overpopulated 

countnes of Europe included in the Cornmittee's program, Germany had the largest "surplus" 

population. For this reason, Germany assumed considerable importance in the operations of the 

Commi ttee, exemplified by the fact that Germany was the single largest source of ICEM migrants 

up to 1955 (see Figure No. 36). The Committee also had at its disposal an extensive infrastructure 

in Gemany, such as migration and booking offices conveniently located near Canadian 

immigration missions in Karlsruhe and Hannover, embarkation facilities in Bremen and staff 

working closely with Bonn and the Lander governments. As already noted, it could aiso draw on 

the resources and assistance of the international and national voluntary agencies in Germany in 

furthering its migration work. The Committee also enjoyed good relations with German authorities 

who recognised the benefits that it brought to their own emigration policies. An agreement sealed 

with the West German govemment in July 1952 awarded the Cornmittee a $60 gant  for each 

approved migrant ($40 for single unaccompanied males) it rnoved. Bonn also assumed al1 

emigration-related costs of resident Gemans migrating under the Cornmittee's auspices p ior  to 

File 1 - LOI-230, Pt. 2, Memo to Cabinet, 16.12.1957. Finally, it was fcared that leaving the ICEM could negatively afféct Canada's 
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ernbarkati~n.~~ Clearly, the Committee, together with its network of allies, was a formidable force 

in German migration matten and offered immigration countries important advantages. 

While the intergovemmental Committee regarded Germany as the main source of migrants, it 

considered Canada the principal country of reception. It therefore logically followed that most of 

the Committee's German migrants would be directed to Canada. This is in fact what happened. 

Indeed, up to 1956, of al1 the participating countries in the ICEM, Canada received the largest share 

of German migrants (67%) moved under the auspices of this Committee (see Figure Nos. 37 and 

38). This was not unintended. Arguably, Canada's membership in the ICEM was based prirnarily 

on the advantages that the Comrnittee offered German and Austnan immigration to Canada, 

specifically in the form of shipping. While Italy, Greece, Portugal and the Netherlands were also 

burdened with excess population, Canada made little use of the Committee's services to rnove 

migrants from these countries. Indeed, Ottawa considered the ICEM a usefùl instniment to keep 

southem Europeans away From Canada. As one immigration official observed: "ICEM . . . has 

assisted Canada b y relieving us of pressure to accept greatly increased nurnbers of peoples from 

southem Europe" by directing them to South Arnerica and ~ustral ia.~ '  This lefi Ottawa with a fiee 

hand to fil1 its annual targets with greater nurnbea of the "more desirable" northem Europeans. 

ICEM statistics indicate that Canada had its way in this regard; fiom 1952 to September 1956, the 

bulk of ICEM Greek and Italian migrants were destined for South Amenca (62%) and Australia 

(26%), while only 4% came to Canada. In contrast, Canada took more ICEM migrants from 

Germany (36%) than most other countries (see Figure No. 37). Canada was not alone in exploiting 

the ICEM in this rnar~ner.~* The United States was just as interested to have the Comrnittee "reseed" 

southern Europeans away from its shores.33 

trade relations with pro-ICEM countries. IB, Vol. 774, File 536-3 1, Pt. 3, ConsuIar Div. to U.-Secret;iry of State, 20.1.1953. 
30 The Gcrman-PICMME agreement was signed on July 12, 1952, but was retroactive to Febmary 1, 1952. [B, Vol. 774, File 536-31, 
Pt. 2, "Agreement bctwcen . . . Gertnmy and PICMME," 12.7.1952. 
3 l DL, Vol. 3485, File 1 - IOLî30, Pt. 2, DM. SIoan repon, 6.12.1957. 
'' The Director of Immigration reflected that the ICEM ieft Canada "fiee to concentrate ... selection on more desirable segments of 
the population oveneas." Director to Deputy Ministcr, 8.6.1954. 
'' IB, Vol. 774, File 536-3 1, Pt. 8, DCI meeting with U.S. State Dcpt. and ICEM, 16-17.8.1956. 
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The Intergovemmental Cornmittee was not to play an intmsive role in Canada's Geman 

immigration program. Its work was to neatly fit and remain subordinate to Canada's regular German 

immigration program. indeed Canada's annual contribution of $500,000 to the Cornmittee's 

operating budget was nothing more than the APS fùnds which were nomally earmarked to cover 

the transportation loans for immigrants from Germany and  ust tria.^' For the most part, the DCI 

only made use of ICEM booking and shipping services for its German APS cases.'' These cases 

qualified in their own right to come forward under Canada's labour programs, with al1 recniiting 

and processing undertaken by Canadian oveneas staff. This arrangement worked well for both 

sides. The ICEM could daim credit for the movement of individuals for whom it invested minimal 

effort, while Canadian authorities could tap the Cornmittee's transport services and be seen as doing 

their share in bringing relief to the European overpopulation situation. 

Y DCI, Vol. 72, File [IACI] 1950-52, Minutes of IACI meeting, 20.2.1952. 
JS IB, Vol. 774, File 536-3 1, Pt. 2, AlDirector Immigration to Dawson, 9.6.1952. 
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Figure No. 36: Migrants assistcd by tbc PICMME-ICEM, by Countria of Emi~ntion and Immigration, 1952-57 
1952 1953 1 9 9  1955 1956 1957 TOTAL Number TOTAL% 

Sending Country 

West G c m n y  

Ausiria 

Thc Ncthetlands 

ltaly 

Greecr 

Spain 

Other Counuics 

TOTAL 

Recriving Country 

Argentins 

Austnlia 

B a i l  

Canada 

Chilr 

Columbia 

Isrriel 

Ncw Zcaland 

Ccntnl Africa 

Souih Africa 

Unitcd Surcs 

Uruguay 

Vcnczucla 

Othcr countrics 

TOTAL 

Sawc: ILO. international Migration (Gcnen: ILO. I959), 295. 

Figure No. 37: Country of Ori~in of ICEM Immi~rrntir entering Canada, Fcb. 1952 - Sep. 1956 
Sending Country Austrir Ccrmrny Greccc Itr ly~ricste Hollind H O ~ E  Othcrr Total 

Canada's 1rit;ikc 9,743 54,835 2,776 6,462 837 247 6,216 81,116 

Toul Emigntim from 47,130 154,467 40,106 164,405 36,438 7,249 48,901 498,696 

Canada's % Intake of  20.7.. 355% 6.9% 3.9% 23% 3.4% 12.7% 163% 

Al though the DCI only made sparing use of these services and even downplayed the Cornmittee's 

importance to its own operations, the ICEM in reality rendered critical assistance to Canada's 

German immigration prograrn in both an official and unofficial capacity. Specifically, it provided 

valuable shipping, booking, exchange and financial services to Geman immigration to Canada. 
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Figure No. 38: Distribution o f  ICEM-Germa Migrants by Country of Destination, Feb. 1952 - Sep. 1956 
Rccciving Country Canada United Australrsh Soutb frracl A f d a  Othcrs TOTAL 

ICEM mignnts fram 54,835 55,010 37288 5,189 266 12 1.867 154,467 
G c m n y  
Total lCEM migants 81,116103,449 154,966 141,181 7.008 1,833 9,143 498,696 
receivcd 
% G c m n s  to othcr 67.6% 53.2% 24.1% 3.7% 3.8% 0.7% 20.4% 3 I . W  
migrants 

Sourcc for Figures 37 and 38:  B. Thomis (cd). Economiu of lnrernational Migration. Proccedings of o Conference held by the ln~ernarional Economic .issocianon OJcw 
York: SL Mariin's Press. 1958), 120. 

In November 195 1, Canadian Immigration officiais, while assessing what position to adopt on the 

American's proposed European migration agency, were painhilly aware that, without the IRO's 

shipping, the movement of Germans to Canada in 1951 would not have come close to assuming the 

proportions it did.36 The root cause of this was the shortage of west-bound commercial passenger 

shipping on the North Atlantic, a problem which originated fiom the halting of commercial ship 

constniction during the war and the slow refitting of ships fiom military to regular commercial 

service immediately after the conflict. This situation was further exacerbated by the outbreak of the 

Korean war and the need for military preparedness by many western countries which placed a 

premium on available shipping. As the huge wave of oveneas migration fiom Europe and Britain 

came on Stream afier 1947, the available supply of commercial carriers up to 1957 was simply 

inadequate to handle the sheer numbers of prospective passengers. Immigration fiom Gemany and 

Britain, large as it was in the 1950s, was particularly afTected. Canadian immigration shipping 

needs were especially cntical ftom l a t e - s p ~ g  to fall, when most migrant workers were required to 

anive in Canada to become established before the onset of seasonal winter unemployrnent. Yet for 

commercial iines this was also the hi&-season for tourist travel which rneant that touists competed 

with immigrants for available berths. The general overseas transportation situation improved only 

JO Senior off?cials discussing the Amencan proposal at the ISCMP November meeting noted that "at present, G e m  and Austrian 
immigrants are being brought to Canada almost entirely through an arrangement with the IR0 for the use of their ships. Unless 
amngements are made for continuing such facilities, it is doubtfiil if thm would bc suflicicnt spacc for rnovement of these 
immigrants to Canada." IB, Vol. 773, File 536-3 1, P t  1, Sub-Committee Report (Nov 195 1). 
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aAer 1957 when immigration frorn Europe declined and when commercial airlines picked up more 

of the slack. 

Thus, the U.S. pitch in Novernber 195 1 to establish what arnounted to an European migration 

transportation agency had a particular appeal for Ottawa. This was an especially timely proposa1 

since the IR0 fleet was scheduied to go out of commission on December 3 1, 195 1. It was 

principally the "shipping" factor of the Amencan plan which sealed Ottawa's support for the new 

migration organisation and it was the dependency on this transportation which kept Ottawa in this 

organisation during the 1 950s." Even though Ottawa gave commercial lines preference in booking 

migrants from Germany, Canada still had to fail back on the ICEM fiom 1953 to 1957 to fil1 supply 

shortfalls. And some of these shortages could be substantial, as in 1953 when ICEM ships moved 

19.730 migrants, most of them Germans, to Without the Committee's supply of 

transport, the movement of some tens of thousands of German migrants to Canada would not have 

been possible in the 1950s. 

By February 1952, many of the former IRO passenger vessels were successfully transfened to the 

PICMME. These ships continued where they had le ft off in 195 1, moving many Germans to 

Canada. The use of the Committee's chartered carriers offered key advantages for the Germany- 

Canada leg of the movement. The shortage of shipping remained acute between Germany and 

Canada in the 1950s, while the flow of migrants between these two points was the greatest in 

Europe up to 1954, second only to the United Kingdom-Canada route. The Cornmittee's carriers 

could also offer thousands of berths to migrants during the peak travel penod of May to September, 

when commercial shipping was at a premium. This was especially important for most Geman 

workers who, by virtue of their employment arrangements, were required to arrive in Canada duing 

this peak season. From 1952 to 1957, Canada's mission in Karlsruhe made extensive use of the 

ICEM's services during the travel high season. So valuable was the ICEMts shipping that it was 

37 Indeed, the DCI narrowly interpreted the whole purpose of the Bnissels' Conference IO be one of saving the IRO's shipping. DL, 
Vol. 3495, File 1-10P-1046, DCI Memo to Cabinet, 21.1 -1952. 
38 DL, Vol. 3485, File 1-1 01-230, Pt. 1, DCI Memo for the ISCMP, 29.9.1954. 
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soon moving more self-payers and voluntary agency cases than migrants booked on APS warrants. 

Also, the Committee's transportation services were responsive to the vicissitudes of Canada's 

German immigration program, when bulk bookings were often made or cancelled on short notice. 

Despite being considered "austerity" class shipping, the Cornmittee's carriers made up in value what 

they lacked in cornfort. They offered some of the cheapest oveneas shipping in Europe in the 

1950s which benefited the Canadian govemment and Geman migrants. Lower oveneas shipping 

costs reduced the overall amount of APS loans granted to migrants. This, in tum, reduced the 

govenunent's financial risk and enabled the APS revolving loan fund to be stretched farther. So 

attractive were the savings that the DCI decided to make greater use of the ICEM shipping in 1955 

despite the greater availability of commercial berths in this year.3g Immigration officiais also felt 

that the Committee's passenger fares kept the commercial lines' rates competitive and prompted the 

latter to upgrade their class of shipping. This was especially important as short supply of berths 

could drive up the cost of commercial overseas passenger fares. Cheaper fares no doubt played a 

role in precipitating quicker farnily reunions. A govemment-sponsored commission even asserted 

that the lower ICEM fares gave Gerrnany an advantage over Bntain in terms of 

Furthemore, ICEM shipping was considered more reliable, practically immune fiom the problems 

affecting commercial shipping, such as tourist travel commitments and cancellations. Finally, by 

using the Committee's shipping, the Karlsruhe mission could maintain the goodwill and cooperation 

of Geman authorities who received credit for each German passenger pmcessed by the ICEM and 

were assured that the lucrative passenger business stayed at German ports which serviced the 

Committee's shipping4' 

To augment i ts transportation capabilities, the ICEM after 1953 increasingly used commercial and 

c hartered air lines to move migrants. Airline travel O ffered distinct advantages over overseas 

39 NAC, RG 30, Canadian National Railways (CNR) records, Vol. 8369, File 3300-L-11, McGowan to Milne, 5.4.1955. 
JO DCl, Vol. 145, File 3 4  I - 15, Pt i, R.A. Stewart report, Canadian Federation of  Agriculture, n.d. 
" IB. Vol. 925, File 590-1, Pt. 7, Robillard to Chief Op. Div., 27.4.1956. Most of the ICEM's chartered shipping for G e m s  
operated from Gerrnan ports. German authorities also wanted to demonstrate that they wcre seen as assisting the ICEM in its 
objectives. 
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shipping. Movements could be achieved on short notice to meet immediate labour needs in a timely 

fashion and there was greater flexibility in moving migrants as flights could be suspended or 

redirected. Canadian authorities, however, were slow to make use of this service for their German 

immigration program even though airline fares were becoming more competitive with surface 

transportation rates. Still in 1956, the ICEM arranged the air transportation of German farm hands 

who were urgently required in Canada in the fint part of the year. 

Tratisportatiott Boo k-Keeping, Cu rren cy Exchange and Miscellun eous Services 

In association with its transportation facilities, the Intergovemmental Committee also offered 

immigration countries booking and related travel services. In Germany, these services held certain 

advantages which could not be matched by travel and shipping agents or by Canadian overseas 

missions. The Committee assured its clients of the most competitive passenger fares for third- or 

tourist-class berths. It could do this by acting as a broker, seeking the best value fiom arnong its 

own chartered camen and commercial lines. Because the ICEM dealt with a large volume of 

bookings, it had considerable clout in reaching special pnce arrangements with Shipping 

Conferences. Moreover, in August 1952, it received clearance fiom the German government to 

accept DM fiom passengers to be used as a down payment on overseas fares. This was a 

particuiarly important concession as most commercial lines operating fiom German ports were 

prohibited frorn accepting DM. The Cornmittee also could reserve blocks of berths on, their 

chartered vessels in advance and for longer periods of time than their commercial counteïparts. 

This assured Canada's Geman immigration program of ample shipping berths for certain labour 

movements which were required at the height of the travel season. The PICMME-ICEM offered 

reliable service and had a wealth of knowledge about the industry through its experienced staff, 

many of whom had worked previously for the IRO. As well, in conjunction with its bookings, the 

Committee offered passengen use of its convenient pre-embarkation facilities at camp Lesurn in 

northern Germany. Finally, these services were rendered virtually cost-fiee, which spared 

immigration countries the expense and hassle associated with this work. 
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It is not surprising, therefore, that in April 1952 Canadian immigration authorities authorised the 

Committee to act as the sole agent to book al1 APS wmants for German migrants. This 

arrangement eliminated the papenvork associated with bookings and promised passengers the 

lowest fares possible which, in tum, reduced the size of the APS loans. Most importantly, it 

enabled German migrants and the Karlsruhe mission to circumvent Bonn's strict currency 

regulations as migrants could now contnbute the initial $30 in DM funds to qualiQ for the APS, 

plus whatever additional DM they had to reduce their overall overseas passage. In May 1953, the 

ICEM expanded this service, accepting DM from migrants it booked to pre-pay their inland 

transportation costs in Canada as well as providing h e m  $10 in landing money. Likewise self- 

payers could also skirt exchange restrictions as the ICEM was prepared to accept their full payrnent 

for passage in DM. As other shipping companies were still subject to German currency restrictions 

well into 1953, the Committee provided the only avenue through which most Germans could enter 

Canada. Clearly, the ICEM's currency exchange service was a huge boost to Canada's German 

immigration program up to May 1954, at which tirne Bonn relaxed its restrictions on DM transfers 

and convenions. At this juncture, there was no longer any need for the ICEM's bookings and they 

were accordingly discontinued in July 1954 when APS migrants were again free to book with an 

agency of their c h ~ o s i n ~ . ~ ~  

The ICEM also offered a host of other seMces in countries of emigration including pre-selection, 

counselling, as well as language and vocational training of migrants. With one notable exception, 

these services were refused by Canadian authorities because they were considered superfluous or 

unnecessary. As a goodwill gesture and pressed by labour shortages in Canada, Ottawa accepted 

the Comrnittee's offer in 1956 to pre-select 100 farm workers nom northem Italy, Austria and 

Germany. The ICEM acquitted itself quite well in this task, recruiting 101 worken, mostly refugee 

Yugoslav Volksdetitsche, Crorn the Federal Republic and Austria alone. While field staff and senior 

'' IB, Vol. 924, File 590-1. Pt. 5,  Staff Memo No. 5-6,23.6.1954. Rcgiuding the ICEM's undenvriting the cost of inland tmcl, see 
Ibid., Pt. 4, Chief Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div., 14-5-1953. 
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officials belittled this accomplishment, maintaining that the same result could have been achieved 

by its own staff, the Deputy Minister of Immigration recognised these cornplaints for what they 

were, advising his director that he should be more generous in conceding the assistance provided by 

the Committee and that "a more positive attitude in cooperating with the ICEM would result in an 

increased number of migrants to canada."'" These words, in a nutshell, revealed the shortcomings 

of Canada's policy regarding the ICEM. Clearly, the Committee was much more useful, if not vital, 

to Canada's immigration plans than some officials were prepared to admit. 

Fin an cial Services 

The Intergovernrnental Committee realised from the start that, in addition to the lack of 

transportation, financing was the other major stumbling block in the way of greater European 

overseas migration. It was precisely those candidates lacking funds who were most interested in 

migrating and, due to the absence of credit facilities, had no way of realising their goals. Nowhere 

was this more apparent than at Canadian immigration operations in Germany, where hlly two- 

thirds of al1 cases required some form of financial assistance." The Chief of the Canadian mission 

in Germany, J.R. Robillard, was acutely aware of this situation holding back his visa production. 

And Failing any revision of headquarters' very limited APS, he punued every means possible to 

overcome this obstacle. Likewise, the cash-strapped voluntary agencies in 195 1 were helpless in 

moving more of their CO-religionists without additional funds. Thus the Cornmittee's agreement 

with the international relief agencies which set aside vast funds to finance the movement of 

migrants fiom Germany came as manna fiom heaven for Robillard and the church groups. 

German immigration to Canada was particularly lucrative for the Intergovernmental Committee 

because, in addition to the standard $75 per capita contribution received fiom the United States, 

4 3 IB, Vol. 841, File 553-52-2, Director to Fortier, 28.9.1956; Fonier reply, 26.10.1956. 
NAC, MG 28 V 120, Canadiari Lutheran Wortd Relief (CLWR) records, R e d  H-1399, File Canadian Christian Council for the 

Resettlement of Refugces (CCCRR) - GencraI Corr., Sturhahn/Berkefeld to Herzer, 10.3.195s. 
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Bonn offered another $60 per capita gant for each approved German resident rnoved oversea~.~' 

With these grants in hand, the Comrnittee provided international relief agencies with a $120 subsidy 

for each migrant moved, $100 of which was to be allocated to the agencies' respective revolving- 

loan funds, while $20 was retained by the agencies to cover administrative expenses. As already 

noted, international agencies advanced transportation loans to migrants and subsidised the 

placement work of their Canadian affiliates. The international agencies' $120 per capita loans 

covered most of the oveneas fare of each migrant which meant that Canadian churches' or sponsors' 

share of the Ioan remained very small. It was not long before Bonn's per-capita contribution of $60 

for each migrant was cut back and restricted to certain surplus cases and non-APS recipients. To 

ensure that it would receive the $60 grant, the Cornmittee made its per capita grants conditional on 

Bonn's clearance of each case which the international relief agencies proposed to r n ~ v e . ~ ~  This 

enabled Bonn to exercise greater control over emigration to Canada. Still, the agencies represented 

powerful players in the field of Gerrnan immigration in tlieir own right as they now possessed the 

rneans to overcome the funding obstacle and any inadequacies of Canada's APS. 

Officiais at headquarters and overseas were quick to see the practical application of the voluntary 

agencies' revolving loan fùnds to their own programs, handicapped as they were by the lack of 

financing. As early as 1951, Canadian church groups were approached by Immigration and Labour 

officiais to cover the travel costs of dependants accompanying sugar-beet families. In 1953, 

Robillard developed his own variant of the church immigration open placement program (church 

IMOP)~' which was intended to boost visa production. He essentidly twned the church IMOP 

procedure on its head. Rather than only accepting referred church cases for processing, the 

Canadian govenunent missions actively solicited the international voluntary agencies to finance 

45 From the outsct the grant was limited to only S40 for each unattached single male worker moved. Bonn also extended such grants 
to certain non-Gcrmm refugees such as DP h d  core cases. 
Io Ibid., Baetz to Hcrzcr, 22.1 1.1955. Starting in January 1954, clearances had to be obtained frorn the Gerrnan ernigntion centre in 
Koblenz which rcfused to extcnd the S60 grant to self-payes and certain categorics of workers in demand in Germy.  There was 
a parently also a cap of 20,000 on the number of such grants which could be granteci in t 954. 
4'llis was h e  program in which the CCCRR was authorid to prescrit to govcmmcnt otfices in Germany id1 those cases it was 
unable to place in Canada and fdr which the voluntary agencies offercd to advancc dl transportation costs. Sec chapter six. 
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governrnent cases.48 These cases usually involved individuals who did not qualify for government 

loans, such as skilled worken, or who required loans for accompanying dependants. initially, the 

agencies willingly collaborated, seeking to maintain the goodwill of the missions and receiving the 

ICEM per capita grant for approved cases in the process. Through his arthl use of the agencies, 

Robillard was able to circumvent the formidable funding problem. An estimated 3,000-4,000 cases 

were assisted in this way in 1954, a inily impressive figure in relation to total German immigration 

to Canada in this year."9 Lutheran agencies alone financed some 1,500 govemment cases in 1954, 

invoiving several thousand individu al^.^^ Robillard admitted as much to headquarters in 1954, 

reporting that "the rnovement would have been substantially less if the Voluntary Agencies had not 

CO-operated to the extent of granting hundreds of loans to . . . migrants or dependants who were 

unable to finance their own migration and ineligible for the Assisted ~assa~e .""  

In spi te of i ts achievements, the Lntergovemmental Cornmittee's fùnding arrangement had certain 

flaws which limited its effectiveness and ultimately led to its decline. Administered by 

international church agencies, the financing was limited to assisting migrants who were nomally 

members of the same faith. Also, by 1955 the agencies were becoming much more selective, 

tuming d o m  more applicants to reduce their exposure to financial risk. This was because the 

ICEM1s per capita grants to the agencies had steadily shrunk fkom $120 in 1952 to $55 in October 

1955, as the ICEM by 1954 was attempting to cut costs to reduce its debt." Furthemore, Catholic 

and Lutheran groups had over-extended their credit facilities in 1954 and were expenencing great 

difficulties in recovenng their loans fiom delinquent payers. Some agencies even discontinued 

extending loans to Canada-bound migrants because they were receiving no assistance fiom the 

48 Thc Chief of the Canadian immigration mission in Germany, J.R.Robillard, justifieci this practise as follows: "When we have a 
desirabk family who wish to mvel as a unit, it has been our practice to refer them to voluntary agencies for assistance in conncction 
with the rnovement of their dependants. This is also done on occasion when the head of a family is eligible occupationalIy but not 
for [the APS] and is willing to precede his family, that is, he is refend for financial assistance for his own rnovement." [B, Vol. 85 1, 
File 553-1 5 1 ,  Pt. 1 ,  Chief Karlsruhe to Chicf Op. Div., 10.2.1955. 
19 This cstimate is bascd on data found in Ibid., Chief Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div., 6.4.1 955. 
50 IB, Vol. 493, File 567-67, Pt. 2, Jacobsen to Fonier, 28.3. f955. 
" lbid., Robillard to Chicf Op. Div., 14.6.1955. 
" CL WR, Reel H- 1 393, File CLWR Negotiations - Oveneas and Ottawa Corr., Baeez to Monk, 26.10.1955. Nor was it 
unreasonable for the ICEM to cut its grants as voluntary agencies should have been able to buiId substantial revolving-loan fun& 
from generous contributions made earlier by the ICEM. 
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Canadian govemment in obtaining collections." As noted earlier, the ICEM was no longer 

automatically approving al1 loan applications proposed by the agencies but only those for which 

Bonn was willing to make its gant. By 1954, Bonn was limiting its contribution to family 

dependants and certain individuals considered surplus by the West German state. Finally, fewer 

German migrants were in need of financial assistance after 1954 given the emerging prosperity in 

Gemany. in the end, voluntary agencies by 1955 either stopped or severely curtailed advancing 

credit to migrants. 

Although strongly endorsea by the Karlsruhe mission, the ICEMts system of financing found little 

support in Ottawa. Only the hnding extended by Canadian church groups to reunite families was 

t~lerated,~' probably because it served a practical purpose and did not interfere with the 

governrnent's control over selection. migration headquarters looked with suspicion on the 

"financial agreements" between the ICEM and the voluntary agencies which, it felt, bound the 

agencies too closely to the Cornmittee and encouraged them "to still greater efforts in the field of 

selection, processing and settlement of immigrants," activities which it wanted to strip fiom the 

agencies? Clearly, headquarters felt that the ICEM was using the agencies and the fkding as a 

"back-door" of slipping more immigrants into Canada. The DCI was less interested in moving 

numbers than in controliing the type of migrants coming fonvard. When senior officiais received 

word in June 1955 that Robillard was soliciting the agencies to extend loans to cases generated by 

his missions, it requested him to desist and explained that "[wle are not exclusively interested in 

numbers and less still does the Department wish to become obligated to Voluntary Agencies for the 

movement of immigrants other than those in which they are interested for their own spiritual and 

humanitarian cons ide ration^."^^ 

Five months later, Ottawa realised its wish. The introduction of the comprehensive APS in 1956 

quietly yet effectively removed the ICEM and voluntary agencies from the financing field. But, in 

" IB, Vol. 893. File 567-67, Pt. 2, Chief Karlsruhe to Chief Op. Div.. 16.6.1955. 
5.1 DCI, Vol. 10 1, File 3-1 8 3 ,  Pt. 2, Fortier to Minister DCI, 28.4.1955, 
" IB, Vol. 856, File 555-16, Director Immigration to Fortier, 29.3.1954. 
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the interim, the opportunity to muster more German migrants, who were again in great demand by 

late- 1 955, had been squandered. 

CANADA, GERMAN MIGRANTS AND THE ICEM IN ~ T R O S P E C T  

It is apparent that the ICEM had many advantages to offer Canada's Geman immigration prograrn 

and that, in fact, Canada benefited greatly from the transportation, financing and booking services 

provided by the Cornmittee. Without the assistance of the Comrnittee fewer Germans would have 

corne to Canada. Furthemore, by cooperating more fully with the Committee, Canada stood to 

make a more positive contribution to the German refùgee and overpopulation problern and thereby 

fulfil its foreign policy objective of promoting constructive intemationalism. 

Curiously, in spite of these advantages, Canada failed to play a more constructive role in the ICEM 

and, moreover, underrated or denied out of hand its usefulness to Canada's immigration prograrn. It 

may have been because the DCI was wedded too firrnly to King's dictum that authority over 

immigration matters should remain with Canada. Certainly, some of the services offered by the 

Committee were seen to overlap and even encroach upon Canada's jurisdiction, especially in the 

field of selection. The ICEM's policy of increasing migration often clashed with Canada's policy to 

control immigration. It was also feared that the Comrnittee could work to the disadvantage of 

Canada's own prograrn by giving competing immigration countries, such as Australia, an unfair 

edge in taking migrants fiom northem ~ u r o ~ e . ' ~  Whatever the reasons for the negativism, a more 

positive approach to the ICEM could have increased the volume of Gennan migration to Canada, 

especially considering the common ground shared by both Canada and the Committee on many 

issues. The ICEM would have also been an ideal medium with which Canada could have achieved 

the resettlement of many East German famers to Canada, a prograrn in which Immigration 

' 6  IB, Vol. 893, File 567-67, Pt. 2, Benoit to Robillard, 14-6-1955. 
5' In 135G, at thc hcight of its dissatisfaction with the ICEM, Canada protestai that ICEM transponation subsidies were d i n g  it 
chcaper for Dutch migrants to crnigrate to Australia than to Canada IB, Vol. 774, File 536-3 1, Pt 8, Meeting of DCI, U.S. State 
Department and ICEM, 17.8.1956. The ICEM was alleged to have meddIed in Canadian-German immigration negotiations and to 
have prcssed Bonn to insist that Canada provide employment guarantecs for Gcnnans migrants. DCI, Vol. 73, File [DACfl 195 1-57, 
Minutes of DAC1 meeting, 13.4.1956. 
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headquarters had shown great interest in 1955 but which was only undertaken in the early-1960s. 

Moreover, Canada could have greatly boosted its intake of Germans in the low year of 1955 by 

making more use of the ICEM's financial services. In short, Canada's reluctant participation in the 

Cornmittee was another missed opportunity in the field of German immigration. 
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CONCLUSION 

The G e n a n  immigration boom of the 1950s was strongly influenced by key developments which 

auspiciously converged at the same time when the last restnctions on German immigration fell. 

Changes in Canadian immigration policy were especially important. The immigration bureaucracy 

had gradually shed most of its restrictive thinking and mesures by 1950. Henceforth, it pursued an 

aggressive policy which, under the direction of the new Department of Citizenship and Immigration 

(DCI), aimed at mavimising immigrant intake in relation to economic and employment growth. 

And the economy fully cooperated. It posted record growth and high employment fiom 195 1 to 

1957 enabling the department to maintain a large and relatively steady flow of German immigrants 

to Canada in these yean. This massive intake of Germans was only possible because an extensive 

and efficient machinery had been built up in Canada and oveneas by 1950 to recruit, process and 

place immigrants. Measures introduced by the govemment to boost overall immigration, such as 

the Assisted Passage Scheme and "group-labour" programs, gave the German movement a decided 

edge. 

There were also factors extemal to the Canadian govemment which contributed to the German 

immigration boom. Public opposition to the entry of German nationals to Canada had drarnatically 

declined by 1 950 which enabled Ottawa to ease the ban on their admission. In fact, support for 

German immigration was building at this time both in and outside of Canada. The urgmcy of 

bringing West Germany more fully into the westem camp in face of the worsening Cold War 

situation and the outbreak of the Korean War not oniy compelled Canada to abandon its restrictions 

on German immigration but also to give special consideration to the Geman refugee and 

overpopulation situation in its immigration policy. Yet it was not so much foreign policy or "relief' 

considerations which guided Canada's policy, but rather self-interest. By 195 1, Canada was 

ninning short of migrant workers from Britain, other westem European countries and the 

International Refugee Organisation. The big opportunity for Geman immigration came in May 
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1 95 1 when the suppl y of suitable displaced pesons had dried up and Geman migrants were called 

upon as replacements. Luckily for Canada, there was great interest in Germany in emigrating to 

Canada after the war. The removal of Allied restrictions on the foreign travel of German tesidents 

and the widespread interest arnong German nationals in emigrating oveneas assured Canada of a 

large flow of migrants with desired skills. 

German immigration to Canada in the 1950s was profoundly shaped by the views, opinions and 

ideology prevailing in Ottawa in the decade aAer the w u .  Immigration legislation and the 

accompanying regulations provided the means for the governrnent to translate these beliefs into 

official policy and operational practice. Prime Minister King's May 1947 speech on Canada's 

immigration policy neatly synthesised the governrnent's views on immigration and set forth the 

principles which would guide Canada's administration of immigration well into and in many 

respects beyond the 1950s. King's pnnciples contained both catalysts and checks for the German 

movement. Immigration was to: (1) foster population growth without altenng Canada's 

" fundamental character;" (2) stimulate economic development but in keeping with Canada's 

capacity to absorb migrants; and (3) contribute to the international relief mission in Europe but not 

at the expense of Canada's control over immigration. Nowhere were these principles more closely 

followed than in the Geman movement. In the late-1950s, policy maken in Ottawa could no doubt 

look back on the results of their German immigration policy with great satisfaction in having 

achieved these three objectives almost to the letter. 

German immigration made a significant contribution to Canada's population plans. Between 195 1 

and 1957, it provided Canada with a tremendous number of new citizens, nearly 200,000, second 

only to British immigration. This provided a wide range of workea who helped offset the 

unusualiy low ratio of worken to non-workers in Canada. Geman migrants undoubtedly 

contributed to the natural increase of the Canadian population, as most of the newcomers were 

young and either single or childless with the prospect of starting families in their new home. Canada 
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also was able to retain its German immigration gains, because the rate of retum migration and re- 

migration for Gennans in Canada was comparatively low. 

However, at the same time German immigration was not permitted to upset the racial balance of 

Canada's annual immigration targets and of its population. As the supply of German migrants to 

Canada was almost unlimited in the early-1950s, checks in the form of "administrative rneasures" 

were implemented to limit the movement. Consistent with King's prïnciple of "absorptive 

capacity," the immigration bureaucracy tailored the German movement to meet econornic and 

employrnent needs. Arguably, the prime, if not sole, purpose of Gerrnan immigration for policy 

makers in Ottawa was to feed the Canadian economy with workers who were not available in 

Canada or in "preferred" European countries. In this endeavour the DCI was enormously 

successful. In most years from 195 1 to 1957, the department nearly attained the numerical and, to a 

lesser degree, the occupational targets. In these yean most of the labourers consisted of fm 

workers and domestics, the main staple of the German movement. AAer 1954, when the emphasis 

increasingly shified to skilled worken, immigration officials expenenced few difficulties importing 

more trained migrants from Gemany. in its administration of German immigration, Ottawa also 

met its objective of securing a favourable ratio of worken to dependants. Indeed, the German 

movement had the highest ratio of worken to dependants of any ethnic group of newcomen to 

Canada. To ensure that the German movement did not overstep Canada's "absorptive capacity," 

administrative controls in the form of regdations and instructions effectively barred Geman 

applicants who lacked skills, persona1 suitability (Le. poor temperaments, too large families and 

who possessed suspect civil or security records) and resources. 

Canada's German immigration policy also complemented its foreign policy objective of relieving 

West Germany of its refugee and overpopulation problem. By this method, Canada and several 

other western countries hoped to safeguard West Germany's political and economic stability and 

prevent the spread of Communism. But in administerîng this resettlement relief, Canada did so on 

its own ternis. The focus remained on securing suitable worken nom Germany for Canada's 
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economy. The fact that Ottawa's German immigration program contributed in a srnall way to 

alleviating Germany's overpopulation was only an incidental by-product for which Canada could 

take credit in its international relations. No reai concessions, or extraordinary efforts, were made on 

behalf of the West German government or the intergovemrnental Committee for European 

Migration (ICEM) in resettling Germans to Canada. The DCI jealously guarded its prerogative of 

administering immigration to Canada. Any activities by Bonn, the ICEM, Canadian church 

immigration societies, international agencies, railways, and other government departments, which 

were seen to encroach on the department's exclusive domain or conflict with its interests were 

strongly opposed and sometimes shut down. As a result, the department's influence over Geman 

immigration was almost total and directed almost exclusively to domestic objectives. 

Non-govcmmental organisations, such as the voluntary agencies and railways, also contributed to 

the immigration boom, assisting about one-third of al1 German migrants coming to Canada between 

1953 and 1955. They provided additional resources, especially financing and staff, used in the 

recruiting, transporting and placing of German migrants. The voluntary agencies, in particular, had 

very different motives for working in the field. They emphasised the humanitarian aspect of this 

work and also benefited from resulting church growth. Non-govemmental organisations were only 

tolerated in the immigration field when they could deliver useful services for immigration 

authorities, such as secunng workers, and conducted themselves in accordance with govemment 

guidelines and regulations. Not surprisingly, Ottawa's efforts to eliminate these groups nom this 

field coincided with those times when their services were required the least. 

Through the German immigration program, Canada also achieved the other objective of its "nation- 

building" mission, namely, acquiring new Canadians who, by al1 accounts, were "suitable, desirable 

and adaptable." In the estimation of most observers, German newcomers, on the whole, fit into 

their new homeland quite well. Economically they were very successfbl, paying off their travel 

debts consistently and promptly, as well as founding record numbers of businesses shortly afier 

their arrival. Ln general, they quickly became established in Canadian social and economic life. 
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Available indicators suggest that Germans were generally law-abiding and adaptable new 

Canadians.' They settled in areas experiencing econornic growth - mostly Ontario and western 

Canada - and contributed to the prospenty of these regions. The general success of the early 

German movements ensured the continuation of Future German immigration to Canada. 

However, while Canadian policy makers did well with their German immigration program, they 

could have done even better. ûpportunities were missed, particularly in the early- MOs, to secure 

more German immigrants who offered a great variety of skills and expertise of use to Canada. 

Notable in this regard was Canada's failure to recruit more professionals and trained workers, such 

as engineers, scientists and technicians, who were in abundant supply in Gemany and who could 

have benefited Canada's expanding postwar manufactunng and tertiary sectors. indeed, the 

composition of Germany's labour force in the 1950s, with its heavy concentration of skilled workers 

in industry and handicrafts, afforded Canada a particularly rich recruiting ground. Unfortunately, 

Ottawa paid undue attention in the early-1950s to secunng Geman workers for economic fields in 

which the long-term dernand for labour was declining2 such as for the increasingly mechanised 

agriculture sector, or in which the potential for economic growth was marginal, such as domestic 

service. This is not to Say that Canada's agricultural and service sector did not in the short-term 

require additional workers. Even here Ottawa could have enlisted more Germans by offering more 

"selling points" for the domestic and farm labour schemes, by easing restrictions such as the N o -  

year residence mle for East Germans, and by working more closely with the railways, voluntary 

agencies and the ICEM in bnnging foiward migrants, especially during the leaner immigration 

years. Perhaps the most fundamental shortcoming of Ottawa's German immigration policy was not 

- -  

' Two studies conducted by the Citizenship Branch for the period 1951-54 placcd Gcnnans amngst immigrant c h i c  gmups with 
the Iowest criminal conviction rate, a level far lowcr than that for native-bom Canadians. DCI, Deparmient of Citizenship and 
Immigration (DCI) records, Vol. 143, File 3-40-24, Pt. 1, "Repon on Criminality among the Foreign Boni in Canadan [1954] and 
Ibid. Schwartz to Boucher, 26.7.1956. Gerrrtan m i v a t  also wcre very quick to lm eithcr of Canada's officia1 languages (another 
indicator of "adaptability"). See A.H. Richmond, Pm- War Immigrants in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, l967), 
154. A study of citizcnship applications filed in Toronto and Montreal in 1959 revealed that German migrants applied for Cmadian 
citizcnship sooncr than any other ethnic group. DCI, Report CR-2 (Ottawa: March 1961). 
' Indeed, Canadian policy rnaken were already apprised of the pmjected decline in agriculturai labour in 1947. See the study paprs 
preparcd for the Interdepmental Cornmittee on Immigration: "Immigration in Relation to Agriculturew and The Effect of 
Immigration in Re1 ieving Labour Shortages during 1947" in Department of Labour records, Vol. 3028 and 3029, respective1 y. 
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taking greater advantage of the ready availability of German migrants in the early-195Os, an 

opportunity which largely disappeared afier 1957. 

However, immigration programrning in Ottawa was govemed by other priorities, practical 

considerations as well as certain inefficiencies and shortcomings al1 of which account for an often 

restrained German immigration program. For most govemment officiais, politicians and the public. 

it was important to maximise the flow of British migrants and in the process maintain the 

"fundamental character" of Canada. This obviously set a ceiling on the number of Germans who 

could be admitted to Canada in a given year, something that was especially evident from 195 1 to 

1953. Also, British and Amencan migrants could fi11 many, if not most, of the modest targets for 

professionals and skilled workers set by the govemment and they already possessed the language 

skills and most of the occupational and educational qualifications required for these positions. 

Another obstacle for Ottawa's German immigration program was that assistance fiom Bonn was 

inconsistent and by 1955 had ceased altogether. 

Perhaps the most senous flaws in the DCI's programming in the 1950s was its lack of long-term 

vision and its difficulty in adjusting to changing circumstances. Economic and manpower forecasts 

did not extend beyond a year which meant that Canada failed to recniit certain types of workers to 

meet the long-term needs of its economy. This was most evident in the failure to obtain more 

skilled workers and technicians from Germany from 1952 to 1954. In these years immigration 

plannen curtailed Canada's intake of German trained workers. This was in spite of the fact that 

suppl y was plentihil in Germany and that Canada's intake of skilled workers fell short of real 

demand in every year afier 195 1. The DCFs conservative and cautious programming was aiso 

influenced by the views of labour unions, the public and the federal Department of Labour al1 of 

which opposed an aggressive immigration policy. Hence, Ottawa's Geman immigration 

programming was often more reactive than planned. Finally, immigration bureaucrats refused to 

face the faci that real economic growth in Canada was emerging in the non-agriculturai fields such 

as the manufacturing and tertiary secton. It was precisely in these areas where Germans could offer 
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skills in great quantity. hfluenced far too much by an antiquated perception of Canada, the DCI 

attempted to boost f m  labour and domestics' schemes. Here it committed vast resources which 

could have bern put io better use in securing manpower and expertise for 'growth' fields. 

Still, despite the govemrnent's short-sightedness, Canada's German immigration program fiorn 195 1 

to 1957 was generally successful; it brought more Germans to Canada than at any comparable 

penod in Canadian history and at a tirne in which they could be readily absorbed. The 

circumstances that gave nse to this boom, both in Canada and Germany, would not surface again. 

Therefore, some credit must be given to Ottawa for identifying this opportunity and seizing it as it 

thought best. 
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